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KEPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR 1919.

Since the reading of the last report about 10 months

have passed by, and, althongh the Society has steadily

gone ahead, it is felt that we have not made the progress

which was anticipated when once the war was over.

On the other hand, we have more confidence in the

future and can now see our way clear to begin the new
year with even better prospects than was possible last

year.

It has been most unfortunate for the Society that our

elected Hon. Secretary, Mr. Claude Fuller, was pre-

vented through absence and illness, to give as much
attention and energy to the Society as he had given the

year before, and it is much to be regretted, that he has

been obliged to resign from his office before the year was
completed. The Society owes a great deal to his energetic

work and we herewith take the opportunity of tljanking

him most sincerely for the work he has done, nnd we
hope that he will soon again be in the position to

support us in the various ways he can do so ably.

We are, however, glad to announce that Dr. Phillips

has been kind enough to take over the Secretaryship at
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once and Iia.s aUo promised to continue the work should

he be dnly elected. Seeing what a difficult task it is, and

Low shy we all are of taking this office, we feel sure that

this election is a certainty and the business-like way in

which our acting Secretary took ovei- the work shows us

what possibilities our Society may have.

MenthfrsJtip:— During the yeai- we lost one member,

through death. The number of new members elected this

year is only 14, thus giving a total membership of 192.

Of these however, 34 are in arrear for their subscriptions

for 1918, and for 1919 87 subscriptions are still unpaid.

The last big figure is largely due to the fact that through

various circumstances, which need not be enumerated

here, we were not able to publish our Journal as early

as was anticipated. We had calculated to publish only

two numbers this year, owing to the prevailing high

price of printing, but unfortunately even the first of these

numbers is now over six months in arrear, and ha^- just

left the press, and we can well understand th^ the

Journal not being forthcoming, many members forget

about their subscription. The Council on the other hand

did not wish to send out reminders until the Journal

was published.

AVe have no doubt, however, that members will realise

tlje difficulties which beset a young Society like ouri»,

and we hope that they will support their Council as much
as they can, in order to secure success.

Although we could not expect a ra})id increase in

membership under the above mentioned circumstances,

yet ir should be understood that the welfare of a

Society is determined firstly by the number of its mem-
bers, and secondly by their assistance and co-operation.

We feel at the present time there is not sufficient con-

tact between the members, a condition that would be

largely improved by a more regular publication of the

Journal; the incoming Council should therefore endeavour
to issue next year at least two numbers.
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We regret to say, however, that the delay of the pre-

sent number is not entirely due to circumstances outside

the Society. The Editorial Committee had some difficulty

in getting together sufficient material of a varied

character and suitable nature, and at the same time with-

in the financial possibilities of the Society. Even the

present number is not as varied as we could wish it to

be, so that each member may find something of interest,

and the next number, now in hand, and which we hope

to be out by April is practically all the material we have

on hand for publication.

We therefore sincerely hope that now that the print-

ing difficulties are practically at an end, members will

send jn their articles, so that it will not be necessary for

some of the Council members to write special articles in

order to give the Members a '* JOURNAL "
I Yet, that is

what would hap])en should M.S. not come forward more
i-egularly.

In connection with Publications, I may draw^ the

attention of members to the fact, that we have now all the

old stock of the S.A.O.U. Journal and that there are

still complete sets available, so that members who wish

to have their Journal complete, should not wait too long

in ordering one.

A glance at the balance sheet will show, that there is

still a fair amount of money on hand, though not less

than £104 are outstanding; it should, however, be remem-

bered that most of this is earmarked to defray the cost of

printing of the present number. It is therefore hoped

that members will readily respond to the reminders

which in future will bo sent out regularly.

The 191Ji award of the Capt. Scott memorial Medal:

—

As will be seen in this number of the Journal, (fuller

particulars appear later), the Senior medal was this

year awarded to Dr. I. B. Pole Evans at a special meet-

ing on the 15th of May. Several visitors were present

on the occasion and this will no doubt have made the

Society wider known.
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The Junior medal has not been awarded yet, owing

to the limited competition in the M.Sc. examination in

Natural history subjects, and the Trustees of the Fund

have therefore decided to award it in future to the best

Candidate in the B.Sc, examination. It is anticipated

that the first award will be made in March next year,

together with the Third award of the Senior Medal.

The attached report has been received from the Hon.

Secretary of the Pretoria local branch which shows that

exceptionally few meetings have been held this year and

also that the attendance is not as good as it used to be.

It is therefore welcome news that the branch has

decided to hold next year a series of popular lectures to

arouse interest in natural history and to stimulate

interest in the Society locally. No new local branches

have as yet been formed elsewhere, though some places

have a sufficient number of members to justify the

existence of one or two other branches.

In conclusion, Ladies and Gentlemen, I must express

my sincere appreciaticn of your having for the second

time elected me as president of our Society. I feel sure

that T have not done sufficient for the Society to warrant
this token of honour, but I can assure you, that I have
at any rate endeavoured at all times to promote the

interest in our Society to the best of my ability.

I hope that next year will be a more prosperous year

than this one has been, and feel confident that with com-
bined efforts our Society will fill a high place in Biological

research in South Africa.
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CONSTITUTION. \^' ,^ v^jy^

1. The short title of the Society shall be " The South

African Biological Society "'. The full title shall be
'' The South African Biological Society in which

are incori)orated the Transvaal Biological Society

and the South African Ornithologist's Union ".

2. The objects of the Society shall be:

—

(a) to advance the study of biological science and

to give all possible assistance to those in South

Africa who are interested in the study of

natural history.

(b) to publish a Journal of biology and natural his-

tory; also the transactions of the Society.

(c) to advocate the preservation of the monuments

of nature.

(d) to hold scientific congresses from time to time

in various centres.

3. The seat or headquarters of the Society shall be in

Pretoria subject only to provisions in Article 46.

4. The Society's financial year shall be from the 1st

January to 31st December and the Annual General

Meeting of the Society shall be held in December.

5. The annual subscription shall be one pound sterling

with an entrance fee of ten shillings and sixpence

sterling.

6. The Society shall consist of Foundation, Ordinary,

Life, and Honorary members.

7. The affairs, funds, and the issue of any publications

of the Society shall be vested in a Council.

8. The general management of the Society, the election

of Ordinary members, the essential arrangements
for the issue of publications, issue of notices, etc.,

shall be vested in an Executive Committee.
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9. The Council shall consist of a President; at least six

Vice-Presidents; ten ordinary Council members, all

proportionately representative of the members resi-

dent in the several Provinces of the Union and

Rhodesia ; an Editorial Committee of three members,

one of whom shall be Editor-in-Chief; an Honorary

Secretary, and an Honorary Treasurer.

10. The Executive Committee shall consist of all mem-

bers of the Council resident at the seat of the

Society. Five to form a quorum.

11. The Executive Committee shall have the power to

elect Special Committees from any members of the

Society, and to remit such powers as may be deemed

advisable.

12. The President, and the Honorary Secretary shall be

ex-officio members of all Committees.

13. Any vacancy in the Council shall be filled by the

Executive Committee and reported at the Annual

General Meeting of the Society.

14. Ordinary Meetings of the Executive Committee shall

be held once a quarter. Special Meetings of the

Executive Committee may be summoned by the

Honorary Secretary upon given seven days notice,

or, in cases of emergency instanter.

15. The Honorary Secretary shall give fourteen days

notice to all non-resident Members of Council of an

Ordinary Meeting of the Executive Committee, and
shall advise all non-resident Members of Council of

any business transacted at an Ordinary Meeting or

at a special Meeting of the Executive Committee.

16. A Special General Meeting of the Society shall be

called by the Council upon the written requisition

of ten Members. Two weeks notice of such Meeting
to be given to all Members.

17. Foundation Members shall be all Members who
joined the Society prior to October, 1917.
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18. Ordinary Members shall be such as are duly elected

and shall be entitled to all privileges upon paying

their subscriptions.

19. Life Members shall be Ordinary Members who after

having had five years Membership shall compound

their annual subscription by paying the sum of ten

guineas.

20. Honorary Members shall be elected from persons of

special scientific attainments, not resident in South

Africa.

21. Honorary Members shall be nominated by the Coun-

cil and duly elected by a correspondence ballot of

the Council.

22. The number of Honorary Members shall be limited

to ten.

23. Honorary Members shall be exempt from all contri-

butions and shall receive the publications of the

Society without charge, but they shall not be en

titled to any vote in the deliberations of the Society.

24. Any Member of the Society resident in South Africa

shall be eligible for election to any office.

25. Election to the Council shall be conducted by a cor-

respondence ballot of Members.

26. The Council at the time being shall two months prior

to the Annual General Meeting call for nominations

from Members for the Officers for the ensuing year,

and one month prior to the Annual General Meeting

the Council shall send out Ballot papers to all

Members which must be returned to the Honorary

Secretary at least seven days prior to the date of

the Annual General Meeting.

27. All nominees for the Council shall signify their wil-

lingness to accept office before being balloted for.

28. The result of the ballot for office bearers shall be

made known at the Annual General Meeting and as

soon as possible afterwards circulated among all the

Members.
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29. All office-bearers shall retire annually but shall be

eligible for re-election.

30. All candidates for ordinary membership shall be

proposed and seconded in writing by two members

of the Society.

31. All nominations for ordinary membership are to be

submitted through the Honorary Secretary who shall

then send a ballot paper giving the candidate's

name, and the names of the proposer and seconder

to each member of the Executive Committee.

32. One black ball will disqualify a candidate for mem-

bership, but he shall have the right to appeal to the

Council, whose decision shall be final.

33. All applicants whom the Executive Committee shall

recommend for membership shall have due notice to

that effect in writing from the Honorary Secretary.

34. Full membership may only be claimed after the pay-

ment of the Entrance Fee and the first Annual Sub-

scription. Failure to make these payments within

two months of notification of election will make the

election null and void.

35. If any member after due notice sent by post to his

address in December and again in February shall

fail to pay his annual subscription before the first

day in March, such member shall be suspended and

continue to be suspended until the sum due be paid.

3f>. A member who has been suspended may be reinstated

upon tlie recommendation of the Council.

37. A resignation shall only be considered as of eft'ect

when forwarded in writing to the Honorary Secre-

tary, and in tlie absence of such notification,

Members will be regarded as responsible for the pay-

ment of tlieir subscriptions and other dues.

38. All Members shall receive a free copy of all the

Society's publications from year of election.

39. The financial statement shall be circulated among
all members as soon as possible after December 31st.
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40. Every notice or any publication shall be considered

as duly delivered when posted to or delivered by

hand at the address of members as registered in the

Society's List of Members.

41. Should the members of the Society resident at any

centre desire to do so they may form a branch of

the Society for the purpose of holding monthly

meetings, the reading of papers, and scientific excur-

sions.

42. The rules and bye-laws of any such local branch

when formed shall not be in conflict with any

Article of the Constitution of the Society and shall

be subject to the approval of the Council of the

Society and shall not operate until such approval

has been secured.

43. The President of any local branch comprising not

less than twenty members shall be ipso facto a Vice-

President of the Society.

44. All local branches comprising not less than twenty

members shall be entitled to receive from the funds

of the Society a sum not exceeding Five Pounds

sterling per annum to cover any expenses incurred

in the calling and holding of monthly meetings. In

regard to branches having less than twenty members,

the amount shall be in proportion to the number of

members.

45. Any scientific Society in South Africa may at any

time affiliate or become incorporated with the South

African Biological Society. The terms of such affi-

liation or incorporation shall be arranged between

the councils of the two societies and to take effect

when approved of by a distinct majority of members
in the case of each society.

40. Any amendment, repeal, or substitution of any of

the foregoing provisions, or for the making of any

further provisions to the Constitution must be

notified to the Honorary Secretary in writing and

supported by the signatures of at least six members.
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47. Each member of the Council shall receive a copy ot

such notice from the Honorary Secretary.

48. The Council shall submit the proposal to members

by correspondence ballot and if agreed to by two

thirds of the members such alteration shall be re-

corded in the book of Constitution and when so

recorded shall have and take effect.

SOUTH AFRICAN BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
PRETORIA LOCAL BRANCH,

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY FOR THE YEAR 1919.

The following officers were elected:—President, Mr.

A. K. Haaguer; Vice-presidents, Mr. R. E. Montgomery
and Dr. E. M. Doidge; Hon. Secretary, H. K. Munro.

Six meetings were held during the year; in February,

May, August, October, November and December. The
average attendance was eleven members and four visitors

per meeting.

The following is the list of papers and demonstrations:

A. K. Haagner. The African Elephant and its

domestication. Illustrated with photographs.

Dr. H. H. (Ireen and C. D. Dijkman. The Path and
Rate of elimination of Arsenic.

H. K. Munro. Note <m the Occurence of Fossil

Tsetse Hies.

C. F. M. Swynnciitoii. Lee lure on the Habits of Tsetse

flies. lUiistiated with lantern slides.

Dr. E. P. Phillips. The Proteas of South Africa.

Illustrated with lantern slides.

A. J. T. Janse. The Notodontidae of South Africa.

H. K. Munro. Notes on the Habits of Flies. (Diptera.^

Dr. E. P. Phillips. The value of a State Herbarium
lo an Agricultural Country.

A. Roberts. Exhibit of specimens of Gerbilles and
Shrews.
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Presentation of the Capt. Scott Memorial Medal

to Dr. I. B. Pole Evans, on 15t/i May, 1919.

Ill presenting to Dr. Pole Evans the second Senior Capt.

Scott Memorial Medal as is nij privilege to do, it is

hardly necessary to say much about his work in South

Africa or of his relationship to the Society, for with the

details of this many of you are more familiar than I have

ever had the opportunity of being.

From the foundation of the Transvaal Biological

Society, Dr. Pole Evans was closely associated with the

Society and those members who still remember the early

days of this Society Avill know, that his laboratory was

its birthplace as well as the place of meeting as long as

AW were a small family of about twelve members.

Nobody would have thought in those days of a meeting

without the presence of Sir Arnold Theiler, Dr. Gunning,

Mr. Howard and \)y. Pole Evans and the incomplete list

given in the elournal of the S.A.B.S. of Dr. Pole Evans'

papers read and discussed at the meetings, gives some
idea of the interest he then took in the Society.

To members who are not intimate with the branch of

research to which Dr. Pole Evans has devoted so many
years, the following information will be welcome,

especially as it is, at the same time, a short history of

the ontogenesis of phyto-pathological research in South
Africa.

Tlltyd Buller Pole Evans received his early education

at the Cowbridge Grammar School and took the degree

of B.Sc, at the University College of South Wales,
Monmoutlishire, Cardiff in 1903. From there he went to

tlie Selwyn College, Cambridge, ami altliough it Avas his

original intention to study medicine, fortunately for the

study of Botany in S.A., he abandoned this idea, and
took up tlie study of plnnt-pathology and mycology, under
the direction of the most celebrated of English phyto-

})athologists, Marshall Ward.
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111 1905 Dr. role Evans took his research degree at

Cambridge and very soon after, on the 28th July 1905

took up his appointment in the Transvaal Department of

Agriculture, Division of Botany, as assistant for plant

diseases. At that time Mr. J. Burtt Davy was chief of

the Botanical Division, but in Jan. 1012 Plant-pathology

was separated from Botany and Dr. Pole Evans appointed

as chief of the new division of plant pathology and

mycology. Mr. Burtt Davy resigned in October 1913, the

divisions were re-amalgamated and Dr. Pole Evans w^as

appointed chief of the two divisions with the title of

Chief, Division of Botany. In June 1907 he was elected

a Fellow of the Linnean Society of London; during 1911

he was President of the T.B.S., and for many years he has

been a Fellow^ of the Royal Society of S.A. and a member

of Council of the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science. In 1918 the Degree of D.Sc.

was granted to liim l>y the University of Wales on the

strength of his j)ublished research work. In July 1918

he was a])])ointed Director of the Botanical Survey of

South Africa, nn undertaking which he had been urging

on the Government for the last ten years, and which was

then put on a working basis.

When Dr. Pole Evans came to the Transvaal in 1905

no phyto-pathological work had been done, and various

outbreaks of cotfee rust and other diseases led to his

appointment, in order that these might be investigated.

The first years of his Avork were consequently mainly

devoted to the study of rust fungi, but several other

pathological problems were studied at the same time, and
the amount of advisoiy and research work increased

gradually to such an extent as to necessitate the appoint-

ment of first one, and then several assistant mycologists.

It is of interest to note, that all these, who are graduates
in Botany of the Cape University—now the University
of South Africa—were trained in plant pathology by Dr.
Pole Evans himself.
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Gradually the work of the Division and the labour of

its Chief extended over larger areas of botanical research,

a few portions of which may be mentioned, llesearch

work was undertaken in connection with indigenous and

exotic grasses and other pasture and fodder plants;

investigations were carried out in connection with

indigenous plants poisonous to stock,—this in co-

operation with Sir Arnold Theiler and other members of

the Division of Veterinary Research ; noxious weeds, and

indigenous plants which could be used as sources of

fibre, dye-stuffs, drugs, paper, etc., were studied ; a special

study of South African Aloes was made and many new

species described; a large mycological herbarium was

established and the study on rusts of indigenous plants

is still continued; in addition to the considerable amount

of phyto-pathological research work, which is still under

his direction.

The latest but not least important branch, is the

Botanical Survey work, of which a large amount will

be done in the National Herbarium which is now attached

to the Division.

I do not think that I say too much in stating, that

much if not most, of this growth of Botanical research

in South Africa is due to the stimulating influence of

Dr. Pole Evans' energy and perseverance, and that

Botanical Science owes him a great deal for the quantity

and quality of work he has done.

A glance at the attached list of papers of which Dr.

pole Evans is the author will convince any one of the

amount of work done by him and while presenting this

medal to him to-night, we oxi)ress the hoi>e that he will

be able to continue foi' many years his con tribul ions to

Botanical researcli in Soutli Africa.
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Scientific Papers.

\\\ I K. Pole Evans, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S.

1. Iiifec-iioii jjheiioiiieiiji in vtirions Uredlneae ; Kept.

r>i-i1isli Assoc, fui' ilie advance, of Science. 8.

Afiica lIMiri, London 11)()(>, p. 595—596.)

2. Note on Fusicladiiun affecting apples and pears in

Cape Colony — Trans. Agric. Jonrn. IV. 1906, p.

827-829.

3. The cereal rusts— Ann. Rep. Trans. Dept. Agric. for

19()f;-T A'. 1907, p. 163-5.

4. Coffee rusts {Hennleia vastatri.r Berk and Br.) —
Ann. Rep. Trans. Dept. Agric. 1906-7. V. 165-6.

5. The cereal rusts I. The development of their Uredo

mycelia.—Ann-aU of Bot. XXI. 1907, p. 441-146.

6. The Soutli African Locut fungus, Einpusa Grylli^

Fres.—Trans. Agric. Journ. V. 1907, p. 933-939.

7. On the systematic position of Aecidiuw elegans,

Diet— Rept. 8. Africa. Ass. Adv. So. 190S, p. 252-

253.

8. Bitter Pit of the Apple.— Transvaal Dept. of Agric.

Techn. Bull. Xo. 1, 1909.

9. On the structure and life-history of Diplodin

natalensis, n. sp. — The cause of the "Black rot"

of Xatal Citrus Fruit. — Trans. Dept. of Agric. Sc.

Bulletin, 4. 1910.

10. South African cereal rusts, with observations on

the problem of breeding rust-resistant wheats. —
Journ. of Agric. Science, Vol. IV, pt. 1. 1911,

p. 95-104.

11. A fungus disease of Bagworms in Xatal. — Annals

Mycologici, Vol. X. Xo. 3, 1912, p. 281-284.

12. Three Fungi collected (m the Percy Sladen Memorial

Expedition of 1910 il and 1912-13— Annals of

Bolus Herbarium. Vol. 1. 1915, p. 115.
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i;i. Note on a variety of Kalckhremnera Tuckii (Kalch

and Mac Owan) Berk, from Grahamstown and

Kentani Districts. — Records of tlie Albany

Museum, Vol. III. 1915. p. 157.

14. The South African Rust Fungi. I. The spe-jes of

I*ucciuia on Conipositae. — Trans. Koy. Soc. S. Afr*

V(,l. V. IDKi,
J).

iVM-iU{\.

15. Descriptions of some new Aloes from the

Transvaal, Pt. 1.— Trans. Koy. Soc. S. Africa.

Vol. V. 191(). p. 25-35.

D). A new Aloe from Swaziland. — Trans. Roy. Soc

S. Africa, Vol. X. 1910. p. 6034.

17. Descriptions of some new Aloes from the Trans-

vaal. Ft. II.— Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Africa,

Vol. V. 1917, 1). 703-711.

18. A Sketch of the Rise, Growth and Development

of Mycology in South Africa being Presidential

Address 1o Section (\—S. African Ass. Adv. of

Science. l!nt*» S. African Journ. of Science, Oct.

1910, p. 1-20.

]:>. A new Smut on Soryhinit hulcpease Sees — S.

African Journ. of Science, June 1910.

20. South African Fibre JMants, 1. Anibari or Deccan

Hem]) Hlhisctis canudbinus L. — S. African

Journ. of Industries, ^'()l. I. 1917, p. 19<S-208.

21. The Plant Geography of South Africa.— Official

Year-Book of the Union, No. 1. 1917.

22. Novltatcs Afr'wanae. — Annals <>f Pxilus Her-

barium, Vol. H. 1917. |>. 109-111.

Poniilur Articles.

By 1. P,. PoLi: Evans, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S.

1. Notes on Diseases of IMants. — Trans. Agric. Journ.

IV. 1905, p. 14S-149.

2. Smut in Wheat, Barley and Oats, and how to

prevent it.— Trans. Ajri-ic. Journ. IV. 1900.

p. 389-390.
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^tate Berhariinn to an Agricultural Country.

\^\ E. p. l»HiLLUs, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S.,

Division of Botany, Pretoria.

In the realms of science botany stands out pre-

enilnentTy as the science which comes iut(> Sntinmte

contact with the fundamental problems of life and living

things, it is at the same time the science which lends

itself most readily to practical application in many
economic directions. As far as agriculture is concerned.

Dr. L. Cockayne, a celebrated New Zealand Botanist,

remarks " that Agriculture, if it is to improve, must take

full advaihage of the methods and discoveries of those

branches of modern botany which sj^ccially affect it
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liardl V Deeds asserting •'. One does not agree whoHy

witli the latter part of this statement as every day

experience goes to sliow that there is a huk of

sympathy with, and of appreciation of the work done

by the systematic botanist. The prevalent idea appears

to be that he is a man useful enough to send an odd plant

to for naming, but beyond this he is useless from a

practical point of view. There is just an element of

truth in this which obscures the other aspects from

which he should be regarded, and as the " man-in-the-

street " usually has not the time or the inclination to

study the work done in a herbarium in relation to other

branches of botanical science this erroneous idea

will persist until the real value of a plant collection is

proved to him.

The writer has attempted to do this in the following

pages by first of all outlining the various economic

results which have accrued as the direct result of

botanical investigation, and then to show that the

investigators in each case have had to approach the

.systeraavist before their results can be given to the

world. In other words, to show that systematic botany,

i.e. the correct naming of plants, is the foundation upon

which all botanical knowledge must be built. It

naturally follows that if this foundation is to be secure,

the 8tate should possess at least one well-equipped,

scientifically conducted herbarium in which the native

flora can ])e studied and whei-e also representative

collections of plants fronj other countries are kept for

reference and comparison.

In compiling this paper the AA^riter has drawn freely

upon data scattered in various botanical publications,

a list of which is appended, and has sometimes quoted

verbatim the remarks therein, but this needs no apologv

as the scope of this i)aper is to bring together and place

before the public facts not generally available to the

•<jrdinarv man.
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If the perusal of these few pages results in the more

sympathetic appreciation of the work done in a hei-

barium to further, not only knowledge, but the wel-

fare of mankind, the slight labour entailed in preparing

this paper will be amply rewarded.

The Scope of Botanical Science.

Botany is the science which deals with plants. It aims

at knowing everything possible about them, and in recent

years the science has made such strides in so many

directions that botanists have almost been compelled to

devote all their time to, and specialize in, one branch of

the subject. The general structure of the plants; the

functions of the various organs ; conditions necessary for

maintaining the life of the plant; their relation to other

forms of plant and animal life; their uses; mode of dis-

semination ; their present distribution over the earth,

etc., are all aspects from which the botanist approaches

the study of plants, and the investigation of botanical

problems. For the sake of convenience the science is

divided into more or less detinite groups as follows:

—

1. Morphoiogy. Is the study of the external

form and structure of plants.

2. Econoinic Botany. Is the investigation of the

uses of plants to man.

3. Systematic Botany. Deals with the elassi-

tication of plants.

4. Anatomy. The detailed study of the internal

structure.

5. Histology. A study of the plant cells and

minute structure.

6. Physiology. The functions of the various

1)1 ant organs.

7. Ecology. The relation of plants with other

])lants or animals to their physical

environment
8. Geographical Botany. The distribution of plants.

9. >'egetable Pathology. The study of the diseases

of olants.
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II nmsi not he iiifeired, however, from llie above

•jjroupinL' (liMt these, sub-divisions are complete in them-

selves: llu'.v are interflei)endent and in the solution of

any botanical i)roblem rlie aid of one or more of them

may havi* to be sought. In the same way as the various

branches of Botany are dependent on one another, so

are the various Sciences. As the Botanist has to seek

the co-ojieration of tlie Tliemist, the Physiologist the

Zoologist and the Bacteriologist, so have these Sciences

need of botanical assistance in many problems which

confrcmt them.

The Valtti-: of Botanical Science.

The fact that the very existence of man on the earth is

dependent on the vegetation hardly needs any proof and

yet we are apt to lose sight of this fact. Those of us

who live in towns and are only accustomed to be served

with the linished articles of everyday use—our food,

clothing, etc., hardly ever stop to realise the sjources

from w^hich these are derived.

Directly or indirectly we all live on the products of

plants and the subject of Economic Botany therefore

becomes of prime importance. From various plants we
obtain our gums, resins, rubber, dyes, fibres, drugs,

timber, foods, etc., and the further investigation of

sources of supph^ is a matter of moment. This work is

being carried on in all progressive countries of the

world. New plants are being constantly discovered which

yield some useful product, they are introduced into

cultivation and mankind benefits. The number of such

plants is so large that it would be out of place to give a

list of them here.

Not only are we dependent directly upon certain plants,

but indirectly the vegetation of a pastoral country affects

us, as the quality and quantity of our milk, butter and
meat is affected by the state of the pasture. Here again

Botanical Science must be relied upon for solving the
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many problems concerned. It appears to be fairly certain

that the veld in many parts of South Africa is

deteriorating; this affects us as a nation, so that it be-

comes imperative to know what is happening in these

cases. It is a problem primarily for the botanist and

until he has investigated the causes which bring on these

changes no remedy can be suggested. Many other pro-

blems connected with the veld, such as grass-burning,

overstocking, poisoning, the value of native plants and

grasses as stock food all await and demand the aid of

Botanical Science.

T have indicated above the direct practical importance

botanical science is and may be to mankind, but,

botanical investigations which are undertaken with no

utilitarian object in view should not be looked down upon,

on the other hand they should receive every encourage-

ment. As the late Dr. H. H. W. Pearson wrote *' Research

is, or should be, undertaken with the single object of dis-

covering truth, regardless of the consequences. These how-

ever, may at any time assume a practical and economic

value which no erne bas been less inclined to expect than

the investigator himself ". Dr. L. Cockayne also remarks
^' There is hardly any ecological research, however non-

utilitarian it may seem, which is not dealing with actual

or potential farm lands. Thus few non-economic eco-

logical studies lack entirely tbe economic asjject. Agri-

culture, however, does not depend upon the slow process

of nature. If tlie reactions of a jjlant to the outer world

be sufficiently known, it should be possible to so change

the conditions of its environment that its frequency in

an association could be so increased or decreased as its

agricultural value may suggest '\

In the Kew Bulletin for 1<S97 is a translation of an

extract which appeared in the 'fournal des Dehais for

March 20th. 1897 to the effect "that a nation that

desires to form colonies will find that the conquering

of the territory is hardly the beginning of her task. The
resources of the country must be studied and appraised,
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the agricnltiiral and geological map of the land must be

prejiared; the soil must be analysed, native plants

catalogued, foreign ones introduced, the best selected,

and rtnally methods adopted to in every way advise and

assist the colonists". The importance of Botanical

Science as an aid in opening up a new country is here

fully realised. We also have an example in East Africa

where the Germans soon after their occupation published

a bulky volume on the Botany of German East Africa,

cr>ntaining not only a systematic account of the flora but

also classified information in the various groups of

economic plants. This information was the outcome of

assiduous collection by their botanists.

The accusation of lack of appreciation of the value of

l>()tanical Science was made against the Cape by men

wlio had extensive experience of the benefits conferred

by Botany in various parts of the world and were com-

jsetent to pass judgement. For instance Mr. J. S. Gamble,

F.R.S., a distinguished Indian botanist and forester who
visited the Cape in T890 remarked on the little interest

taken by the Colony in Botanical Science, which points

to a want of appreciation of the benefits a really well

conducted botanical headquarters station can confer on

a country which is, after all, chiefly agricultural. Like-

wise the Director of Kew in 1895 wrote ''at the present

moment Cape Colony is the only important British

Possession which does not possess a fully equipped

Botanical Institution—it has no central authority deal-

ing with the practical aspects of the science of botany''.

Since then conditions have changed somewhat but the

value of the Science is still far from being fully recog-

nised.

Some botanical problems in South Africa.

The Union Government has recently sanctioned a

Botanical Survey of the country, which should result in

inany discoveries of economic importance. Of prime
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importance is a close study of the veld undertaken in a

scientific manner on tbe most up-to-date ecological lines,

and such investigation is bound to retiect for good on the

prosperity and welfare of South Africa. (Quoting again

from Dr. (Cockayne • once the different classes of agri-

cultural land are segregated for the next scientific pro-

cess—intensive ecological investigations and ex}>erinieut—
then it can be truly said that the era of the New Agri

culture has ccmimenced and that the day of intensified

national prosperity has dawned". This particular field

of botanical investigation is so closely connected with

the future of all agricultural and pastoral countries and

its possibilities so great that it would require more spate

than is at my disposal to enlarge on the results which

could accrue.

In the Union there are about 150 species of fio\yerin<;

plants which live as parasites on the native vegetati<m.

At any time an}^ ono or more of these parasites may be-

come a menace to the farming community. One of them,

the Witchweed or '• Rooibloem '' {^triga lutea] luis

caused much damage to the mealie crops. If we believe

in the axiom that " prevention is better than cure

"

it is better to commence botanical investigatiims on these

plants noAv, their classification, distribution, mode of

dissemination, the host plants affected by them, etc., so

that if an outbreak did occur the man investigating the

particular problem would have some data on which to

start Avork. Such preliminary work falls within the

scope of the herbarium.

In South Africa we have over 12,(M)0 species of flower

ing plants and quite a large number of these are known
or supi)osed to possess virtuous or ])oisonous properties.

The investigation of the native plants with the aid of the

('henust from this point of view opens out all sorts (»f

possibilities. Very little real scientific work has been

done along these lines and as Dr. .Juritz i)ointed out in

1^15 " South Africa still remains as indifferent as in

Pap})e's day to the Pharmacological possibilities of its
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aliJiost inexhaustible tloia " (ireat industries have been

hnilt up in other parts of the world, to cite one instance

the Cinrhona induslrv of India and Java, through the

investigations of native uses of plants. Many papers

liave been published in South Africa on the plants used

by the natives in medicine, many of these plants are

])robably worthless but each species used medicinally

justities a close examination before it can be said to be

useless. This work r^Mjuires a thorough co-operation of

ihe chemist with the botanist on one hand, and with the

physiologist on the other.

Not only is it probable that very many valuable

medicinal plants will be found among our native tlora,

but it is more than probable that other useful products

will be discovered Avhich may develop into profitable in-

dustries. More than ever is attention being paid to vege-

table products. In England in 191() the Council of the

British Association asked the Sectional Committees to

meet to consider what could be done in their respective

Sections to meet the problems which would arise after the

war. In the Botanical Section was a suggestion embracing

the more extended and thorough study of those plants of

economic value which are native of or capable of being

cultivated in Great Britian or other i)arts of the Empire.

])r. A. B. Hendle, Keeper of the Botanical Department of

the British Museum, with the help of Kew drew up a

list of economic plants.

A number of these plants or their allies occur in South

Africa and the following list shows a few that might open

up a profitable field of investigation.

Liniim (flax.) Seed and oil imported into Great Britain

in 1913, £2,836,986; 4 species occur in S.A.

Trichelia emetica. Seeds valued at £8 to 9 per ton. Tin's

tree occurs in South Africa.

Eugenia caryophylla. (Oil of Cloves). There iire at

least 5 species of Eugenia native.
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Pelargonium spp. (oil of Geranium). 2 species P.

rndula var. odoratissinrum Soland. and P.

capltaium Ait. are cultivated in the south of

France, Spain and Algeria. The value of

the oil in 1915. was from 9/6 to ;>5/- per It.

We have over 170 species of Pelor(/onifnn in

S.A. and the above 2 species are botli native

of this country.

Andropogon schoenanthus L. ( (jringer-grass-oil) . The

oil in 1915 was worth 5/6 to 6/- per It. This

same sj)ecies of grass occurs in S. Africa.

Acacia sp. (gum Arabic). In 1915, £255,092 worth waj^

imported into the United Kingdom. In S.A.

we have over 25 species of native acacias.

Mimusops bidentata (Balata). A valuable industry in

New Guinea. In S.A. there are 11 species of

Mimusrfps native.

Peucedaniim graveo!ens Bth. & Hook. f. (Dill. Fruits.)

The genus Peucedanum is represented in

S.A. by a( least 17 native species.

Rhaninus purshiana DC (Cascara sagrada). Two
species at least of this genus occur in S.A.

Erythroxylon cica. Lawk, ((^'ocaine). This genus in S.A.

has at least 2 native species.

Cassia spp. (Senna). About 6 species of Cassia are

native.

Ipomoea purga Hayne (Jalap). This genus is re-

presented in S.A. by over 50 native species.

Urginea scilla Heink. (Squill). There are over 25

species of Vruhica native.

Baphia nitida Lodd. (Camwood). This genus is re-

presented in S.A. by 1 or 2 species.

Terminaria cheniila Bth. (Myrobalans). A dye and
tanning material. In 1917, £292,297 worth
was imported into the United Kingdom.
We have a species of Terminalia native.
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Rhus spp. (Smnaeh). in 1915, £84,000 worh came into

the United Kingdom. In S.A. there are

over 50 species of the genus.

Quite apart from those included in the above list,

we have in S(mth Africa many plants of undoubted

value.

The few mentioned below have been investigated and

reported on by the Imperial Institute. Asclepias

jruticosa, Hihiscus caiinahinus, Slda rhomhifolia^

Sansecicra spp. produce good tiln-e while g-ums have been

obtained from species of Acacia and Gomhretum. Re-

cently a good report was received on the oil produced

from seeds of Pappea capcnsis. Some species such as

Elephantorrhwa Burchellii and Ruhia cordifolia produce

dyes of good quality. Drugs are obtained from species

of Barosma (Buchu). Aloe (aloes "l, Datura (hyoscya-

mine). Many of our grasses such as Tambookie grass

(Cymhopogon nardus var. vallidus, Cijmbopogon hlrtus,

etc.) produce a good pulp from which paper can be made.

From many plants hats^ baskets, brooms, etc., can be

made, and there are possibilities of the preparation of

acetate of lime, acetic acid, acetone, methyl alcohol, and

wood tar from the distillation of waste wood of our

forests.
*

The Position of the Herbarium in Botanical Science.

In the foregoing pages the writer lias attempted a

short and very general sketch of the scope and value of

Botanical Science and some of the problems to be solved

in South Africa with the aid of the botanist. This

leads up to the role played by the Herbarium in Botanical

Science. A Herbarium, one need hardly explain, is a

collection of dried plants properly classified and named
and where the flora of any part of the country may be

studied. Not only is the herbarium a repository for a

(Collection of plants tliemselves but it is a place where
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botanical investigators, collectors, and travellers may

obtain all the information available about a particular

plant. The Herbarium is a working tool and a record

without which an agricultural country is hopelessly

handicapped and is as badly off as a man in business who

refuses to take stock or keep accounts. This apt illustra-

tion was made by ]>r. Rendle of the British Museum.

Whether one considers botanical science in general or the

economic aspect in particular it leads back to the first

principles—the study of the native flora—in other words,

the upkeep of a HerbariuuL The late Prof. Pearson

wrote in 1910 :
" the foundations of all botanical investi-

gations, as well as of all those researches into the

problems of plant life which fall within the respective

provinces of the chemist, the forester, and the agricul-

turist, is a knowledge of the native vegetation." This

statement shows that he regarded the herbarium as a

necessary adjunct lo ail botanical knowledge.

Prof. F. AV. Oliver of the London University writes in

ilie same .strain asserting that "it is hardly necessary

to emphasise the importance of having attached to every

district an expeit systematic botanist. \'ery slight

specific or varietal dilferences between allied plants are

often of critical significance in matters of exj)loitatioiL

and it is of fundamental importance, when a given plant

is found to be adaj)ted to a particular j)urpose, that w^e

should know how lo recognise it with certainty."

The writer has leceived letters from eminiMit lioianists

in olhci- jjarts of the world on the subject of the im-

portance of herbaria and he may be allowed to quote

their remarks here.

The Keei>er of the Botanical Department of the British

Museum in a recent letter to the writer says: ''If the

natural resources of a country are to be developed the

first thinj,^ is to find out what they are and then set up
n standaid collecti(m for future reference.'" Hero Dr.

Kendle intimates that he considers the herbarium esseu:

lial to (M'onoinic work. The Assistant Keeper of the
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liuyal Botanic Gardens, P^dinburgb, Scotland, writes:

*' In the newer countries, where progress is being made in

agricultural research, the need of an adequate library and

herbarium is realised and as a rule is being supported

with the resources of the State." Dr. Wm. Trelease,

formerly Director of the Missouri Botanic Garden, and

now Professor of Agriculture at the University of

Illinois America, remarks :
'' When I came to the Univer-

.sity of Illinois after establishing for research purposes

a great herbarium at the Missouri Botanical Garden, I

supposed til at my days of herbarium accumulation were

ended. I was hardly established here, however, when

graduate students in agriculture began asking me for

work in special subjects that can be studied only by the

use of large and authentic herbarium collections." Dr.

A. J. Ewart, the Government Botanist at Melbourne,

Australia, writes :
*' No country can of course be regarded

as civilized and self-supporting from the point of view

of botanical science unless it maintains a herbarium. A
properly equipped herbarium has the same relation to

botanical work as a Bureau of Standards has to Physical

Science or as a public library has to the education of the

community," while the Government Botanist at Sydney

remarks :
'^ We know, that the herbarium, of which the

Museum is mere adjunct, is absolutely necessary for the

study of plants, but a herbarium is not an institution

that the public visit as they do an art gallery, since it

is of the character of a workshop or a laboratory; nothing

very attractive to the casual observer, and therefore he

does not know that it is vital to an accurate knowledge

of the economic vegetation." Dr. J. J. Smith, Chief of

the Herbarium at the Buitenzorg Botanic Gardens in

the Dutch East Indies writes in a similar strain to the

above and points out that several publications on the

economic ])lants of Java would not have been possible

without reference to the herbarium. Dr. L. Cockayne,

who has done so much for the agricultural development
of New Zealand, writes: "the economic value of a her-
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barium is being brought houie to me daily, now thai I am
engaged on economic research.''

The above are more or less general statements to the

effect that the herbarium is essential to all Botanical

progress but many specific instances can be given of the

direct connection between various vegetable industrie$^

and the correct naming of plants. In 1915 Mr. N. E»

Brown, then on the Staff of the Kew Herbarium, undertook

the naming and describing of all the known species of the

genus Sansevieria, many of which are cultivated in the

tropics for their valuable fibre. The quality of the fibre

produced from the different species varies and as the

market value of the fibre varies several pounds per ton

in accordance with the quality, it follows that it is of

the utmost importance to know and recognise the species

producing the best quality. Many species of ^ansevieria

• resemble one another so much that only a trained botan-

ist w^ith the resources of a herbarium and library at his

disposal is able to distinguish them. His knowledge

then becomes of great interest to the planter who will

be saved perhaps large sums of money and much valu-

able time if he first ascertains from the herbarium that

he is cultivating the best species. One of the lari>e in-

dustries of Australia is the production of Encalyptol

oils from the native species of Encalpytus. Although
this industry has been long established in Australia, the

authors of a work on ^' A Research on tlie Eucalyptus''

published in 1902 state that '' although this research

covers such an extensive range in regard to the Eucaly|)

tus yet, if one thing more than another is brought out.

it is that the study of these trees is only commencing.
The enormous amount of work necessary to follow up
the clues already obtained points to the necessity of many
more workers, both botanical and chemical, entering this

field of research." This is also an illustration of the im-

mense practical value of the correct classification and
naming of economic plants; a work which can only be
done in the herbarium. Tlie close association of chemists
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iuid botiuiists is also woll exempli tied; the iorinei-

analyses the products, the latter classifies the various^

speeief-^ and is able to advise as to the best kinds to be

exploited. The authors further state that '' the evidence

appears conclusive that any effort expended upon particu-

lar species will be rewarded with corresponding re^•:ults,

providing our nomenclature as here published be fol-

lowed.''

The Tnited States National Herbarium jmblishes many

papers dealing with the correct classification of the

native plants many of which have an important economic

bearing. There the cardinal principle is fully realised

that the first procedure when a new source of any vege-

table product is suspected is to know all botanical details

about the group to which it belongs and the preliminary

step to this knowledge is the classification and naming

of the various species. When rubber exportation from

Central America became an important industry a tree

known as Castilla clastica was thought to be a source of

supply. This tree was introduced into cultivation and was

widely experimented upon with varying results and a

large amount of capital invested in plantations, most

of which failed to justify the expectations of the in-

vestors. The behaviour of the tree in cultivation led to

the suspicion that more than one species was being

grown. Here the aid of the systeumtic botanist had to

be sought and the genus monographed '^ as a preliminary

step to the study of questions relating to the availability

of the species as rubber producers.''

In British Guiana two of the staple industries jn-e the

production of rubber and balata. As early as 1880 an

investigation of the various kinds of latex-producing trees

scattered throughout the vast forests of British Guiana
was commenced by the Government Botanist resulting

in many valuable species being brought to the notice of

the producers.

The danger of not preserving specimens of economic
ini})ortanco, with information about them, in herbaria
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is well exemplified in the following instance. Some years

ago a valuable timber which possesses the property of re-

sis ring the attacks of boring molluscs w^as exported from

British Guiana to the West Indies and used for piles in

the construeticm of jetties, etc. Apparently no record of

the species of the tree was kept at the time, and it is

stated that its identit^ has been lost, and that further

consignments are unobtainable in consequence. With

pi'o]>er care and organisation such occurrences should be

impossible.

Such facts as the above could be multiplied indefinitely

if space permitted but the few illustrations cited will be

sullicient to show that the systematist investigating a

group of plants in the herbarium, sifting and classifying

evidence furnished by collectors, the results of the

chemist's investigations and any other item of infor-

mation he may have acquired from odd sources, is cpiietly

but surely laying the foimdation for other lines of

botanical investigation.

The writer has tried to show the great importance to

agriculture of ecological studies, but without the

herbarium and SASlematist, whom he must consult, the

ecologist could hardly publish his results. They would

resemble a geographical description of a country with the

names of the towns, villages, mountains, and rivers

omitted.

If one considers also the ravages due to injurious

parasitic fungi and bacteria, the need for scientific investi-

gations is again ap})arent. Marshall ^Vard, a famous
English Mycologist stated that Coffee-leaf disease caused

by the fungus Hemileia cost Ceylon over one million

IHMinds sterling a year for several years. In S. Africa we
know of the destruction caused by Citrus Canker. Pro-

blems of this nature are for the Mycologist to solve but as

some of* these injurious fungi also live on native species

of plants, the Mycologist must obtain the aid of the

systematist for the identification of native species of host
plants, as a knowledge of these may prove a vital factor
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in methods employed fov combating the disease. Dr. W. M.

Bortliwick states that '• America in 1912 had a vote of

£4,000,000 for their pathological section and employs a

stall of 12.480 men and women, 000-700 of whom are

engaged in scientilic research. The money appropiated

for the Department in all its branches of activity would

amount to £4,514,003. In spite of the magnitude of this

sum it is regarded in America as an investment, and not

an expenditure '\

The Botanical Museum.

No herbarium is complete unless it possesses a botanical

Museum. The main object of the Museum is to show the

practical applications of botanical science, but it is also

necessary for the preservation and exhibition of such

botanical objects as cannot be kept in the herbarium.

The preface to the '" Guide to the Museum of Economic

Botany -' of Kew sums up the objects of botanical

museums so concisely that I quote from this in full.

"They (i.e. Botanical Museums) teach us to appreciate

the general relations of the Vegetable World to man We
learn from them the sources of innumerable products

furnished by the Vegetable Kingdom for our use and con-

venience, whether as articles of food, of construction and

application in the arts, of medicine, or curiosity. They

suggest new channels for our industry; they show us the

variety- in form and structure presented by plants, and

are a means of direct instruction in most important

branches of useful knowledge. We see from them the

particular points upon which further information is

needed, especially as to the origin of many valuable

timbers, fibres and drugs, in order to perfect our know-

ledge of economic botany, in brief, the Museum shows us

how little, as well as hoto much, we know^ of the extent

to which herbs, shrubs and trees contribute to our

necessities, comforts, and numberless requirements '*.

: The economic Museums at the Koyal Gardens, Kew, are

by far the most extensive in existence, but large botanical
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Museums have been built in most countries in conjunc-

tion witli the national herbaria.

At tlie Division of Botany, Pretoria, there is the

nucleus of a very fine economic Museum but owing to

lack of suitable accommodation this is incapable of

expansion.

Herharium Institutions Abroad.

Every civilized country in the world maintains at least

one well equipijed herbarium. The Kew Herbarium,

probably the largest in existence, contains over 2,000,000

mounted sheets and has been largely responsible for the

development of the various jjlant industries in the British

Empire. The work of Kew is too well-known throughout

the world foi- any comments to be made here. In Ger

many the herbarium al Berlin has been the centre of

activity for matters relating to economic botany in her

colonies and in this respect is the counterpart of what

Kew has been to the British Colonies.

In Australia there are two National herbaria, one at

Melbourne containing about one million and a quarter

sheets of specimens and a library of twelve thousand

volumes. At Sydney there is also a large Botanical

Herbarium, housed in a suitable building. In 1^97. the

U.S.A. had the following staff:—

Division of Botany in the Department of Agriculture,

(1). The Chief of the Division engaged in work upon
the native plant resources of the United States and upon
the geographical distribution of plants.

{2]. A Chief Assistant who had special charge of seed

investigations and the laboratory equipped for that pur
pose.

An Assistant each in charge of

—

(3). all the matters relating to weeds.

(4). the pharmacological laboratory, who conducted
investigations on poisonous plants.
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(5). photographical and anatomical work and was also

in charge of experiments on the germination of weed

(<)). the greenhouse and outdoor tests of seeds and of

the cultivation of native foods and other economic plants.

(7). experiments in seed selection and the effect of

various chemicals upon germination.

(Si. laboratory germination tests.

(9). A field Assistant.

(10). An artist to the Division.

Besides the above, the Herbarium had a staff of ten

excluding the Curator, and is at present housed in a fire-

proof building in the Smithsonian Institution. Unfor-

tunately the writer has been unable to obtain any infor-

mation about the growth of the Herbarium and the

Division since 1897 ,but even at that date, over 20 years

ago, the Division of Botany of the United States was an

establishment equipped with the best scientifically trained

men obtainable, and with the best modern appliances for

the investigation of agricultural botanical problems.

The Indian Government supports a large herbarium at

( 'ulcutta which is housed in a fire-proof building.

The above are a few of the large herbaria of the world,

but every country in which agriculture is pursued or

which exploits the native vegetation, has built up a

reference herbarium illustrating its flora. To cite two

such cases, mention might be made of the herbarium at

Buitenzorgt in Java, and at Manilla in the Island of

Trinidad.

Summary.

To summarise briefly what has been written in the

foregoing papers it has been shown that the science of

botany is of great importance to the welfare of mankind.

In S. Africa we have many problems awaiting solution

with the aid of botany. The writer has given the views

of eminent botanists on the value of plant collections and

quoted some examples showing the direct importance the
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correct naming of plants may have. The scope of the

botanical Museum has been briefly outlined and mention

made of some of the larger herbaria of the world.

The conclusion we come to is that no matter what

branch of botanical science is undertaken the investigator

in that particular branch must sooner or later consult the

herbarium. The herbarium is not a perishable thing.

With proper care and management the collection will last

almost indefinitely. In Lyden is probably the oldest her-

barium in the world ; it was established by Rauwolf in

1576 and is still in good preservation. It will be seen

then that the data accumulated in our herbaria to-day

will benefit future generations in the same way as we are

to-day deriving benefits from botanical collections of men
who laboured before our time.

The foregoing the v.riter trusts will show the really

practical value of a herbarium to the State, and that every

effort should be made to preserve its present contents

and foster its future development.
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Siome change!^ in Nomenclature of South African

Ascomycetes.

By Ethel M. Doidge.

A I'umber of publications inaccessible during the war

have recently been received in the Agricultural Department

Library ; amongst these are the Annales Mycologici from

T913-1919, our numbers being previously complete only to

the end of 1912. A number of valuable papers <m the

Ascomycetes have been published during this period by

Theissen and Sydow, and these necessitate some changes

in nomenclature in certain fungi described from South

Africa.

The genus Meliola Fr. comprised a large number of

species, some with and some without mycelial and

perithecial setae. (S.A. Jour, of Nat. Hist. 2.) The genus

Meliola is now restricted to species with a hyphopodiate

mycelium and with mycelial or perithecial setae; a new

genus Trene, Theiss & Syd. Has been established for

species without setae, (Ann. Myc. 15. (1917.) 194.) the

type being Irene inrrmis (K. & Cke. sub. Meliola) Th. &
Syd.

The following South African species are affected by this

change of nomenclature:

—

Irene puiggarii (Speg.)

Syn. Meliola Pniggarii (Speg.) Fung. Puigg. n.

228.

On various Rosaceae. Trans. Roy. Soc. South

Africa 5. (1917). 723.
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Irene gloriosa Doidge

Syn. Meliola gloriosa (Doidge.) Trans. Rov. Soc.

South Africa.

On Celnstriis cordatus 11565.

Irene naUilensis Doidge

Syn. Meliola natalensis (Doidge.) Trans. Roy.

Soc. South Africa 5. (1917). 724.

On Dori/alis tristis, 8080.

Irene Podocarpi Doidge

Syn. Meliola Podoearpi (Doidge.) Trans. Roy.

Soc. South Africa 5. (1917). 725.

On Podocarpvs Thunhergii 1748.

Irene speciosa Doidge.

Syn. Meliola speeiosa, (Doidge.) Trans. Roy. Soc.

South Africa 5. (1917). 726.

On Gijinnosporia sp. 1740.

Irene atra Doidge.

Syn. Meliola atra, (Doidge.) Trans. Roy. Soc.

South Africa.

On Eugenia sp. 11594.

Irene scahra Doidge

Syn. Meliola >icahra, (Doidge. I Trans. Roy. Soc.

South Africa 7. (1919). 194.

On Trichocladus ctinitus, 9064.

Irene Peglerae Doidge

Syn. Meliola Peglerae, (Doidge.) Ann. Bolus.

Herb. 2. (1918). 109.

On Anastrabe integerrima 2363.

Irene Hendeloti (Gaill.)

Syn. Meliola Hendeloti, (Gaill.) Le Genre
Meliola, 49.

On Nuxia florihunda 1776.
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Irene Strophanthi Doidge.

Syu. Mcliola l^trophanthi, (Doidge.) Trans. Roy.

Soc. South Africa 6. (1917). 729.

On iStrophatithus speciosus 1781.

Irene glabra (Berk. & Curt.)

Syn. Meliola (jlahra, (Berk. & Curt.) Le Genre

Meliola 59.

On Canthiurii, .sp.

Irene inermis (K & (.'ke.) Syd.

Ann. Myc. 15. (1917). 194.

Syn. Meliola hiermis (K. & Cke.) Grevillea 1880.

p. 34.

On Bufldleia 8pp.

Irene ditricha, (K. & Cke.) Doidge.

Syn. Meliola ditricha (K. & Cke.) Doidge.

Trans. Roy. Soc. Soutli Africa 5. (1917). 728.

AHerina ditricha (K. & Cke.) Grevillea 1880, 32.

On Celastrus sp. (Wood No. 3).

The numbers quoted are those of the cryptogamic

section of the National Herbarium, Pretoria.

The genus Mcliolaster described from South Africa

(Trans. Roy. Soc. South Africa) was previously described

by Theissen [(Ann. Myc. 11. (1913). 499 & 15. (1917).

421.)] as Amazonia; the name Meliolaster must there-

fore be dropped. There can be little doubt that the

South African species described as Meliolaster Mac
kenzii is identical with Amazonia astcrinoidcs. (Wint.)

TheJss.
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The Wattle Plantation— The effects of tlie

Present methods of Wattle Growing on the

Insect Problem,

By C. B. Hardenberg^ M.A.

Introductory.

The investigation of the insects injurious to the Black

Wattle, Acacia mellissima, Wild., is a very large subject

and even a mere enumeration and short discussion of the^

various species involved would carry the length of thia

paper far beyond reasonable limits. I will therefore con-

fine myself to a discussion of the influence of the existence^

of the large wattle ;.lantations on the insect fauna and

how the present methods of wattle growing affect the-

insect problem.

Effect of the establishment op

WATTI,E plantations ON THE InSECT FAUNA.

Before the introduction of tlie Black Wattle there

existed large areas of thorn bush veld, dotted over with

various species of Acacias and Mimosas, sustaining a

host of insects, uativo to the country, but which, partly

on account of the comparative si^arsity of the trees and

their scattered posilion, could not increase to such an

extent as to (hreaten entire areas Avith extinction. A
balance between injurious insects on the one side, and
parasites and limits of food supply on the other side, had
been established and was apparently being maintained
with slight fluctuations. Even now this is the case, for

notwithstanding the enormous numerical increases of the

various insects, we find that the native thornbush is not
seriously afl'ected : a wholesale infestation in one season
being speedily reduced to normal conditions.
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With the advent of the large wattle plantations this

kalance of nature was snddenh' disturbed. Thousands of

acres of native thornbush and other vegetation were being

destroyed and replaced by the black wattle, a congener

of the majority of the native trees, which originally

formed a breeding place for many of these insects. The

change from the old to the new food plant therefore was

quickly made and on their new feeding ground they

found conditions so much more genial that their increase

was extremely rapid. The conditions which had

previously prevented their breeding uninterruptedly had

been removed, in so far that now there was an unlimited

food supply with a greater protection against parasites

and other natural enemies, these being the main causes

for the phenomenal increase of the wattle insects 'luring

the last decade.

As proof of my contention I give here a comparison

between the condition of the Wattle Bagworm,

Acanthossyche junodi, Heyl., found in the thornveld and

the same species in the Wattle plantation. The former

was taken under its most favourable conditions, ramely

from a tree which had been infested for the first time,

(no old bags of previous seasons were found on the tree),

the latter under the most unfavourable conditions, i.e.

from a plantation which had suffered from bagworm
infestation for four successive seasons. For reasons

which are not within the scope of this article, the con-

ditions become more and more unfavourable for the bag-

worm with each infestation of the same block. As a

third example I give the conditions of this same insect as

found in a plantation of young trees, infested for the

first time.

Average size of bag :

—

(A), male 30 m.m., female 40 m.m. y^^\ P7>\
(B). male 47 m.m., female 54 m.m. /~v^ 6^^

^'o -VX

(C). Practicallv the same as B. /^ ~ ^*^, >\, ^
UJ LIBRARY —
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Proportion of the sexes, as indicated bv the pupae:

—

(A), males 28%, female 5%.

(B). males 25%, females 20%o.

(C). males 40%, females 25%^.

Parasites:— (A). 52%o; (B).9%; (C). 19%.

Fungus disease.— (A). 3%; (B) 18%; (C) Z%.

Other diseases.— (A). 10%, (B). 33%, (C). 10%.

Thus we find the mere presence of large wattle planta-

tions has the following effects:

—

(a). Producing more vigorous individuals, on account

of the unlimited food supply. This in turn favourably

atfects the reproducton, as the number of eggs laid by one

individual depends entirely upon its size and vigour,

ranging from about 150 to 3,000.

(b). A decrease of parasitism. The parasitic wasps

and flies are lovers of sunshine and have better access

to the bags on the isolated thorn ti*ees than inside the

large blocks of wattle trees.

(c). To balance this there is an increase in the number
of bagworms killed by fungus and disease, but this be-

comes only apparent after successive generations of bag-

worms in the same plantation. In the young plantation

(C), where the canopy has not yet been formed and thQ

conditions thus approach those found in the thornveld,

with the exception of the unlimited food supply, the per-

centage of diseased and of parasitised individuals is

approximately the same as in the thornveld.

Tt is also most probable, but no definite data have been

secured, that the insectivorous birds, known to prey on

the bagworm are also less numerous inside the planta-

ticms than outside, which would favour the increase of

tlie insects still more.

There is yet another jmint to be considered. Om
account of the destruction of the native vegetation many
other insects, usually living on the grass and low her-
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bage, have been forced to look for a change in diet and

are now becoming true tree feeders in the plantation.

As examples may be mentioned various Arctiidae,

Psychidae, and Tineid and Cossid-like bagworms.

Effects of thi:3 present methods of wattle

GROWING on the INSECT PROBLEM.

Now let us consider what the average wattle grower,

having increased his insect enemies beyond measure, does

to offset this by his methods of wattle growing. We
will therefore follow a plantation from its start to the

harvesting and preparation for the second crop.

One of our prominent wattle growers, in a recent article

in the Agricultural Press published the following

sarcastic comment on the methods in vogue. '' A common
idea of wattle growing appears to be '^ breaking up the

land, anyhow, jjlanting the seed, anyhow, and "leaving

tlie trees to look after themselves, also anyhow ", an in-

dictment which still applies to a great many,—yes, I

should almost say the majority of wattle growers, if not

entirely, at least in part. Of course, the old method of

sowing the seed broadcast, with or without sufficient

preparation of the soil, and leaving the trees entirely

to look after themselves is, entomologically speaking,

entirely hopeless, and is now rapidly becoming obsolete,

being abandoned in favour of other methods which

])romise a better chance of success from a commercial

point of view, but between this and the newer procedure

all stages may still be found. We will therefore discuss

only the latter advanced ideas, bearing in mind that, the

farther removed from these new methods, the more hope-

less the style from the point of the economic entomologist.

Preparing the land.

It is now advised to carefully plough the land

at such a time as will best ensure the eradication of

grasses and weeds, especially those of the perennial kind.

This ploughing can be done in the late fall or early spring.
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the former being advised as the better of the two. This

thorough preparation is highly commendable as the

soil at that time will throw up a great number of sub-

terranean larvae and pupae, leaving them to perish hy

the alternate heat and cold and exposing them to insecti-

vorous birds. But I would go a step further, namely

advise the destruction of the termite nests on the land to

be put under wattles and for a certain distance—say

half a mile—around it, as the young plantations are

often damaged by these insects. I have seen blocks of

young trees whereof fully five per cent, had been killed

by termites.

Another precaution which is usually disregarded is to

prevent the surrounding fields fi'om becoming a breeding

place for various insects which might attack the young

trees as the}^ come up. The easiest way to get rid of

these would be by burning in the late fall. I have in

mind as an example a field which had to be replanted

twice, the young plants having been eaten off by cut-

worms, {Euoxoa segetus), which had been bred on the

veld immediately surrounding the prepared ground.

The moths, emerging there, while the grass was still dry.

laid their eggs on the green wattles just coming up and

the caterpillars made (^hort work of them, eating the plot

completely bare.

Preparing the seed and planting.

To ensure rapid and equal germination, the seed is

boiled or scorched, to soften or crack the seed coat. This

ivould destroy any insect with which the seed might be

infested and is thus, entomologically speaking, a sound
procedure. Very few insects have been found infesting

the wattle seed, the principle offender being species of

Rhynchophora of the genus Apien. Unfortunately, the

boiling of the seed, while effective as a sterilising process,

does not prevent later infestation, and cases are known
where repeated sowing had to be done on account of the

beetle having burrowed into the soil after the seed. ' -
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To facilihite the i)lantinj? of the sticky wet seed, it is

advised to mix it with soil, sand or ashes, etc.—the latter

method hen^' preferable as the ashes may act as a

repellant.

The old method of having the trees standing broad-

cast is now fortunately beino- abandcmed in favour of the

row system, which is a great improvement. But as to

the distance betw^een the I'ows there is still a great

difference of oijinion. While the latest advice is to plant

the trees in rows twelve feet apart, many growers still

have the rows originally 6 to 8 ft, and after a few years,

take out every other row. This ensures some return in

bark and gives the remaining trees more room for further

development. This practice is however to be condemned

from an entoinological point of view for the following

reasons :

—

The closer the rows the less room for cultivation of

the soil between them. Cultivation can only b? done

up to a certain distance from the base of the trees

and after the removal of the middle row the stumps

remaining prevent this central part from being worked.

Cultivation, especially if done in late fall or early spring,

will throw up and expose a great number of larvne and

pupae of such insects as feed on the roots of the trees,

especially of the various species of cockchafers, which

are then near the surface ready for emergence in

November.

The mass of brushwood and stumps cannot be burned

as this would endanger the plantation and is thus left

lying. These dead branches and stumps soon attract a

host of wood boring insects, and these breed there to

the danger of the standing trees. We have bred several

species from such material, which have been found to

infest the living trees later.

The presence of this brushwood and stumps effective-

ly prevents the manipulation of any apparatus which
might eventually be used for the control of the insects

on the remaining trees.
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Subsequent cultivation is made impossible.

If the rows stand closer than twelve feet, it becomes

very difficult, and in some cases where crooked trees

abound, impossible, to move through the lanes with the

wagg(m carrying the machine for bagworm destruction.

These few reasons are sufficient to prove that the

method of close planting, followed by the removal of

alternate rows is from an entomological standpoint un-

sound.

Following the plantation in its growth, we find that,

while some cultivation is being done to keep down grasses

and weeds during the first two years, or until the trees

have become fair sized and the canopy begins to form,

that after this, until the time for stripping arrives the

trees are being left to take care of themselves and the

grower feels confident that, having given attention to

preparing the soil, planting, rowing and some cultivation,

he can now take a rest, so far as that block is concerned.

In the meantime, what is going on in this plantation

during this period of four to six years in which the trees

are gi'owing to maturity? We have seen that in the

beginning, with free access of light and air the conditions

more nearly approach those of the thornbush in the veld,

with the important 'exception of unlimited food supply.

Owing to the preparation of the soil and the seed the

insect population of the plantation must come in from

the outside and during the first year or two the parasites

extract a heavy toll from them. As the trees become

larger and tlie ]>laiit:»ti()ii passes from Avhat we may call

the crop condition 'nto the forest condition, with its

accompanying gloom and moisture, the parasites no long-

er follow tlie insects and they have a change to increase

rapidly. As a result of this increase and subsequent crowd-

ing, aided by the above named atmospheric conditions,

diseases appear amongst them and strive to maintain the

balance which was lost by the presence of the parasites.

At last another coiuliticm is reached where the total of

deaths are from various causes practically equals that

found in the veld.
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But unfortunately this applies only to the exposed

feeders and leaf eating insects. Those which are living

in the wood or in the soil are much less subject to these

various diseases, and rgain with the absence of i)arasites,

have a chance to increase at a rapid rate. Dead or sickly

trees, not being removed, form centres from which the

neighbouring living timber is being infested, and form a

constant danger. That this danger is not imaginary was

brought home to the writer in a plantation near the Coast

where three acres of promising young trees had been

destroyed by a small wood borer, Eunidia pusilla, which

had bred in a few isolated trees scattered through the

block and which had been pointed out by him two years

previously.

Thus during the time that the trees should receive most

careful attention in the way of cultivation to destroy root

feeding insects, and the removal of dead and sickly trees,

they are being practically entirely neglected.

When the surviving trees become mature, say eight

years old, the stripping and felling begins. These

operations can be passed over as having no bearing on the

insect problem. What interests us is the fate of the

plantation after the harvest is completed. The brush-

wood is heaped over the stumps, ( and when too far from

the rail-head to make the removal of the wood profitable,

the stems also) is left to dry, awaiting a favourable

opportunity to be burned up when the barking of the en-

tire block is completed. This may be several weeks or

even months, depending on the size of the blocks being

stripped and the weather conditions; in the majority of

cases the burning is postponed until well into September

or October. Now as a rule the trees which are being

felled have been infested with bagworms the previous

season, while many other leaf-eating insects are in the

cocoon stage. This brushwood being left for a consider-

able length of time the bagworms reach maturity, mate,

oviposit and the young are found hatching before the

burning and we see the brushwood covered with the webb-
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mg made by the young bagwornis. These are picked up

hy tlie Avind and distributed by the million to infest other

plantations. The moths of other species have a chance

to emerge and fiy away into neighbouring blocks before

the mass is set alighl and the result is that the fire de-

stroys— the empty bags and cocoons, plus any parasites

which may be present, as these usually make their

appearance long after the emergence of the moth. The

burning also destroys all fungus spores and disease germ«

which, as shown were on the increase when the planta-

tioji was nearing maturity. The only beneficial effect,

entomologically speaking, derived from the burning, is

the baking of The soil and the charring of the stumps and

even these advantages are less than would appear. The

heat does not penetrate deeply enough to reach those

insects which are living on the roots, killing only such

as are near the surface, and the latter are just the ones

which are more heavily parasitised as the Scolie does not

go deep into the soil lo hunt tlie cockchafer larvae And
the fire destroys friend and foe alike.

The charring of the stumps will for a time effectively

prevent their being used as breeding places for wood bor-

ing beetles. But it also prevents them from rotting away
quickly, and before this process begins, cracks have

generally appeared in the charred surface, in which the

wood is exposed and by which the beetles may enter for

oviposition. In the case of stumps rotting quickly, the

beetles breeding therein would upon emergence not find

trees in the new plantation of sufficient size to tempt

them. But the charred stump remains longer and the

beetles which, after a time start breeding therein find,

when emerging, the new plantation well grown and con-

taining several sick and dead trees which will attract

them, Ttiid which, as shown above, act as centres of infes-

tation for the healthy trees around them.
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Size of the Blocks.

This ranges anywiiere from ten to five hundred acres,

two hundred acres would probably represent the average

«ize. This large extent of the blocks is also detrimental,

for the reason that the larger the block the smaller the

percentage of the number of trees exposed to the light on

the edges, the insects on these being more heavily para-

sitised. Secondly the smaller blocks are more easily

inspected for diseased or dying trees and these, together

with brushwood, resulting from eventual thinning out,

can be easily removed to the outside and burned. Third-

ly, the larger the block, the longer it takes to harvest and

thus the longer the burning has to be postponed, which

is undesirable, as shown.

Summing up, we find that from the view of the

economic entomologist the present methods of wattle

growing leave very much to be desired, in fact, the

danger, nay the certainty of insect infestation is being

entirely lost sight of, even in the most up to date

methods. The one and only reference I have seen to the

danger from insects is by the same grower in the article

cited at the beginning of this paper, where he recom-

mends scattering the several seeds in the hole so that

insects coming along to eat it might leave some, so that

at least one plant would come up in the place provided.

Otherwise the insect-side of the wattle plantation is en-

tirely ignored. What would one think of a commercial

fruit grower of the present day who would lay out a

new orchard and grow the trees without making provi-

sions to facilitate the control of the insects which he

knows are certain to come along, and who would simply

be hoping and expecting that natural enemies would

effectively control the pests? This is exactly the con-

dition which we find in regard to the wattles today.

The present day wattle plantation is, entomologically
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speaking, an abomination; such improvements as arc

being advised are being prompted by commercial con-

siderations while no provisions are made or precautions

taken to facilitate the insect problem. In fact, present

day wattle growing is a good example of intensive cul-

ture without the intensive cultivation which should

accompany it and an attempt towards a satisfactory

solution of the insect problem will have to go hand in

hand with considerable changes in the present methods

of wattle cultivation.

The Carahidae of Salishury, Mashonaland.

By Rev. J. O'Neil, S.J., F.E.S.

In his ^' Descriptive Catalogue of the Carabidae of

South Africa'', published in 1896, Dr. Peringuey de-

scribed or recorded 103 species of Carabidae from Salis-

bury. His three Supplements, which appeared in 1898,

1904 and 1908, added another 43 species to those known
to occur in this locality , and Mr. C. N. Barker described

seven more in the " Annals of the Durban Museum '',

issued 31st March of the present year (1919).

After collecting for over six years in and around

Salisbury I am able to state that the total of 153

recorded species represents less than one half of those

that have been found here. To my certain knowledge no

fewer than 334 species of the Family occur in this neigh-

bourhood, and all of these, with only about a dozen excep-

tions, I have taken here myself. They belong to 98

different genera, and to 30 of the 34 Tribes that have

representatives in South Africa. A certain number I

have been unable to identify from Peringuey's descrip-

tions. These are probably undescribed species, which I

intend to describe as soon as I am able to ascertain with

reasonable certainty that they are new.
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As many of our local species have not been recorded

from Khodesia, and among them are several very great

rarities, a complete list of those that occur at Salis-

bury may be useful.

Tribe Omophronmi.

The only member of this Tribe at Salisbury is the

common and widely distributed Omophrou sutnralis,

which is found here in numbers in sandy river-beds close

to the water's edge. In Salisbury specimens the pro-

thoracic anterior yellow margin is very narrow, and the

sutural dark metallic green (rarely, light chocolate

brown,) band of the elytra varies considerably in width

and shape.

Tribe Carah mi.

Two species — Calosoma senegalcnse and C. planwolle

— both taken at light, the former rarely, the latter in

some numbers. C. senegnle/nse appears to have a wide

range in S. Africa. I have specimens from Durban,

Beira and Salisbury, and Peringuey records it from

Damaraland. In Salisbury examples the shining brassy

spots on the elytra are sometimes obsolete. One of my
local specimens has a length of 30 mm.

C. planicolle appears to be distributed all over S.

Rhodesia. I have taken it at Umtali, Salisbury, Gwelo,

Umvuma and at the Empandeni Mission twenty miles

south of Plumtree. The length of my specimens varies

from 28 to 34 mm. On the Zanzibar mainland this species

appears to be common, and examples that I have seen

from there are distinguished by their large size, and by

the intervals and outer margin of the elytra being dark

metallic blue-green.

Tribe Lachnophorini.

Represented at Salisbury by the pretty Lasiocera

egregia^ Per., which was discovered here many years ago

by Dr. Guy Marshall and appears to be exceedingly

scarce.
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The allied L. tessellata, which I have taken in abun-

dance near Pliimtree on the mopani sand belt, and which

is also found in numbers in the Matopo Hills, hais not

yet been recorded from Salisbury. It is frequently cap-

tured at light.

Tribe Egini.

The two curious ant-like S. African i*epresentatives of

this Tribe — Pseliphanax natalensis and Amoehaea

maskmia — both occur at Salisbury. I have taken the

former here occasionally at grass roots in damp spots,

and could not help noticing its striking resemblance to

a small shining black ant. A. rnashuna is extremely

scarce here, but abundant in parts of Matabelcland,

especially near Plumtree and in the Matopos, where it is

to be seen in great numbers, running about swiftly in

the company of L. tessellata on the wet sandy soil under

the mopani trees.

Tribe flexagonini.

Only one species of Hexagonia— H. venusta, P6r.

—

has, to my knowledge, been found at Salisbury, and it is

very rare. Three others— H. immaculata, umtalin.i, and

the narrow angustula— are taken in some numbers at

Umtali.

Tribe Odontocanthini.

Of this interesting Tribe we have at Salisbury three

species of Casnonia and three of Stenidia. Of the former,

O. dstincta, P6r., is very abundant locally, and unlike its

congeners, it is very often found in dry spots. It fre-

quently flies to the light in summer months. C. amoenula,

P6r., is gregarious and very local, occasionally taken in

numbers in a bed of reeds. The pretty G. suturalis, P6r.,

which I have also received from Beira, is very rare in this

locality, and my onh Salisbury example is one that I

found at a grass root near running water.
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Of Stenidia, I once took here a large number of examples

<»j1 the very prett^^ >*^'. jacunda, P^r. They were hibernal

ing in a reed-bed in June. I have captured a few speci

mens of this Stenidia at light in summer. S, elegantula

,

P^r., T have also taken in reeds and at light, and more

rarely, at grass roots. aS. angusta, P6r., appears to be

scarce here, and I have only found one example. It is

much commoner at Unitali, and I have received several

specimens from that town.

Tribe Oaleritini.

This Tribe is well represented here by six species of

Drypta, one Evnostns and five of Zuphiutn.

Drypta distlncta, dentata and mashuna I have taken

not uncommonly in flood refuse. D. melanarthra and D.

nifieoUis are much scarcer here, and the small D. hrems.

Per., which occurs at Uratali also, is exceedingly rare in

this neighbourhood.

Eunosfus giiicnzii flies to light occasionally between

December and March, ZuphUim caffrum, Boh., and Z.

ustum, Klug. are not very uncommon at Salisbury, and

are taken under bark and, more frequently, at light.

The latter I have also captured at light near Plumtree.

Our three other local species of Zuphium — hohemani,

trimacuJatum and dehile— are very scarce here and T

have only managed to obtain a single specimen of each.

Galerita has not yet been recorded from Salisbury,

though the large G. angustipenriis, Gerst., which is quite

distinct from G. leptodera, Ghaud., is found both at

Umtali and Beira.

Tribe Helluonini.

Six of these fine Carabidae are known to occur in this

neighbourhood. Four of them, all of which I have

taken here within recent years, belong to the genus

MacrocJiilus, and are shapely and handsome beetles. The
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largest of tlie four, M. biplagiatus, Boh., is sometimes:

found hibernating under bark or stones, but is more often

taken at light in summer. Salisbury specimens vary in

length from 13 to 16 mm., and one example that-

1

captured at light last February has the head, prothorax^

legs and tlie two patches on the elytra of an unusually

light colour. Our three other local species appear to be

very rare and I have only taken a single example of each,

M. hyhridns at light in February, M. dorsalis and an

interesting variety of M. varians at grass roots in Decem-

ber. This last species has been found at Umtali,

together with M. vidnatus, M. longicollis and M. spectan-

diis. The last two I have not yet seen.

Meladroma luguhris is not uncommon in the Plumtree

district, and I have an example from near Uinvuma and

have seen a number of specimens that were taken at Hart-

ley. It is a rare species at Salisbury, and I have only

seen one locally taken specimen.

Triaenogcnius vicinus and T. corpulentns are both

common near Plumtree, w^here I have often found them

running about on sandy paths at dusk. The latter has

not, as far as I know, been recorded at Salisbury and

the former is very rare here.

Tptbe Brachinini.

The Brachinides are fairly well represented here by 14

species— two Pheropsophus, six Brachinus, one Styphro-

merus, one Mastax and four Crepidogaster. Of

Pheropsophus we have P. hohcmani var., fraud iger and P.

mashunns, both, the latter especially, rare in this neigh-

bourhood.

Our Brachini are.—^. diffusus, B. caffcr^ B. soUdus, B.

mactiis, B. placidus, and an ai)parently undescribed

species which is not uncommon at light. Of B. mactus I

have only taken one example, in a marsh, and it differs

from typical specimens in the absence of the sub-basal

patch on the elytra and the reduction to a small dot of
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the subapical patch. Our other species I have taken at

light or in Hood refuse.

Of Stijphromerns plausihilis I have only one specimen,

found under a stone. Mastax ornatellus is abundant in

wet sand close to water.

We have here four species of Crepidogaster.—C. insig-

niSy C. scutellaris, the recently described G. marginicolUs,

Brkr., and a fourth species which seems to be new,

('. scutellaris is not uncommon under stones, but the

•other three are very rare here.

Tribe Lehiini.

Of this large and extensive Tribe we have at Salisbury

just sixty species representing twenty six genera. Nine-

teen of these have, to my knowledge, been recorded from

Salisbury only, and three others seem to me to be new.

The huge Arsinoe grandis, Per., which in colour and

general facies bears a strong resemblance to Orthogonius

dtibius, Brkr., probably requires the creation of a special

genus for its reception. The very remarkable Eudema-
like Matahele miranda, Per. has been found in Matabele-

land, at Bulawayo and the Victoria Falls, but I have not

yet heard of its occurrence in Mashonaland.

Callida. Four species. C. grata, common under bark;

(\ affinis and C. capeh sis rare here; I have only taken

two examples of each ; C. fasciata, one example of

this very pretty species at grass roots.

Lipostratia. Of this genus I have taken here, under bark,

one specimen of a light rusty-red species that if pro-

bably undescribed. L. picea is common at Beira, but

not found anywhere near Salisbury.

Mctallica. M. mashunensis, Per. I have taken one

example of this species at light. In Matabeleland
T have captured two other, much larger, species, the

first near Plumtree, the second at Bulawayo. Both
of these are probably undescribed.
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PolyaulacHs. Of this genus we have two species here—
P. hrunneus, Chd., which is very rare locally, though

common at Beira, and P. pallidus, Per., of which I

have taken here three specimens under bark.

Cymindoidea. The large and handsome C. marshalli, Per.

is our only local species of this genus. I have found

one example only, under a stone in December.

Hystrichopus. H. angusticollis is found here occasional-

ly under dead leaves in damp spots. H. recUcollis

has also been recorded from Salisbury, but I have

not yet come across it.

Plagyopyga. P. cyclogona; taken here occasionally at

light.

Anarmosta. Of the rare A. dispar, which I believe has

been recorded from Salisbury only. 1 have found three

examples under bark.

Demetrias. D. fragilis is common here. D. natalensis is

very much rarer locally, and I have only taken one

example, at grass roots near running water.

Xenitenus. X. dihicidus is fairly common here under

bark. I have also found in this neighbourhood a

specimen of X. iessellatus, but slightly different from

the typical form. X. marshalli, Brkr., described from
a Salisbury specimen, is unknown to me.

Coptoptera. G. indotata, Per., which I have not yet met

with, is the only species of this genus recorded from

Salisbury. C. tcnella, Boh. will probably be found

here, as I have received it from Marandellas, forty

miles to the S.E. of this town.

Dromius. Only six species of this well-known genus have

been recorded from South Africa, and all except one

ijusculus,) of these are found at Salisbury. D.

fJavosignatus and D. affinis are common under dead

leaves and decaying vegetation. D, tibialis is found

with them, and is also taken in numbers among
reeds and in gardens. 7). capensis is to be seen

occasionally, also in gardens ; and of the pretty little

P. nanniscus, P6r. I have taken two examples.
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Klepterus. The two known S. African species of this

genus— K. eonsohrinus. Per. and K. pallidicollis,

V6r. — both occur at Salisbury, and I have taken

one or two examples of each at light and under

bark.

Lionychiis. The pretty little A. ha sails is here, and is

found occasionally, but not often, in wet sand close

to the water's edge

ApriMiis. A. latipennis has been recorded from this

locaIit3^ The only specimens I have seen are two

that I found years ago, at Dunbrody, near Uitenhage,

and one that I received from Mr. C. N. Barker, who
took it at Malvern, Natal.

Phloeozetus. Five species of this genus are known to

occur at Salisbury and we probabl}^ have more here.

I have taken all of them under the bark of Bra-

chystegia randii. Ph. amlnilans, Ph. mashumis and

Ph umb?'aculatus are abundant; Ph. praeustus and

Ph. crihricollis are very much rarer, and so far I have

only found one example of each.

Lebia. Of this extensive genus ten species have been

found in or near Salisbury. The list consists of L.

immaculata, L. nohiliSj L. evicta^ L. transvaalensis^

L. phantasma, L. eximia, and its variety vaciva,

which was described by Peringuey as a distinct

species, L. natalensis^ L. inedita, L. sperabilis and the

little L, sebakuana, Per. Of these L. exlmia and L.

natalensis are common under bark, and I once found

L. sebakuana in considerable numbers under dead

leaves close to the river. Our other species are rare

locally, and two of them

—

L. inedita and L. spera-

bilis — I have not yet seen.

Astata. A. tetragamma— the typical form with spotted

elytra is found here occasionally under bark, and
of A. Gonsors I have taken a single example.

Lebistina. L. sanguinea is common in this neighbour-

hood, under the bark of B. randii and beneath stones.
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Arsinoe, Of the nine described S. African species of this

genus, (A. trimaculata, Motsch. is most probably a

LohodontuSy) five occur at Salisbury, and a sixth,

A. nota bills, Per., is found at Umtali. A. egregia and

A. qnadri-guttuia are abundant here under bark. The

lately described A. o'neUi, Brkr., is also found under

bark, but is not common. In his description of this

species, Mr. Barker stated that the stria of the

elytra '* are hardly perceptible ". This was evidently

a slip, f(»r the elytra are rather deeply punctato-

striate.

The very large and aberrant A. grand is. Per.,

whose inclusion in this genus is open to considerable

doubt, has been recorded from Salisbury only. I have

found two examples of this remarkable Lebiid, both

under the bark of Brachysiegia randii, and both

measuring 15 mm. long by &J wide. A. fraterna,

described by Peringuey from Salisbury and Ovampo-

land, is unknown to me.

Lohodonfus. Two si^ecies found locally: L. gentilis^

which is common under bark, and L. conjunctua,

Brkr.. of which T liave taken two specimens only.

Catascopus. Though Peringuey records only one species

of this genus frcmi S. Africa, I believe we have no

fewer than three in the sub-continent. The one

found at Salisbury and also at Umvuma, is very

much larger than the C. nijofemorafus of Natal and

the Transvaal, the colour of the upper-side is dark

blue-green, not emerald green, and the hmgitudinal

median groove of the prothorax is deeper and
broader tlian that of the southern species. T have

taken two examples at Salisbury: length 14 mm.,
width 5 mm. The third species, of which I have a

single example from Beira, is similar to the last, but

rather darker, and with the antennae and legs

piceous black.
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Thyreopterus. Represented at Salisbury by T. flavosig-

naius, of which T have managed to obtain only one

specimen in six years.

Coptodera. Only one species, C. notata, occurs here. It

is abundant under bark in the winter and spring

months.

Pcnfagonica. Of these shapely little beetles we have two

species here

—

P. elegans. Per., and the small flave-

scent P. oneili, Brkr. I once took three examples of

the former and about two dozen of the latter under

decaying- vegetation near water.

Gen. ignot. In addition to the above I have taken here

at light an example of a very pretty little Lebiid the

genus of which is quite unknown to me and may
prove to be new.

Tribe Tetragonoderini.

Of this Tribe we have three species of Tetragonoderus

at Salisbury. T. scitnlus is found here occasionally ; uni-

color, Gemm. i& Har. I have found once, and T. immacu-

latiis, Lnf. has been recorded from this locality

(v. Peringuey, First Supplement to the Fam. Carabidae,

pp. 33940.) I have not yet met with this last here, bu^

have received an example from Beira, taken by Sheppard

in 1904. A variety of Cyclosmus huqueti with stramine-

ous unmarked elytra appears to be common at Beira.

but is not met with far from the coast.

Tribe Orthogonini.

Orthogonius dnhius, Brkr. is common here, and one is

surprised that it was not described years ago. 0. hrevi-

cornis and 0. capucinus are also found here, but verj-

seldom.

Tribe Graphipterini,

The two genera comprising this Tribe are well re-

presented at Salisbury; Graphipterus by thirteen species

and ]*k'zia by four— originally described as six spp. They
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are to be seen in great abundance iimning about after

rain in the sunshine in November and December. 6f.

masliunns, (/. icahJhcrgi, G. lincolatus and G. nannisciis

are to be found almost throughout the summer.

Of Graphipterus thirteen species occur here, all except

one {G. efjregius) being exceedingly connnon. Seven of

them—G. Uinhatellus, G. hilincatus, G. tiJfialisi. G. lincvhis,

G. velutiuus. G. lateralis and G. fritschi— are seen on

the sand belt only, where they are. as a rule, plentiful

after the early summer lains. A nHolcanus is only found,

sometimes in numbers, on small patches of l)lack soil close

to rivers or vleis. G. icahlljerf/i is very abundant on all

soils and the colour of its pubescence is variable, examples

found on the red soil being always reddish, and those

taken on the granite and sand belt being yellowish or

light ochreous.

Masliunns is one of the commonest of our local Graph

-

ipteri and is found everywhere throughout the summer.

I have even taken specimens hibernating under stones

in the depth of winter. In this species the ditference

in colour is even more marked than in the preceding.

Examples found on the red soil always have the pube-

scence on head, prothorax and elytra of a deep red-ochre

tint; in those seen on grey soil the pubescence is pale

ochreous yellow, while those found on the sand belt are

remarkable for their uniformly larger size, the much
greater width of the posterior black transverse band <>n

the elytra, and the very light sandy colour of the pube-

scence. G. (layUngi, Per;, which is found at Umtali. is

merely a local form of G. inashunaH, and is very like the

variety found at Salisbury on the sand.

G, lineolatus and its var. gcininatus, Per. are abundant
here, especially in or close to vleis; and the little G.

nanniscus, which usually does not appear till the latter

end of December, is common on the grey and black soils.

but never seen on the sand. The large and handsome
G. egregius, a very common beetle in Matabeleland, has
been recorded from Salisburv. but T have never come
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across it here. Like (!. iiia,s!iinnis ij sliows «»i-ejH varr

ability in tlie tint of I lie |ml>escene<* covering- tlie i!|»|»er-

side.

A ceilain amoiml of conliisioii exists re^ardinii llie

species of Piezia round here, wliieli are very nnrnei-ons

in individnals after th(^ early snnnner rains. Some of

them are found ou the sand belt (nily, others on every

kind of soil.

After a great deal of collecting and c(»m])aring 1 have

eome to the conclusion that /\ inarshulVi, Per. and P.

dissidens. Per. are merely varieties of /^ inasJiinKi. Vvv.

All three are found together, on all soils, and the ditte

rences between them are very superficial and do ftot war-

rant us in regarding them as distinct species. P. vlrgulfera

and /*. lieifa are seen on the sand belt only, where both

are c(>mmon. Though closely allied, they are, I think^

distinct. P. selousi is also confined to the sand belt, on

which it is common enough, and I believe it to be only a

local race of P. livingstoni, Chd.

Tribe Anthiini.

Of this very distinctive S. African Tribe we have 18

representatives at Salisbury, viz. Atractonota mtilsanti,

very common on the sand belt: the curious little

Netrodera formicaria, of which I have only taken two

examples, also on the sand; the mutilloid Eccoptoptera

ciipricolUs, which is moderately common on all soils

and is sometimes found hibernating under stones; eight

species of Polyhirma, and seven of Anthia.

Polyliiniia gracilis is rare here and I have only met

with it twice in this neighbourhood. In Matabeleland it

is an abundant s])ecies. P. aenigma is one of our common-
est Polyhirmas, and is taken on all soils, being especially

plentiful in vleis. Of the rare P. perspicillaris, Chd. F

have received one example only, captured about twelve

miles north west of Salisbury. P. hilunata and P. ran-

zanii are abundant on the sand belt, but not seen else-
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where. P. } ufata and P. houcardi are also taken here on

the sand, but rarely. P. sernisnttirata is found every

where and is our commonest local species. The allied

F. maclJentu is abundant in parts of Matabeleland, but

does not occur here. P. alveolata and r. plantei I have

received from Matabeleland, but they are not found any

where near Salisbury. Of the very rare P. suturella, Ohd.

I have one example from Beira.

Our local Anthias are the common and well known

species—.1. omoplata and its var. algoensis, A. massili-

cata, A. petcrsi. King, (hurchelli^ Hope,) A. thoracica,

A, pachyoma and A. circumscripta, all of which are com-

mon here.

A. cephalotes is found in the Victoria district and also

near Umvuma, and 1 have received the var. aequilatera

from the Mafungabusi, north of Gwelo. The varieties

ovanipoa and cJesertorum are common in the South of

Matabeleland, and A. cinciipeunis is found near T^mvuma.

Tribe Morionini.

Stereostoiiia citrpulentnni is taken here in some num-

bers at light. I have two species of Morio from Beira,

but this genus has not been recorded from Mashonaland,

as far as I know.

Trice Scaritini.

This Tribe is ])ooi'ly represented at Salisbury, only four

species having been recorded from this neighbourhood

Two of these

—

Macrotclus pcrsiinilis and Taeniolohus

}iiti(hili.'^'— 1 have not yet seen. ^c(t rites praevius is

found occasionally in the rainy season, and S. aestuans

was taken here last year.

Tribe Clivinini.

Of this Tribe we have six representatives, two of which
—Clirina frrandis and C. pcrplcni—are locally abundant
while (\ hicustris is sometimes taken at light. Boheinania

gi(jitnt€a and B. tnuior are bolli rare here, and \ have
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secured only (nie specimen of each. Our solitary

Dyschirius is />. flavicfxrnis, Per., and it is far from com-

mon.

Tribe Siagonini.

One Salisbury species only

—

Siagona australis, very

rare here, thoujjh it and N. cafjnt are common at Beira.

Tribe Hcnpalini.

Of this great Tribe I know of 03 species that are found

at or near Salisbury. Owing to the great similarity and

plain pattern of many—especially of the Harpali and Hy-

polithi—they are liable to be overlooked, and it is prob-

able that we have several more here as yet undiscovered.

Anisodactylus. Represented here by the following

species— J. sohrinus (common,) A. austrnlis

(common,) A. chgressits (occasional,) A. inchoatiis

(occasional.) A. nitens (rare.) and one more

species, closely allied to A. sohrinus, which I am
not able to identify.

Bradytaenus. The handsome B. pseudoscalaris has been

found here once or twice.

Omostropus. I have found single examples here of 0.

tersulus and two other species that seem to be new.

HypoUtkus. Of this difficult genus I know twenty

species that are found here. Of these I have taken

H. escheri (one example,) H. tomentosus (two ex.,)

H. porrectus (one example,) H. holosericeus

(abundant,) H. imitativus (common.) iSf. audens

(rare,)^. puncticollis (one example,) H. integer

(one example,) H. interstitialis (very common.)
H. nielancholieus (one example,) H. diffiGiUs

(common,) H. ovampoanus (one example,) and
five others that appear to be undescribed. In

addition to the above, H. cruentulus, H. turbatus

and H. tetricus have been described by Peringuey

from this neighbourhood, but I have not yet come
across anv of them.
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^iopelus. T1k» three species— S. insKtns, Per., *S'. Urn

hiitmi, P6r., and aS. vcniistulns. Boh., — described

in P^ringuey's Catalogue, are all. the last

especially, very coninion at Salisbury. They are

found in winter under stones and dead leaves, and

aS'. Ui-siitiis and ^^ venustulus frequently Hy to the

light in summer.

Narpalus. Of this genus I have taken at Salisbury—
H. miles and H. dorsiger (occasionally,) H.

spurhis (one example.) H. nanus (three examples,)

H. prccarius (one example,) H. ftisco-aeneus (one

example,) and four other species certainly not

described in I*eringuey's Catalogue.

])yoriche D. figurata, Boh., is common here, and abun-

dant at Victoria and in Matabeleland. D. seriata,

Kolbe, is often taken at light in summer. D.

picipes, Klug., which I have taken in some numbers

under stones near Mctoria, and of which T have

seen a long series from Beira, does not appear

to occur in this neighbourhood.

Htenolophus. A genus poorly represented at Salisbury

I know of only three species — /S^. fallax, S. elegans

and S. alacer — that have been recorded from this

locality and of these I have only found a*^'. rfcgans

here.

Acupalpus. 1 have captured nine species of these pretty

little beetles at Salisbury, viz., A. gracilis, A.

capicola, A. pallidtis, A. umhrlpcnnis, A. natal icas,

A. decoratus, and three others ihal seem to be

undescribed. Most of them lly to lighl <luring the

summer months. A. capicffla is abnndanl here,

and is found in great inmibcrs hibernaiiiig under

stones in the winter. It is very variable in ])attern.

and is, in my o})inioii, merely a variety of A. graci-

lis which is found with. it. The prettily-marked

A. iessellatas. Per., is very common near Plumti'ee,

but I have not heard of its occurrence in Mashona-
land.
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Amblystonrus. Of tlicse interesting- little ilai-i>alides we
have no fewer than six species at Salisbury, v/here

I have captured A. intermedius, A. vittipcnnis, A
hlandHs, A. (frnafipcunis and two undescribed

species, one ol which 1 have also received from

Beira. .4. oruulipennis and A. hlandvs are com-

mon in summer, the latter abundant also in

Vfatabeleland. .1. scitns. Per., is a very common
species at Bulawayo and near Plumtree, but not

found here.

Tribe Panagaehii.

^Ve have five of these fine beetles at Salisbury— one

Teft'luSj three Eudema and the very curious Trichisia

ihodeHkma, Per., described in 1908 from an I'mtali speci-

men. Of this last T took one example at light in

December 1914, and I have seen one that was captured at

The Victoria Falls. Tefflus dclegorguei is found here

occasionally after the early summer rains running about

lifter dark, and it sometimes enters houses, apparently

atti-acted by the light. In the June of the present year

I found a pair hibernating under a large stone on the top

<»f a hill. EudeuHi {Craspedophorus) zamhezianum. Per.,

is a rare beetle in this locality. E. sexmaculatum, Per

I have found at different times in summer, five examples

in all, on the top of a rocky hill close to Salisbury, and
of E. difficile, Chd. I have taken two specimens here. As
far as I am aware of, we have no local representative

of the genus Microcosmus, though M. aurantiacus appears

to be rather common at Beira, and has, I believe, been

found at Fmtali.

Tinp.K f'lilai'nini.

Salisbury is rich in iliese fine beetles, and among our

local species are some of the rarest and most interesting

of South African Carabidae.

Of the genus Ohaenius no fewer than 29 species have

been found in this locality, and I have myself taken all
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but two of these within the last five years. The list is as

follows: Ch, hohematii var., fenestratus (one example.)

C;^. (litulus (one example, at light,) Ch. fasciger (two

examples, at grass roots near water.) Ch. perspicillaris

(occasionally at light in summer, or at grass roots in

winter,) Ch, crihellatus (three examples found hibernat-

ing under stones,) Ch. ovanipo (two examples at light;

this species is much commoner in parts of Matabeleland,)

Ch. bipiistulatiis (occasionally,) Ch. vitticollis, Ch.

pulcheUns and its variety fmternus (all three common at

light and under stones,) Ch. verecundus (rare, mder

stones in bed of river,) Ch. cnonensis (rare). These two

last are much commoner at Umtali, where they have been

found hibernating in numbers in the bed of a river, in

company with Ch. kirki, Ch. quadrisignattis (one ex.,

close to the river after heavy rain,) Ch. notahilis (amoug

reeds, rare,) Ch. crihricollis (common,) Ch. cijlindrl-

collis (common, under stones,) Ch. angustatus (common,)

Ch. lactus (one example,) Ch. comes (one example,)

Ch. rhodesianHS (recorded from Salisbury, but the only

example I have seen was taken at Imitali,) Ch. caffer.

Boh., (one example of this handsome and very rare

species, taken here at light. I have seen two other speci-

mens, one from Beira, the other from the south of the

Transvaal.) Ch. Mashunus (two examples, taken among

reeds,) Ch. validk-omis (common, often taken at light,)

Ch. consors (T haven't yet seen this species,) Ch. epi-

graph}dus (very rare, one example only,) Ch. pronus

(one example,) and four other species which I believe to

be undescribed. One of these is rather like Ch. profius,

but is considerably larger; two others belong to the Ch.

capicola-comcs group, and the fourth is a near ally of

Ch. vitticollis and pulchcllus, but quite different from

either.

I have a single example of what T have identified as

Pleroticus Incidulus, taken here among reeds. It is a

pretty little beetle and seems to be very scarce.
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The four curious teruiitopliilous Chlaenides, Para-

chlacnius sinyularis, P. violaaus, Rhopalomeliis angusti

collis and Procletodema parallelum, are all found at

Salisbury. The two species of Parachlaeuius are rather

rare here, though both come to light after the December

rains. R. angusticollis is commoner and is often seen at

light or running about after dark. Of the remarkable

Proclelodenia parallelum an example flew into my room

on the night of 13th October, 1917. The only other that I

have seen was taken at one of the electric lights in town.

We have also at Salisbury five species of Callistomi-

mus. C. g/'atus I have found in some numbers under

decaying vegetation. C sex-pustulatus is rarer, and I

have only taken two specimens, under stones in summer.

The pretty C. elegans is found occasionally, but rarely,

running about on the sand belt after heavy rains in De
cember. G. caffer. Boh., has also been found here, but is

very rare in this neighbourhood. I have taken it in some

numbers on damp sand near Plumtree. Our fifth local

species, of which I have so far captured only one example,

appears to be undescribed.

Tribe Ooidini.

These are rather uninteresting beetles, and most

collectors appear to care little for them. At Salisbury

we have eight— Systolocranms dlscrepans, of which T

have one example only, and seven species of Oodes, two of

which I am unable to identify. The other five are— 0.

nanus, 0. simUatus, 0. angolensis, 0. deceptor and

sxihstriatus, which are usually found near water at grass

roots. The well known genus Melanodes does not seem
to be represented here.

Tribe Licinini.

One species only— Badister promontorii— very rare

here.
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Tribe Apotonilni.

The only Apotomus found at Salisbury is the well

known .1. annulaticornis, and it is seldom taken here

iibouts.

TRir.F Mn^iyrein'i.

These are terniitophilous beetles, two of which —
Aeplmidius niadagascariensis and Somoplatus suhstriatus

— are taken at Salisbury, usually at light.

TiiiBK J*t('rnyfi('hi)ti.

Represented at Salisbury by the genera Abacetus,

Drimostoma, Exocus and Pterostichus.

Of Abacetus at least eighteen species are found in this

neighbourhood. Owing to their general similarity they

are by no means easy to identify, and six of those I have

found here are as yet undetermined. A certain amount

of confusion exists with regard to some of the species,

and a good Key to the genus is badly needed. Peringuey

has described in the 1st and 2nd Supplements to his Cata-

logue, two very different species, to each of which he has

given the same name— .4. di versus. The first is found at

Salisbury ; the second seems to be common at Umtali and

Beira. The species that I have taken here are — A. emeri-

tus, A. lucid ulus, A. nt(ishnnus, A. auspicatus. A, opthnus,

A. alacer, A. di versus. A. cursor^ A. discrepans. A. hnpor-

tmius. y\. oplatus. and six others that T am unable to

identify fj-om Peringuey's descriptions. A. ohtiisus has

also been Ter< niled from Salisbury, but T have not yet

seen it.

Of Drimostonia we have D. longicoDiis and a s])ecies

not yet described. I have taken two examj)les of the

former and one of the latter.

Exocus fcrruffineus, which probably lives with tei-mites,

is taken here at light pretty often. I have also secured

at light a single example each of two smaller beetles

which I believe to belong to this genus.
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Of rteiostichiis I have oulv found one si)ecies here.

It is closely allied to P. natalensis, Boh., and seems to

l>e nndesci-ibed. I have taken foni- examples at Salisbury.

Tribe Platj/nini.

Of ihis Tribe we have here eight species of Platynus

and tliree of Enleptus. The Platyni that 1 have taken

locally are— P. (fUvlpes, (abundant,) P. crenato-striatus

(rare.) P. ohlougus (1 example,) P. vertagus (rare,) P.

laiiuscidus (conmion at grass roots close to water,)

J\ alacer (fairly common,) and an nndescribed species

near to /'. rnfipes. P. fratermis. Per., described from a

Salisbury specimen, is unknown to me.

Of Euleptus we have in this neighbourhood E. cicgans,

E. intcnncdius and E. cajfer. The first is scarce here,

the other two not uncommon.

Tribe Pogonnii.

The little Extromus pusillns, of which I have only one

example, is the solitary member of this tribe recorded

from Salisbury.

Tribe Trechini,

Trechus vivaoc is our only species, and is by no pieans

common in this vicinity.

TRTr,E BeuihUlnni.

We have here the common Benihidiiiiii rariegatum

and an nndescribed species of this genus, also a consider-

able number of Tachys, some of which seem to be new.

Of the latter genus I have taken at Salisbury— T.

m^assi ((.senilis (c(^mmon,) T. precarius, T. spurms, T.

crassescens, T. humeralis, T. optimus (common,)

T. humilis (common,) T. dehilis, T. arrogmis, T. pusil-

limus, T. ininutissimus, and five others that I am unable

to identify. T. sentitorins. Per., described from Salis-

bury, I have not vet seen.
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Addendum.

Since the above lines were written I have added five

species to our local Carabidae, all of them captured on

the summit of a hill about four miles from Salisbury,

and all of considerable interest.

The first is a fine Macrochilus as large as M. bipla-

giatns and quite distinct from any known South African

species of this genus.

The second and third are two Lebiidae, Metallica

jonnidulosa, Per., and Astata cognata, Per., previously

recorded from Natal only.

The other two are Eudema impictnin and Chlacnius

mendax.

The Collection of Aquatic Insect Larvae.

By S. G. Rich.

In this country the aquatic insects—Odonata,

Ephemerida, Trichoptera, and the like—are known
mainly in their adult forms. Except where a species is

known also in other countries, the larva is almost always

unknown, and the life history undescribed; in these in-

sects as in other groups the new material available in

adult forms alone, has sufficed to keep collectors fully

occupied.

For example, of our S.A. Odonata, the only species

whose larvae and life history are fully known are Pantala

flavescens, a cosmopolitan form, and Sympctrum
fonrohitnhei, found in Europe. Our Anax imperator is

of a sub-species, the variety mauricianns, whose larva is

not yet distinguished from that of the species in general.

Several of our genera, as Orthrtrum. Trithcmis^ Lestes,

are known as larvae through other species of the genera
found in more northern lands.
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For identification of the aquatic larvae it is of course

necessary to breed them through to the adult stage. In

the Odonata and P]phemerida this does not mean the loss

of the larva for description, as there is no pupation and

the enjpty exuviated skin preserves the form of the larva

almost perfectly. The colours are lost, but as the larvae

are long-lived, there is plenty of chance to describe the

living animal.

The more easily secured aquatic insect larvae are found

in muddy and sandy parts of spruits. A most convenient

outfit for collecting them is a garden rake and several

small jars of water. Wherever the water is not swift,

the mud from the edges and the bottom down to tv/enty

inches deep can be raked ashore. The animals in it emerge

from it and crawl to the water again : they are all slow

enough so that nearly every one may be picked up. I

])refer my fingers to any scoop or forceps for seizing

them. In such places will be found larvae of Odonata,

Ephemerida, and the worm-like larvae of several small

midges (Diptera).

By holding a scoop-net in the stream just below a

rocky rapid place, and having someone overturn the

rocks lying loose in the stream's bed just above the net,

a number of larvae of Tipulidae, etc., will be dislodged

and will be swept into the net.

Mosquito-pools are worth prospecting, both in the water

and in the mud forming their bottoms.

The breeding of the swift-water forms requii'es an

aquarium which has a continuous supply of running

water. Mosquito-netting spread over the top of the

vessel will of course prevent the adults from disappear

ing when they emerge.

The forms inhabiting relatively motionless water may
"be kept alive in trays indoors, in which the water is

renewed occasionally. They must, liowever, be fed To
f^ecure more natural conditions and permit of growth and
metamorphosis under study, Needham has devised a
simple aquatic cage. This is simply the frame of a box,
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abrait the size of the large paiattin tin, and covered with

wire nettinii' 1'hore is one si^le left without netting: this

side is placed downwards. The cage is placed in a stream,

in a still part, with a mnddy bottom, and is sunk two

or three inches into the mud. It protrudes above the

surface, and also prevents the escape of the larva through

the mud oi- water. The larva is in its natural habitat

undei- the cage, but lias in the cage-walls a convenient

mode of egress from the Avater. A daily visit to see what

is in the aerial pail of the cage, and to take whr.v has

emerged, is all llie c:ire necessary.

Some of Xeedliam's pupils add a door in the top of

the cage. 1 do not iind this necessary unless a number

of larvae are to be reared in one cage. The cage can be

lifted gently and a net slid underneath it at once to take

any adult in the cage.

It is often not wise to kill, pin and set any adult thus

bred, at once, as they are often immature in colour and

soft when found. A day in a roomy bottle will not

damage them : they may then be killed and set. In

setting any adults with long bodies it is wise to insert

through the frons a pin, cut off to a suitable length,

which will run through head and thorax into the abdo

men and hold together the body. Odonata, especially^

often fall apart if not thus artificially made into

'' Vertebrates."

When several specimens of a larva are found together,

as is often the case, some may well be preserved as larvae.

It is useful to preserve as many instars as possible Mv
experience is that aquatic larvae do not preserve well

by any dry method. The colours have, in my experience

with these, kept best if the larvae are both kille<l and

preserved in very weak formalin. A two per cent, solntion

of formalin is quite strong enough: I now have specimens

which have kept in perfect condition since 1914 in

formalin of half that strength. An important detail is

to slit the larva along the abdomen as soon as it is dead.
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fio that the preservative ina.v eniei- I lie hod v. A small

veutral slit is siifticient.

Small Hasks or chemists' hoitles. holdinji: one-fenrth

or one-half an ounce, are excellent for keejiing this

material. A thick plank, with holes drilled into which

the hottles may fit, is a convenient holder for snch a col-

lection.

Much of what Mr. Hardenherfj: writes about the study

of Lepidopterous larvae, and the interest and usefulness

of collecting them, api)lies to the study of aquatic larvae.

The comparative anatomy of such items as the curious

graspino^ elongated labium of Anisopterous larvae, or

the gills at the end of the abdomen in Zygopterou-s

larvae, have proved interesting to workers else Adhere.

There are in these larvae some remarkable instances of

close and perfect adaptation to their mode of life. One

of the Kpiieujeiid larvae of the Xearctic region has a

complete apparatus for catching by means of a net the

small Crustacer, <m which it feeds. The Auisopteran

dragxmtlies, inhabiting muddy bottoms, as larvae, have

a gill-chamber that is not only a highly perfected

machine for respiration, but that is completely protected

from the ingress of harmful particles in the water.

The list might be much extended, but the mere fact of

its being a fi^eld nearly wholly untouched in South

Africa should serve to attract collectors to the aquatic

larvae of In sec Is.
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Xotes on the C h a r a d r I i d a e or Plover Family.

y»y AM15R0SE A. Lane, Mooibank, Potchefstroom.

Thit plover tribe cannot fail to attract the interest of

the sportsman and field naturalist, as a characteristic

feature of similar localities in widely separated regions

The peculiar flight and loud lamenting cries of the

Lapwing are to be seen and heard in so many remote

stretches of open plain, swamp, or estuary, both in the

old world and in the new that the various closely allied

species (usually formerly all included in the genus

Vanellus) have become one of the most familiar features

of wild life to even the casual observer.

The appearance and whistling note of the w^ary

Oyster-catcher on the sandy margin of the sea-shore; or

the comparative tameness of the pretty little Sand-

plover, may not be so generally familiar. Here again

the similarity of notes, movements, and habits of closely

allied forms, extending along many thousands of miles

of coast line appears to extend over the universe indefi-

nitely, and amongst almost thirty species of the

Charadriidac recorded in South Africa, several of the

maritime species extend to the northern hemisphere

Doubtless most of these are migratory, as most of this

family appear to be inclined to migrate, especially those

sjK'cies Avhich congregate into large flocks, aftei- the

breeding season. Others, like the Lapwings, which have

develojKMl into more characteristic local varieties, ay»pear

to l)e more or less resident, appearing in pairs during

the nesting season, and at other times assembling in

small flocks which, though of a roving disposition, prob
ably do not go far unless driven by extreme condition.^

of climate or food supply. Amongst insect-eating birds

Ihe plovers found inland are undoubtedly of great

utility to agriculture, and their usefulness in this

respect alone should entitle them to pr(»tection by the
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I'iiriuer. J'ortuiiately for liiiii, in this locality they are

pretty well reineseiiled. The most familiar species is

probably the Crowned Lapwing {Sicphanihu.v coronatus)

known locally as the " Kievietje '', whose characteristic

tlight, and loud dolorous cries, are a common feature of

the landscape in the neighbourhood of a dam, or piece

of swampy ground. This is especially the case in sum-

mer time, when they are usually found in pairs. At other

seasons they go about in small flocks.

This bird, which is about eleven and a half inches

long, and has a \ying span of about twenty-one inches,

is slightly larger than its relative, the Blacksmith Plover

(JJoploptenis speciosiis). The latter may be distin

guished at a distance by its more metallic note, and

when seen closer it lias a white forehead, black throat,

and dark slate coloured legs and feet. The true

"Kievietje-' < Crowned Lapwing) has a white band en-

circling the crowm of the head, from which it takes its

name. The throat is white, and the legs and feet red.

It is more numerous locally than the Blacksmith Plover,

which is usually only seen here in pairs, during the

summer months.

Some years back the pretty little Variegated Sand
plover (Charadrius varius) was very common in this dis

trict, especially about '' brak '' ground, but during the

last few years it has disappeared from many spots which
it used regulai'ly to frequent. The reclamation of the

land, and draining of '' brak " ground, appear to be forc-

ing this handsome little plover out of existence as an
inland resident. I found a nest with two eggs on 21st

October, lOi:^, on a bare stretch of sand near a vlei. V
was simply a hollow scraped in the sand, the eggs being
difficult to locate as they lay in a depression below the
surface level. The bird slipped off quickly upon being
approached, and ran silently away, but not before she
had most artfully covered the eggs with loose sand, so
that one could at first see nothing but the bare level of

the surrounding surface, but closer investigation de-
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tected the tiny patch recently disturbed and in which

they were buried. They were of a greenish-drab ground

colour, thickly speckled all over with blackish dots or

streaks. The length was 1.24 inches, and the diameter

0.88 inches.

The Thickknee iOcdicneniiis capensis) is a resident

and, judging from their flute-like calls frequently lieard

at night, are much more numerous than one might sup-

pose, as they are comparatively seldom seen, concealing

themselves by day in bush or thicket but becoming very

active and clamorous after sundown. From what I have

observed thej' have probably a wide range of diet, incluf

ing mealies and grain, but any toll they may take in this

way is more than counteracted by a considerable insect

bill of fare, which they doubtless prefer.

The Black-winged Pracincole {(ilareola inrhinoptera)

known here as the '^ locust bird " occurs periodically in

flocks. During the daj- it spends most of the time on

the ground, and destroys large quantities of caterpillars

and their larvae. After sundown they are to be seen

actively hawking on the wing in wide circles, when their

long Avings, forked tails, general dark colour, and mode
of flight, reminds one very mucli of petrels. Though an

inch shorter in length than the " Kievietje " their span

of wings in flight is about the same. They may be dis-

tinguished, by the general isabelline brown, or mouse
coloured tint of the upper plumage; white throat and
rump, and black wings. They usually appear irregularly

in large flocks, whicli apparently (]uickly exhaust the

food resourses of the locality, and move on in search of

pastures new.

Two kinds of coursers are found on our veld, the most
numerous being of a reddish Inie al)()ve, ])robably

Cursorius nifus, but the Two-banded (\)urser (Rhinop-
tUiis (ffrirniius) is fairly plentiful, at all events during
tlie siimnH^i-. On Kith October, 1917, I found a single

half batched egg on a piece of bare shingly veld, where it

might have been mistaken for one of the surroundinqr
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stone«, as there was no appaieut attempt at making a

nest. It was 1.85 inches long, 0.75 inches in diameter;

it was thickly mottled with vandyke brown on a dark

drab ground colour. One or two other species of i>lovev

occur here periodically but 1 have not yet been a!)le to

satisfactorily identify them.

The Birds of the Buffalo Basin, Cape Province. III.

By The Kev. Robert Godfrey.

The Black Tit — Par us niger V^ieill— ranges through-

out the mimosa country and along the edge of the

forest, where its noisy and obtrusive habits force it upon

our notice In small exploring parties it works its way

among the miraosa, continually jerking out its rough

cries and sometimes displaying effective work on the

twigs with its powerful bill. The Kaffir name isicukujeje

is an attempt to reproduce one of its cries. This species

has also a song whose period has not, hoAvever, been

w^orked out.

On 16th December, 1914, attracted by the rowdy calling

of one of these birds, my wife and I watched one tly into

a dead yellowwood. It was carrying food in its bill,

and, without abating its noise, it flew to its nest-hole,

a crack in the stem about twenty feet from the ground.

Transferring its burden to its young, it flew ol¥ and soon

returned in silence with another fat grub. It moved
about for a little in the tree, and at last disappeared com-

pletely into the hole; on emerging it was carrying with it

a dropping. All this was done in silence. Nine minutes
later it cried in the tree, but, as it made no sign of

returning to its nest, we left it. The nest itself was quite

beyond our i-each.
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The Cape Penduline Tit — Anthoscopus ininutus

(Shaw and Nod.) — is known locally as the Snow-bird

from its beautiful domed nest of wool or vegetable down.

On 21st November, 19UT, Mr. Matthews, of Woodstock,

Alice, on whose farm this little bird is a well-known

breeding-species, showed me a nest taken locally, and on

15 November 1010 at Fort Beaufort, Mr. Kenneth Ander-

aon shewed me another taken in his neighbourhood.

J\vni has obtained the nests from Queenstown and

Stutterheim. These occurences are beyond our borders,

but within our area it has been met with at Cambridt^e

by Colonel Griffith who informed Mr. John Wood of the

fact.

The Cape Long-Tailed Sugar-Bird — Promerops cafer

(L) — reaches in the Buffalo Basin the Eastern limit

of its range. It is one of our rarer species but has been

seen by Pym on the Amatola mountains, and is repre-

sented in the local Museum by a male procured at Kei

Koad by Miss Hudson in 1004 (The allied Natal Sugar

]Urd — P. gurneyi Verr — does not occur nearer us than

Elliotdale, whence, on 2S November, 1011, a specimen

obtained by Rev. J. Henderson Soga in a fruit-net in his

garden at Miller was forwarded for identification).

The Orange l^reastcd H<meysucker — ycvtininiu

violacai (L) — also reaches in the Buffalo the Eastern

outskirt of its dislributional area, and has only onco

been obtained here. The specimen referred to, taken by

Pym at Pirie in October, 1003, is now in the local

Museum.
The Malachite Honeysucker — N. fainosa (L) — is

widely (list lihu ted, though not numerous, both above and
below tlie forest-belt, being naturally more abundant in

tlu' iKM'glibourhood of such favourite honey-bearing

l>lanis as the sugar-bushes and the Kaffir-boom

i Hrj/tJirliHf caffra, Thunb. ) In the spring months these

})irds mingle with their allies, as well as with the gor-

geous black-headed oriole, the noisy parrots, the unob
tusive bottle-nest weaver, the red-shouldered ;jlossv-
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Btarliiig, the black-collared barbet and other species,

about the stately kaffirbooni, and render the blazing red

blossoms of the still leafless tree a scene of incessant

activity. Though, as a rule, these honeysuckers perch on

the flowers to suck the nectar, they occasionally extract

the honey while hovering over a blossom. Nor do they

despise sueli lowly flowers as the Red Dagga {Leonotis),

beloved of their lesser double-collared cousin, and, like

their confreres, they vary their honey-diet with insects

captured in the air.

In full breeding-plumage, when clad in his metallic

green livery and sporting two elongated and ornamental

central tail-feathers, the male never fails to evoke ad-

miration. Though around King William's Town odd'

males may appear in full summer garb before the close

of July, the males in general do not deck themselves out

in their beauty till the beginning of September. From
this time onAvards till the latter part of April, and even

the beginning of May, they retain the brilliant robes of

courtship.

With the assumption of the summer livery, the males
undergo a marked change in their disposition anrl de-

velop for the space of several months a fiery tempera-

ment. They pursue one another with headlong flight

about the bushes to the accompaniment of shrill, racketty

cry, and so eagerly do rival males engage in the chase
that they lose at times the ordinary instinct of self-

preservation. .On 11 vSeptember, 1908, two males came
<"lasjiiiig through a small window into one of the class-

rooms at Pirie, oblivious of all danger till rudely

awakened from their paroxysm by the frantic efforts that

were made by the children to capture them. One of the
birds escaped; the other, after losing his tail-ornaments

in the new fray with the children, was captured and
brought to me in two portions. The live bird was set

free, and the tail-feathers, which had constituted his

pride, were sent across the sea for the admiration of

Xorthern naturalists.
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The period of .song, though uot fully observed, seemb

to coincide with the period of full nuptial dress, lasting

from about IDtli September to May 6th. As the bird

sings lie very distinctly opens and closes liis bill, as if

lie were chewing his notes. The call, resembling seem or

seep, is a fairly loud, single note, which, being persistent

ly repeated, challenges attention.

Pym records hnding a nest locally in January, 1907,

with two eggs.

Ivesser r)ou])le-('ollared Honeysucker — Cinnyrii

chalyhaeus (L). — This, the most abundant and the best

known of all our local honeysuckers, occurs wherever

there are nectar-bearing flowers to supply its needs, and

it is equally at home when taking toll from the orna

mental shrubs and flowers around our houses, or from

such conmion veld-]>lants as the Ded Dagga with whose

foxy-red blossoms the breast of the male so beautifully

liarmonises, or from the flowering trees of the forest.

The male in nuptial dress is a gorgeous little fellow,

quite conscious of his charms and ready to dispute his

sui)eriority with any rival. As individual males may be

seen throughout the winter decked in all the glory of

their metallic sheen, it is difficult to determine the exact

period at which they don the eclipse plumage of t)ie fe-

male. This irregularity regarding the date of dofifing his

nu])tial robes leads to ii-regularity in the period of song,

and full-dressed males sing throughout the winter

months. It is very doubtful, indeed, if this species has

any jjeriod of silence, though my note-book fails to record

any instance of his singing in March or in April.

While giving vent to his loud, bold strains, the little

songster fldgets about restlessly on his perch and bids

defiance to all his kinsmen ; two rivals, singing in each

other's presence, will disjjlay in challenging mood the

yellow pectoral tufts whch normally are hidden out of

sight, and they will then rise in the air for combat.

On 4 November, 1909, on the outskirts of the Pirio

forest, one or Iwo of these honevsuckers attracted atten-
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liou by repeatedly visit iiig a lichen mass iii a tree, and

ere long one of tliem, a})i>ioacliing the spot with nesting

material in its bill, revealed the meaning of the lichen

mass. At a subsequent visit, five days later, no trace

of the owners could be detected; and when eventually,

on Kith December, a close scrutiny was made, the nest

was found to contain a broken egg, which had no doubt

led to the desertion of the nest. The nest was a compact

ball of lichen, thickly lined with feathers and provided

with a tiny entrance-hole.

Greater Double Collared Honey-sucker — C. after (L).

— The resident and widespread species is much less

abundant than its smaller relative. It is not so often

seen in the neighbourhood of houses as that species, but

this is probably entirely due to its comparative rarity,

for at Somerville. Tsolo, where it is the common species

of honeysucker, it is continually working about the

flowers beside the house, and not infrequently ti utters

against my study window in its efforts to enter the house.

As in the case of its allies, individual males are found

in full nuptial dress even in midwinter, and while it is

likely that the period of song corresponds with the period

of nuptial dress, I ht«ve no record of the bird's singing

in April and May.

AVhile all nectar-bearing flowers attract the species,

the Kaffir-boom, the Red Aloe, and the Blue Gum are

favourites. On the Red Aloe the bird generally clings

sideways in an erect attitude, but it may quite indifferent

ly feed in an inverted ])osition and work down the Aloe

spike. In watching one of these honeysuckers at St. Mat
thews, on 11 Dec, 1912, working on Indian-shot, I felt

certain that in one case the bird pierced a hole through
the base of the flower, instead of inserting its bill in the

flower, to reach the nectar. Like its allies, this species

feeds on insects also.

As they feed, they utter a loud harsh call tjee or djoo
which, as they fly off with their whirring flight, they
change to a hurried kid-Hlcuk.
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The Black Honeysucker — Ch. amethyMina (Shaw) —
is a conspicious and abundant species throughout oui*

area. Like its allies, it feeds mainly on nectar; but not

uncommonly it indulges in an insect-diet, darting out

repeatedly from the shelter of a tree to catch its prey in

the air.

This is an exceptionally noisy species. The male,

when in hot pursuit of a rival of his mate, utters a shrill

neigh or whinny, which is the most characteristic trait

of the species, and which has its counterpart in the

racketty cry of the Malachite Honeysucker. I have

heard a bird attempt the whinny on July 27th, bat the

full whinny goes on from 7th August to March 21st,

corresponding, that is, Avith the breeding season.

My notes on the song-period are very meagre and are

doubtless incomplete. They give the singing i)eriod as

June, August and September. In the case of this species,

the female also has a song. On 17th August, 1918, T

watched a female singing a low continued song from a

bare twig, while the male was perched high above.

Nest-building begins in September, and the birds are

engaged in home-duties till far on in April. On 28

September, 1908. at Fine, Mr. John Ross found a nest

slimly suspended from the lichen-covered branch of a

tree. On October 2nd, when taken, the nest contained

one egg. The nest was a thick loose mass of grasses,

with a few broader blades, some leaves and glistening

white vegetable down; in shape it was a loose bag,

measuring 171 millimetres deep by 89 thick in external

measurements. The upper margin of the entrance hole,

which was a side opening 55 mm. high by 50 broad., was
loosely, constructed, but the small lower lip was distinct-

ly formed. The lining consisted of a dense mass of

feathers, belonging to the barnyard fowl, the guinea fowl
and the common waxbill, with a quantity of vegetable

down, some hair, a little wool and the fur of some wild
animal. The eg<^, measuring 19 by 13 mm., is so thickly
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covered with faint slaty-grey streaks as practically to

hide the ground colour, and also has a very distinct zonal

hand of a darker shade forming a ring at the larger end.

Roth at Pirie and at Snmerville this species has nested

close to the Mission house, hanging its nest in a tuft of

dependent leaves in a gumtree at a height of from fifteen

to twenty feet from the ground. The male maintaias his

interest in his mate throughout, whinnying after her as

she passes to and fro, but does not seem to take any part

in actually feeding the young.

^for.se-Coloured Honeysucker — Ch. verreauxi (A.

Sm.) — Mr. Center, who has shewn me a specimen ob-

tained in East London, informs me that this honeysucker

is common in that neighbourhood. In the portion of our

area best known to myself the bird occurs in scanty

numbers, frequenting not only the forest itself but also

the w^ooded banks of the streams that flow^ out of it.

While preferring the opener parts of the forest or parts

that are tending to degenerate into scrub, this ^^pecies

wanders also to suitable feeding places in the neighbour

hood and used occasionally to visit the Kaffirbooms

beside our cottage at Pirie. Being quite inconspicuously

coloured it readily eludes the eye of an observer, but

from 13 November to February 8—w^hich is the period

of song entered in my note-book—it cannot escape his

ear. The song is a simple production of three notes jip

jojee, uttered from a tree towering above the scrub or

commanding an open space. The song may be preceded

by a repetition of the alarm tzin tzin, or it may be inter

rupted to allow of the bird's going into a frenzy of excite-

ment as it sometimes does in the presence of an intruder.

Sitting on a twig it will call and gesticulate wildly^j

uttering its alarm in a long-continued rattle and also

resorting to another rattling cry which I cannot satis-

factorily transcribe.

Olive Coloured Honeysucker — Ch. olivacea (A. Sm.)
— has not come under my personal observation and does

not seem to occur in the forest area. Both Center and
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Wood have met Avith it in East London, and the former

naturalist telhs me that, though this species is inferior in

numbers to tlie Mouse-coloured Honeysucker, it is never-

theless common enough.

Southern Short-jBilled Honeysucker — Anthreptes

collar is (\'ieill). — In the forest at Pirie, as well as in

the coast-scrub at East London, this is a common species;

it does not, however, in my experience venture near

houses. It is a restless and noisy bird, moving about in

small parties in the very heart of the forest as well as

on its edge.

Nesting begins towards the end of September. At East

London, Mr. H. O. Parsons has found the nest with the

first egg laid on 11th October, and noticed two other eggs

laid on the 12th and the 13th respectively. Mr. Wood
also reports seeing a pair on 11: October, 1911, building

their nest on a bush overhanging a stream at the bottom

of a deep kloof above the Nahoon Causeway. At Piric

a nest with three eggs was brought in on 6 December,

1911, and another with two fresh eggs on 29 December,

1910. On 7 January, 1910, Miss Carry Ross and I found

a nesi: in the heart of the forest; it was conspicuously

enough suspended in a rather open bush at a height of

six feet from the ground, and resembled a tiny shoe hung
up by the heel. The owners of the nest flitted excitedly

about us, uttering a low alarm. Later in the day, while

watchinig a spider working with a large cicada in its

web, we saw one of those houeysuckers come three times

to a tree a few yards from us and pluck off pieces of dead

asparagus, collecting a number of pieces in its bill before

it flew off, but we could not trace it to its nest. Mr.

Center records seeing on 20 May, 1917, near the Blind

River, two youngsters just out of the nest and remembers
noticing one at midwinter some years previously.

The nest brought on 6 December, 1911, was an oval

ball, formed externally of rough grass blades up to nine

millimetres in breadth. The rough grass is partially

bound togetlier with exceedingly fine iflant-stems, but not
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SO tightly as to prevent tlie nest retaining a loose uppeac

ance, and several of the bvoad grass-blades are left trail-

ing in a way that makes the nest resemble a casna'

rnbbish-heai>. The rounded entrance is immediately

under the i)edicel, and is margined- with the very fines!

vegetable material, but no special skill is displayed in

the Aveaving of the lip margin and a straggling blade of

grass projecting over the entrance keeps up the general

rubbish-hea]) appearance. The pericel itself is also of

fine material, with a distinct flap falling down over th^*

entrance. Whether this flap is actually intended to be

loose and form a screen over the entrance, or whether

its side attachments have been destroyed could hardly

be determined after the handling it has received from the

boys. The Interior is a cosy little cradle of the slender

tops of Galopiiw circacoidcs with fine plant threads and

a mass of feathers; some of the feathers—up to 86 mm.
long—are very large in proportion to the size of the

nest.

Most of our honeysuckers lay two eggs only, bat the

])resent species sometimes lays three. The eggs, 16 mm.
by 11, are creamy-white in ground colour, but the mark
ings vary greatly both in extent and in intensity ; in .s'ome

eggs, they form at the larger end a broad blotchy band of

brown with underlying violet markings, and elsewhere

on the shell much more sparing streaks and blotches of

brown ; in other eggs the indefinite markings of brownish

grey are so thickly set. with or without a clearly-defined

zonal band of a darker shade, as well-nigh to obliterate

the ground-colour.
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Corrections and Additions to Previous Lists of Birds of

the South-West Protectorate.

By C. G. Fixch-Davies, Lt. 1st. 8.A.M.R., M.B.O.U.

In tlie first niiinber of the Journal and in the 2d(J

Bulletin, I published lists of birds collected in the Okan-

jande, Outjo, and Tsumeb districts of the S.W. Protect-

orate and a portion of Ovamboland. After the Ovambo-

land expedition my regiment was transferred to Windhuk,

and I was stationed there from March 1917 imtil

December 1918.

In the following notes I wish to make a few corrections

and remarks on some of the species mentioned in my
previous papers and also to add notes on species collected

in the Windhuk district and not hitherto noticed.

The Windhuk district is for the most part considerably

higher and more mountainous than any of the districts

I had previously been stationed in and consequently, some

species are found there which are not seen elsewhere

Windhuk itself has an altitude of 6,400 odd feet.

Anas punctata— Hottentot Teal. A few of these teal

have been shot time after time on the dams in the Wind-

huk district.

Dendrocijna 7;/V/im^a— ^"N'hite-faced Duck. A flock was

met with, and two or three specimens shot, in the winter

of 1917.

Casarca cana— South African Sheldrake. A single

female was shot on one of the dams in the districts, by

a friend who sent the bird to me for identification.

Otis ludicigi— Ludwig's Bustard. This species is fair-

ly common in all the open country round Windhuk, where
I have never met with the Stanley Bustard. All the

large Bustards or Paauw are now Royal Game in the

S.W. Protectorate and protected at all times of the year.

Pterocles hicinctus — Double-Banded Sandgrouse. I

have on several occasions met with this species in the
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Windlmk district, usually in i)airs and small flocks

anioiiiist scattered thorn bush.

] iiKKjo iiiKiirostris — I;ald-Froiitevl (Ireeii Pigeon, in

my previous notes on the birds oi' Outjo and Tsumeb, 1

recorded the (Jreen iMgeons seen by me, as belonging to

this species. I did not, however, secure a specimen for

identification and these birds may have been Yinago

bchaloivi, which has also been recorded from Dainara-

land. The only green pigeon I have shot, was a single

s}>ecinien of Vinago Xtidirostris at Otavifontein.

Frdncolinus garicpcnsis pallidior — Erickson's Fran-

colin. FrancoUiiiis nilgaris pallidior — Gunning and

Haaguer. Check-list, p. 9.*i. I have discussed the ques-

tion of the correct names of the S. African Francolins.

F. gariepcnsis, F. juguhiris, F. Shelleyi, and F. pallidior,

with -Mr. W. L. Sclater of the British Museum who agrees

with me that all these may be considered as geogra])hical

forms of one si)ecies, i.e., F. Gariepensis, and should in

future be known by the following names:

Francolinifs gariepensis gariepensis.

FrancoliiiHS gariepensis jugularis.

Francolinus gariepensis shelleyi.

Franeolinus gariepensis pallidior.

The second named does not occur in South Africa as far

5is is at present known, but specimens from Tsumeb were

considered by Mr. Bclater as being intermediate between

F. g. palUdor and F. g. jugularis, so that the latter,

which occurs in Angola, may also be found to occur in

the north of Ovamboland. It may be known by the large

patch of black and Avhite feathers on the upper breast.

Cofurnir delagorguci — Harlequin Quail. 1 have shot

a good number of these quail in rhe grassy valleys near

Windhuk. A number appear to spend the whole year in

this l(K-ality, as 1 have shot them in midwinter (June and
July).

Otogifjis auricularis — Black Vulture. As recorded
in my previous papers T found this Vulture rather scarce
in the north, but while shooting on a farm about 13 miles
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from Wiudhuk, T came across thirty or more of iliese

birds feeding on a dead horse, iu company with (me or

two Kolbes Vultures, and shot a tine adult.

Gyps l:olhei — Koibe's A^ilture. This vulture appears

to be rare in the ^.AV. Protectorate. I only met with it

on the occasion mentioned above, when I saw two or

three, and shot one specimen for indentification.

AccipiUr minullus tropicalis — Pale Little Sparrow-

Hawk. I never met with this little hawk myself, but

Major Thompson of tlie S.A.M.C. showed me an adult fe-

male which he had shot at Grootfontein, where he says

they are not uncommon. Mr. Claude Grant of the British

Museum, wiien writing recently of this species, says that

he fails to see how A, in. tropicalis can be distinguished

from the typical A. ni. minullus. Te me there seems to

be a vast difference between the distinctly (jrvu upi)ev sur-

face of ih.e former and the hlack colouring of this part in

the typical race.

Circactus pectoral is — Black-Breasted Harrier Eagle,

This species appears to be rather rare, — I did not meet

with it myself, but saw the skin of a fine adult female

in the possession of a German at Windhuk, which he

had shot near the town. There w^as also a nestling of

this species in the small " Zoo •' at Windhuk, taken from

a nest in the district.

Aqnila vcrrcau-ri — P>lack Eagle. This magnificent

eagle has n.ot been i-ecorded before from the South AVest

Piotectorate. T was fortunate in being able to see a good

deal of it in the Windhuk district, and also in finding a

nest and taking the eggs, which are now in the Trans
vaal Museum at Pretoria. The nest was situated on a

small ledge on the sheer face of a Krantz; but sufticientlv

near the top to allow one to clind) down to it willKMu
much trouble. T found the nest some time before the ('^xix^

were laid, and ke])t a watch (m it. Tt had been occupied

the previous year ami a young bird taken from it, which
T saw in the ])ossession of a German fai-mer. The birds

started to renovate the nest some two months before the
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eggs were laid, aiul llic tiiial liiiiii.u was put iu ([lUte a

month before the tiisi egg appeared. Tlie nest itself was

bnilt of dead sticks, tlie lining consist ing of the leaves of

a bush Avbieh grew plentifully on the su.rrounding hills.

On visiting the nest on the 5th May, 1918, 1 thished the

male bird fi'om the nest and found that two eggs had been

laid. One pure white, the other of a white ground colour,

covered at the stnaUcr end with a cap of dark-red-brown

(dry i)lood colour) blotches and spots; measurements

79 • 9 X 60 • 9 mm. On this occasion I stayed near the

nest for some time and \\atched the parent birds. The

male bird was comparatively fearless and often came

back, Hying past within range, but the female was

very wild, and although circling round about, and not

going far away, she never came within even long range

of the nest. I know no prettier sight than to Avatch the

flight and actions of this fine eagle. The jet-black plum-

age contrasts most beautifully with the snow white rump
and inner scapulars, and every moticm in flight is

peculiarly graceful iVAd at the same time powerful. —
Xow with motionless wings they sweep round in wide

circles, getting higher and higher nntil they are mere

specks in the sky, then all of a sudden the wings will

be abnost closed and the bird dives with one superb

stoop almost to the ground ; as it nears the ground the

wings are opened and with a graceful curve it shoots

upwards almost to the same elevation from which it

fell, — a grand sight. Sometimes a pair may be seen

playing in the air, and it is very pretty to see them mak-

ing playful stoops at (me another, the bird stooped at,

turning on its back in the air, and with u]jturned talons

pretending to ward oft' the feint-attack. The Windhuk
district is well-suited to the habits of this species; the

mountains are the home of Klipspringers and swarms of

dassies which form their principal prey. I also found
a freshly killed guineafowl lying in the nest before tFe

eggs were laid. Although T saw two eggs in the nest, it

api)ears that only one voung bird is reared^ as T have
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never heard of more than one young bird having been

found in a nest. Tlie legs and talons of this ea^le are

remarkably powerful. One day the young bird mentioned

above, when fully ikdged, seized two small Angora Goat

kids that came too near his jjerch— One in each foot —
and would undoubtedly have killed then both it* the

farmer had not come to their assistance just in time

I fear that this magnificent eagle is doomed to .'Xtinc-

tion in South Africa unless something is done to prevent

it. Certainly they do occasionally kill a lamb or kid, and

for this reason are usually poisoned or shot on sight, but

it seems a great pity that this sh(mld be so, as the harm

done is very small and is amply compensated for by the

sight of such grand birds in the mountainous scenery

they frequent and adorn. Their principal prey is the

Rock-dassie; besides this they prey occasionally on young

Klil»springers and game birds.

Formerly this species was only known to occur in the

mountainous districts of southern South Africa and

Abyssinia, and this huge break in its distribution was a

j)uzzle to naturalists. More recently it has been recorded

from C. Africa, Ehodesia and now in S. West Africa,

and I think tliat it will eventually be found to occur

I'ight through the Ethiopian Region in the mountainous

[>arts where conditions and food are favourable.

rinfortunately even now we know very little of the

distribution of the larger birds of prey, as travelling

collectors usually confine themselves to f^ecuring the

smaller s})ecies of birds, being unable to carry large

s])ecimens.

Bvivo "ii<inr — Augur Buzzard. 1 tVmnd the Augur
Buzzard in the mountainous parts of the Windhuk dis

trict but it was not plentiful. In flight, cry and general
lijibits, it api)ears to exactly resemble the Jackal Buzzard
and I should not be surprised if some day ornitliologists

\\\\\ considei- i( ;ts only a geographical race of that s])eci('s.

I never n)et with the entirely black form of this bird, all

the adults T saw being white breasted. I was luckv
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euougli to find ii nest of this species on the 6th June,

1918, bnilt in the fork of a tree standing on a very steep

hillside. It was bnilt of sticks, lined with grass and a

few green leaves, and contained two eggs which were

very "hard set"; unfortunately I broke one in trying

to extract the embryo, while the other one is now in

the Transvaal Museum at Pretoria. As the egg of this

species has not been described so far as I know, I will

give a description of the one egg in the Transvaal

Museum :

—

Shape — a rounded oval, slightly broader at one end.

Colour — white, strongly marked with red brown

blotches, chiefly at the blunt end — only a few small

si^ots elsewhere.

Measurciiicnls — 03: 5 x 53 m.m.

Falfo mi)ior — South African Peregrine Falcon.

Although I had on several occasions seen falcons which

I thought were of this species, I have never been able to

identify them satisfactorily. However a brother officer,

while shooting rock Tjigeons at Windhuk, which came to

the h(^)rse-lines to feed on spilt grain, made a very lucky
*' right and left ", securing a fine male Peregrine and also

the pigeon it was pursuing. Subsequently while out

shooting myself, I was passing a ploughed field near a

farm, and heariug a great commotion amongst a lot of

doves that were feeding on the land, I looked up and saw

a i>eregrine make a dash at one of them, but missing its

aim passed so close over my head that identification

was easy. The male bird mentioned above was some-

what different in the colouring of the underparts to

any T had previously seen. The whole upper breast

was a rich rufous buff without a sign of the spots usually

present. The sides and thigh coverts were grey, barred
as usual with black.

Faho ruficoUis — Red-Xecked Falcon. I have only

twice met with this beautiful falcon, on both occasions
in the Windhuk district. The first time I was shooting
guinea fowl along one of the drv river beds which are
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found throughout the country, when one of these falcons

dashed out of a large Camel-thorn tree, and I unfortunate-

ly missed it with both barrels. However on a subsec^uent

occasion, I came across a pair in some open country on

another farm. They were rather wild, but I succeeded

in shooting the male bird, a beautiful example in perfect

plumage. The crop contained the remains of a bird.

Asio Icuc'otis granti — Southern White-Faced Owl.

This little owl is not uncommon in the Windhuk dis-

trict ; I have often come across it amongst the thick thorn

bush along the river beds. Judging by the contents of

the crops of those I shot, its prey consists principally of

insects, beetles of various kinds, grasshoppers and

locusts, — also mice.

Clapmtor cafer — Strii)ed-Breasted Cuckoo. I saw a

few of these Cuckoos amongst the large Mimosa trees

along the river banks ; they are by no means common.

Irrisor erythrorynchus — Long-Tailed Wood Hoopoe.

In my list of birds from Okanjande I recorded a Wood-

huopoe collected there by mistake as Ii risor dcunarcnsis.

I never met with the latter subspecies at that place,

although I subsequently discovered it at Tsumeb and

later at Windhuk. I sent my Okanjande specimen to

Mr. Roberts of the Transvaal Museum, who made the

following remarks on the bird: " Ivrisor ciytlworhyn'-hus

ianfjolensis, according to Claude Grant's description,

agreeing absolutely with Eastern Transvaal specimens)."

Kiporia jidhjula — Rock Martin. In my Okanjande
list I recorded the birds collected there under the name
of Riparia fuligula anderssoni. I am inclined t<> think

that this subspecies has been founded on insufficient

grounds. The dry air and bright sunlight in S.W. Africa

has a strong tendency to bleach the feathers of birds,

especially those specimens that are much exposed to it.

Freshly moulted specimens of Rock-martins collected at

Windhuk sent to Mr. Roberts of the Transvaal Museum
were declared by Iiim as indistinguishable from the

typical race, I believe that had I collected these same
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specimens after the featheis had had time to become

bleached, they would have been identified as Hipar hi

FidUji'hi damcux'nHis, whicli is merely a ]>ale form of

Riparia fi(ligiila fulkjula.

Bradoniis infuscatus — Ih-own Flycatcher. This lar^e

species is fairly common throughout the more open parts

of the Windhuk district; it is generally seen in pairs,

seated on the tops of bushes, and in general habits,

resembles a chat rather than a flycatcher.

Mii.scicapd (jrisola — Si)otted Flycatcher. This

European species was fairly numerous at ^yindhuk dur-

ing the summer months.

Bails pririi — Pririt Flycatcher. Led astray by an

error in Sclater's Key to the species of Bat is I recorded

B. >nf-l!{().r in previous lists I now find that all the Fly-

catchers of this grou}) I have collected should be referred

to B. pririi, T have not met with B. molitor, Sclater

states that inoH^nr may be distinguished from pririt 1)y

the webs of the outer tail feathers being white in the

former and black in the latter; this is a mistake as these

feathers have the outer web white in both species.

Tchitrca piurnl)eiceps — Lead-Headed Paradise Fly-

catcher. In my Okanjande notes I recorded the sj)ecies

collected there as Tchirrea pcrspicilala : this was a mis-

take, the only species I met with in i<. W. Africa is

Teh ii)-i'a pluinhciccps.

Peliciitins rcijloiuis — Bakbakiri Bush Shrike. I was

rather surprised to find this well-known bird amongst

some of the mountain kloofs in the Windhuk district,

wliere it was however by no means common.
I might state here, with all due respect to those

naturalists who insist so sti-ictly on the rules of prjority

in scientific nomenclature, that it seems utterly '?.bsurd

to retain 'he name of zei/loiius for a bird which is strictly

South African, never has been and never will be found in

Ceylon.

Lauius lii^hherti — Reichenow (Vogel Afrikas U.
P. GIO.) This species was described by Reichenow from
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speciDiens collected at Brakwater, Damaraland, which is

near Wiudhuk. This so called species is nothing more

tlian an imniatnre stage of plumage of Lanius minor. I

have shot several specimens in the Windhuk district

whicli show tbe transition b}' moult from the L. liieh-

orrti ]>lunuige to that of L. minor. These specimens can

be seen at the Transvaal Museum, Pretoria. As far as

I coukl judge these immature birds arrive before the

fully plumaged adult. L. minor is fairly common at

Windhuk during the Summer months.

Ploceus velattis — Masked ^\'eaver. I found a colony

of These Weavers building their nests amongst the leeds

growing in ponds in tlie public gardens in the town of

Windhuk. This is the only place I have noticed them.

Mdua Serena — Pin-Tailed Widow-Bird. I met with

a few of these birds on one of the farms in the Wiudhuk
district, but it appears to be scarce.

Serinus marshaUi — Golden Seedeater This is rather

a common Seedeater in . the \yindhuk district. I also

notired a few in the Okanjande district.

FrintjiJlaria iah.apisi — Rock Bunting. T noticed

a few of tliese buntings on the rocky hills round about

Windhuk.

Frin.fjiUaria cnpensiH media — Lesser Cape Bunting.

Ratlier common in all the mountainous i)arts of the Wind-
huk district.

Anthui rnfuhis cinnamomeus — Tawny Pipit. Major
Tliompson, S.A.M.C. collected two specimens of this pipit

between Tsumeb and Ondongo, near the Etosha ])an. I

saw numerous ])i])its in tlie same locality but 1 did not
collect any.

Cerfhihindii (i]i)olasriata armaria — Xamaiiua Long-
Billed Link. 1 found this lark not um-omnion in some
of the nioic (.pen country in the Windhuk district, fre-

quenting sloney and sandy flats, generally in small
family ]»ai'ties.

I'nrrltiihinihi rertiralis — Grey-Backed Lark. Exceed-
ingly common on the open flats in the Windhuk district,
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often going about in large tiocks during the winter

months.

Eremomela datnarcnsis — Dauiara Bush-Warbler.

Fairly common amongst the thorn bush round Win.lhuk,

always seen in pairs.

^axicola monticola — Mountain Chat. Very common

throughout the more mountainous parts of the Windhuk

district, especially round fanns and about the town of

Windhuk. ;Much has already been written on the

puzzling plumages of this species and no very detinite

conclusion has even now been reached, the most favoured

theory and that adopted by Sclater when he wrore on

this species in his "Fauna of South xlfrican Birds, Vol.

II. '', was that propounded by Messrs Butler, Fielden and

Reid, viz., that the males of this species passed through

a more or less regular series of plumages from black to

grey. I however doubted this theory and wrote an article

in the Journal S.A.O.U. in which I suggested that ^here

were two adult forms of plumage in the male, one black

— with or without the crown grey — the other grey,

and that all the intermediate forms were the result of

interbreeding. My observations of this species in the

Windhuk district have still further confirmed me in

the belief that my theory is correct. In the Windhuk
district where, as I have already stated, this species

is very common, and where I must have seen hundreds,

the black form occurs for the most part, and all the time

I was there I only saw and collected a single grey speci

men, which I believe tc have been a migrant. Now surely

if this species changed from black to grey, I would have
found a good number of both the grey and also inter

mediate forms, y^t I found only one grey bird and no
intermediate forms. I paid particular attention to this

species and collected a good number of specimens during
the two years I w^as at Windhuk. I did not meet with
the form with the wMte or creamy tvhite crown, which
Sharpe considered might be named leucomeloena I how-
ever collected some with the crown very pale grey, Almost
white.
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Notes on the Fauna of ^Sf. Croix Island.

By J HX Hew itt.
"

During the pioneer trip to S. Africa in the year 1488,

Bartholomew Dias rested liis crew on a small rocky island

in Algoa liay, and being favourably impressed, erected

thereon a cross, according to a custom of I'ortuguese

exj)lorei's. Thus it became known to seamen as the island

of the Cross, Santa Cruz, or St. (,'roix Island. To day,

the historical pilgrim may search in vain for any trace

of The original cross, but his labcmi-s will be amply re

wai'ded ))y the unique exhibition of animated nature:

landing at St. Croix he will enter a new world.

An o})i)ortunity of visiting this little known island was

recently atfoi-ded me through the kindness of Mr. Holford

A\'alkcr of IN. Elizabeth. My host, and his son Edward

were jirimarily inspired by a zeal for fishing: my own

intei-ests were more general, embracing the whole fa.ina.

Travelling in a motor boat, comfortable enough but

tainted with the malodorous paraphernalia of profession-

al fishermen as well as nauseous gases from the engine,

the writer so(m became (juite hois <Je romhat: the numer-

ous sea-birds, and the hauls of lai-ge Ketunkel (pr-esum-

ably Thynnus ])elamys) causing considerable excitement

amongst the ciew, had ])erforce to be disregarded, and

even the distant view of the rugged rocks of St. Croix

was quite repellent.

At first sight, it suggests the peak of a submerged

mountain, the rocks rising to a height of 1!)5 feet and

sloping rai>idly to the sea, with no sandy shore oi

gi'jivelly beach. St. Croix is an isolated mass of Table

Mount. lin sandstone, and from its hard white iocks.

abounding in qnai-tz, great angular blocks have split off,

fo be strewn in endless confusion tliroughout the whole
area.
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There is good reasou for suspecting that at no very

distant period, geologically speaking, the island was com-

pletely submerged. In the neighbourhood of Kedhouse

near Port Elizabeth, and at various localities in the

Alexandria district, there may be found deposits of

marine shells in fossilised condition at high elevations.

These shells must have been laid down under marine or

estuarine conditions, in which case the land surfaces in

this })art of S. Africa have been raised at least a thousand

feet since mio-pliocene times. Even within the period of

penguin occupation, great changes of this nature can be

traced: in his account of penguins on the Guano islands

oil' the West Coast of Cape Colony, Mr. Hammond Tooke

remarks :—There are now isolated mounds of guano on

rocks cm the mainland, shewing how the sea has receded

from the land in comparatively recent times, guano being

deposited only on islands. There is possibly direct

evidence of former submarine conditions on St. Croix

island, for certain calcareous incrustations found be-

tween the hard quartzite rocks at various elevations

greatly resemble material formed under the sea by red

algae and other mai-ine organisms.

Under these circumstances, an island so recently formed

is not likely to have any relics of the ancient terrestrial

fauna or flora of Africa. For the most part, its

population is a mere fragment of the mainland fauna,

brought probably by casual agencies such as floating

logs, or in some cases by winds. Actually, it is ver\

small in number of species but rich in individuals.

The flora of St. Ci-oix is completely devoid of trees or

bushes, and I saw neither grasses nor sedges. The only

plant that thrives abundantly is a white-flowered

Mcsembryanthemum — M. angnlatiim, according to Dr.

Schonland who tells me that the species occurs also on

Bird Island as well as on the mainland. It growls

amongst the rocks throughout the island. There is no
soil as ordinarily understood : between the rocks is a

little sand more or less mixed with guano.
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The Cape Penguin.

We were met at the landing place by a flock of pen-

guins, most of which betook themselves in silence to the

sea, on onr approach. Although somewhat prepared for

adventures with penguins, we hardlv expected to find the

island so completely monopolised by these fascinating

birds. As we climbed and stumbled over the maze of

rocks, nesting penguins greeted us from every sheltered

nook, sometimes at every step in our advance. These

rocks, traversed by countless generations of penguins,

proved very slippery, and, also uncommonly hard—as

witness our bruised limbs: to add to the difficulties*

nesting penguins were no respectors of persons, biting

savagely at all intruders. Thus we had to walk very

circumspectly.

J regret that more time could not be devoted simply

to the study of penguin behaviour, especially as It now
appears that the various published accounts of Cape
Penguins are very incomplete.

At the time of our visit, (Easter 1919), the majority

of the birds were nesting. Others occupied themselves

by inquisitively tramping the island, occasionally going

dowTi to sea on a fishing excursion. At several rial,

landing places, groups of penguins could be seen at

any time during the day: here they basked in tlie

sunshine, content to do nothing but peck and preen their

verminous plumage. These landing places seemed to be

permanently occupied at any rate up to 10 or 11 p.m.,

at which late hour fhough engrossed in fishing, we could

not fail to notice the silent group of birds on the adjacent

landing place.

As evening came on, penguin activities waxed in

Rti-ength. The travellers waddled ab(mt in small Hocks,

for the most part quietly. On the other hand, the vocal-

ists com^nencing in a leisurely way, poured forth their

sonorous notes like the brayings of a donkey, but reduced
in intensity, and as the concert increased, all other sounds
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were drowned iii the deafening roar of the undisciplined

band. I believe that a menagerie composed of agitated

donkcA s, cattle and pigs in the proper proportions, would

produce a somewhat similar result. Each bray issued

forth in three or four lusty efforts of expiration, with

the final trump specially loud and prolonged: then came

the undignified collapse into a long shrill squeal, the

inspiration. When braying, they directed their heads

upwards to the skies, with due solemnity.

The choir was situated at some distance from our

camp, amongst nesting birds high up on the hillside. I

believe that nesting birds did not actually participate

therein. Though no actual proof was obtained, I suspect

that the vocalists were mostly, if not entirely, adult

males.

The performance involves a certain amount of fatigue

and perhaps for this reason there are no matinees.

During daytime, the bird may often be seen in the act

of yawning: with head upraised, he deliberately opens

wide his mouth and takes in air.

Nevertheless, there is a good deal of noise and squab-

bling in a penguin camp during daytime. Where sitting

birds are numerous, the whole population is in a state

of tension, ready to fight with or without due provoca-

tion : they bite each other mercilessly, the victor often

pursuing his vanquished foe for considerable distances.

They have a characteristic bark when alarmed at close

quarters, something like that of baboons.

In their choice of a nesting site, penguins are not at all

fastidious. They lay their eggs practically anywhere,

either in the shelter of overhanging rocks or quite in the

open, though the rock-shelters are preferred.

As one passes by a sitting bird, she emits a short

hoarse bark, and crouching lower to protect the egg with
her breast, pokes up her beak and makes a vicious lunge
at the intruder : as long as danger threatens she remains
on the qui vive, incessantly twisting her head first oa one
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side, then od the other, iu a most ludicrous way. If there

are young, she behaves quite savagely : the bark is louder

and more prolonged, and she threatens the offender with

widely open mouth, remaining at her post even until

forcibly ejected. A crowded breeding camp may thus

become distinctly "unhealthy', and the tenderfoot visitor

would do wisely tu encase his legs in leather.

All sides of the island were occupied, and every likely

spot from the vsea to the top of the peak. Nesting birds

were common even in a long damp cave on the west side

of the island, wliere direct sunlight never or rarely enters.

In this cave, each nest was composed of a heap of pebbles,

without sticks or any other accessories. However, when
it is available, penguins like to scrape together a few

sticks or dried leaves as substratum for their eggs, and

the dead stalks of Mesembryanthemums were commonly

employed for this purpose by the birds on the hillside.

Their readiness to adapt themselves to circumstances

is seen on comparing the rookery at Dassen Island with

that of St. Croix. Writing on a visit to Dassen Island,

Mr. ^^ . L. Sclater says:—"Everywhere the ground was

riddled witli short wide burrows, not more than a foot

or so in depth, and eacli of these burrows was the home
of a pair of penguins." On the other hand, there are no
burrows at 8t. Croix, for the nature of the terrain does

not admit of burrowing. In only one solitary instance

could I find anything of the kind : this was in the caye,

where an enterjjrising bird liad almost buried itself in

stinking guano. However on r>ird Island, which is also in

Algoa Ray, the burrowing habit prevails. In the above

mentioned cave, all the birds, except very few at the end
of the cave were sitting on nests, one on each nest. I

assumed that all the sitting birds were females, and the

few pedestrians, males, but most writers say that the

parents share the duties of incubation. Outside also, as

a rule, only one bird was found on each nest: occasional-

ly two birds were sitting together. Not more than two
eggs were found under any one bird, and sitting '>irds
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soinetiuies had neither eggs nor young. On one oce«^sion

1 found a very small egg in a nest: it measured only

1 • 05 X 1 • 37 inches. This I took to be the first egg

laid by an adolescent individ;ual.

The cave-dwellers were remarkably quiet. Entering the

cave, not a sound was heard and not a bird moved: even

when rudely expelled from their nests, the victims

waddled oti' in silence, except occasionally when a bird

would remonstrate with a feeble bark. Under the depress-

ing circumstances of cave life, the avian inhabitants

seemed to suffer from reduced vitality : they Avere greatly

infested by external parasites of various kinds, probably

more so than birds living in the open country.

Nesting birds seemed to be very conscientious sitters.

I saw nothing to indicate that such birds ever shared

the jaunts of their touring relatives, or left their nests

for any purpose. At the time of our visit we found eggs

and young in all stages of development. The young

evidently remain under the protection of the parent until

they reach a considerable size.

C. J. Andersson (in "Birds of Damaraland
'
) Avas in-

formed that they will remain one or two months without

going in search of food, and that the young birds remain

on land until they are well grovsTi, and do not follow

their parents until able to provide for themselves. He
also remarks that the bird sits quite upright on its egg

or eggs which it keeps close between its heels and tail:

this certainly was not the case at St. Croix, for every

bird sat over its eggs in the usual avian style.

On the Guano Islands off the West Coast, penjniins

rule their lives by seasons: the year is divided into a

breeding season spent on land, and a feeding season

devoted to fishing, when they roam the seas for many
miles. At St, Croix, the breeding period seems ^o bo

particularly prolonged. Mr. Messina informs us that
" the majority of the birds leave the island about August
in very poor condition, and begin to return about
November, as fat as butter.''
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Concerning the nurture of their young, I was unable

to make observations. However, from observations made

in the gardens at Paris, it is now known that the Cape

Penguin feeds its voung much in the same way as

Cormorants—by degorgement of half-digested food from

the digestive tract of the parents.

Amongst young birds there is considerable mortality,

judging from the dried up carcases found here and there.

Our suspicions fell on the older birds, for despite the

' unco guid ' appearance of typical penguins, the rival

occupants of a breeding camp are quarrelsome and cruel.

However, 1 have since learnt from Canon E. Ford that

the sly Sea-gull is responsible for the wholesale slaughter

of young penguins; when he visited the island on July

25th of this year, the dead bodies of eviscerated penguin

chicks were found in hundreds. Hampered b}' such a

drain on their machinery of reproductitm, it is fortu-

nate that Nature has endowed these birds with the

capacity to lay eggs more or less continuously. The
same prodigality is manifested amongst the penguins

of the Antarctic region, for travellers tell us that the

chicks of Emperor Penguins perish in large numbers
before shedding their downy plumage, being actually

nursed to death by parents and rival foster parents,

whilst the Adelie Penguins fall victims to the marauding
Skua gulls.

In our tramps on the hillside, we noticed considerable

numbers of pebbles, mostly small, but some of moderate
size. These clearly had not been formed in situ, being
no doubt of marine origin. It occurred to Mr. Walker
that pebbles may i)ossibly be esteemed by penguins as
grit, and are thus conveyed to their present positions
in avian stomachs. Although such pebbles were not seen
to any great extent near the nesting birds, nevertheless

1 also think they must have been carried in some way
by penguins. In a note by the late Sir John Murray on
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Sphcnisciis wagcllanieiis (Challenger Report, vol. II.)

there is a humourous explanation of a similar habit:

—

* In their stomachs were fish bones, cuttlefish beaks, and

I)ebbles. It is quite astounding the number and size

of the stones, shells and pebbles which were noticed

lying about the mouth of the burrows. The sealers told

me that these birds, when they come up from the sea

vomit up these stones at the mouths of their burrows

and when tliey go to sea again they take in the very

same stones as ballast ' I

The penguins of 8t. Croix enjoy life undisturbed by

man or beast: their eggs remain untouched, and the

little guano they produce is not collected. For many

years the eggs were systematically collected, but appa-

rently the profits were small. The guano problem is

not simple, owing to the steep slopes and rocky te^n^ain

If these accommodating birds could be persuaded to live

and breed in well levelled kraals, instead of seeking tha

inconvenient sites they now frequent, the problem would

be solved I

The penguins found at St. Croix belong to the species

}<pJtenisc>is deiner'^ns Lin., the ^Jackass Penguin', or

]>lack-footed Penguin, only known from Soutli Africa.

The species occurs most abundantly on certain islands

off tlie west coast, extending northvrards as far as Cape
Cross. The nearest ally is Spheniscus magellanlcus,

found on the Falkland islands, a species which by some
authors has been regarded only as a variety of aS.

(Jrr'uirsns. Judging fi'om the coloured illustrations of

the two kinds in the 'Challenger Report', vol. II., by
P. L. Sclater and O. Calvin, they would appear to differ

considerably. I have therefore been interested to find

amongst our specimens in the Albany Museum, one
examine taken at Pt. Alfred, which presents a feature

characteristic of /^. 7)wgcUanicns: it has a black band on
the foreneck, between the horse-shoe-shaped chest-band
and the black throat patch: however, the black band
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stops short on each side instead of passing into the black

of the hind neck as in the S. American species. This

unusual character was not noticed in an}^ of the St. Croix

birds, though I did not specially search for it at the time.

In one respect, at least, the St. Croix birds ditter from

the typical Cape Penguin as commonly described and

figured. There is a characteristic pink patch starting

from tire base of the bill and extending over and around

the eye. On the other hand, according to Mr. W. L.

ScJater in his 'Fauna of South Africa, Birds,' vol. IV.,

the Ca})e I*enguin IkiS 'naked skin about the eye grey,

at the base of the bill usually pink, sometimes bluish^

The coloured illustration in the ' Challenger Report

'

also shews the eye encircled by a blue-grey patch, and

the pink limited to the loreal region : in reference to

their plate, the authors remark:— 'the species is well

known to us, and when adult they never fail to irrive

at the plumage shewn in the Plate'.

In tlie ' Ibis ' there is a note by Mr. G. Shortridge on

penguins at Port St. John's, as follows :— ' I kept a

specimen of this penguin alive for some time, and ob-

served that the skin around the eye and at the base of

the bill varied very much in colour, being sometimes
jjink and sometimes almost bright blue

'
; fnmi this, we

may infer that the loreal and circumocular regions were
coloured alike in the St. John's bird.

At St. Croix I had abundant opportunities of closely

inspecting nesting birds, but have no recollection of blue
or grey markings in any specimen.

Although agreeing closely in all other respects, it

seems possi})le that the Eastern Province birds can b*-

distinguished from a western form in sexual plumage
by the extension of pink colouration all round the eye*
but this eastern variety occurs also at Dyer Island
according to information received from Mr. K. H
Barnard. It is noteworthy in view of the fact that the
Falkland Island birds also have the pink colours extend
ing around the eve.
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Other birds seen on the island were surprisingly few

in species: they were Gulls, Oyster-catcher, White-

breasted cormorant, Black cormorant, Common wagtail,

and a single Rock-pigeon. The Southern black-backed

gull loved to perch liigh up on the tops of rocks, always,

we thought with an eye on the nests of penguins or

cormorants: its behaviour seemed distinctly suspicious

as an ei^^ poacher. Mr. Messina says he has seen one

prod its beak into a penguin egg and fly away therewith!

Edward Walker was lucky enough to find a large

breeding colony of White-breasted Cormorants. It was

situated on the top of precipitous rocks on the east side

of the island. Altogether, there were about 30 nests,

side by side, each a formidable pile of sticks—dried up
Mescnihyjianthciniuh stalks—about a foot high and nearly

2 feet in diameter: straw and even bits of rope were

found in the lining of the nest. There were not more
than 3 eggs in any nest, and many nests were vacant. The
birds themselves were very shy, and T did not see them
sitting. The breeding season apparently had only just

commenced, all the eggs being fresh.

Apart from birds, we saw only three species of verte-

brate animals on St. Croix. The commonest is the Girdle

tailed lizard, Zonurus cordylus. It exists in great

numbers, being far more abundant on the island than
in any locality known to me. Although common enough
near GrahamstoAvn, its population tliere is kept within

reasonable limits tlirough the depredations of birds of

prey—especially Kestrels, according to Mr. j'rank

Bowker; but at St. Croix, its natural increase would
seem to proceed unchecked. We noticed these lizards

running with impunity amongst the penguins, the latter

ignoring them completely. Yet, although they would
seem to have no foes, they are nevertheless just as timid
and elusive as their much harrassed relatives at
Orahamstown. The St. Croix variety is not quite the
same as that found near Grahamstown : it is smaller.
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the head is not so broad, and it lacks the brick-red

colours that are invariably associated with Grahamstown

specimens when adult.

A little gecko also occurs at St. Croix, but iiS not

abundant. It belongs to a species {Pachydactylus

maculatus) which occurs commonly imder stones neau

Grahamstown and throughout the coastal districts of

the Cape.

A more familiar creature was captured in the act of

raiding our stores. This was a House-mouse. I have

carefully compared specimens with the skins of Grahams-

town mice, and am satisfied that they belong to a dis-

tinct race. The St. Croix house-mouse is a darker

animal, having the upper surface of the tail almost

black, though several of its toes are almost pure white.

It probably belongs to a foreign variety introduced in

shipping. Edward Walker and myself observed speci

mens apparently of the same creature far away amongst

the haunts of the cormorants. It is thus quite wild on

St. Croix. I may add that tlie house-mouse in Grahams-

town does not run wihl: I have trapped for rats and

mice on the adjacent veld, and have often taken the

domestic rat but never the house-mouse. The severe

competition of the African veld is too much for this

prolific pest of towns.

Bats are said to occur in tlie big cave, but none were

seen by us, though wc searched for them.

^fr. Walker and his son devoted their leisure hours
to the fish fauna, and it is gratifying to be able to record

that the specimens caught were utilised to the last cubic

inch. I fiist carefully removed the skin of each specimen
for preservation in the Albany Museum, and afterwards

the flesh l)ecame available for the cooking pot or for

bait.

The evening captures were mostly dogfish or small

sharks of two kinds—the larger fellow with longitudinal

stripes known as Lui-haai (^cylUorhimis africanus), and
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a sjiialler kind with ocellated sjiots over the upper sur

faces of body and tins. At the time, 1 rej^arded these

two a.s essentially the same, the spotted kind api>earing

to he the yomig of the Lui-haai : the same view was held

by i>r. (Jik-hrist, when he published his first list of S.

African fishes. However, according to Mr. C. T. Kegar

of The Britisli Museum, they are quite distinct species,

and Messrs. (lilchrist and Thompson have recently

acquiesced to this view. No less than four species of

this genus were recorded by Mr. Regan from the ^leigh

bourhood of Bird Island, but the relationships of these

four to each other should perhaps be regarded a^; suh

jud'tcc: the markings on the spotted kind are very vari-

able, and the young of the striped Lui-haai may prove

to be spotted.

The invertebrate life of St. Croix consists partly of

insects associated with or parasitic on Penguins. The

eoTiimonest beetle is a small black Tenebrionid of the

genus GonocepJiaJuyn. There are also numerous tok

toki.'s. those real Afrikander beetles of the genus

Pstiftniiodes (cp. P. vcrmiculaium) . Various Staphy-

linids and a small Histerid of the genus Sai)}''nii(S were

found on the nesting sites. Butterflies are represented

by Co] ins dccira. and several small species of Lycaena.

Two kinds of ants occur, one of them extraordinarily

abundant: tlie latter is identified by Dr. Arnold as

Phf idolr imncinJdta, and the other ^oJenopsis pinwtato

ceps, Several specimens oi a small cricket (Gri/llus)

were taken.

I s]K-nt some time collecting parasites from the nests

of the cave dwellers. By scraping away several heaps

of i>ebbles f«u- examination in a better light, quite a host

of ticks was found. Tliey resemble fowl ticks in habit,

the adults liiding in the darkest situations they can find,

and feeding on the ho.st only for short periods. Accord-

ing to Mr. Lounsbury, it is a favourite joke amongst the
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labourers on the Guano Islands to place these ticks in

the beds of new comers I

In view of the American relationships of our penguin,

it is noteworthy that the ticks (Ornithodoros talaje

capensis) also have their nearest allies in the New
world, and are not directly derived from the abundant

tick fauna of the African mainland. The typical form

of Ornithodoros talaje is recorded from Venezuela,

Guatemala, New Granada, Mexico, Panama, Brazil and

Chili, Avliere it is reported to dwell in native Iiouses,

causing' c<msiderable annoyance to the inhabitants: at

Panama it specially infests rats. The Cape variety occurs

at St. Paul's Rock and on Siren Island (in the Indian

Ocean), and doubtfully also at Tristan da Cunha, but

the Jackass Penguin is not found in any of these locali-

ties.

A satisfactorj' interpretation of these facts of distrf

bution seems to demand the hypothesis of a former

bridge of islands, or even a continuous land connection

between the great land masses of Africa and S. America

:

that a connection did exist in the far remote Devonian

period is generally admitted by geologists, and Prof.

Schwarz who has designated the Devonian atlantis as

Flabellites-land in allusion to the characteristic fossil

Leptococlia ila'bellites, tells us that the fossils of the

Falkland Islands are such as might have been collected

at Ceres in Cape Colony: there is some evidence that

the ancient connection, dating long before the ages of

terrestrial vertebrates, may have persisted in attenuated
form right up to the beginning of the tertiary period,

the age of mammals and birds, but this is not so widely
accepted by geologists.

In tlie same nests I found also several large ileas,

numerous Acarines, Stajihylinid l)eetles, and strangelv

enougli small cater])i]lars. These depraved caterpillars

must have fed cither on feathers or excrement. Their
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progenitors were small plaiu-ooloured moths that liut

tered weakly about tl»e cave, avoiding the light.

I had hoped to find false-scorpions on the nesting

sites, tor such creatures fre(inent birds' nests an-,! the

haunts of dassies or other mammals: but, 1 found none

at St. Croix, nor any true scorpions.

N'arious spiders were found, but all of the 2-lnnged

type. The f-1 united spiders including large baviaan

spinnekop and trap-door spiders which abound on the

mainland, are not so readily dispersed by winds as are

their 2-lunged relatives. Under stones on the hillside,

1 found several s])ecies of Oonopidae, amongst which was

a (Jrahamstown species described by myself some years

ago as Gaiiiasomorpha aiistralis.

The most interesting spider taken w^as a large speci-

men of Desis pentlicri, a long-jawed creature of submarine

habits : at high tide it dwells in sheltered retreats

amongst rocks beneath the waves, emerging only it low

water. I found it crawling over a boulder at the entrance

to the cave.

There were no millipedes, nor centipedes, but the long

slender Oeophilidae were fairly common.

After a very successful and pleasant trip, we returned

1o Port Elizabeth in one of Messina's fine tugs. Mr.

]\ressina informed us that St. Croix was once the centre

of a whaling industry, and was occupied for a long time.

Yet, from a residential standpoint, the island has serious

limitations, for there is no fuel and little, if any, fresh

water. Mr. Messina reported the occurrence of tolerably

good drinking water in a certain cave, a point of some
interest in view of the fact that the island actually visited

by P>. Dias did afford him springs of fresh water, accord-

ing to the somewhat confused account of the historian

de Barros. Sundry attempts have been made to discredit

the identity of St. Croix with Bartholomew's island of

the Cross, but the identification seems to me very prob
able. I can now understand why it should prove 50 at-
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tractive to mariners: perhaps thev loiiiid penguin egga

and voung bird.* an agreeable addition to iln^ir ni<»noton-

ous fare

!

Mr. Walker has referred me to a significant passage

in the account of the first voyage of N'asco da (lama

(1497). Concerning the penguins of Mossel l>ay, the

ancient writer says:— 'There are birds as big as ducks

but they cannot tiy^ because they have no feathers in

their wings. These birds, of whom we killed as many

as we choose, are called Fotylicayos, and tliey bray like

asses.' This presumably is the first reference in litera-

ture to penguins, although they may have l)een actually

discovered in 1485 by Diogo Cao at Cape Cross.

Another point in favour of the accepted identiUcation

of this island has been emphasized by Canon E. Ford.

—

tliat St. Croix undoubtedly affords the safest anchorage

in Algoa Bay.

1 completed a round of thrilling experiences by visit-

ing the new Museum at Port Elizabeth. The recent im-

prc^vements in the exhibited collections were all

thnrouglily appreciated. T also saw the famous ser-

pentarium, and along with other visitors, experienced

the charm of the Serpent!
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The IJ(iy-l(fijin(j o/ a (iKuncleon.

\\\ 11. \\. Sr 11 o< 'II.

On the iiiornintr of tlie 2(Jtli February my native servant

drew the attention of niy wife to a fnll grown and much

distended olianieleon whicli was frantically trying to dig:

a hole in a bare patch of my flower garden. Its arrioii

was rathei- ptn-nliar as, being nnable to scratch in the

ordinary way. it first formed a small earthen l)a!l with

its one f<>re foot, deposited this ball as far back i\i

possible, then picked it np with its hind foot and placed

it still further back; this constituted a rather i^eculiar

double acti(»ii. When it got tired of working in this

fashion with the two i-ight feet, it changed to the left

and continued the performance. In digging it en-

countered a stone, so my wife pushed the chameleon aside

and removed the stone and the reptile immediately re

sumed its digging.

By sunset tlic chameleon had dug an inclined shaft

over a foot in length, the lower end being about eight

inches vertically below the surface of the soil. In this

hole the chameleon curled itself up and deposited its eggs.

Early the following morning it started filling up the

hole, completing this by about noon when, although I

knew the exact spot, it was almost impossible to see that

the soil had been in any way disturbed. There was no
trace of loose soil about but bits of grass and leaves were
scattered around so that the spot looked exactly like tho

surrounding surface. 1 carefully marked the place and,

as T did not know the period of incubation of chameleon
eggs, I daily inspected it.

In the meantime the chameleon, now very thin re

mained in an adjoining rose bush. Vse found that, owing
to the clayey nature of the soil in which it liad been
digging, it had a ridge of clay extending from the top
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of its head to below its mouth aud its feet were also

clogged. As the clay got dry the chameleon could neither

open its moutli nor climb. My wife and daughter there-

fore softened tlie clay with lukewarm water and then

scraped it oil', replacing the chameleon in the rose bush,

where it remained till tlie following day noon, when I

saw it walk away.

On the evening of llie l.'Uh March, exactly twenty-one

days afrei' the eggs had been deposited, I noticed a

circular hole ab(mt half an incli in diameter at the s^mt

where the chameleon had dug. The small hole had

evidently been made from below, upwards, as there was

no trace of loose soil on the surface, so I presumed that

the eggs had hatched, althougli at the time I could not

find any young chameleons. 1 waited until the IGth

.Mni'cli when the small vertical iiold had fallen in and by

IIkit time we had found four quite small chameleons on

the sui-i-ounding shrnbs and in the grass. These young

ones had a com])aratively large head and a very slender

IxmIv and a thin long tail, a jaunty jerky action and the

same faculty of changing colour as possessed by full-

grown chameleons. The length of these small chameleons,

measu]*ed from the ti]) of the nose to the tip of the tail,

was about one and three-fjuarter inches. There may have

been moi*e young ones about but so far no others have

been found.

As the small exit hole from the nest had been closed

for some days I assumed that all the eggs Ihat were

fertile bad halclied. lU^'iig cni-ions [o tind ont how many
eggs the chameleon ]ia<l laid, I dug ont the nest on the

Kith March, when to my astonishment I found clusters

of eggs inlerspersed wiili s(»jl. A few eggs had got broken
during the digging opei-ations and three were opened to

see if they were fertile, but T found them all barren. T

then carefully counted the eggs and shells or skins and
fonnd there were no less Ihan seventy, of which sixty-

fonr were intact. TJiei'e may have Ikmmi a few inoi-o but
J did not search further. I buried most of the eggs in
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the old nest, but kept oiiL three of iiverage size for the

jmrpose of iiiea.siirei)iei>t. The eggs are like a round hen's

egg, the long axis measuring half an inch. They are en-

cased in a tough white skin Avhich has a tendency to

harden when exposed to the air. The eggs varied slightly

in size hut the difference is small.

What struck me most Avas: (a) that a chameleon, so

ill-adapted for the purposes, should be able to dig such

a deep hole in very stiff clayey soil; (b) the number of

eggs laid; on seeing their size and number it seemed

almost incredible that they could have been laid by one

chameleon, unless these eggs swell considerably after

being laid; (c) how the young chameleons can work

their Avay to the surface through from six to eight inches

of clav.

Larval Trematodes from some Fresh-water Snails.

By F. (j. (^vwsTON, M.D. (Cantab).

Whilst examining the fresh-Avater snails of Natal and

the Transvaal, 1 have encountered the larval stage (7?

several dilTerent species of trematode Avorm. Some of

these develop in freely movable rediae, Avhilst others de-

Telop in sp»)rocysts Avithout the formation of redi;ie.

At one time I thought that members of the Schistosome

group AAcre confined to Physopsis but this view has to be

modified in Adew of the isolation of typical Schistosomes

from Isidora schakol. These Schistosomes are quite dis-

tinct from the Bilhai-zia Avhich I haA^e found deA^eloping

only in Physopsis africaua and Mr. Hewitt of the Albany

Museum at GrahamstOAvn suggested that they might be

a ])arasite of the Avater-rat. They are not altogether

unlike a cercaria which infests Physopsis at Pieter-

maritzburg Avhich, according to Dr. E. Warren, has the

appearance of an avian trematode.
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In various parts «>i Soiitli Africa sheep are heavily

infested with the liver-lluke parasite. I have in iny

possession some from Pretoria and Durban, where I have

seen the liver of oxen as well as sheep swarming with

these leaf-like parasites. Several of the cercariae ihat I

have obtained from Lhnnaea natalensis are similar to

what ha?s been described as the larval stage of Fasciola

lu'imtien; another, (\ pii/iiientosa, develops into Fasciola

(jHjantiva.

I found that 30 per cent, of Planorhis pfeifferi at the

Toll Gate brickfields at Durban were infested witli rediae

containing a parasite resembling the larval stage of the

Lnng-fluke. I have collected snails infested with the

same parasite from other parts of the country.

Amphistom.es are common in cattle and sheep in various

parts of the Union. The larval stage of these parasites

has not previously been reported in South Africa. How-

ever, 1 found 01) out of (»(!() Isidora schakoi at Potchef-

stroom infested with AmpJiistoiNa during the months of

October to January 11)17 to 1918. The life-cycle of this

Amphistome is at })resent unknown; but the pools from

which it was isolated swarm with crabs, an interesting

variety splitting off from the well known genus

PoiarnonauteS:

Dr. Henry B. Ward, the Editor of "The Journal of

Parasitology," has kindly had drawn and described for

me the two parasites I have isolated from Isidora schak'n

at Potchefstroom. This genus of snail is notoriously

polymorpheus and the species very variable; but Mr.

Henry C. Burnup has no hesitation in identifying the

specimens T sent him from Potchefstroom as Isidnrn,

schalxoi, foi' they agree very well with Jickeli's descrip-

tion and figures of schal:oi.

A.—Study of slides labelled Ccrcaria gladii.

Schistos(^me lai-va. P,0(ly 250 m. long, 73 m. wide;

Tail 200 m. + 3^0 m. = r,70 m.
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Oral sucker ()\m\s into sinj^le mediaii rhabdocoel pouch.

Tlir(?e pairs of salivary nnuiii <^laiids empb' i"^^^ ^^"'

terior re<i:ioii of pouch.

Acetahiilum in posiciior two-hfrlis of body, considerably

smaller than oral sncker.

Mass of lari>e germ cells in posterior part of body.

l^rain mass around posterior region of digestive pouch,

with paired brain ganglion masses, and prominent

ventral trunks running cysbolad, ending anterior to

acetabulum.

Median single portion of tail with prominent longitu-

dinal muscles.

B.—Study of slides labelled Cercaria frondosei.

Ampistome larva. Redia-produced.

Body length, 405 m. ; width, 310 m.

;

Tail, 430 m. long by 57 m. in diameter.

Larva heavily muscular, filled vvith mass of cystogenous

granules.

Oral sucker, 06 m. in diameter, posterior sucker, 95 m.

Bicorniate excretory bladder with small dorsal pore.

Lateral excretory trunks dilated with large granules.

One branch of the trunks runs forward outside the eye-

spots.

Cross branch just behind eye-spots.

Eye-spots two, distinct, surrounded by frondose arrange-

ment of pigment.

Small group of germ cells immediately posterior to

transverse excretory canal.

Caudal excretory trunk opens externally on right and
left, near distal end.
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False Scorpions.

By the lievd. Kocert Godfrey.

False-scorpions coiistiliile a compact and well-marked

gronp of animals, representatives of which are found

everywhere in our land. The number of South African

species at present known, to tlie South of the Zambesi,

is about sixty, but, when more exhaustive investigations

have been carried out, this number ought to reach a

hundred at least. It is safe to say that in any part of

the land a naturalist may find a dozen species within a

radius of ten miles from his home. Some districts have

undoubtedly many more; tlie number known from the

Cape Peninsula is fourteen, from Tsolo division nine

teen, and fi-om King William's Town division twenty-

nine.

These creatures, as their name implies, superficially

resemble true scorpions, but are at once distinguished

by their having rounded hind-bodies destitute of sting.

They are of small dimensions, some of our local soecies

measuring less than a millimetre in lengtli and the largest

attaining a length of six millimetres.

Except in tlie case of the so-called " little red crab."

our South African species are not popularly known, but

the excepted species, known scientifically as Chelifer

srifplfHrains Lewis, will serve as an introduction to the

gi'ouj). Til is s])ecies has attained notoriety from its as

sociation witli our bees and is known to observant bee

keepers all over the T^nion. The ''little red crab"
attracts the attention of the beekeeper when he exposes

his sections to the light of the day, and the sight of it

raises queries in his mind as to the lawfulness of its

presence aiuong his bees. No beekeeper, however, seems
as yet to have discovered the jjart jdayed by the " crabs^'

in the economy of the hive.
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Ju Europe the blind Cherncs nodosus Schrank, attaches

itself to the leg\s of Hies and is carried hither and thither

at the will of the tly ; as iiiauy as six have been fouud

clinging to a single Hy, hanging doggedly on in spite of

the efl'orls made by the tly to dish)dge them. I have seen

a similar (»ceurrence in South Africa. On 29 January.

1915. at Pirie. while at our morning hymn, I noticed on

the white i.iblecloth before me a tly with a false scorpion

attached to its legs. AVith ill-suppressed excitement I

watched the Hy within tantalising reach of my hand,

and 1 saw that the false-scorpion belonged to one of the

smaller species. As it clung to the fly's leg with the*

fingers of one of its long nippers, it kept its fore-body

drawn uj) closely to its nipper, thus exhibiting the great

muscular strength of the nipper. At the close of the

liynm I tried to capture the fly but failed; and in spite

of all attention bestowed on the fly papers thereafter

the })i-ize was not secured. False-scorpions are beasts of

prey; and it would appear—although this is not fully

proven—that the little false-scorpion grips the fly with

the purpose of sucking it, but, being too small and help-

less to accomplish this object at once, it simply hangs

on to the fly till the death of the fly aftords the false-

scorpion his long-expected meal.

This " little red crab " is carried about from place to

place, clinging to the leg of a bee, but in the hive it moves
about freely unattached. It would appear to be a social

ally of the bees, depending on them for transport from
place to place, but not actually preying on them. It is

much more likely to be living on tiny parasites in the

hive and therefore to be r-eckoned as a friend of both bees

and bee-keeper.

Other species strike up relationships wdth other groups
of insects; CheUfer termitophilus Tj^ll. lives in termite-

heaps ; Mynnochernes africanns Tull. is found in the nest

of an ant; and, in South America, two species live under
the elvtra of beetles.
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In South Africa false-scorpions may be confideutlv

looked for in any natural piece of jLrround or bush and

even in stables aud orchards. They ran«4e from the tide

edge to the tojjs of the mountains and are found 'n all

kinds of situations. One species lives in the fissures of

the natural rock at high-water mark, Avhere it must some-

times be under the influence of the sea-spray; and it is

quite likely that here, as in Euro]>e. there are specie*

living between tide-marks and waiting to be discovered by

some enthusiast.

^lany species live in the bush-country, some on the

ground among the dead leaves, others in the crevices of

l^he bark on trees, and at least three species are loun«l

closely attendant on man in stables and henhouses and

other out-buildings. Few stables of old standing are

destitute of these tenants; the accumulated litter of stable

refuse lying behind and beneath mangers is a much loved

haunt and the stones embedded in the stable floor often

harbour these creatures on their under-surfaces.

As an attempt is being made to work out the disti'ibu-

tion of our South African species, this short article has

been written to induce readers to collect and to forward

specimens, either to myself or to Mr. John ITewitf!

Directory of the Albany ^fuseum. (Iraliamstown. The
specimens are best kept in alcohol in small tubes, and
should be sent in a box strong enough to pass m safety

through the Post Office.
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/ //( JutiipiiKj lUun — \A\\[unh\ iiielauobtUsis, ilnipsu.

Uy A. T. JANSE.

The Jiiiupiii^^ lU'jiii is too well known to make it

iiecessary to clesriil>e tlie external iorin of the seed. It

is not a bean at all, but the sehizocarp of a plant belong-

in*; to the Euphorhioi-eac. It is by no means confined to

S. Africa, but occurs jilso in N. America and S. Europe,

in fact it was known from Europe as early as the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century, but it does not seem

U) have attracted as much attention then as it has done

dnring the last years. In 1854 a "jumping bean", re

sembling in every respect the one found in South Africa,

was found in Mexico and well studied by the well-known

entomologist Lucas, whose observations are very con

elusive. It was only since 1896, however, w^hen these

" Ix^ans " weie impoi-ted from Mexico in such large juan-

tiries, that they became more known by the public that

bought them from mere curiosity. And no w^onderl The
jumping of these beans is a most weird spectacle. This

]>eculiar movement in the seed is caused by the larva of

a moth.

The Mexican ''beans'' develoj) a s;mall moth, thiit

belongs to the Tortricidae and is named by Westw. as

(^"nrpoecipsa saliiians. This genus has in Europe six

species, all of which live inside fruit, which they all

leave however before pupation, while the Mexican S3)ecies

impates also inside the fruit.

The jumpino: beans from S<mth Africa also pui>ate
inside the "bean", at least the species known to me,
and the one I know from the Transvaal resembles in

many respects the ^NFexican jumping bean.
The Transvaal "jumping bean'' is clearly the fruit of

a Euphorbiaceae, and comes from the Lvdenburg district
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but I have never had the opijortuuity of seeiug more of

the plant than the "beans''. It seems that all the fruit

are inliabited by tlie larvae, as a f^otnid seed never came

to my notice nor to the notice of the collectors who sent

the "beans" on to me. I also received far too little

material to ask tlic help of a specialist to identiiy the

plant Ihat produces the fruit. As the generic characters

of this family are founded on the structure of the seed,

however, it will be impossible to identify the genus ex-

cept approximately.

The larvae tliat I found inside differed very little fr(»m

other larvae that live inside plant parts, except that it

was very thick in the middle probably due to abnormal,

development of the muscular s^'stem in that i*egion.

When taken out of the "bean", it always maintained a

semi-circular position, and the size was certainly too

big to allow the full grown larva to stretch itself when

inside the "bean ". This fact I think of great importance

in the explanation of the jumping power of the larva.

When the larva came to me they were full grown and

the fruit consisted of the empty shell only, yet they re

mained in this larval stage from Xovember 2.'^rd, 19ns.

till June next year, when 1 found the first pupa inside

those '^ beans '' that did not jump any more. Some of

tJiem even pupated as late as October the 8th, or nearly

a year after being apparently full grown. During the

larval stage the "beans'' jumped every now and then,

often to a lieiglit of uoi less than an inch, and when left

by themsclvi^s in an (>{(en shjillow box for some days they

would all gradually disappeai". When about a Imndred
were confined in a cardboard box they would keep up i

rattling noise, that nevei* quite ceased, but that became
more j)ronouMc(Ml when the box was ex}>osed to lient. f

often observed that some of them kept on jumping every

two or three seconds for s(>veral minutes when a short

jteriod of rest would be enjoyed, to l)egin llu^ jum])ing

again, especially when the temperature was rather high.

One naturally asks the use of lliis movement, but I must
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confess, Hull; 1 cannot think of any use that would

just if \ such a considerable waste of energy, but it stilL

more surprises me that the larva can keep up this move-

ment for several months without any food, not to speak

of tho (inantity of food necessary to bring- the young-

larva to maturity, not more than about twice its own

volume being stored in the fruit. The fruit when sent

to me were ([uite sound on the outer surface, not one

opening or mark of entrance could be detected by me

even with a magnifyer, so 1 presume that the larva must

enter the fruit when the latter is still very young and

that the larva feeds on the food V)rougiit there by the

plantparts cr,ncerned, alloAving a^ tlie same time suffi-

cient food for the proper growth of the outer shell, or the

moth must have a means of depositing the eggs into the

tissue wlien tlie fruit is n(>arly full grown, but I could not

find in tlie female moths tliat hatched out any ovipositor

that even suggested its rapability of performing this.

Before j pupation the larva cuts a very neat circular hole

in the hardest part of the shell, without removing the

centre, but this lid is only visible with the aid of a

magnifyer and seems to be kept in its place from the

inside by a silken surface that covers in fact the whole

inside « Mie to two month.s after these lids are made the

moths emerge and in my beans they all were of one species

belonging to ihe J*vralidae family of the genus Trphris.

The species was before quite unknown to me and most
probably new, but the peculiar thing is that the "jump-
ing beans" of other countries contain larvae of moths be-

longing to other families. The Mexican species is a

Tortrix, the Transvaal species a Fyralid and the other I

know from. Table mountain is a Tineid. This last species

is described by Me^vrick as ^Scirotis athleta, the only

species known of this genns.

As Mr. Meyrick rightly says, these "beans'' have
notl)ing whatever to do, witlj the "beans" from Mexico
(nor from those of Lydenburg), as far as relationship in

concerned but are more to be looked upon as special ways
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of pupation. That the Cape species has parasites need

n(»t 8111 prise iis, since the larvae live for some time outside

tlio seed, but it is more peculiar that many of my
s])eeimeus, that I liave every reason to believe to have

lived nearly, if not all, their time inside the fruit, had

Hymenopterous parasites, that bored their way through

the thick shell in quite a dilTerent manner to that of the

moth. I tliink that these Ichneumons bring their eggs

int(» the larvae by boring witli their ovipositor into the

shell in such a way tliat the opening is afterwards in-

visible.

It was not so mucli /r//.// the larva jumped so frequently

but how they could perform this feat which required

such a large amount of muscular ])ower, that puzzled me
most. I partly opjened several and observed it carefully,

in tlie act of jumping, and I feel sure tliat tlie larva firs<"

contracts itself, then suddenly stretches itself as Juuch

as space allows so as to throw, as it were, the two ends

of its body against those walls of the bean that are up-

Avards, at the same time raising itself, and this I think

forces tlie '' bean '' up for sometimes the heiglit of an

incli. Mr. Lucas made very careful observations on the

Mexican bean, however, and comes to somewhat different

conclusions. In order to observ^e the larva well, he took

one of the tlat walls away and placed a small ]>iece of

mica in its place. He then found that the larva climbs

on to the highest wall, stretches itself till the ends of its

body are at the corner of the bean then it contiacts its

body so that the larva begins to swell, then the body

stretches suddenly in the direction of the upper part of

the bean and this causes the bean to move in one direc-

ti(.»n.

1 would not like to decide which of'^tlic two is the nu)st

])r(»bable explanation; i>erhai>s there aie even several

lueans of ju-oducing the same iliing: the uiicanny move-

what is ai>j)ai'ently but a seed.
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Ohituary.

John Wood.

(Foiiiidatioii Member of t^.A. Biological Society i.

liy the death of Mr. John Wood of East London on

The 28rd December, 11)18, the Biological Society lost one

of its strongest supporters, and South Africa one of her

most valued citizens.

Born in Scotland some GO years ago, Mr. Wood adopted

Banking as a profession and after his arrival in Soutli

Africa held important posts in the Bank of Africa at

Paarl, Kimberley, Johannesburg and East London, but

about a dozen years ago he resigned his post as local

manager of the Bank at East London to take over the

control of the South African branch of McDougall Bros ,

the well-known manufacturers of sheep and cattle dip.

Although this is not the place to speak of Mr. Wood's

business capacity it may be remarked in passing that this

position, which he held up to his death, was one peculiar-

ly suited to his gifts and there are many farmers through-

out the length and breadth of the sub-continent who
grateftilly recall his sound practical advice and scieotilic

skill in dealing with stock diseases and plant pests.

Natural History—in the widest sense—attracted him
from an early age, for while yet but a youth in Scotland

he was spending his liolidays tield-glasses in hand in the

woods and moorlands, and his evenings with the micro-

scope investigating the minuter forms of life found in the

lochs and streams of his beloved Perthshire.

Just what South Africa with its teaming wealth of

plant and animal life meant to one of his temperament
can be guessed and he threw himself into the study of

that wealth with a disinterested enthusiasm Avhich is

regrettably rare. He wrote comparatively little md it

is only A\hen one reads the South African scientific

literature of the past 2.j yeai-s and finds his name con-
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staiitly occui'ring as llie cuiiti'ibutor of some /alued

speciiiien or observation that one realises how great a

contribution he made to our knowledge. Geology,

Palaeontology, Botany, Zoology, Anthropology and

perhaps aboye all Ornithology are all indebted to him.

Yet he was no mere collector. Collecting and classifying

indeed, were to him a necessary but uncongenial preli-

minary to true study. We fancy he belonged to an

obsolescent order of naturalists who were nature worship-

pers as well as nature loyers—men who were attracted

to the study of science by an intuitive appreciation of

the glory and the wonder of the Universe. He was too

big to disjuirage work in any department of knowledge

but the S(/a]'ing of an eagle was to him something more
than a problem in aerodynamics and the pollination of

an orchid something grander than a phase of evolution.

Like most who lived close to nature he had his own
philosophy of life of which he spoke but little. To the

end lie pleaded that our young people might be taught

to see and understand the greatness and beauty jf all

nature—tliat the poet and the man of science might unite

to lend them to that mood which arises out of the con-

teni})lation of infinite variety in infinite space—or to use
his own last words on the subject, '' let them see as much
as possible of God's side of the world."

Although as wr^ liave stated he had written little, he
had arcuiunlated a vasi store of first-hand information
and recorded his observations in notes which he noped
to ari-ange and publisii when he retired from business in

thnt calm of evening ^^hich was denied him. These notes
we undei'stand he left to the East London Public
Li]>rary and it is greatly to be hoped that they may one
day be given to the public no less for tlieir scientific value
liian as a fitting memorial to a great naturalist and a
most lovnblp fcllowman.

G. R.
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General Notes.

The Dog and the Cobra.

Mr. Fullers note on the encounter between a mierkat

and a cobra induces me to relate an experience which 1

had some IS years ago on Table Mountain. In on^er to

carry out some photographic work on the mountain I

stayed for a few days with the forester lodged at that

time in the cottage now occupied by the caretaker of the

Wynberg reservoirs. In front of the cottage was a young

plantation of firs, the trees being only about two feet high.

Standing on the stoep of the cottage the first morning

I suddenly noticed a great commotion among the little

trees in front of me and soon recognized that it wasf

caused by a fight between the forester's dog and a snake.

The dog was a sort of a hybrid Irish terrier w^hicb had

preferred to remain on the mountain with the forester

instead of following his master when passing there a few^

days ago. When I recognised the two combatants the

dog held the snake at the tail and, rushing backwards

through the trees, jerked his head violently from side to

side, thus knocking the head of the snake against the

trees. Suddenly he let go; instantly the cobra rose and

turned towards his foe, but by that time ^he d?>g was at

a safe distance and barked at the snake. After a few
minutes the snake turned and rushed away, but just as

quickly the dog had sprung upon him again and repeated

the manouvre described before. ^Vhen tired he dropped
the snake; the snake rose, waited a few minutes and
tried to get away again, but without success. Gradually
the snake became weaker, and after the sixth time be did

not rise again. The dog waited a little, seized the snake
about the middle of the body and rushed backwards as

before until he had reached an open spot. There ho

dropi^ed the snake, watched him for a few minutes from
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a distance and then suddenlv bit him in the neck until

the head was nearly severed from the body.

How did the dog learn These tactics?

An hour afterwards, our little party of three set out

for a walk aloni^ the AA'ynberg reservoirs, when to our

surprise the dog followed us, although we were pvTfect

strangers to him. About a mile from the cottage the dog

suddenly barked furiously and rushed into a patch of

tall grass. Some wild struggle followed in the grass until

after a little while the dog appeared running backwards,

while at the same time a large cobra reared his head

above the grass, the hood intlated. The fight between the

dog and the snake proceeded as in the morning, and after

a quarter of an hour or so the limj) body of the snake lay

at an open spot, the neck bitten through.

I wondered again how the dog could have learned this

warfare, for he was evidently bent on snake htinting and

had probably stayed on the mountain for that purpose.

The next day the dog followed us again and killed a

third cobra in the same way, thtis giving me an oppor-

tunit}^ of seeing more cobras on Table Mountain in two

days than I have met there during hundreds of visits

Avithin the last thirty years.

But the story of the clever snake hunter does not end

there. AVhen the dog had finished the third cobra we
continued our walk along a narrow footpath; suddenly

I saw a Ij^rgad^ler nicely coiled np in front of me. Call-

ing out to my little son just behind me I left the path

and watched the dog, being verv curious to know how

Footnote.—For those readers who do not know a berg-

addei' {fliiis ntropos) T may add that it has a short

stumpy tail like a puffadder and that it is only 12-10

inches long, but that its bite is quite as virulent as that

of the pufladder. This snake one meets more frequently

on the south-weslern mountains, hence I have destroyed

a good many.
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he would tackle tliis adversary. When near enough to

see the snake he sniit'ed at him from a little distance,

<;ave him a wide berth without a single bark and took

no further notice of him.

How did he know that this was also a dangerous foe,

bur thai he could not be tackled like the other one? How
did lie learn to treat the two snakes so ditferenth'V

K. Marloth.

Nesting OF Larger Stripe-iireasted Swallow

{Hininclo cticuUata) .

Last year a pair of large Stripe-breasted Swallows

nested under the iron roof of the stoep, and of course

whenever we had a gale or a hail storm the vibration of

the roof caused the nest to come down with a run. The

last disaster deposited two well grown youngsters on the

ground, and as 1 wanted to save the poor little beggars

I prepared a box and after putting the birds into it,

nailed it up in the old site of the nest—both birds were

successfully reared and took to the wing in due course.

T})e box T used was about 9 inch by 4 inch of the closed-

in cardboard variety fastened at the side by means of

tongues and slits, known as a carton, I believe, l lined

the box with cotton wool and cut a small hole, about the

size of the entrance to the original tunned, at one end

before putting the birds in and nailing it up. Now the

extraordinary thing is that the old birds have returned

this spring and occupied the box again without making

any alterations to it, with the exception of a small ring

of inud, half an intli round the entrance hole—there is

a bird sitting on eggs in the box at the moment of writing.

GuRTH Edelsten^ Sepaui, Tvl.

Ringed Stork.

Mr. J. P. Murray reports the finding in February of

this year, of a ringed stork by Mr. Yeats near Thaba
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Besin, about fifteen miles S.E. of Maseru, Basutolaud.

This is an iiiteiestinji' case as the ring bears the lej,':end:

ADDKESSE: MOKTEXSEN
VIBOKd. ^\'l^ M DANMABK ET ROPA.

Mr. Murray adds, as a matter of inlerest, that the

Basutos call the stork " Mokotatsie " ( Mo-k6-ta-!si-e),

The woi-d is derivtMl tiom K(^l)(> = to i>e(:'k and Tsie

•= a locust. The uaiiv(^ doctors jn-izc tlic st(n-k for the

manufacturi^ of iheir medicines. IJasutos eat the tiesh

although they do not c<nisider il a delicacy and say it

tastes like horse flesh.

Sricmr: of S<(»ki'io.\s.

Di-. r>rcij('r's note on tlie suicide of a Scorpion, printed

in the tii-st nunihei- of i he liulietin. is of interest as record

ing the only evidence he could obtain in justification of

the ])o])ular belief in scorpion suicide The graphic

laiignage (pioled by .Mi-. (\ X. Knox-l )avies from !»yron

— "The sling she noui-ished for her foes, whose venom

liever yet ^^'as vain, gixes but one pang an<l cures all ])air(,

and darts into hei- desperate brain "' — may api)eal lo the

heart of a poet, bn; fails ro inspire confidence in the

anthoi's knowledge oi' scorpion habits and anato]* y.

More iiian .'*(' y«'ars ago, a series of exj)eriments was

devised to test the truth of the poi)ular belief by Mr.

O. Lloyd Morgan who i-ecorded his results in the Tran-

sactions of the South African Philosoi)hical Society for

18(S:^ Mr. Morgan experimented in ('a]»e Town witli two
local species (m)t i<l(Miiitied but apparently Opisthophthal-

tiuis (-(//H'nsis ami a sjx'cies of tJir^plcctcst.) The experi-

ments were somewliai diastic and no less than (>() speci-

mens were sacrificed thereto; but the conclusion was
'* that neither of the two s])ecies on which these experi

ments were made have any suicidal instinct.'' The
victims were submitted to such treatment as the follow-
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back of the creature until death : others were slowly

heated in a glass bottle, when quite commonly the sting

was passed over the ImhIv as if to remove some irritant

and poison exuded from the sting: some were surroimded

by a circle of fire, otliers were dropped into strong acids

or alkalies, they were drowned in water, alcohol, -tlier,

tormented witli burning phos]»horus, electrified by strong

shocks and lastly. !l specimens were pierced by the ex]>eri

menter with their own stings. At an evening meeting

he exhibited a specimen along with this stateujoit :--

"The scorpion I caught at 11 o'clock this morning: f at

once pierced him in three places with his own sting on

wliich in eacli case was a drop of ])oison. In the last

inoculation, I held th',' sting in the wound, and sipieezing

the bulb of the sting witii the pincers forcibly ejected

]Kns(m. The creature is alive and active I

It seems to me that the behaviour of Dr. i>reijcr's

scorpion is capable of another interpretation. The self

iniiicted wound may have been accidental, although this

possibility was considered and rejected by the experi-

menters. It was explained that the olfeiiding 'stick was

attacked furiously by the sting ' before the accident

occurred: thus the creature may have suffered from

fatigue, and the ill directed blow that }»ierced its own
skin instead of the stick may have missed its mark tinougli

nei-vous or muscular exhaustion. However this may be,

a more vital point is the actual cause of death. Is it not

possible that death was caused by the entry of --ti-oiig

spirits through the v/ound?

The 'viuestinii is of considerable interest from an

evolutionary stand point. Scorpions are of exti^eme

antiquity, dating back to the Silurian period, and thus

long preceeding the earliest vertebrates. If the sucidal

habit really is general amongst scorpions, there ha-i been

perpetuated a character detrimental both to individual

and race. Whilst murder and cannibalism amongst
animals may have value in establishing a virile race.
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suicide has notliiug to reeomineud it, iiuless it >?Iiould

happen that self destruction is the habit only of weak-

lings. If it can be shewn that scorpions deliberately

sting themselves with fatal consequences under any cir-

cumstances to which they may be subjected in nature,

the case will witness strongly against natural selection

as a prime factor in evolution ; however, according to

modern views, the importance of Natural Selection has

been somewiiat overrated, and thus theoretically scorpion

suicide comes within the range of possibility.

John HEwrrr.

Albany ^Juseum,

Grahamstown.

The Stimulating Influence of certain Gases

ON Insect Pupae.

During the years of 1914-15 when the writer was en-

gaged upon some fumigation experiments against the

Angoumois grain moth {Hitotroga cerealeUa Zell.), a

peculiar effect was noticed. Hydrocyanic acid ga*^ was

used, but even at strong strengths it did not readily

penetrate the grain, consequently the pupae of the insect

were not killed. However, a small amount of the gas did

])enetrale the grain but instead of injuring the ])upae

it a]>}/ai-ently exerted a stimulating influence upon them,

with the result that in most cases moths issued from

pupae in grain that had been subjected to fumigation

sormer than from those in gi-ain tliat liad not been exposed

to the gas.

In 1018, one fumigation test with sulphur dioxid': was
made. The strength cf gas used did not prove sufficient

to kill the pupae. It was noticed in this case also that

moths issued from llie grain that had been fumigated,

sooner than from an untreated check lot. Recent experi-

ments indicate that weak strengtlis of carljon bisu-pliide

will jn-obably liavc the same effect, but this is not

altogetlier cerlaiiL
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a is Avell known lliat liiiniidity, teini)erature, etc., in-

fluence the length of the various stages in the life history

of insects, and fro?n the above it would appear that at

least under some circumstances certain gases are capable

©f the same thing.

AV. F. Sciir.upi'^ Entomologist,

Government Experiment Station,

I'otchefstroom.

A New Parasite of the Wax Moth.

The larger Wax Moth {GaUeria nielloiiella, Linn.), has

been fortunate in having comparatively few parasites.

Up to the present three parasites (hymenopterous) have

been recorded. Roudaui found the chalcid Euphelmus

cereanus parasitizing the larvae in Italy; Marshall

recorded Bracon drevicornis from France, and recently

A. Cont^' has found Apenteles lateralis to be rather an im-

portant parasite in the same country. Paddocl: has

reported a small red ant (Solenopsis, sp.)? as being a

predaceous enemy of both larvae and adult mollis in

Texas, U.S.A.

In the latter part of 1915, the writer obtained some

larvae of the larger W^ax Moth from an infested hive at

the Experiment Station, Potchefstroom. These were

placed in breeding jars and later on the cocoons yielded

a number of ichneumons These were recently idc?i tilled

by Dr. Peringuey of the South African Museum as

Pimpla spiloaspis. Cam. The parasite is a useful one,

but it cannot ordinarily be depended on to hold the wax
moth in check.

W. F. SCHLUPP.

Government Experiment Station,

Potchefsti'oom.
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FaBRE ox J^AHrriEXOGEXESIS.

ICxtiact fi'oin Anien'caii Ik^e Joiiiiial. Mav, llil >

Tlio><e of oiiv reaaers wlio have beeu with us for

several years will reiueinber, perhaps, the w^ritings of the

celebrated iiaiuralist, Fabre, and his great observations

upon the iK'e-eatiii*;- was]»s. tlie PJiiUinthus ap'ivorus, and

liis descri]>tioii of the digiicr wasps, such as the sphex. the

soolia, the poinpilus; the scientific way in which these

insects stinu tlieir i)rey sulticiently to render it r.nable

1() defend itself and yet live until it is eaten by the vonng

larva of the digger \\asp. {Ainrrican Bee Jomnal,

September and Novenibei-, 11112. i

Fabre's writings are exceedingly interesting, for al

lliongh, he was a botanist and an entomologist, his

descrijdioiis ai-e as devoid oi' scientific words as he could

n'lake them, besides, he spent bnt little time describing

llie anatomy <d' the insects. Of this he gives just encmgh

To ex))laiii iheii- actions. He was really a naturalist,

studying the habits and ways of all these insect^ and

desci'ibing what he saw in a delightful manner. The

I'cader of his books accompanies him in his researches, so

vivid are his descrii<lions. Mis entire life was spent

Avaiching th(^ small but innumerable world of insects.

I bought his " Souve!iirs JMitomologiqnes " in his native

language, the French, and am sjK^nding really delightful

liours with him among the hyineno]>ters. But although

lie sj)ent years among the dillerent varieties of bee-;, the

honeybee seems to have been neglected by him, fcu' he

mentioned only its enemies, the digger wasps. It was,

lhei'efoi'(\ with great astonishment, that I found, "':i tlie

hist chapler of the '.\vi] vnlunie, a reference to Dzierzon

and i.arth(Miog(Misis. 1 1 c-anie in the following way
In describing the " osmia *'. a family of mason bees,

he explains the re|)artiiion (d' the sexes in the different

cells. In this bee, the male is smaller than the female,

just the opposite of our honeybee, if we consider the
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worker or neuters. V*ut as the female o.siiiia are all fully

developed females, I he eoniparison between them an;i their

males is not in very great contrast with that of our

queens and drones. The females are hatched in cells

measuring nhoul one third more than those in which the

males ha.i'li. Fabre wonders, as we do, at what causes

the sex of the egg and concludes that it is entirely left

to the d(M'ision of lh(^ mother. ]>ut as to what deter-

mines hei* decision he remains ignorant, He writes .

" Thei-e remains to be lold in what manner is made

this facultative determination of the sexes. I know
absolutely nothing about it. If 1 ever learn anything

u\Hn\ th's delicate (luestion, it will be due to some happy

circuuistance for which I must wait. Towards the end

of my researches, I became acquainted with a GeTmiaa

theory concerning the domestic honeybee and due to the

aj»iarist, Dzierzon. Tf 1 understood it well, according to

rlie iiicom])le1e documents before my eyes, the egg such as

it is. su]>i>lied by the ovary, already has a sex; always the

same; it would be originally male; it is by fecundation

that it would become female The males would be the

result of non fertilized eggs; and the females of fertilized

eggs. The queen bee, therefore, would lay female or male

eggs according to whether she did or did not fertilize

them, as they pass«^(l through the oviduct.

" (Joming from (Jermany, this theory inspires me with

profound distj'ust. As it has been admitted, with rash

preci]>itation, even in classic books, T will surmount my
repugnance to investigate Teutonic ideas and will submit

it. not to the pi-oof of arguments against which a con-

trai-y argumentation may always arise, but to the irre-

versible test of facts."

Fabre then goes on to explain that, according to the

Dzierzon theory, the egg passes by the spermatheca which

contains the seminal fluid and may not have its .sex

changed by the action or inaction of this fluid, becoming

a female or a male, the sex being thus determined, at the

will of the layer by a pressure upon the spermatheca.
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Now comes the experience upon which he bases his denial

of parthenogenesis:
" The Osmia, boin inrlustrious dies working. When

her ovaries are drained, she spends the remainder of her

strength in useless labour, partitions, lids, hoards of

pollen without use. The living machine cannot accept

inaction, even when there is nothing to do. It continue*

its functions in labour without pur])ose. Let me j^oint

these vagaries to the adepts of the reasoning power of

beasts.

'' Before reaching those useless labours, my belated

workers have laid their last eggs, the location auv! date

of which I know positively. These eggs do not differ in

any particulars from their elders. They have the same

dimension, form, gloss and appearance of fre.^hness.

Their supplies have noihing exceptional, either, and are

very well suited to males, closing the laying. And yet,

these last eggs do not hatch, they shrink, wilt, and <iry up

on the stores of food. At the terminal egg-laving of

some osmia I count 3 or 4 sterile eggs; with another 2 or

1. Another gives fertile eggs to the last.

^' These sterile eggs, touched with death from their first

appearance, are too numerous to be unnoticed. Why do

they not hatch like the others which they so resemble?

They have received from the mother the same care, the

same victuals. The investigations of the magnifying glass

show nothing that can explain the fatal issue.''

If our mind is free from preconceived ideas, we go

straight to the explanation. Those eggs do not hatch be-

cause they have noi been fertilized. Thus would perish

every animal or vegetable germ that did not receive the

vivifying impregnation. Any other explanation is imposs-

ible. Do not speak of the lateness of the laying; eggs of

the same date from other mothers are perfectly fertile.

Once again, they do not hatch because they have not been
fertilized. "And why have they not been fertilized?

Because the seminal bag, so small that it has often escapedi

my observation, in spite of my viligance, had exhausted
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its contents. The niotliers wliose si)ermatheca preserve^

till the end a remnant of the fecundating element had

their last eg^^s as fertile as the tirst ; others with a

seminal receptacle too (piickly exiiausted ha<l their last

laying smitten by death. This seems to me clear as day-

light."

" If ihe iinfecundated eg<»s perish without hatching,

those that hatch and produce drones are therefore

fecundated; and the (lerman theory crumbles.'' ^' \yhat

exi)lanation will I then give to account for the marvellous

facts which I have exposed? None, absolutely none. I

do not explain, I relate. From day to day, more skepti-

cal towards explanations which may be advanced to me,

more hesitating towards those that I might advance my-

self, I see more and more before me rising, in the black

cloud of possibilities, and enormous interrogation point.''

So the reason for Fabre's positive denial of the

Dzierzon theory of parthenogenesis lies in the non-liatch-

ing of the last laid eggs of some of his osmia. This looks

convincing. Dr. Phillips lias himself written that he
'^ found that many eggs laid by drone laying queens fail

to hatch, and in fact, are often removed by the workers.''

But other facts rise before my mind which seem to indi-

cate a conclusion quite difterent from that given by Fabre.

On page 13 of the American Bee Journal for January,

1916, I have given an experience of mj- young days which

impressed itself vividly, because I then knew but little

concerning parthenogenesis. Let me repeat the starement

in part : ''In my queen rearing experience it happened to

us once, I believe it was in 1872 or 1873, that we found

sale for seven first class Italian queens, very laie in

October. The amount offered for those queens, by a lover

of good stock, was so enticing that we decided, my
father and myself, to sell the queens, which were in very

populous colonies, and take the risks of being able to re-

place them the same season. Queens were not then to be

bought as readily as they are now. There w^ere still many
drones, as the season had been very prosperous and late
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But those queens, liatched early in November, hail no

oi>j>orrunitY to mate, tor tlie weather turned cold sudden-

ly and the time of their rut passed without any oppor-

tunity for flight, even thouj^li drones might have- been

present. The following spring we found ourselves with

seven ju-etty and very prolific drone layers. There eggs

were laid as regularly as those of fertilized queens, and

their j)rogeny hatched in The most uniform way, small

drones from worker cells and large, full size«l drones from

drone cells. I do not i-emember that any of thei.' eggs

failed to hatch. True, some of them might have been re-

moved by the bees, unknown to us, but this does not seem

likely. The little drones ajqjeared as able bodied as the

large ones, and. according to the Dzierzon tests, must

have been proportionally as good as the large ones. It

goes without saying that we promptly replaced the

queens with other breeding stock, and never did we have

better eaily matings tlian that year, since thousands of

drones were produced at a time when there are usually

very few.''

Being then between 1*1 and 22 years of age, I became

very thoi-oiighl\- imi)ressed with this evidence of the

correctness of the Dzierzon theory, which had, up to that

date, a])peared to me only as a possibility. T have, ever

since, called it an established fact. Bui ii is very easy

to see why an observe)- like Fabre, who had no o])por-

tunities to make a test oT this kind, slnmld denounce the

theory as entii-ely false. And yet it is very likely that

the eggs mentioned b,\ him as not hatching were rendered

unju-oductive by some othei- cause than want of

fertilization. In my ex])erience 1 have st^n two or three

queens whose eggs did not hatch, l)ut never liad an )j>por

tunity of ascertain in.<.! the cause.

However grr-at the genius of Fabre and his powers of

bservations. he was, nevertheless, subject to prejudice.

Witness his antipathy to Teutonic teachings. Such an
antipathy was natural in a Frenchman, writing aft^er the

crushing war 1870, but it should not have led to antici-

o
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jiMted prejudice. Besides, D/ier/on, l)oi*ii in Karlsiiuirkt,

eastern Silesia, may liave been of Slav desceiif, a Pole,

So even llie ])i'ejndi('e ai»ains( liini niiiijlit have been ill

placed.

Tn Iiis writin.ij^s, Falnv const an My ci'ilicised Darwin and

his theory of evolution, of constant chjinge, slow and

steady, due 1o Ww struggle for life and the survival of the

fittest. Nothing that Fabre saw served to convince him
of anything but the immutability of llie habits an 1 con-

ditions of the minute beings which he watched s(> care-

fully, and np(m which he wrote so interestingly. It

would have been worth while, if he and ])ar^^'in could

have been ]daced face to face for a few hours, and urged

to discuss their views. They were both accurate

naturalists and both aftei- the truth. They were 14 years

ai)art. Darwin was born in IStll) and Fabre in 1823.

Neither took things for granted, but while Darwin tried

to ex])]ain some of the phenomena which he saw, Fabre
left, at the end of his studies and his wonderful descrip

tions. what he himself calls '• an enoi-mous interrogation

point.''

r. P. Dad AX!-.

E.riract from "American Bee JourHal",

fur /line, 1!)1S. p. 192.

Laying Workers which Produce Fe.aiale Offspring.

F>y JoHx Axi>ERSox. M.A., B.Sc.

In Dr. Phillips' Beekeeping (1915), there are two

references (pp. 187, 203) to a paper by G. W. Oui- ns in

the Agricultural Journal of South Africa for ^fay, 1912.

Mr. Onions asserted that, among C'ape Black Bees, laying

workers occurred very frequently and from their eggs

drones, workers and queens were produced. This extra

ordinary claim seems to have attracted little attention at
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the time except that one or two Cape beekeepers wrote

refusing to believe the story. Mr. Onions, however, wa;*

not discouraged, and when he removed to Rhodesia he

sought help of the Division of Entomology at Salisbury

Mr. R. P. Jack, F.E.S., undertook the superintendence

and checking of fresh exi^eriments in parthenogensis,

to be carried out at Salisbury, but with bees from Cape

Colony. A full account of those further experiments, con-

ducted with scientific care, was published in June, 1917.

in the Transactions of the Entomological Society of

liOndon. Mr. Jack is convinced that ^fr. Onions has

proved his conclusion that Avorkers of the Cape bee " am
apt to develop the habit of laying eggs, ar.d that these

eggs ma}^ produce workers, queens or drones, but do, as

a matter of fact, mainly produce workers.''

Dr. Phillips, Mr. Onions and Mr. Jack seem to have

been unaware that the power of certain worker bees to

produce female offspring was noted, and the facts pub

lished, many years before the appearance of ^Ir. Onions'

first paper in 11)12. The oversight is pardonable in the

case of Philli])s, Onions and Jack, because such recent

writers could hardly be expected to know that valuable

papers on beekeeping used to appear in the Journal of

Horticulture, published at London and edited by Robert

Hogg, L.L.D., F.L.S. English contributors to the Journal

of Horticulture included Cheshire, Woodbury, Hewitt,

and the two Carrs, while among the Scottish wiiter.s

were Pettigrew, Thomson, Raitt and McPhedran. Every

one of these writers made additions of permanent value to

our knowledge of beekeeping, though, with the exceptions

of Cheshire and '' W.B.C." their names are scarcely

known to the present generation of British ])eekee])ers.

John Plewitt, of Sheffield, England (and his name
ought to be mentioned with those of Scliiraclj. Tluber,

Dzierzon and the other great masters) made his obser-

vations on laying workers more than 80 years ag<\ and
published a brief account of them in the journal of Horti

culture for 1802 (August 11, page 134). It was perhaps
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fortunate tliat the Journal of Horticulture wap. not

exclusively a bee journal, and that Dr. Hogg was broad-

minded enough to realize that perhaps, after all, Dzierzon

had not «aid the last word on parthenogenesis in the bee.

When Hewitt attempted to make his discovery known

through the bee i)ress of Britain and America his main

<!onclusions were either suppressed or covered with

ridicule. No discoveries might be published which would

not tit into the Dzierzon theory. It is thus only by a kind

of accident that we can establish priority for the original

discoveres of an unsuspected peculiarity in the workers

of certain races of the honeybee.

Euroi)ean bees, with which alone Dzierzon was familiar,

have one marked defect in their otherwise perfect

arrangements for preserving the continuity of tho stock

At the time when a virgin queen is ready to be mated

there is no other queen in the hive (except perhaps ill

supersedure) and there is no means of making one. The

virgin is the sole hope of the stock, and if she be lost or

fails to mate, that stock is doomed.

HeAvitt had been working with Punic or Tunisian bees,

which he had imported direct from North Africa, and

found to differ greatly from the bees of Europe. For

example, a stock which had lost its virgin on her mating

flight, promptly developed laying workers, and raised

fjueens from the eggs of those workers.
'' In one case a number of Punic workers entered

Rtr>ck of queeuless Carniolans and reared a queen from

the eggs they laid. This queen is now in the British

Museum." (1S92.)

It is clear from the narrative that Hewitt had been

familiar with the facts for some considerable time, and
that his object was to get others to verify observations,

of the accuracy of which he entertained no doubt what
<iver. He proceeds to give directions for inducing Punic
bees to rear queens from the eggs of laying workers. The
aim is to reproduce as nearly as possible the conditions

of a stock that lias lost its queen on her mating flight. It
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must be queenless and broodless with some drones present.

*' The bees will soon be busy laying and rearing: oueen

cells. If any of these seem natnral, that is not lonc^ ones,

but jnst like ordinary queen cells, qneens will most

(!ertainl.y be found in them, and not only so but nu'^ibers

<»f W( iker bees will hatch from worker cells. Hence

Punic worker bees haye the power to raise both (lueens

and drones from themselves. The instinct seems ]><^vfect

in the Punic bees; only partly so in ^>yrians, and it is

quite absent in our native bees. I cannot ijo into the

matter just now, but should like as many as possible. \yh(^

have ihose bees, to confirm my discovery, incredible as

it may seem.''

Frojii these quotations it is quite clear that Hewitt had

Uiade the ijreatest discovery in the natural history of the

bee since ihe time of Dzierzon, and that he antici])ated

Onions ])y at least 2(1 j^ears. The bees of Africa are

probably nearer to the ancestral stock, and the workers*

still retain the power of reverting to the primitive con-

dition Avhen every female was a jjotential mother.

Hewitt's remark that the power is less perfectly developed

in the Syrian bee and totally absent in native bees, is

highly significant. Dzierzon and his co-workers, being

acquainted only with the moi'e specialized bees of Europe,

had no cliance of making this discovery, and made the

very usual mistake of generalizing from insufiieient data.

Meantime only tlie barest facts are mentioned. ')ut it

is evicU^nt that a new vista has been o])ened up. and that

we must now consider parthenogenesis in the honeybee

from <juite a ditieient standpoint.

Agricultural College,

Aberdeen. Scorland.

L L 1 B R A R Y
^

V>''/ Mas*- ^y
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Rev'mvs of Nat. Historij Puhlications.

''The Ibis, llHi).

The April issue contains a pajuM' 1>y oiio of our most

active Ornitholoj»ical lueinlxMs — Lieut. (1 O. Finch-

Davics. Isr S.A.M.K. -Some notes on Hiciaartiis din'csi

Guiney r^cu. (TMale III.) ' //. Ii'can'n.

This is an aecount of tlie auilioi-'s re-discovery of a

little-knowu and doubtful sp(M-ies .Mr. Davies .-liows

that tlie s]»ecies is valid and jiublishes a lisi <»f tliose in

th(^ S.A. Museums, and uives us a beautiful chromo-

lithograph of the bird from a paintiuo- l)y himself. He

also details the differences between this bird and its

closest ally i H. ^piloiinstcj-. i

The Editor of the " Ibis "", and one time Director <»f rhe

S.A. :\ruseum and l^resident of the f^.A.O.r., i W.

L. Sclater, M.A., etc.). imblishes "A note on tlie i'uzzards

of the Ethio})ian Kei^icn " witli a coloured jdate of a n^nv

sub-s])ecies of Hutcn jnl:((l {(in-lieri) froui Somali 'and.

The name of the Steppe Buzzard has been chan«>ed fiom

Buteo (JcscrforuHi to B. ht'tco niprcnfcr. Mr. Sclater fur

ther consideis that Bnico oteophilus is also found m S.

Africa. This number also contains an obituary notice of

the late President of tlie IJritish Ornithologists T'nion

(F. DuCane tJodman) with ]>hoto«ravnre idate.

The July issue con.tains a i»aper by Lieut. (\)1. R.

Meinertzhagen on '• a preliminary study of the relation

between geographical Distribution and Migration, with

special reference to the Pala^arctic Region ". Mr, F. E.

Blaauw contril)utes a paper on "The pi tun age-develop

ment of Xcttion torqifatuni, Anaf< inifJulafd. and
Poecilonetta erijtltrorhijncJia/^ The twT) last are South

African ducks, which he has succeeded in breedino-

The October No. contains part III. of the list of bird.s

of the Anglo-Egyptian Soudan by W. L. Sclater and C.

Mackworth Praed (Plate XIX). This part deals wifh the
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Picidae to Sagittariidae, and is accompanied by a map

of the region in which the birds were collected. The

birds of prey are well represented: and the family and

generic name of the Secretary Bird has been changed

from Serpentaridae and serpentarins to Sagitarriidae

and Sagittarius.

The Enui.--OmciSLl organ of the Royal Australian

Ornithologists Union, 1!)11) (4 Nos.).

The January, 1919, No. contains the account of the an-

nual meeting held on 4 December, 191S, when Major

(Dr.) ^y. Macgillivray, was elected President (being the

tenth). The Union seems to have prospered, despite the

war, and we must congratulate our Australian colleagues

on a successful year. The July and October Nos. contain

a line review of the MegapocUdae by Dr. Shufeldt, illu-

strated by plain and coloured plates.

Novitates Zoologicae.—Vol. XX., 191S.

The colour changes of the Beak and shield of the

Young Moorhen {Gallinula chloropus) . By Frances

Pitt.

A description of the young plumage of the Moorhen,

more especially that of the beak and shield—illustrated

by a coloured j>late

Types of Birds in the Tring Museum.—Ernest Hartert,

Ph.D.

This consists of a catalogue of '^A," Types in the

i^rehni collecti<m ; (we see that Dr. Harteri uses

Mathew's suggested Tjito instead of the old well known
generic name of Htri.v for the Barn owls). DescriDtion

of new genera and species of Ainatidae, Lithoridac and
Koctuidae by Sii- George P. Hampson, Bart. Thi>; valu-

able article describes a large number of new forms from
India, Africa, Borneo, New Guinea, America, etc.

"Catalogue of the Parnassinac in the Tring Museum,"
by Lord KotschilJ.

Notes on pigeons by i:. Ilartert and A. T. Goodson.
Inter alia the vaiioiis Un-u\s of Fiuit Pigeon (Treron)
are discussed.
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A further contribution to the Ornithology of Uganda

(West Elg'on and District), by Dr. V. G. L. van Someron,

M.B.O.U. (Plates III .-VII.). This part mentions a

number of forms found in Southern Africa, especially

amongst the birds of prey. The author considers the

East African sub-species of Syrnhiin ivoodford% identi-

cal with (he South African Bird.

Our common Diederik or Golden Cuckoo is now called

Chrysococcyx caprius Bodd. the name of cupreus being

releaated to the Yellow-breasted Emerald Cuckoo.

Correspondence.

Southwest Museum.

Marmion Way and Avenue 40,

Los Angeles, Califoriila.

24th September, 1919.

Dear Sir:

The Entomological Department of our.Museum
is desirous of effecting exchanges in diurnal Lepidoptera,

W^e have on hand a large number of desirable West

x\merican species and a small assortment from South

America, whicli we offer in exchange for butterflies- from

your district. If you are personally interested, we will

be pleased to receive a representative assortment for;

which we will make adequate returns; or. if you prefer,

we will send you a selection from our district immediate

ly on hearing from you.

We will be pleased to have you call to the atterition

of other entomologists in your district this offer of

exchange.

Yours very truly,

SOUTHWEST MUSEUM,
for John Comstoek.

Assistant Director.
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Assiniboia, Lask., Canada.

April 9th, 1919.

Dear Sirs:

—

I have your name as being possibly interested

in Butterflies and Moths and as I greatly desire to .'ocate

a good collector in your Country, I would be pleased if

you could help me at all in this matter.

If you yourself, are interested, and collect, will you

kindly advise me what you have on hand or will have

later, either for Sale or Exchange, and quote me your

price to dealers for named and also unnamed specimens,

first quality in papers, at individual prices; on lots of

25 to 50 of a kind or a flat price per 100 on mixed speci

mens—just as you wish, bearing in mind that I will buy

large numbers of all desirable species. Or if you ex-

change, please send either a selection for exchange to

me^ or a list of desiderata, and I will allow two-thirds

value on things you desire.

On the other hand if you neither sell or exchange

possibly you could—Avithout too much trouble—seed me
the names of collectors or Dealers whom I could deal

with.

Hoping to hear from you soon and thanking you in

advance for any help you can give me, I am
Yours truly,

George G. MacBeax.

Lepidopterist.
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Preamble.

Since the membership of this Society includes repre-

sentatives of several branches of science, and also civil

servants in many grades of employment, the Society does

not wish to state a case for any single group of officers

but rather to consider the conditions of employment as

they may effect the whole body of scientific workers.

The Need for a Special Division.

It is felt that a special Technical, Professional, and

Scientific Division, should be constituted in the Civil

Service, consisting of an upper and a lower branch

separated by a fairly stringent examination barrier,
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degree, or recognised diploma. Conditions of service as

applying to such a naturally defined group of officers

could then be dealt ivith, irrespective of circumstances

peculiar to other Divisions.

It may be emphasised that an upper and a lower

branch may well be instituted in a Scientific and Tech-

nical Division, even if it were regarded as undesirable

in a Clerical and Administrative Division. A qualifica-

tion barrier which no mere experience can surmount is

essential in most professions and sciences, and is already

recognised in principle.

(a) Lower Branch.—The lower branch should be re-

cruited from matriculated youths who expect to receive

their training wholly within the Government Depart-

ments which they enter, and any technical vacancies

filled by unmatriculated youths should be grouped in a

General Division and not in the suggested Technical

Division.

The terms of entry and opportunities for promotion of

such matriculants should be the same as those maintain-

ing in the Clerical Division, recruited from the same

matriculation level, and advancement to the point corres-

ponding to that of a first grade clerk should be straight

forward. Beyond this, meritorious cases could be dealt

with individually or by " relief scale " without involving

admission to the upper branch.

It may be noted that serious grievances of certain

matriculated ^'laboratory assistants" would be rectified

\ij removing them from the existing " General Division ''

and affording them opportunities for uninterrupted pro-

motion to the status and emoluments corresponding to

those of a first grade clerk. Beyond this they could not

expect to go, since they are neither qualified by degree

nor eligible for administrative work.

(b) Upper Branch. — Excluding exceptional cases

which Avill always have to be handled in an exceptional

way, a University Degree, recognised Diploma, or Special
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Service Examinations, should represent the minimum
entrance requirements, and passage from the lower

branch to the upper branch should be conditioned by

clear-cut examination qualifications.

There should be no hardship in introducing this

barrier, since it need not be made retrospective for

existing officers, and every youth contemplating the

Service for the first time would clearly understand the

conditions of his promotion.

The effect of such a " degree barrier " would be to

encourage higher education in the country, support the

Universities and Closed Corporations by defining a career

for some of their graduates, and ensure the entrance into

the Technical Service of a good stamp of man.

Within this Upper Branch the system of grading should

be reduced to a minimum, and a "rank and file" scale

be established which would prove attractive to the class

of man drawn from the Universities.

Scales op Salaries.

This Society only proposes to concern itself with the

rank and file of scientific and technical workers, and to

leave aside what may be regarded as senior appointments.

(a) Lower Branch. — Salaries should correspond with

those of the Clerical Division up to the point at which

clerical officers take over semi-administrative responsibi-

lities, and continuous promotion should therefore be as-

sured up to about £400 or £450 per annum^ irrespective,

of "Vacancies".

A probationary period at a salary of £120-£160 might

be introduced for the sake of weeding out undesirables,

but it is felt that the moment the top of the probationary

scale is reached, and permanent appointment is offered

either as the result of a practical examination test or

on the recommendation of a senior officer, a continuous

scale of about £180-£450 should come into force.
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It is considered that in no other way will a matri-

culated youth be attracted to a class of scientific work

which demands a high degree of skill and reliability, with-

out necessarily involving an inordinate tax upon ** con-

genital brains ".

The lower probationary maximum of £160 will not

tempt even the indolent to remain in the Service, while

the permanent service maximum of £450 will attract the

able matriculated who, for one reason or other, can not

proceed with a higher education, but who nevertheless

prefers technical service to an office career, or a skilled

trade.

(b) Upper Branch.—In this branch a general grading

of £100 by £25 to £500, by £33^ to £800 is strongly re-

commended. The starting point of £400 for graduates

represents little more than a skilled artisan wage, and

might well be made higher but for the fact that a pro-

bationary period on an intentionally unattractive salary

may be desirable for a young man whose working habits

of life are not yet set. It should, however, not be lower,

since the Service should aim at being in the position to

select the most distinguished graduates by competing

with the attractions of an open career.

The probationary period of £400 by £25 to £500, should

serve to eliminate undesirables, since it is not sufficiently

attractive to retain even an unsuitable graduate for an

indefinite period. It is thought that the '^ square pegs in

round holes " would rapidly realise that they had
selected the wrong vocation if they failed to jump the,

£500 barrier, and seek "technical commercial-' employ-

ment more congenial to them.

The transition to £500 by £33^ to £800 should be made
dependent upon record of Avork, or upon examination
barrier, or upon the gaining of higher degrees, such as
" Doctorate by Thesis " according to the exigencies of the

section of the Public Service to which the officer belongs.

This barrier, however, should on no account be dependent
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upon the chance occurrence of vacancies. It is most

strong!}' felt by this Society that promotion by Seniority

and the waiting for " dead men's shoes " is fatal to con-

tented service, and that a fully qualified scientific officer,

with the social obligations of an e'ducated man, should

not be taken into the Service at all unless he can be

assured of promotion on satisfactory service, to at least

£800 per annum. The suggested efficiency barrier at £500

is sufficient to block indolents or incompetents, and more

solid work will be given by an enthusiastic officer on £800

than can be extracted from two discontented officers on

less.

Seniority.

The suggestion has been put forward by certain

vigorous members that all rank and file officers should

be regarded as of '^ equal seniority", as soon as they

reach the top of their grade. The present system of treat-

ing seniorit}^ as the main credential for promotion is

regarded as basically bad, and they maintain that a

system in which personal antiquity is taken into undue

consideration is subversive of the best interests of the

service. They urge that the " Chamois should not be ex-

pected to climb by the mule path '^ and that grey hairs

are not in themselves deserving of respect.

Ceteris paribus^ Seniority must of course be considered,

but a system by which official seniority disappears at the

top of a grade has much to recommend it. Once the

principle were clearly recognised there should be little

heart-burning, the promotion of a younger man would no

longer be regarded as a " superceding " of an older, while

a direct inducement would be offered to individual energy.

Higher Degrees and Post-Graduate Experience.

It is regarded as most important that due recognition

should be given to graduates entering the Service with

qualifications above the ^^ minimum entrance require-
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ments " of the upper branch. As matters stand at present

a B.Sc, involving three to four years, and M.Sc, five

years, and a double degree such as B.Sc, Ph. T>., demand-

ing six to seven years university training, are frequently

treated alike. This "is directly antagonistic to advanced

scientific training, since it encourages a man to enter the

sei^ice on the lowest entrance qualifications rather than

upon the higest he can take. By so doing he commences

his earning life sooner, acquires seniority, and puts

himself into line for quicker promotion.

This Society therefore wishes to urge that at least one

year's seniority, and increment of salary, be accorded

for each academic year, or unremunerated year spent in

acquiring special experience outside of the Service, be-

yond the minimum entrance requirements in vogue at any

time.

Such a procdure would in almost all cases be covered

by increments within the probationary period of £400-

£500, since a student career of more than seven years is

exceptional and would have to be dealt with in individual

fashion.

Recognition of this principle would undoubtedly en-

courage post-graduate study and research, bring in more
mature officers, and gradually raise the standard of

qualifications and outside experience possessed by

entrants to the upper branch of the Division.

Branch of Science Practised by Officers.

The grading suggested should be uniform throughout

the Service. One adequate scale should be made to

cover all sciences and professions, and no "Distinction

of Cloth " should be officially recognised. Where one

science is regarded as of greater economic importance

than another, or productive of more tangible easily

realised returns, the obvious thing to do is to increase

the size of the staff, including the number of senior

appointments above £800, but not to differentiate on a

system of " grading by subject ".
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It may be mentioned that the present system of grad-

ing officers at the Schools of Agriculture on £300-£400,

and officers in certain other branches of the Department

of Agricnlture on £3S0-£550, irrespective of academic

qualifications or severity of training, has been the cause

of intense bitterness even amongst members of our own

Society. This feeling of injustice is strongest amongst

the South African Government scholars sent overseas to

train, who leave with ideals of a scientific career in

which personal predilections can be harmonised with the

problem of the loaves and fishes, but w^ho return to find

that their salaries in the Service vary with the subject

they were sent away to study, rather than with the ex-

cellence of their qualifications, and the strenuousness of

their training. The bad blood in the matter arises not

only from considerations of varying financial reward, but

from the fact that status, dignity and public respect for

particular sciences, tend to follow financial grading in

the Civil Service.

The case is eminently one for the future, and may be

pointed by referring to the twelve scholars sent oversea

by the Government this year. Of these twelve, four

already hold science degrees and on return will have

had a college training of from six to seven years. Under
prevailing conditions, how^ever, it happens that these four

would be graded lower than four others who proceed

oversea on simple matriculation, return with only a four

years' student course, but have had the good luck to be

appointed to a different subject.

It must be remembered that a Man's market value in

the Government Service is quite different to his market
value in the Industries, and that a permanent Civil Ser-

vice should not be ruled by temporary fluctuations in

supply and demand of particular groups of scientific

workers- Thus amongst the scholars referred to, it may
happen that the student specialising in " Soil Bacteriol-

ogy " may prove more useful to the Government than one
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of the students taking up "Tobacco and Cotton",

although the latter has much better opportunity of being

ultimately bought out of the Seryice by some priyate

company.

This Society therefore expresses its opinion that one

liberal grading sliould be made to coyer all subjects, and

that where.urgency of sudden demand for a particular

subject arises, a temporary shortage of men should be

met by importations a few notches up a standard scale,

but not appointment on a higher scale. The feeling of

bitterness appears to arise from a difference in the

maximum of the scale offered, and the difference in the

prospects of rank and file in different sciences, rather

than from minor differences in initial salary. Officers in

the same grade would at least feel that they had equal

status, irrespectiye of the " notch '^ on which they enter.

OyERSEA Scholarship System.

This Society includes a number of South Africans sent

oversea to train on Goyernment Scholarships, and these

members express certain grievances peculiar to them-

selves.

Although the scholarship system is regarded as an

excellent scheme for obtaining carefully selected recruits

S. Africans by birth and bilingual by education, grave

dissatisfaction is expressed with the '^ contract clause '•

.

Most scholars aver that this is being consciously used

by the Government to get cheap "indentured labour",

and to screw down to emoluments attached to scientific

and technical posts. Thus certain appointments were
formerly graded at £3o0-£150, and £450-£600, but on the

return of the first batch of Goyernment Scholars these

Avere reduced to £285-£400 and £380-£540 respectively.

To some extent this change is wrapped up in the

mysterious changes brought about at the time of Union,

but scholars aver that they have not been treated in terms
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of the legitimate expectations prevailing at the time they

went away.

They further complain that they have no redress since

they are under contract to serve for a number of years,

and that although there is the loop-hole for breaking the

contract by refunding the scholarship money, it is not

always easy to raise the necessary lump sum. Relatives

who were willing to finance them by instalments during

a student career, are now less able or less ready to

supply a lump sum merely to enable them to break an

unfair contract. They therefore have to "grin and bear

it" but do so in a spirit of dissatisfaction which is not

conducive to good work. The more hardy spirits then

deliberately utilise the contract period merely to gain

scientific experience, and resign as soon as they can afford

it, just at a time they are becoming most useful to the

Government. The weaker spirits tend to give the Govern-

ment that indolent minimum of service to which they

consider their salary corresponds.

The view of the scholarship group of our Society is

that they are treated as " Charity Boys '-
. They urge

that no differentiation should be made in the starting

point for Government Scholars and open marker im-

portations of the same standing. The latter, they urge,

gain not only in immediate emoluments, but in seniority,

status and opportunity for promotion, to the lasting dis-

advantage of the South African Scholars.

They feel that the Government Scholarships should be

freed from the contract clause, and as in the case of

University Scholarships be offered as prizes in specified

subjects. They maintain that by adjusting the number
of such scholarships the Government would get all the

recruits it requires, and that since every S. African

naturally wishes to return to his ot\ti country, the con-

tract clause is unnecessary provided the salaries offered

on return are reasonablv attractive.
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If, however, the contract system be maintained, and the

Government insists upon getting its money back, they

urge that a fairer method would be to demand cash repay-

ment by " deductions on the pay sheet " over a period of

years, rather than to reduce the grade of appointment

with consequent reduction in prospects.

Pension Service.

The later an officer enters the service the lower is the

final value of his pension. It is therefore considered

desirable that the upper branch of the suggested

Scientific and Technical Division should have the option

of contribution to the Pension Fund on the basis of 5%
of salary instead of tlie usual 4%.

It is maintained, however, that a still greater improve-

ment in the Pension Privileges could be effected by revis-

ing the whole scheme, on an actuarial basis, in such a way

as to incorporate provision for widows and minor

children. Our body is termed the Biological Society, and

it is in no humorous spirit that it alludes to the pro-

pagation of the human species. An officer on a low

salary, and a pension which terminates with his own
life, is apt to consider marriage, and particularly the

artificial sterilisation thereof, in a cold spirit of

biological enquiry not altogether advantageous to the

birth-rate. It is urged, therefore, that the present pension

scheme is defective from the point of view of ''life

insurance ", and that it could be vastly improved by

embodying the principle of an optional " joint annuity "

for husband and wife.

Leave Privileges.

Science may be regarded as differing from clerical and

administrative work in the sense that in certain subjects

a '' scientific error " may pass undetected much longer

than a clerical or administrative mistake, and that, in

Kesearch, progress is often made by sudden leaps on the
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part of the individual directly engaged upon the work.

There is a great tendency towards individual responsi-

bility, and the scientific officer, if he is to be effective,

must be thoroughly up-to-date in his particular subject.

He should, therefore, not be allowed to degenerate into

an executive officer of any system in which he finds him-

self, but should periodically be afforded an opportunity

of coming into contact Avith Institutions in the great

scientific centres of the world. This is particularly

necessary in the case of officers employed in si)ecial

subjects in Government Divisions of which they are more

or less isolated units. It is therefore urged that pro-

vision should be made to introduce the American

principle of " Sabbatical Leave " for officers of the upper

branch of the Scientific and Technical Division, and that

opportunity- be allowed to such officers to devote one year

in seven to advanced study in connection with their

official work. It may be pointed out that opportunity for

extension of the ordinary G months " cumulative leave

"

to 12 months, is necessary, in order to allow of con-

tinuous work throughout an organised academic year,

and at the same time allow the officer to enjoy the

ordinary recuperative leave during the academic

vacations.

Such a scheme would not involve any serious cost to

the Government, since the period spent in advanced study

would have to be certified by the oversea institution as

being of definite value to the officer in connection with his

official work, and should properly be regarded as ^' duty '^

rather than " leave ". Abuse of the privilege could easily

be controlled by insistence upon Departmental sanction

of the particular locus of study, and since human nature
is what it is, only enthusiastic officers would ever take

advantage of the privilege.

In this connection it might be argued that six months
additional leave without pay, would meet the case, and
that the recompense for such privately undertaken study
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would be found in enhanced chance of future promotion.

Against this, however, it is contended that some of the

most meritorious and enthusiastic officers would be

financially unable to take " leave without pay " ; that

" study leave " should be encouraged for its own sake and

its beneficial influence upon the service as a whole ; that

the opportunity for promotion is limited, and that far

more officers should be encouraged in post-graduate study

than there are prospective vacancies for promotion.

Recognition of Special Merit.

It is felt that for scientific work some system of

recognition for special merit should be recommended by

the Commission. Inherent in the nature of science is

the fact that an individual may do work of high value

to the country, but yet that it may be work which does

not count for promotion in the ordinary sense. In promo-

tion to appointments such as '^ Divisional Chief" it is

often necessary to take into consideration qualities of

personality, social prestige, and administrative capacity,

besides those of scientific acumen and originality in re-

search. Furthermore, an officer whose experience is

wide and diffused has a better chance than one whose

experience is specialised and deep. Many a fine scientific

mind, tabernacled within a nervous apologetic exterior,

or concentrated along a highly specialised line of work,

may go unrewarded. It is felt therefore, that personal

recognition should be arranged for by a system of purely

personal promotion beyond the orthodox grade, irrespec-

tive of the occurrence of senior vacancies. Such direct

personal recognition would act as a powerful spur to

intensive work, and a cheerful disregard of official hours

of Civil Service Labour.

A second method has much to recommend it, and which
need not convict with the principle of personal increment

of salary, is the "'Bonus system". This principle has

already been indirectlv recognised in this countrv. When,
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over a year ago, a foundation member of this Society

and Director of an important scientific Division, was

awarded a bonus of £3,000 by Parliament, in special

i-ecognition of his scientific services to the country, both

his own staff and his fellow biologists of this Society

felt that in honouring him the Government had honoured

them.

It may be recalled that large private corporations also

recognise the principle, as in the case of the recent bonus

to Dr. Lister in Johannesburg, and that Sir Ronald Ross

is leading a strong movement in Britain for direct ad-

mission of the custom of granting Government bonus to

distinguished scientific workers.

i

Individual Grievances.

The question of permanent machinery for redressing

individual grievances is, though taken last, regarded as

one of the most important matters with which the Com-
mission has to deal. It is maintained that equity of

treatment is of even more importance than magnitude of

salary, and much bitterness exists because of personal

grievances. The feeling is all the stronger when it is

recognised that all such inequities could be wiped out at

trifling cost, if cases could be referred to a sane tribunal

of impartial minds. The general contentment of a Ser-

vice is much afl'ected by a few known cases of injustice,

and it is therefore urged that the Commission should

recommend the establishment of a permanent body to

whom civil servants would be entitled to present an in-

dividual grievance, or a group grievance, and learn the

case against them.

Such a body might well be a reorganised " Permanent
Public Service Commission," small in number but power-

ful in status, independent of departmental influence, and
directly responsible only to Parliament.

/.
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Darwin. Before and After.

By H. B. Faxtham, M.A. Cantab, D.Sc. Lond.,

Professor of Zoology, University College, Johannesburg.

(Public Lecture delivered before the 8.A. Biological

Society, in the Town Hall, Pretoria, on 19th March,

1920).

^^The old order changeth, yielding place to new.'' So

'v\T^'ote Tennyson, and such the vast majority of mankind

believes to be the case. Yet it is far too often overlooked

that it is from the ashes of the past that there arises the

new life of the present, and that without the experiences

of the past, present-day conditions could not obtain. In

the world of Nature change is not violent. There is a

gradual transition, sometimes by almost imperceptible

degrees, between the old and the new. The vast mass

of biological facts available at the present day are only

available because of the labours of the earlier workers,

who, almost without guidance, wrestled with Nature

and wrung from her the secrets on which modern science

is based. It was not by means of subtle speculations and

subtler so])liistries that sucli knowledge was won, nor

was it obtained by argumentative criticism of the work
of others, nor by the superim})()sing of individual fancies

and oi)inions u]M)n otlieis. Bn( it was by direct, search-

ing investigati(m and expei-iment, careful observation

and correlation of even minutest details and clear^

logical inferences fiom 1 he data llius obtained that Truth
Avas made to issue from her well, and appear in all lier

beauty for the information of the world. Among those

earnest seekers after truth regarding living things, there

is hardly one who has made so ])rofound an impression
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on tlie minds of tho niass(^s as diaries Darwin, tlu'

pioncMM- intcrpivter of Die varied ])]ienonii'na collectively

termed Kvohition.

Not only was Darwin's work interpretative in the field

of strict biological science—zoology, botany and geology

—but it touched u])on and illuminated almost every form

of human thought. As illustrations, may be mentioned

the great influence of Darwin on the study of embryology,

the development from the point of view of psychology of

the ideas of mental factors in evolution, the influence of

the conception of evolution on modern philosophy, reli-

gious thought and study, history and sociology. The

subject is vast and would require many lectures ; it is my
intention to indicate some of these aspects of the influence

of Darwin, as well as to deal with a few of the rather-

more familiar ones, and I hope thereby to arouse a spirit

of more searching analysis and clearer thinking than is

expressed in the almost only current opinion regarding

Darwin, namely, that he is, but wrongly, reputed to have

said that man arose from monkeys. His real opinion

was that man and monkey had a common ancestor.

Among some of the Greek philosophers, Nature was

considered to have developed, and still to be undergoing

a process of change. Aristotle, who Avas the founder of

comparative anatomy, recognised the unity of plan pre-

vailing throughout each of the great groups of animals.

Biology made little progress during the Middle Ages,

and it was not until the 18th century that a glimmering

idea of evolution or the doctrine of .descent came into

being. Buffon (1707-1788) and Erasmus Darwin (1731-

1802), the grandfather of Charles Darwin, clearly stated

that species had not been created independently, but had
originated from pre-existing species. However, the

greatest of the pre-Darwinian evolutionists was Lamarck
(174-1-18191, and Haeckel described his " Philosophie

zoologique" (1809) as "the first connected and thorough-

ly logical exposition of the theory of descent."
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The main hypothesis of the famous French biologist,

Lamarck, was the cumulative transmission of functional

modifications. For example, the long neck of the giraffe

Avas supposed in have been gradually developed in re-

spcmse to the need of the animal to browse on the leaves

of trees, and of constant effort in order to reach such

foliage. As a result, not only. did the neck become long,

but the forelimbs also became longer than the hind limbs.

Again, the disuse of their eyes by cave animals brought

about a dwindling and subsequent degeneration of these

organs. Such modifications or acquired characters, more

correctly termed acquired changes or variations, were

supposed by Lamarck to be transmissible to the offspring.

In other words, by the inherited effects of use and disuse,

and of modifications caused by external conditions,

Lamarck supposed all evolution of species to have come

about. At this stage, it may be remarked that the most

able modern defender of the principle of use-inheritance

w^as Herbert Spencer. Darwin himself admitted the

minor importance of the inheritance of acquired charac-

ters.

Much more might be written of Lamarck's ideas, de-

rived from his studies of botany and zoology. These

ideas embody three truths : first, the certainty that species

vary under changing external inttuences; second, that

there is a fundamental unity in the animal kingdom;

third, til at tliere is a progressive and perfecting develop-

ment. '•'Nature," he writes, "to perfect and to diversify

animals requires merely matter, space, and time."

" For Nature," lie continues, " time is nothing." While

time limits demand that we turn to the central figure

in the hypothesis of evolution, it must not be forgotten

that the work of Lamarck was highly important, and that

its value has been recognised and utilised very largely

in present-day zoological ])hilosopy, particularly in

America, where the Neo-Lamarckian school of biologists

has done much valuable research. We now pass to a
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review of the chief events in the life of CHARLKS
DARWIN.
He was born at Shrewsbury, February I2th, 1809. Tii

1825 he was sent to Edinburj^h University for two years.

In 1828, he commenced residence at T^irist's College,

Cambridge, and soon came under the influence of the

famous botanist Professor Henslow, and later under

the influence of the geologist, Prof. Sedgwick. He passed

the examination for the B.A. degree in January, 1831. On
December 27th of that year he began his voyage in H.M.S.

Beagle, a barque of 235 tons carrying guns, under

Captain FitzRoy, sent by the British Government to

survey the southern parts of South America. He was:

away five years and returned to Shrewsbury for a short

time and to Cambridge in 1830. In 1837 he began to

prepare his journal for publication, and then saw how
many facts indicated the common descent of species. He
writes :>' In July, 1837, I opened my first note-book for

facts in relation to the origin of species, about which I

had long reflected, and never ceased working for the next

twenty years." He had been greatly impressed by the

character of South American fossils, and species on the

Galapagos Inlands. About this time he went to live in

London, and in 1838 he " happened to read for amusement
Malthus on Population, and being well prepared to appre-

ciate the struggle for existence which everywhere goes

on from long-continued observation of the habits of

animals and plants, it at once struck me that under
these circumstances favourable variations would tend to

be preserved, and unfavourable ones to be destroyed. The
result of this would be the formation of new species.

Here then I had at last got a theory by which to work

;

but I was so anxious to avoid prejudice, that I deter-

mined not for some time to write even the briefest sketch

of it." In 1830 he married his first cousin Miss Emma
Wedgwood, daughter of Josiah Wedgwood. In 1842 he
settled in the village of Down in Kent, and published
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liis v/ell known work on Coral Keefs. In 1851, he

published a monograph of the fos.sil Lepadidae

I barnacles). In ISHG, Sir Charles Lyell advised him to

write ont more fully his views on the origin of species.

In 1858, a joint i)aper bv Charles Darwin and Alfred

Kussel Wallace was read before the l^innean Society of

London. On November 24th, 1859, was jmblished his

famous work " On the Origin of Species bv means of

Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races

in T:he Struggle for Life.'' This rapidly passed through

a second and third edition. In 1802, he i)ublished his

book on the ''Fertilisation of Orchids bv Insects." In

1808, he published a work on the "Variation of Animals

and Plants under Domestication." In 1871. was jiublished

his famous work on the "Descent of Man." In 1875, he

produced his work on " Insectivorous Plants." In 1870,

he wrote an autobiographical sketch which was con-

tinued in 1881. Among his later publications Avere "' The

effects of Cross and Self Fertilisation,'' "The Different

Forms of Flowers on Plants of the Same S])ecies," " Tlie

Power of Movement in Plants," and "The Formation of

Vegetable Mould through the Action of Worms." Charles

Darwin died at Down on Api-il 19th, 1882, and was buried

in \\>stminster Abbey, near the grave of Sir Isaac

Newton. The modesty of the man was shown hy liis own
words: ^' As for myself, I believe that I have acted

rightly in steadily following and devoting my life to

Science. I feel no remorse from having committed any

great sin, but have often and often regretted tliat I liave

not done more direct good to my fellow creatures."

As illustrative of Darwin's modes of observation and

investigation, we may consider a few examjjles i)rovided

in liis works :— For instance, Darwin observed very care-

fully the transformations undergone by the various

domestic races under tlie influence of artificial selection.

His attention was drawn to a group of animals lendinj^

themselves peculiarly well to such observation, namely,
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doiiiostic pigeons. Tliere are many races and varieties,

wliich dilfer in sliape, colour, size and instincts. For

example, there are the carrier pigeons, with their special

toj)ographical instinct; the tumblers, which are in the

habit of flying at a great height in compact flocks, and

then tumbling in the! air head over heels; the fantails,

whose tail, owing to the disposition of its feathers, re-

.sembles that of a peacock; others have tufts of feathers,

peculiar creases of the skin, modified beaks or feet, or

other marked features. Darwin secured specimens of

every available breed from all parts of the world. He
became acquainted with the best known breeders and

fanciers, joined two London pigeon clubs, and after years

of observation, succeeded in pi'oving that all the various

breeds were descended from one single species, the

European rock pigeon, CoUimha livia. Previously,

breeders had believed the difl'erent varieties to be derived

from as many wild species.

Again, Darwin discussed the breeding of the elephant.

The elephant is considered to be the slowest breeder

known. Yet if one elephant produces six young, then

after a period of 750 years, there would be about nineteen

million elephants alive, all descended from the first pair.

If all species of animals increased at the same ratio,

their numbers would become so inordinateh' great that

no counti'y could support them.

In 1858 he wrote :— '' Even slow-breeding mankind has

doubled in twenty-five years; and if he could increase

his food with greater ease, he would double in less time.

But for animals without artificial means, the amount of

food for each species must, on an average, be constant,-

whereas the increase of all organisms tends to be geo-

metrical, and in a vast majority of cases at an enormous

ratio. Suppose in a certain spot there are eight pairs

of birds, and that only four pairs of them annually (in-

cluding double hatches) rear only four young, and that

these go on rearing their young at the same rate, then
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at the end of seven 3'ears (a short life, excluding violent

deaths, for any bird) there will be 2048 birds, instead

of the original sixteen. As this increase is quite im-

possible, we must conclude either that birds do not rear

nearly half their young, or that the average life of a bird

is, from accident, not nearly seven years. Both checks

probably occur. The same kind of calculation applied to

all plants and animals affords results more or less strik-

ing, but in very few instances more striking than in man."

"In nature we have some slight variation occasionally

in all parts; and I think it can be shown that changed

conditions of existence is the main cause of the child not

exactly resembling its parents; and in nature geology

shows us what changes have taken place, and are taking

place. We have almost unlimited time."

However, the increase of living animals depends on

very many and diverse conditions. Thus, Darwin dis-

cusses the case of a barren heath planted with Scotch

fir. The change in the native vegetation of the planted

part of the heath was most remarkable, greater than that

generally seen in passing from one soil to a quite dif-

ferent one. Twelve species of plants flourished in the

plantations which could not be found on the heath. The

effect on the insects must have been still greater, for six

insectivorous birds were very common in the plantation,

which were not found on the heath.

Again, fertilisation of certain plants can only be

effected by definite insects. Thus, the visits of bees are

necessary for the fertilisation of clover. The reproduction

of red clover, however, is dependent on humble bees. The

,
number of humble bees depends in a great measure upon
the number of field-mice which destroy their nests, and

the number of mice is dependent on the number of cats.

Thus the number of cats in a district might determine

tlifle frequency of red clover in that district.

Fn 1858 he wrote: "Another principle, which may be

called the principle of divergence, plays, I believe, an
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important part in the oripn of species. The same spot

will support more life if occupied h\ very diverse forms.

We see this in the many generic forms in a square yard

of turf, and in the plants or insects on any little uniform

islet, belonging almost invariably to as many genera and

families as species Now, every organic being, by

propagating so rapidly, may be said to be striving its

utmost to increase in numbers. So it will be with the

offspring of any species after it has become diversified
.

into varieties, or subspecies, or true species. And it

follows, I think, from the foregoing facts, that the vary-

ing offspring of each species will try (only few will suc-

ceed) to seize on as many and as diverse places in the

economy of nature as possible. Each new variety or

species, when formed, will generally take the place of,

and thus exterminate its less well-fitted parent. This T

believe to be the origin of the classification and affinities

of organic beings at all times, for organic beings always

seem to branch and sub-branch like the limbs of a tree

from a common trunk, the flourishing and diverging

twigs destroying the less vigorous—the dead and lost

branches rudely representing extinct genera and

families."

Again, in 1872, Darwin stated :
" If under changing

conditions of life organic beings present individual dif-

ferences in almost every part of their structure, and this

cannot be disputed ; if there be, owing to their geometric-

al rate of increase, a severe struggle for life at some age,

season, or year, and this certainly cannot be disputed;

then, considering the infinite complexity of the relations

of all organic beings to each other and to their conditions

of life, causing an infinite diversity in structure, consti-

tution, and habits, to be advantageous to them, it would
be a most extraordinary fact if no variations had ever

occurred useful to each being's own welfare, in the same
manner as so many variations have occurred useful to

man. But if variations useful to any organic being ever
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do occur, assuredly iiidividiials thus characterised will

have the best chance of being preserved in the strng^gle

for life; and from the strong- principle of inheritance,

these will tend to prodnce offspring similarly charac-

terized. This principle of preservation or the snrvival

of the fittest, I have called Xatnral Selection. It leads

to the improvement of each creatnre in relation to its

organic and inorganic conditions of life, and, consequent-

ly, in most cases, to what must be regarded as an advance

in organisation. Nevertheless, low and simple forms will

long endure, if well fitted for their simple conditions of

life.

We may now attempt to summarise Darwin's work in

general terms. Evolution or the doctrine of descent may
be briefly defined as progress involving differentiation,

or as the alteration of the average characters, either of

the whole of a species or of groups of its members, from

generation to generation in a constant manner, the result

being that they are so different from what they were

before, that a new species arises. The said species has,

however, its own definite characters, and the test of

validity of a species is that it breeds true, the offspring

not reverting to the marked characters of the ancestral

stocks, but retaining the modified characteristics that are

the result of the differentiation from those ancient

features.

Evolution imi)lies (a) raw materials in the form of

variations; (b) an arrangement for securing the in-

heritance of some of these; and (c) a directive mechanism
for securing consistency and effectiveness of racial change.

Heredity, here referred to, means the transference of

similar characters from one generation of organisms to

another, a |)rocess effected by means of the germ-cells.

As regards Variations, the existence of variations is an

observed fact, for individuals of flie same parentage are

not identical. These variations may be small, fluctuating

and continuous, or large, sudden and discontinuous.
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Natural Selection was tlie process suj^^osted by Darwin

to account for tlie origin of new species, by the preserva-

tion or survival of tlie fittest variations.

Charles Darwin attached nmch importance to two

factors, naniely, the existence of small, fluctuating varia-

tions,—referred to i)reviously, and the occurrence of a

struggle for existence between organisms, owing to the

natural increase in numbers and the resulting ])ossible

lessening of the food supply. The possessors of the fitter

variations tended to survive. If this was kept up con-

sistently, then by new ada])tations, and ])robably with the

lielp of some form of isolation, new species arose. Tlie

strength of the hypothesis of Natural Selection lies in

its interpretative value. Darwin's hypothesis, supported

by Alfred Russel Wallace ( 1 823-1 91o), was championed

by Huxley (1825-1895) and by Haeckel (1834-1919).

Haeckel laid much stress on the recapitulation

hypothesis, or biogenetic law as he termed it. Un-

fortunately, the terms evolution and natural selection

have been confused under the term Darwinism. Evolution,

as has already been stated, is a mode of organic progress,

while natural selection is (mly a hypothesis, providing

a reasonable suggestion as to how evolution may come
about. The phrase " Struggle for existence ' was used

by Darwin in a metaphorical sense, for in the first edi-

tion of his ^^ Origin of Species" he wrote: ''I should

premise that I use the term " struggle for existence " in

a large and metaphorical sense, including the dependence
of one being on another."

Darwin towards the end of his life was much more
favourably disposed towards the opinions of Lamarck
than he had been earlier. Thus, in the sixth edition of

his '' Origin of Species," regarding modification of species,

he wrote :^' This has been effected chiefly through the

natural selection of numerous, successive, slight, favour-

able variations; aided in an important manner by the

inherited effects of the use and disuse of parts; and in
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an unimportant manner—that is, in relation to adaptive

structures, wliether past or present—by the direct action

of external conditions, and by variations which seem to

us in our ignorance to arise spontaneously." This pas-

sage also illustrates Darwin's wonderful breadth of view

and absence of dogmatism. In it we see that Darwin

allowed not only for the Lamarckian methods of modifi-

cation, but also for the methods emphasised later in the

mutation theory.

It may be interesting to compare briefly the later views

of Darwin and AVallace. Unlike Darwin, Wallace con-

served his earlier views entire, and remained a rigid

natural selectionist, adopting an uncompromising atti-

tude towards Lamarckism. Later, he developed a view

that the whole of the organic world had been designed

by a First Cause for the ultimate reception of and benefit

of mankind.

Many of the Xeo-Darwinians, unfortunately, followed

a view which has proved to be too narrow, in that they

made natural selection the exclusive factor in evolution.

Chief among these was August Weismann (1834-1914),

who, according to Delage, over-emphasised innate charac-

ters as against acquired characters, and predetermina-

tion as against environmental action. Weismann pro-

pounded a hypothesis of heredit}^ based on what he termed

the ^^ Continuity of the Germ Plasm." He accepted an

older liy})othesis that there were two kinds of protoplasm,

namely, a cytoplasm, which can assimilate and grow,

and an hereditary substance which he identified with

the chromatin of the nucleus. He assumed the continuity

of parent and ofl'spring through the germ cells. The
germ cells are early separated from the body cells, as

can be ascertained by embryological investigations. The
germ cells are supposed to retain each a complete sample

of the ancestral germ plasm, and so to be directly con-

tinuous from generation to generation, thus transmitting

hereditary characters. Weismann's hypothesis involves
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the assumption of <»i'eat complexity of structure of the

germ plasm, which, as already stated, he identified with

the chromatin substance of the nucleus of the ji^erm cells.

In other words, inherited characters were supposed to

be transmitted from gernl cell to germ cell, and not

through the body cells, thus denying the transmission of

so-called acquired characters. According to Weismann,

an organism can only inherit such characters as were

inborn in the parent, and every individual contains in

its sexual cells some germ plasm not only of its parents,

but of its grandparents and of all its ancestors. Weis-

mann's views are set forth in hi^ books, '' The Germ
Plasm: a theory of Heredit}," translated in 1893. and

his ^'Evolution Theory," published in 1902 and trans-

lated into English in 1904.

The work of Mendel (1822-1884) sheds important light

on problems of heredity from another point of view,

namely, that of hybridisation. His classical paper on
" Experiments in Plant Hybridisation " was published

in Briinn in 1865, but was overlooked until about 1900.

Mendel worked chiefly on crossing different varieties of

the garden pea, Pisum sativum. He found that of certain

contrasted couples of parental characters, which did not

blend, one was dominant over the other, which w^as

latent or recessive. The first generation of hybrids was
apparently all dominant, but it was subsequently found

that they were really impure dominants. When these

hybrids were inbred, it was found that one-quarter of

them reverted to the dominant type, one-quarter to the

recessive type, while one-half reproduced hybrid features,

and that these proportions were maintained when the

impure dominants were again inbred. The inbred off-

spring of pure dominants and pure recessives bred true.

Mendel's results indicate that small individual charac
ters may occur separately in the germ cells, and may be

transmitted separately to the offspring. The individual

organism may, perhaps, be composed of a number of
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factors or unit characters, with regard to which there

is a complete segreoation among the germ cells, each of

which bears one only of each pair of contrasted charac-

ters. A table of some of the dominant and recessive

characters of plants and animals was shown,—for

example, tall and dwarf stems in peas, yellow and green

cotyledons in peas, round and wrinkled seeds in peas,

susceptibility and immunity to rust in wheat, rose comb

and single comb in fowls, eye-colour in man, certain

diseases in man (such as brachydactyly, night-blindness,

colour-blindness, haemoj)hilia, and presenile cataract).

Bateson. Punnett and Bitfen have done much work, on the

elucidation and practical application of Mendelian prin-

ciples in England.

Xew varieties nmy arise by crossing, and some species

may have arisen in that manner, according to Lotsy.

A mode of origin of species, derived from his study of

variations, was set forth by Professor Hugo de Vries, of

Amsterdam, in his work entitled " The Mutation Theory."

published in 1900. His conclusions were based upon the

study of plants, the classical example being his work on

the evening primrose, Oenothoa lamarcJciana. From his

observations, he concluded that species arise from one

another by changes of considerable magnitude, accom-

plished by discontinuous leaps and bounds. De Vries'

own statement was that ^^ tlie new species appears all at

once; it originates from the parent species without any

visible preparalioi^ and witliout any obvious series of

transitional forms." Further, these s])ecies are constant

from the first. Tlie discontinucms variations or muta-
ti(ms of de Vries ai-e, in the main, the outward manifesta-

tions of the presence or absence of the corresi)onding

Mendelian factors. Indeed, ^Mendel's experiments de

monstrated the existence of discontinuous variations.

A Honuonc hypothesis of heredity has been set fortli

by Cunningham and others. A hormone is an internal

secretion or chemical messenger produced by some organ
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or tissue, such as the reproductive organs, tlie jiancreas,

the thyroid gland aud actively jijrowinj*- tissues. Ilor

mones '^ are produced in one organ, and carried by tht^

blood to another organ, on which their etfect is niani

fested." According to Cunningham, external stimula-

tion may affect certain hormones, and tliey, in turn, may

influence the gonads, producing modifications of the cor-

responding parts of the offspring. Support is said to

be given to the hormone hypothesis by observations on

secondary sexual characters in animals, though Oeoffrey

Smith interpreted such characters otherwise. The de-

velopment of antlers in the male deer would be the result

of a cliemical stimulus originating in the male organs,

which, by acting on the skull, causes the inherited ten-

denc}' to the development of antlers to become active. An
example of the disturbance of hormones is afforded by

the cretin, whose thyroid gland is diseased, and to whom
the administration of thyroid extract, containing thyroid

hormones to supply the deficiency, causes an increase in

mental and physical development. The hormone hypo-

thesis affords an explanation of the Lamarckian principle

of the inheritance of acquired characters. Perhaps may
be mentioned here the recent, interesting experiments of

Julian Huxley, who induced metamorphosis 'of the Mexi-

can larval Amphibian, known as the Axolotl, by the use

of thyroid extract. Further experiments and explana-

tions on this subject are awaited.

Sir Francis Galton formulated a hypothesis of an

cestral inheritance. With Weismann, he assumed the

continuity of the germ plasm, and figured mathematically

the amount contributed by each generation to the make-

up of one given individual. In other words, by statistical

methods he estimated quantitatively the characters in a

number of successive generations. A near ancestor be-

queathed to the individual more elements than a remote
ancestor. The series has been slightly modified by Pro-

fessor Karl Pearson, and there has been much statistical
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research in this branch of knowledo^e termed biometry.

However, Galton's law merely expresses the average re

snlts which may be anticipated from the interbreeding

of a large population, in which hybridisation probably

plays a very small part, and so it is not necessarily con-

tradictory of Mendelian results. In the words of Profes-

sor Karl Pearson: "It is the heavy weight of this medi-

oci-e ancestry which causes the son of an exceptional

father to regress towards the general population mean

;

it is the balance of this sturdy commonplaceness which

enables the son of a degenerate father to escape the

whole burden of the paternal ill. Among mankind we
trust largely for our exceptional men to extreme varia-

tions occurring among the commonplace, but .... if we
could remove the drag of the mediocre element in an-

cestry, were it only for a few generations, we should

sensibly eliminate regression or create a stock of excep-

tional men."

That regression can occur in Nature is shown, for

example, in the development of Ascidians or sea-squirts.

Mechanistic theories of evolution have been put for-

ward. Of these we may briefly notice a few of the con-

ceptions of bio-mechanics. W. Roux considers the tissues

and cells of the concrete organism. He is essentially con-

cerned with embryology, as is also O. Hertwig. They

attribute difl'erentiation of the organism to the mutual

attraction of the cells of the early embryo. Herbst at-

tributes these attractions to chemical action. Roux
thinks that there is a struggle between the parts of the

organism for the economic use of food and space. He
states tliat many structures are due to functional stimu-

lation. Roux's l!yi>ot]iesis is one of heredity, and he

recognises the inheritance of acquired characters. The
famous experimental physiologist, Jacques Loeb, has
similar views, and considers that the problem of fertilisa-

tion is really physico-chemical in nature, the development
of the egg being regarded as a chemical i)rocess which
depends mainlv on (>xidati<m.
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Following as an addendum to the ideas of the action

of srinmUis on the organism, we may mention R. Semon's

"Die ]\[neme" (1004). He considers that such stimula-

tive action leaves a more or less permanent trace of such

a nature as to modify the subsequent action of the or-

ganism. Others have regarded memory as a function of

all organised matter. A very good treatment of the

subject of memory and heredity is given by E. Rignano

(1906), who accepts the transmissibility of acquired

characters, relying on what he calls " specific nervous

accumulators '' to explain experimental embryology.

With views somewhat allied to these, we may note the

materialistic vitalism of Driesch, derived from studies

on embryology and regeneration, and the profound in-

tuitionalism of Bergson.

A large number of other contributors to the theory of

evolution—many of them only speculative—might be

mentioned. Thus, Spencer and Romanes have made most

interesting contributions to the subject, but time does

not permit of details.

Summarising, we may state that of the various hypo-

theses xjut forward to account for the method of the

origin of specific differences, the most important are

four in number, namely, those of Lamarck and Darwin,

the Mutation hypothesis and the Hormone hypothesis,

and I hope that I have indicated that these hypotheses

are not antagonistic to each other, but rather that they

explain different aspects of this wade and complicated

problem, forming complements to each other.

Again, we may briefly consider the influence of Darwin
in some spheres other than those of strict biology. As
Huxley w^rote in 1885: "Whatever be the ultimate verdict

of posterity upon this or that opinion w^hich Mr. Darwin
has propounded ; whatever adumbration or anticipations

of his doctrines may be found in the w^ritings of his pre-

decessors; the broad fact remains that, since the publica-

tion and by jeason of the publication of "The Origin of
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Species " the fundamental conceptions and the aims of

the students of living Nature have been completely

changed But the impulse thus given to scientific

thought rapidly spread beyond the ordinarily recognised

limits of I^iology. Psychology, Ethics, Cosmology were

stirred to their foundations, and ''The Origin of Species'^

proved itself to be the fixed point which the general

doctrine needed in order to move the world." In this

connction, I would like to refer you to the Darwiu

Centenary Memorial volume, published under the title of

" Darwin and Modern Science," by the Cambridge Uni-

versity Press in 1909.

Thus, Professor Hoffding writes, regarding the in-

fluence of Darwin on philosophy:— '"The theory of evo-

lution has influenced philosophy in a variety of forms.

It has made idealistic thinkers revise their relation to the

real world ; it has led positivistic thinkers to find a

closer connection between the facts on which they based

their views; it has made us all open our eyes for new
possibilities to arise through the prima facie inexplicable

^' spontaneous " variations which are the condition of all

evolution. This last point is one of peculiar interest.

Deeper than speculative philosophy and mechanical

science saw in the days of their triumph, we catch sight

of new streams, whose sources and laws we have still to

discover. Most sharply does this appear in the theory of

mutation, which is only a stronger accentuation of a

main point in DarAvinism. It is interesting to see that

an analogous problem comes into the foreground in

physics through the discovery of radio-active phenomena,

and in psychology through the assumption of psychical

new formations (as held by Boutroux, William James
and Bergson). From this side, Darwin's ideas, as well

as the analogous ideas in other domains, incite us to a

renewed examination of our first principles, their ration-

ality and their value. On the other hand, his theory of

the struggle for existence challenges us to examine the
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conditions and discuss llie oullook as to the persistence

of human life and society and of tlie values that belong

to them It is not enouf»h to liope (or fear?) the rising

of new forms; we have also to investigate tlie possibility

of upholding the forms and ideals wliicli have hitherto

been the bases of human life. Darwin has here given liis

age the most earnest and most impressive lesson."

Darwin's influence on religious thought is discussed

by the Rev. P. N. Waggett in a most suggestive article, in

which he points out that he believes Darwin's doctrine

to be in the long run wholly beneficial to religious

thought, for it encouraged in theology the evolutionary

method of study, which has shaped all modern research.

'' The influence of Darwinism on tlie study of Religion '^

is discussed by Dr. Jane Ellen Harrison, who writes:

—

" The study of ])rimitive religions has been made possible

and even inevitable by the theory of Evolution.''

'' Evolution and the Science of Language " is con-

tributed by Dr. P. Giles, who remarks that '' Darwin's

own views on language which are set forth most fully in

" The Descent of Man " are characterised by great

modesty and caution.''

" Darwinism and History'' is discussed by Professor

Bury, who states that '• The men engaged in special

historical researches .... have for the most part, worked

on the assumptions of genetic history, or at least followed

in the footsteps of those who fully grasped the genetic

point of view."

Dr. Loeb contributes a most interesting article on
•' The Experimental Study of the Influence of Environ-

ment on Animals," wherein he states that '' Each species

has, probably, its own specific nuclein or nuclear

material."

Valuable biological articles are contributed therein by

Professors J. A. Thomson, A. W. Weismann, H. de Vries,

W. Bateson, E. Strasburger, E. Haeckel, A. Sedgwick,

D. H. Scott, E. B. Poulton, C. L. Morgan and Sir Francis

Darwin.
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Of these latter, I would draw attention to Haeckel's

article on " Darwin as an Anthropologist/' Man's place

in Nature could not realij be scientifically discussed

until the theory of descent had been established. We
now have the separate science of anthropology dealing

with the physical and mental constitution of man. Its

application to native races is: especially important.

Furtlier we may remark tl»at a new branch of science

has come into prominence, as an application of the theory

of evolution to human affairs. X refer to Eugenics, which

may be defined as the study of agencies under social

control that may improve or impair the racial qualities of

future generations, either physically or mentally. Sir

Francis Galton was the pioneer in this study. We may
commend it most earnestly to sociologists and politicians.

On this important question 1 would quote the late Dr.

K. H. Lock, who writes :
—'' The principles of heredity

teach us that education and training, however beneficial

they may be to individuals, have no material efl'ect upon

the stock itself. If the^^ have any effect at all, this is

undoubtedly unimportant in comparison Tith the effect

which would be produced by the selectioD of individuals

who exhibit desirable qualities. The demand for a higher

birth-rate ought to apply strictly to desirables. Instead

of this the cry is for education and physical training,

processes which can have no permanent beneficial effect

upon the race.'^

For myself, I Avould state that scientific methods need

to be ai)plied to modern administration. New countries,

such as South Africa is alleged to be, seem to consider

that it is necessary that they should undergo all the

birth pangs of tlie older countries, and forget that they

should profit by the experiences of the past—the world
having evolved. Tlie experiences of other countries should

enable them to commence wliere other nations, so to

speak, left ofi', and should helj) tliem to avoid the

agonies of wasted effort due to tlie ignoring of evolution-

ary principles.
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The underlying principles of general evolutionary bio-

logy should form an integral part of the education of all,

for on an adequate understanding of these principles de-

pends the proper conception of the relations of one in-

dividual to another. In particular, education, law and

religion as wholes have failed to affect the race as they

should have done. Lawyers need to study the broad

principles of evolution, especially as their work is con-

cerned constantly with a search for precedents and is in

continuous contact with the more degenerate sides of

human nature. Educationists and theologians need to

turn to biology for the broadening of their outlooks on

the human race and its possibilities. Administrators in

charge of native affairs need to be conversant with an-

thropology and its teaching, and to be able to apply its

results. Social reformers need to realise that trans-

plantation to a better environment alone cannot regene-

rate the lower strata of society, for the great forces of

heredity assert themselves constantly and the inborn

nature, the inheritance of ages, comes to the fore when
least expected. Environment may create a veneer or,

better, allow certain traits to develop further, but it

cannot entirely overcome or conceal the implanted and

inborn consequences of heredity.

Let it be remembered that biology, of which evolution-

ary biology is but a part, is the science of life and of

living organisms, and therefore should be a fitting study
for living beings. Nature is universal, it is in process

of slow but continuous evolution, and affords a constant,

ever-present field for observation and experiment, where-

by true inferences may be drawn. Cause and effect in

Nature are inexorable, and the application of studies of

such cause and effect would lead to a saner, happier and
more moral world, wherein responsibility would be re-

membered, liberty not confounded with licence, and the
simple truth would be appreciated, instead of, as is some-
times the case now, being either feared, suppressed, or
sacrificed to expediency.
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Lfunziel-tr in CailJr.

By Sir Arnold Thliler, K.C.M.G.,

Director of Education and Veterinary Research.

(Summary of Public lecture delivered under the auspices

of the South African Biological Society. Pretoria,

24th. August, 11)20.)

The researches into the cause and cure of Laniziekte in

cattle were started some ten years ago, but very little

real progress was made until 1914, when the Government

realised the necessity of buying a Laniziekte farm in

Bechuanaland where experiments could be carried out on

an extensive scale. Since then the work has g(me steadily

forward, and has finally been crowned with success.

Workers in different branches of science have contributed

to this result, and amongst those who have been my
colleagues in this work I may mention Prof. P. R.

Viljoen, Dr. H. H. Green, Mr. D. T. Mitchell, Dr. P. J. du

Toit, Dr. H. Meier, Mr. T. Meyer, aud the staff of the

Division of Botany under Dr. I. B. Pole Evans. It might

have been supposed that the investigatioii of such a

disease as laniziekte would only have been of interest to

the Veterinarian, but all the biological sciences includ-

ing bacteriology, chemistry, botany and entomology have

contributed to the solution of the problem.

The symi)toms of this disease are familiar to all far-

mers in Bechuanaland and other parts of the country

where it is prevalent. The local name "laniziekte" is

very appropriate, since affected animals are always

partially or comj)letely })aralysed; in the eaily stages

of the disease they attempt to rise but are unable to do

so as the hind(iuarlers Ix^come totally ])aralysed. The
disease known as stijfziekte is similar in some respects
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to lainziekte, but is duo to ditferent causes. Tn one form

of stijfziekte caused by tlie stijfziekte l)oscli {('rotitJaria

Burkeana) the hoofs of the animal are abnormally

elongated; in another form the joints become thickened.

A microscopic examination of animals atfected with

lumziekte shows that the muscles undergo certain alte-

rati(ms. The muscle tissues degenerate, producing fat,

and the fibres later on break up into small portions.

Investigations into Lamzieke were begun nearly 40

years ago by the late Ur. Hutcheon, the former Chief Vete-

rinary Officer of the Cape Colony. His views on the cause

of the disease were correct in many respects, he con-

sidered Lamziekte and Stijfziekte as two forms of the

same disease, which he maintained was caused by a lack

of phosphorus in the pasture. It will be seen later on

liow far he was correct.

The first point to be ascertained in the experimental

investigation of lamziekte was how the cause of the

disease entered the susceptible cattle; whether it found

its way through the mouth of the animal, or possibly

through the skin. An experiment was made with 100

cattle, of which 50 were muzzled and the other 50

were left to graze unmuzzled. After a year nearly one

third of the second lot had died of Lamziekte whereas

none of those that had been muzzled had contracted the

disease. The experiment eliminated the possibility of

transmission by biting or sucking insects, and it was con-

cluded that the cause of Lamziekte was taken in with the

food of the animal. Suspicion was naturally directed to

the veld as the cause of the trouble—the typical lam-

ziekte pasture is grass veld with rosyntje and vaalbosch,

—

but it could not be traced to the presence of any

particular plant in the pasturage. It was tliought that

possibly a toxin was contained in the grass which could

cause the sickness. Grass was cut and fed to animals

which were kept in the stable, hut they did not contract

the disease. MeauAvhile animals which were left grazing
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on the veld from Avhicli the grass had been obtained died

from Lamziekte. This experiment effectively disposed of

the poisonous plant theory.

Another theory as to the canse of Lamziekte was based

on the one brought forward by Prof. Funk. According

to him Lamziekte must be considered as an ^^ avitamino-

sis '•, which means a disease occasioned by the lack of

certain essential components (Vitamines) in the food.

The best known case of avitaminosis is the so called Beri-

beri, which in eastern countries makes its appearance as a

result of the consumption of polished rice Beri-beri

ma}^ be brought about artificially in pigeons by feeding

them on substances containing no vitamines, but in

cattle it proved to be impossible to produce the disease

in this way. Accordingly Lamziekte cannot be considered

as an avitmnUiosis.

Yet another theory was that of Professor Hedinger

whose opinion w^as that Lamziekte was an infection of the

muscular system with parasites (Sarcosporidia). These

parasites were detected in the flesh of animals that had

suffered from Lamziekte; but later Prof. Viljoen proved

that sarcosporidia were to be found in the flesh of almost

all healthy animals as well. In one case he counted as

many as 800 parasites to each square inch in the flesh

of an emaciated animal which had never suffered from

lamziekte.

It is obvious therefore that none of the theories ex-

pounded so far could explain the cause of Lamziekte ; and

investigators had to turn their attention back again to

the veld. The first point for consideration was the possi-

bility that tlie disease might be connected with insects.

Among the insects which were susi)ected were the pupae

of blow flies which are often to be found in the vicinity

of carcasses lying on the veld. Pupae were then given

to an animal and the first case of Lamziekte was obtained

by ingestion, and there could be no doubt that the pupae

contained a toxin that produced typical Lamziekte. It

I
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was however, difficult to iiiulerstaiid liow pupae of ordi-

nary flies or blowflies could be the cause of Lauiziekte as

cattle do not eat these insects; but it was observed that

animals were frequently to be seen eating bones of car-

casses lying' in the veld. The fact that cattle eat bones is

so well known in South Africa that farmers consider

this quite a normal state of aff'airs. Animals were then

fed with ground up bones gathered from a lamziekte veld

:

this resulted in typical cases of Lamziekte. This was the

first important step on the way to a solution of the

problem.

Naturally tlie bone in itself is not poisonous, and the

investigators soon realized that its harmful properties

were due to the presence of some germ. A large number

of cattle diseases have been traced to the action of

bacteria. Anthrax is the type of blood poisoning where

the germs directly attack the blood, the spores may keep

alive in the soil for long periods. Another example is

Black Quarter Evil, a disease in which the organisms re-

main localised in one portion of the body, for example

in the hind quarter, but produce a toxin which circulates

in the blood and causes the death of the animal. In the

case of tetanus the germs remain in the wound, and only

the toxin gets into the body and produces the disease; no

causal bacteria are found in the blood or tissues of ani-

mals affected with lamziekte and subsequent experiments

showed that this disease is due to a toxin produced by

the bacteria outside the animal body.

Bones and carcasses which had proved to be poisonous

and had caused Lamziekte were submitted to a bacterio-

logical examination and it was found that at least three

kinds of bacteria were growing in them; one is a fairly

thick rod and is the usual germ of decomposition

;

the second one has the shape of a tennis racket

and the third the form of a drumstick. These

germs were cultivated in the laboratory using

minced liver as a medium; in this medium they produce
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the toxin, and attempts to separate the toxin from the

bacterial culture were successful. The question then

arose as to whether the toxin was produced by only one

of the three germs or by two or three in combination.

Experiments proved that the culture of each one of the

three used separately was not poisonous, but that in a

culture containing a mixture of the racket shape and the

drumstick shape or of all three organisms a powerful

toxin was generated.

These germs are not found in all parts of the country

nor even in all farms in districts affected with Lamziekte.

Decomposed carcasses and bones will therefore not be

poisonous on all farms, but only on those farms where

the germs in question are present. This explains the

reason why Lamziekte may be raging on one farm and

may not appear on the adjoining one. Naturally such a

farm may also become infected in time ; the bacteria may
be carried by animals, and it is even possible that the

wind may blow the germs or their spores from one farm

to another. The period during which the germs may
remain alive in the soil has not been determined yet. The

germs themselves are harmless. It is only after they

have gained access to a suitable medium that they are

able to grow, multiply and produce a toxin. In other

words there will never be a case of Lamziekte, // the

farmer onlj/ sees to it that there are no eareasses or hones

lying about in ichich the germs can produce the toxin.

With this toxin, Lamziekte can be artificially repro-

duced in cattle; it is so virulent that 1/lOOOth ])art of a

cubic centimetre per kilogram of live weight is sufficient

to cause death, a few drops injected underneath the skin

or about half a teaspoonful given through the mouth is

fatal. It is interesting to note that it is possible to

reproduce artificially in cattle the different forms of Lam-
ziekte that exist in nature. In the chronic form of the

disease the animals linger for weeks before dying or may
even finally recover; this condition may be induced by
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inoculating with a very minute quantity of the toxin. If

a larger dose is given the animal may die within one or

two days, showing the acute form of the disease including

paralysis of the tongue and throat. A case has been re-

corded where two animals contracted the disease on the

same day, one on the veld and one by artificial injection,

these showed identical symptoms and died at the same

time.

Although Lamziekte is essentially a cattle disease, other

animals may become affected; it is known to affect goats

and ostriches. Eorses, sheep, rabbits and guinea pigs

develop it after injection of the toxin.. Dogs, pigs and

rats, animals which in their natural state live on carrion

are practically immune.

From the experimental evidence adduced the follow-

ing statement may be made with regard to the etiology

of Lamziekte:

—

Cattle cat hones or carcasses tchich in

parts of the country are infected with certain bacteria;

these bacteria produce a toxin tchich in turn causes Lam-

ziekte.

Cattle are herbivorous animals, and yet in this country

it is not an uncommon sight to see them chewing bones

for hours on end. The question naturally arises: why do

cattle eat rotten bones and carcasses? To what cause may
this abnormal craving be attributed? It was found

necessary for further investigation to measure the degree

of craving for bones, and a large herd of cattle was tested

regularly each week on the experimental farm.

Armoedsvlakte to see whether tliey had developed bone

craving or not. They were brought to troughs in which

rotten bones had been placed; these were previously

.sterilised by boiling for one hour on three consecutive

days. If this had not been done such animals as had the

craving for bones would undoubtedly have contracted

Lamziekte. Every week a number of animals noted to

have eaten bones were recorded and the percentage

marked on a chart. In this waA' a curve was con-
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strueted for the wliole year. In May 1919, 40% of the

control stock were eating bones, this number slowly in-

creased till in Augnst it reached 80%. In August and

September the grass began to grow, and the degree of

pica diminished slowly up to October, when after the first

rains, the curve suddenly dropped to 5%, that is to say

only 5 out of the 100 animals were still eating bones. So

long as the grass was luxurious the number remained

low, but at the end of November the grass wilted and the

curve rose witliin three weeks up to 85% . During Decem-

ber and January the number remained equally high,

except at the end of January, 1920, after the heavy rains

in Bechuanaland, when it fell for a little while to 50%.

Chemical analyses of the pasture grasses during the same

period brought out the important fact that when the bone

craving is acute the amount of phosphorus is low ; and a

curve showing the phos^jhorus content of the grass dur-

ing the period showed that it was in inverse ratio to the

degree of pica. From this it may be concluded that

hone-craving is caused hy a lack of phosphorus in the

food.

This was further corroborated by bringing a num-

ber of cattle from Pretoria; these had no bone craving,

but after 7 weeks grazing on Armoedsvlakte 65% were

afifected with pica. When the bone cravers were turned

into the stable and fed on the usual stable food, pica

disappeared within a few weeks; if tlie same animals were

again turned out on the veld they again developed tlie

craving. This was not due to grazing on any particular

variety of grass : a number of different grasses were

tested separately, but all with the same result.

It was known that bone-cravers lost the craving within

a few weeks when fed on mealie-meal, bran and lucerne

hay, but it had not been proved which of the three in-

gredients of this fodder was responsible for tliis result.

Mealie meal and lucerne were tried, without result, but

the addition of 2 lbs. of bran to each dav's ration made
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pica disappear after a few weeks. Each of the mineral

constituents of the food which eliminated pica were tested

separately; common salt, magnesium sulphate, iron

sulphate, sulphur and calcium carbonate were all tried

but with only negative results; sodium phosphate how-

ever, reduced the bone-craving almost completely in six

weeks. Here again it was a compound of phosphorus;

which eliminated the pica, and I have already

mentioned that this substance was recommended by

Hutcheon as a remedy for lamziekte.

Further experiments were carried out with a view to

testing the effect of phosphorus administered in various

ways : Pica disappeared in a short space of time after

dosing with calciuni phosphate, sodium phosphate and

phosphoric acid, the last named substance can only be

given Avith good results during the dry period of the year,

if it is given during the rainy period the animals will

drink rainwater and refuse to drink the water mixed with

phosphoric acid, with the result that pica reappears.

Phosphorus may also be administered by an indirect

method: the pasture is manured with fertilisers which

contain phosphorus, and the animals obtain it indirectly

through the grass. Bone cravers were turned into two

camps which had been manured with phosphates, after a

short time the animals were free from pica, whereas the

craving somewhat increased in the control animals which

were grazing in a non-manured camp. This method can-

not be recommended to farmers as it would prove much
too expensive to manure big lamziekte farms with phos-

phates. The result is, however, very important from the

theoretical point of view.

Many substances recommended as remedies by farmers

were also tried:—prickly pear, herbs, coal, sulphur, salt,

glauber-salt, hycol, cream of tartar, etc., etc., were all

tested without having any effect whatsoever. Hj^dro-

chloric acid and nitric acid gave no relief, and negative

results were also obtained with sodium oxalate or slaked
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lime. As soon as the animals were dosed ^tith calcium

phosphate (the chief component of bone meal), or phos-

phorus, pica again disappeared.

In another experiment pica was produced by feeding

cattle with a ration deficient in phosphorus. A num-

ber of bone-cravers were despatched from Armoedsvlakte

to Onderstepoort and kept in a stable. After a short

time the craving for bone entirely disappeared. They

were then fed on chatf and fanko which hardly contain

any phosphorus and slowly pica reappeared until 90%
Avere affected. Again they were given phosphorus, and

within a few weeks pica totally disappeared. There can

not be the slightest doubt that pica was caused by a lack

of phosphorus in the food and that the craving can be

renft)ved by feeding the animals with this substance.

The next point for consideration is the form in which

phosphorus should be administered. Hutcheon recom-

mended bone meal and it has been shown that bone meal

fed in a quantity of ^ to 1 lb. per day removed pica with-

in a few weeks. Whalebone meal gave the same result,

but it took somewhat longer since it contains less phos-

phorus. Bone oil is useless ; but dissolved bone meal or

calcinated bones (bone ash), given in a dry form or

dissolved, are all equally efficient in the elimination of

pica; bone ash is less efficient than the other substances

mentioned.

The best way to administer the bone meal is to feed the

cattle at first with a larger quantity (4 or 1 lb. per day)

for 2 or 3 weeks, until pica has nearly disappeared and
then to continue with a smaller quantity' (^ lb. per day).

The pica will not reappear. At Armoedsvlakte 50

draught oxen were fed on bone meal in this way and not

a single one contracted lamziekte; the feeding with bone

meal must not be stopped too soon or the pica will re-

api>ear.

It is not necessary to feed with bone meal all the

year round. During the winter pica is at its height, but
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cases of lamziekte arc rare. The reason is that during:

the winter carcasses do not decompose so readily and are

not so toxic as they are in siinnner. Small animals lyin^'

on the veld j>enerally nuimmify ; therefore it is quite

sufficient to see tliat all carcasses are removed, buried or

destroyed. The most dangeious period of the year is in

spring when the grass wilts; at this time not only is the

craving for bones at its maximum, but the bones and

carcasses are most poisonous. Heat and moisture help

the growth of the bacteria and the production of the

toxin. If bone meal feeding is delayed until pica is acute

it is necessary to give a large quantity (1 lb. per day) ;

it is consequently more profitable to begin earlier, prefer-

ably immediately after the first rains when pica }iaK

almost disappeared. If feeding with bone meal be com-

menced at this time it will be found possible to ward ofl^

pica with a small quantity (^ lb. per day). It is not

necessary to feed all animals on the farm with bone meal,

the bone cravers should be picked out for this purpose : in

this way the treatment can be carried out economically.

If bone meal is to be fed to a lot of cattle, care should

be taken to provide as many troughs as there are animals,

otherwise the strong animals will chase the weaker ones

away.

The total expense incurred in keeping the farm

Armoedsvlakte free of rotten bones and carcass^e?-^

amounted to £40 per year: there were over 600 head of

cattle on the farm so that the cost works out at about

Is. 4d. per animal per year. The cost of feeding bone meal

is about 5s. 3d. per animal which works out at about £158

per year for the lot of GOO. The cleaning of the farm is

therefore the cheaper method, but even the double method
works out at less than 7s. per head per year, and the im-

proved condition of the animals is worth at least so much.

At present bone meal is the cheapest phosphate that can

be obtained, but possibly later on there will be a cheaper

article on the market which can be recommended. The
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chemical factories at Somerset Strand are doing their

best to achieve that end.

The practical results at Armoedevlakte liave been ex-

cellent; during 1914 about ^, of the cattle at Armoeds-

yjakte died fiom Lamziekte. In 1919 after cleaning the

farm and feeding with bone meal the mortality was

reduced to about 2% , and during the year 1920 not a

single case of Lamziekte has occurred. A number of

other farmers liad equally good results.

No remedy is known which will cure animals suffering

from Lamziekte, nor is an antidote known for ptomaine

poisoning in human beings wliicli is similar in some

respects.

Some farmers are clam<niring for a vaccine, but the

prospects are not encouraging. When an animal recovers

from lamzieke it is not salted, it may have a second"

and a third attack, and it tlien usually succumbs. Nature

gives no immunity against Lamziekte, and what nature

is unable to do man cannot hope to do, to expect that

would be to expect a miracle. Hope is still entertained

that an antitoxin ma^^ be discovered and a lot of work has

been done in that direction, but success has not yet been

achieved.

Lamziekte is only one of tlie many jiroblems witli whicli

the Veterinary Department is confronted. The difticulty

in the past lias always been a lack of scientitic collabo

raters: this diiliciilty exists even yet, and it is to be

hoped that all these problems will be tackled and

eventually settled when South Africa commences the

training of her own Veterinarians.
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An Account of the Flora of the Malvern District.

By Helena Forbes.

^lalverii, a suburi) of Durban, is situated about 10

miles inland on the Main Line. It is practically bounded

on either side by the T^mbilo and T^inhlatuzana Rivers and

beyond these rivers rise hill upon hill. The country in

between these rivers is also hilly. On the whole the soil

is not good, for the slopes are stony, most of the soil hav-

ing been washed away by the rains, and in the valleys

and lower parts it is very sandy. Some parts are ahnost

entirely composed of clay with a slight top soil of sand

and gravel. Most of the hill sides, although but sparsely

covered with soil, are utilised by the Indians in the

cultivation of bananas and pine-apples, while here and

there the quaint, but nevertheless picturesque pawpaw
trees are seen.

As this district consists chiefly of grassland and as

grasses compose a very large and necessary portion of

the flora, it will be as well to deal with them first.

Apart from the fact that grasses are the essential food

for all graminivorus animals, they are useful agents in

kee]>ing soil together. Their roots are mainly surface

roots, and they help to keep even sandy soil from being

washed away. Andropof/on nardus (Tambuti) is the

commonest grass and grows in great tufts over hill-sides,

plains, and along roadsides. Other species of Andropogon
found are:

—

A. hirtiis, A. lialepensis, A. ci/mharius, A.

eufoinis, A. plekirthron, A. auctiis, A. cereslaeformis, A.

manjimitus, A. ^choenantlnis. Imperata arundinacea
is seen everywhere, the silvery blooms being very pretty

when young and fresh. Tricholoena set!folia and T.
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rosea are also pretty grasses, and when the heads are all

fresh and bright they make the field or brae look quite

gay. Paniciim lacvifolium and P. maximum are the two

commonest species of Paniciim, other species being P.

eiirvatiun, P. natalense, P. htticomum^ P. isachne, P.

dregeana. P. cnis-gaUi and P. crus-pavonis. Of the genus

Eetaria, ^. sulcata is the dominant, aS. Lindenhergiana,

S. imherhis, S. aurea, aS. rigidus, and ><. verticillata—
which clings by means of bristles to clothing and animal's

furs,—are other species. Eragrostis species are also well

represented, E. aspera, E. gangetica, E. curvula, E.

chloromelas, E. hrizoides, E. tcnella and E. plana being

found everywhere. Paspalum distichum, P. scrrjhi-

viilatum, Anthistiria imherhis. Axonopus semialatus,

Tragus racemosus, Chloris eJegans, C. gaijana, C. virgata,

C. pifcnothrix, Ctenium concinnum, Eleusine indica,

Dactijloctenium aegjjptiacum, Phalaris minor, Leersia

hcrandra, Arundinella EcJdonii, Microchloa altera^

^jiorohoJus rentrifugus, 8. pungens, ^. indicus, S. Reh-

manni and Tristachija Icucotlirix complete the list.

The T^mhlatuzana river is about two miles away
from Malvern village, and the land on either side of the

river is for the most part flat and very sandy, while here

and there are large cliffs which are often about fifty feet

or more sheer down to the water's edge. Aloes seem to

thrive well on these cliffs and during June, July and

August generally Aloe natalensis bears gorgeous lieads

of Idooms. Ficns natalensis and E. Petcrsii also seem to

be able to i)rocure a living on these rocks.

Down at the River the Indians are cutting down all

the trees and clearing away the undeigrowth so as to

plant bananas, even to the extreme edge of the kloof.

(JroAving in tlie water are floating masses of Potamoge-

ton javanicus and at the edge of the water is ^cirpus

fern u us. V\} till last year there used to be a fine lot of

Xjjmphaea Stella ta growing in a fairly still part of the

rivei*. Tin's ]ast season there was absolutelv no trace of the
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plants. The Arum l.ily ( Richard ia afvicuna) does not

seem to thrive well in tliis district as it is very rare.

In the moist around at the waters edge are found the

folh)wino- plants belon<>ing chiefly to the orders Cype-

ra^-cac and -I nucaccac : Jnncus rostratiis, J. loma-

tophijllas, LtizuJa airicana, Trifjlochin striatum, KyUinga

alha, KyUinga cylindrica, K. erecta, K. melanospcrma

Pycreus ferrugineus^ P. flavescens, P. Mundtii, P.

^inihrosus, P. polystachy us, P. oakfortensis, Mariscus

capensis, JA. vest it us, J/, elcphantinus, M. Gueinzii, M.

siehct-ianus, M. Oicani, Eleochavis limosa, Fimhristylis

complanata, F. diphylla, (>lcirpus prolifer, Ascolepis

capensis, Fuircna glabra, F. puhescens, Ficinia laciniata,

Bulhostylis collina, Bulhostylis Kirkii, Bulhostylis

huHiiJis, while intermingled with the above are Lobelia

Stella roides. Melasma sessiliflovum, Cvassula uiulticava,

Oldrnlandia mncvophyUa and Chivonia puvpuvascens.

Formerly there was a sandy strip of ground between

the waters edge and the strip of bush land further back,

but now this strip is a waving sea of green as Ph vaginites

communis has taken possession of the ground and has

spread rapidly. Here and there among this growth may
be seen the heads of spiny capsules ol the Ricinus com-

munis and both Solanum giganteum and Solanum

nuriculatum flourish well there. It is quite impossible to

walk alongside this river in many places because of the

dense growth of this reed.

Typlia capensis and. Typha natalensis are also found

growing at the waters edge and round the sides of pools,

while other plants Avhich are found especially in moist

localities are Kniphofia Rooperi, and K. natalensis, or

^^ Red Hot Pokers '', which come into bloom early in the

summer, and CI i via miniata, another very handsome
flowering plant which adorns the river banks in early

summer.

The only fern which is found plentifully near the water

and which thrives well despite Phragmites comnvunis, is
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Lonchitis puhescens. Other ferns which are found near

the river or in moist places are Pteris aquilina—the com-

mon '* bracken"

—

Pellaea calomelanos, Pellaea involuta,

P. liQstata, Cheilanthes liirta, while Adiantum Capillus-

Teneris (Maiden-hair) and A. Aethiopicum prefer shady

nooks.

Leaving the river banks we come to the trees and

shrubs which grow plentifully on the slopes on either

side of the river. Eugenia cordata is the commonest, and

it grows everywhere, even within two or three feet of the

water. Others which are also common are Alhizzia

fastigiata, Ergtlirnia caffra^ Baphia racemosa, Trema

hracteolata and Bridelia micrantha. Creeping over these

shrubs and trees are three very pretty creepers

—

Jasmin-

nun multipartHum, Seuecio tamoides and Senecio del-

toideus. Two very common flowering shrubs are Ihoza

riparia and Jussiaea suffruticosa, J. sujfruticosa till quite

recently seemed to belong exclusively to the river flora,

but now it is found almost everywhere, quite large bushes

flourishing well near the station.

In the undergrowth specimens of Phaylopsis parviflora,

Hijpoestcs vertlciUaris, E. antennifcra, Cyathula cijlin-

drica. Cassia Ijicapsularia, C. tomentosa, Barleria harhata,

Crotalaria capensis grow freely, while Eantana camara

is rapidly spreading. Its growth is so rapid and dense

that it is diflicult for the smaller plants and undergrowth

to survive.

Returning from the Umhlatuzana towards Malvern

village, we pass through a field of China Guavas. Past

this field is a stretch of ground almost bare but for dried

grass and devoid of any trees save for one or two shrubs

of Acaria natalitia. In the grass we find clusters of pods

of Ahrus precatorius. The natural beauty of this part of

the counti-y is being spoiled by the cuttings and embank
ments for the new railwa}^ Later when the plants re-

establisli themselves, these parts may partly resume their

former aspect.
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The next part of the road, before one comes to the steep,

sandy, windin<>- pathway, is wooded on either side.

Eugenia cordaid is prominent among Dalhergia armata,

D. ohovato^ Oncoha Kraussiana, Comhretum Kraussii,

Trimeria alnifolia, Ochna arhorea, Ekehergia Meyeri,

Alhlzzia fastigiata, Celastrus buxifoUus, Acacia pennata,

Trema Janccolata, Ficiis cordata, Ficus natalcnsis, Ficus

Petcrsii, while jnst at the edge are two or three large

shrubs of Carissa grandiflora which may have been

planted there at some time.

Few flowers thrive along the roadside. Certainly there

is not nuicli soil for them and the continual traffic of

Natives and Indians may also account for their absence.

Aloe Cooperi, Aloe saponaria and Leonotis Leoniirus

grow well despite the hard nature of the ground.

Eugenia cordata, Diclirostachys nutans, and Ficus natal-

ensis grow all along the way.

The pathway now leads up a fairly steep hill-side. In

the various seasons many varieties of flowers are to be

found. There is one place which is in July and August

a perfect blaze of purple and white with Watsonia densi-

flora and W. meriana. Other plants flowering in their

due seasons are Dierama pendula, Ceratotheca triloba.

Gladiolus papilio, Walilenbergia uudulata, Dicoma
ano)uala, Crotalaria glohifera, Wcdelia uatatensis,

Asclepias flexuosa, Pentanisia variahilis, Conyza pinna-

tilobata, Aster natalcnsis, A. filifolius, A. asper, Pachy-

carpus inconstans, i^enecio speciosus, Littonia modcsta,

Oicliptcra heicrostegia, Crotalaria lanceolata, Barteria

ohtusa, Ruttya ovata, Hibiscus malifolia, H. surattcnsis,

H. pedunculatus, and Crocosmia aiirea.

The road now leads down a hill. At the top there is

a solitary tree, iSccerocarya cajfra, while the whole hill-

side is destitute of flowers, but for one or two plants of

Ceratotheca triloba, a few clumps of Leonotis Lconurus
and two or three shrubs of UJidea bipinnatifida.
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Again we wend our wa^' uphill, this time with hedges

of Carissa grandiflora on either side. Mikania natalensis

is creeping all over the hedges and besides the creeping

Vigna luteola, Crotalaria capensis and Lasiosiphon

iintlujlloldcs are tlie only flowering plants. The ground

is really too hard and rocky to sustain many plants.

The rest of the way is through cultivated ground and

an occasional specimen of B ideas jyilosa or Siegesheckia

(jririitalis—both noxious weeds—are all to be found.

The next part of interest is a valley situated about

midway between the Umhlatuzana river and the Umbilo.

A small stream runs along the foot of the valley, bounded

on either side by fairly steep rocky banks. There is

scarcely any undergrowth but on each side there are

shrubs and trees. Fsychotria capensis, Acokanthera

spcctahilis, JRcnulia riidis, Clcrodendron glahrum, Calo-

dendron capense^ Paveffa ohovata, Pavetta lanceolata,

Tccomaria capensis, Turraea jlorihiinda, Turraea ohtusi-

folia, Ochna a}-})orca, Ehretia hottentotica, Halleria

lucida and Buichellia capensis are met with, while every

here and there are large clumps of the tall graceful

Phoeni.r reclinata.

The only ferns found along this stream are Poll/pod iutn

pJifjtnatodes, Pellaea hastata, Pellaea calonielanos and

the tiny moss Funaria calvescens is often to be seen on

the rocks.

Further back where the ground gently slopes up, it is

moist and the grass Dactyloctenium aegijptiacum, grows

soft and luxuriantly. Here one finds Ranunculus pin-

natus, Cycnium raccniosuni, Lohelia coronopifolia,

Eriosperniuni natalense, Geranium ornithopodum, which

flourish gaily, the delicate pinks, blues and whites blend-

ing harmoniously with the bright yellow of the Ranun-

culus and the fresh green of the foliage and the grass.

Often nestling in the bank among the grass and other

small plants are specimens of Thunhergia atriplicifolia,

conimonly called ^^ Wild Primrose," their glossy cream
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flowers contrasting and showing up well against their

dark foliage.

Behiiul tin's where tlie soil is not (jnite so moist, many
different si)ecies of flowering plants, both large and small,

are found. Lasiosiphon Kraiissii; L. anthylloides ; L,

macropctalus are very hardy plants and flourish pro-

fusely. Other plants growing there are Scahiosa colum-

hraria^ Hrhenstrcitia conwsa, Ccratotheca triloha, com-

positae of many varieties including Gerhera Kraussii,

Senecio nidrralis, ^^enceio paniculatus, ^enecio speciosus.

Sonchus olcraceiis, several Scrophulariaceae including the

dainty little Xemesia cyiuinchifolia which seems quite

contented even in the dry soil.

As we go higher up the slope we come to dense bush.

In the Summer the undergrowth is rather thick and as

the shrubs and trees are fairly close together, it is not at

all easy to make one's way through. Among the shrubs

are Randla nidis, Psjjchofria capensis. Acacia pennata—
a rambling shrub

—

Acacia natalitia, Gardenia glohosa,

Ehrctia hottentotica. The larger trees are Melia Azedar-

ach, A/?>/.cc/r/ fastigiata, Calodendron capensc, Ficus

natalciisis, Celt is Kraiissiana, Ficus cordata, F. Petersii,

Erijthrina caffra, Ekchergia Meycri, Bracliylaena discolor,

Schotia hracJiypetala, Grcicia occidentalis, Grewia
lasiocai pa, Hctcropy.ris nafaloisis, Rhus natalensis,

Drypctcs argurta, Dalhevgia armata, Dalhcrgia ohovata,

Dichrostacliys uuta)is, Eugcuia cordata, Auastrahe in-

tegrriuia and Domhcya rotundifolia. In their various

seasons the flowering trees make bright spots among the

surrounding trees. The ^chotia hrachypetala has bright

crimson blossoms and is gorgeous Avhen in full bloom.

Mclia Azcdarach and Calodendron capensc have mauve
flowers and are very handsome when blooming, especially

as their foliage is generally fresh and green. Gardenia

glohosa has showers of pure white bells while Acacia

natalitia is a brilliant vellow.
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There are a number of climbers and creepers through-

out this portion of bushland. ^Siuilax Kraussiana, As-

paragus falcatiis and Ruhus rigidiis are all spiny and

are the three most troublesome as well as the commonest.

Others which are common are Ophiocaulon gummijera,

Delechampia capcnsis, Ahrus precatorius, Momordica in-

volucrata^ Ctenomeria cordata, Vitis hypoleuca^ Trocho-

meria Hockeri, Riocreuxia iorulosa, and Capparis citri-

folia.

The main road, and the small roads leading on to it.

are the next to be considered. The road-side is generally

dry and dusiy but quite a variety of plants grow there.

Most of the trees have been cut down, the few that are

left being Eugenia cordata, Acacia caffra^ Melia Azedar-

ach, ^clerocarya caffra, Erythrina caffra and large clumps

of the "Prickly Pear" (Opuntia decumana var. spino-

sum) which although really a native of South America

is now quite naturalised. Most of the flowering plants

are hardy though here and there one finds such plants

as Nemesia cynanchifolia, Lohelia co)'0)iopifolia and the

tiny creeper Coleotrypc natalcnsis with its delicately

hued flowers of blue, mauve and yellow. Other plants

which are found are Hcnecio ruderalis^ Senecio panicu-

latus^ >ienccio pterophovus, HeUchrysuin agrostophylluni,

Helichrysum floccosurn, ^ida rhonihifolia, Sonchus

orlcraceus, Taraxacum officinale, BerJxheya maritiina,

BerJi'heya subulata, Berkheya seminivca, Ricinus com-

munis, Leonotis Leonuras, Lantana salviaefoliaj Solanum
diiplo-sinuatuin, while Gomphrena glohosa and Alternan-

thera achyrantha are fast becoming noxious weeds.

('i'eei)ing over the slirubs are Mikania nafalensis, Ter-

Hoitia angulifolia, Ophiocaulon guuDuifera, Momordica

involucraia, Dalcchampia cajunsis, Trocliomeria Hookeri,

Ctenomeria cordata, Ruhus rigidus, Thunhergia alata,

Hclinus ovata, Rhynrhosia orihodanu)u and Rhynchosia

adcuodes.
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The road to tlie T'mbilo is very hilly and it is not at all

pictnresqne. Indians have cut down—in most parts

—

all the natural growth and planted the ground with pine-

apples and bananas. The soil is too dry and stony to be

very fertile and the indiscriminate destruction of trees

and shrubs has only rendered the ground more dry and

unfertile.

On the way is a hillside which is left free from culti-

vation and is not exposed to the sharp winds. There are

only a few stunted Acacia uatalitia trees but during the

flowering seasons there are very many different kinds oi:

flowers. In October Cycnhnn adoncnse is everywhere

while other plants found there are Yernonia Kraussli,

Oc'unuin ohoratum, Hypoxis rigidula, Selago corymtosa,

Bopiisia scahra, Cyanotis nodiflora, ^cilla satunita,

AscJepias flexuosa, Drimiopsis maculata, Tephrosia

elongata, Rapliionacme divaricata^ Cynoglossum micran-

tJuuu, Yernonia dregeana, Senecio speciosus, Aster

asper, while the larger plants were Asparagus africanus

in full bloom during October, with two large species of

Yernonia, Yernonia liirsufa and Yernonia natalensis.

The roads to the Umbilo like those to the Umhlatuzana
are merely Native tracks. Alongside grow many hardy

types of plants. Dico)na anoinala is very common as is

also Gomphrena glohosa and AUernanthera Acltyrantha.

Other specimens collected along the roadside or between

the bananas were Crotalaria capensis, Pkylhnithiis Meyer-

ianits, Corchoriis trilocnlaris, Melhania didynia, Alepidea

Jongifolia, Lochnera rosea, Hihiscns pedunciilatus,

lonidimn natalense^ Chenopodim amhrosiodes, Yigna
vexillata, Eroisema parvifolium, Aster asper, Ceratophyl-

lum demersiim (growing in pools), Ilelichrysiim griseum,

Lotononis dichloides, Stachys nigricans, Justica pule-

gioides, Calophanes Burkeii, Desmodium liirtum, Aristea

ancepSy Aristea EcklonA, Sida capensis, Ahutilon, sp., and
creeping along the ground among the grass and under-
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i>rowth are Hydrocotyle asiatica, Richardsonia pilosa,

Trphrosia amocna and Tephrosia macropoda.

The plants which grow at the Umbilo are practically

the same as those which grow at the Umhlatuzana. There

is not nearly so much uncultivated land at the Umbilo,

only a few yards at each side being untouched. Practical-

ly every hill-side on both sides of the river are farmed

by native or Indians and naturally there is a great dearth

f f indigenous flora.

In parts along the banks the growth is very dense,

but every here and there are large boulders, and in other

places the Indians have cleared pathways. Wherever

it can get a secure foothold, Phragmites communis is

spreading.

Ageratum conyzoides is about the commonest flowering-

plant, while in crevices of rocks and at the water's edge

Polygonum scDulatum and Polygonum lapathifolium

grow well. Specimens of Coix Lachryma-Johi have been

found, but it is not common.

The banks of the river are inclined to be steep and here

and there little krantzes relieve the monotony of banana

and pineapple fields. The soil on the hillsides is not

really good, being too stony and hard. On the top of

the hill there is fine rich soil and the Natives reap splen

did crops of Maize, Beans, and other vegetables in good

seasons.

Other plants which grow practically everywhere and

can really not be stated as belonging exclusively to any

one place are given in the following list:

—

Shrubs and Trees.

Gardenia glohoMi, BurcheUia capensis, Phytolacca

abyssinica, Vangucria lasiantha Zizyphus mucronata,

Calpurnia lasiogyne, Heteropyxis natalensis, Fagara

capensis, Royena villosa, Grcwia lasiocarpa, Protorhus

long
i
folia, Cussonia paniculata (commonly called the

"Cabbage Tree" and not too common), Plectronia
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spijwsa, Rhus natalou^is, Drypcfcs argiita, Clausena

inaequalis, ^^(^h)^n(Jelia Africana, Capparis corymhifera,

Celastrus acuininatiis, Toddalia lanceolata, Apodytes

dimidiata, Schotid hrarJiypetala and all the Acacias

—

A. caffra, A. Xatdlitia^ A. pennata.

Creepers :

—

Riocreiixia tondosa, Capparis cihifolia, HeJinus ovata,

Caesalpinia sepiara, Clematis hrachiata^ Rhynchosta

orthodanum, Kedrostis gJaiica, Rhyuchosia adenosa^

Ipomoea digitata, Ipo)noca cardioscpala, I. ficifolia, /.

purpurea, Cardiospermum halicacahum, Pyrenacaritha

seandens, Sphedamnocarpus galphimiefoUus and Dios-

eorea- malifolia.

Herbaceous Plants and Others:—

Oxalis semiloha, Oxalis eonvexula, Oxalis corniculata,

Physalis niiniiua, Buehnera dura, Alhuca erinifolia,

Amaranthus spinosa, Sandersonia aurantiaea, Withania

somnifera, Oldenlandia amatymhiea, Antherieum puh

chellum, Polygala oppositifolia, PoJygala Iwitentotia,

Antherieum eJongatum, Antherieum eapitatum^ Van-

gueria infausta, Heliehrysum teretifolium, Anoiganthus

hreriflorus (the little yellow fire-lily which comes up

after the grass is bnrnti, Erigeron canadensis, Dianthus

prostrata, Aristea torulosa, Triumfetta rhomhoides,

Cassia mimosoides, Ethulia eonyzoides, Hypoxis rigidula,

Berkheya maritima, Pycnosthacys purpurascens, Achy-

ropsis leptostachys, Alternanthera Achyrantha, and

many other small plants belonging chiefly to the Orders

Compositae, Leguminosae and Lahiatae.

There are two large bushy plants which are common
all oyer. They both belong to the order Compositae and

are natives of Mexico. They are Uhdea hipinnatiflda,

Tithonia tagetifolia, and Tithonia speeiosa. The Uhdea
bears clusters of pure white, heavily scented flowers,

each flower about the size of a daisy " flower," while the
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Tithonia has large bright vellow flowers about the size

of a mediiim sunflower. These plants are quite natural-

ised now and are often included among the indigenous

plants.

During the long summer evenings of January and

February the air is laden with the perfume of an intro-

duced species of Oenothera or "Evening Primrose/' as

it is commonly called. They are large shruby plants with

fairly large yellow flowers, and grow along roadsides

and waste gTound. There are one or two species of

Lord n thus about this district. Melia Azedarach is the

favoured host for Lomnthus Dregei, and it is not at all

uncommon to see large bunches of L. Dregei hanging

from the branches. L. Dregei also grows on Eriohotrya

japoniea (Loquati and I have also noticed L. natal itius

var. minor on this same host. L. natal itius grows chiefly

on Acacia caffra although the first specimen that I found

was growing on Acacia moUissima : L. Kraussiana grows

well on Citrus Aurantiuui (the Orange) as also does L.

natal itius var. minor. ]j. Dregei also grows on Aleurites

triloba and Baphia racemosa. Only once have I seen L.

Kraussiana or any other Loranthus on a Ficus—F. natal-

ensis. One frequently sees Ficus Xatalensis beginning its

life as an epiphyte on Enjthrina caffra or some other tree.

When it has once managed to establish its roots in the

soil it grows so vigorously that it is frequently the cause

of the death of its host, either by overwhelming it with

its weight or else by deju'iving it of necessary light.

There are several orchids in this district. Hahenaria

clavata prefers a dry sandy soil and is almost unnotice

able amongst tlie grass. Eulophia harhata, a pretty

pur]>le orchid, grows on the dry roadside or among the

grass, and is (piite common round about Malvern.

Eulophia speciosa, yellow and purple, grows better in

moist ])laces and is not nearly so common as E. harhata.

Tlie yellow heads of Disa chrgsostaclnjs show up among
the grass. A very })ietty epiphytic orchid is Listrostachys
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areata. Tlie blossoms are a creamy white and have a

very powerful perfume. It is fairly common in the bush

and it is a \qv\ pretty sight to see twenty or thirty

sprays of flowers hanging from the branch of a tree.

There are a great many noxious weeds which grow

freely all over the country side. [Some of these weeds

are very troublesome pests to the farmers, and as they

generally bear large quantities of seed, the only way to

eradicate them is to pull up and burn all the young

plants.] Entex australis, Bidens pilosa, Sida rhomhi-

folia. Siegesbeckia oricntalis and Argemone Mexicana

ochroleuca (Mexican Poppy) are really about the worst.

Cannabis sativa (Tnsangu) seems to have been spreading

very much during the last few years. Some natives cul-

tivate this plant and use the dried roots and leaves as

tobacco, the fumes being quite as harmful as those of the

Opium. Among the smaller plants are Eiiphorhia Jiirta

and EupJiorhia iuaequUatera, and they seem to be able

to withstand heat and drought, thriving well throughout

the whole year. Other noxious weeds are Xanthium

stnimariiim, X. spinosum, Trhimfetta effiisa and Datura

straJiionium.

During the last two years Taraxacum officinale, com-

monly called the " Dandelion '', has spread enormously.

Before that one occasionally saw a plant or two generally

growing in moist sheltered places, but now it seems to

grow everywhere, especially in the lawns. The leaves are

said to be a cure for malarial fever.

Comparatively few Xerophytic plants are to be found

in this district. A few HeUcJinjsum spp. have heath-like

leaves, as for example Heliehnjsum cymosum, while others

such as HeUehrijsun} acfrostophijlJum have leaves and

stems covered with a white woolly coat of hairs. Cras-

suta sarmentosa and Kalanehoe rot undifolia are two
other xerophytic plants, K. rotundifolia especially being

very common on the rocks near the rivers. Osteospermum

ononiliferum has also a very hairy covering over the leaves
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and stems and the leaves are inclined to be succulent.

This plant often grows in very dry places and unless it

were xerophytic it could not withstand the long drought.

The "Prickly Pear'' (Opuntia decumana var. spbiosuni)

is also a xerophyte, the whole plant being extremely suc-

culent. Many of the Liliaceae are xerophytes. Haenian-

thiis natalensis, li. alhomaculutus^ Alhuca crinifolia, Aloe

saponarki and A. Cooperl may all be classed as xero-

phytes, as they have decided xerophytic adaptations.

There are really very few Euphorbiaceae which are

common. The only species of this order that I have

found are Euphorhia natalensls, E. liirta, E. inaequila-

tera, Cluytia pulchella, C. cordata, Phyllanthus Meyer-

iamis and the tree Drypetes argiiio.

During the spring and early summer months hillsides,

valleys and roadsides are ablaze with flowei*s of many
different hues. In the early morning the flowers of

Ipomoea spp. all open and the shrubs and trees

festooned with their long twining branches are a mass

of colour. In the winter there are the Aloes with their

gorgeous heads of Orange, Ked and Yellow, Erythrina

caffra (the Kaffir boom) with its bright crimson sprays

and Leonotis Leonunis with its gay whorls of orange

flowers, so that at no season can one say that there are

no wild flowers blooming.

This is merely a short comprehensive list of the Flora
of Malvern, as no percentages, etc., have been taken, or

gone into. Many of the plants mentioned are of medicinal

value and are used by the Natives. Helinus ovata^ for

instance, a very common creeper, is a cure for sandworm.
The leaves contain a substance, which, when rubbed in

water produce a soapy liquid. If the affected part is

bathed with this mixture the sandworm soon dies. Aloe
saponarki, Solanuni dnplo-sinuatum, Leonotis Leonurus,
Fac/ara caj^ensis, Pentanisia variahilis and Datum stra-

monium are a fcAv wliicli are also used medicinallv.
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Notes on Animals of the Potchefstrooni District,

By A:\iBROSE A. Lane.

What wealth of wild life in the way of animals may
have existed in this locality a hundred or even fifty

years ago, must at present remain more or less a matter

of conjecture, so many species having disappeared, or

having been driven to more remote regions during the

last half century. Whether the elephant, the rhino,

the giraffe, and such like were ever numerous in parts

where bush and trees were formerly more plentiful than

is the case at present, it is not easy to decide; but that

eland, quagga, and other large game formerly abounded

is still well known, and the nomenclature of many farms

in the vicinity gives evidence of favoured grazing grounds

all over the district. Old residents in Potchefstrooni have

asseverated that they have stood in the main street of the

dorp, watching the hunters in pursuit of lion along the

reed beds below where the "S^ijfhoek Settlement now ex-

tends.

The largest wild buck I have seen were a few odd bles

bok, which still survive on farms where they are more or

less protected. T saw one a little over a year ago, just

beyond the Mooibank Settlement. It had probably come

across the river from Mr. van der Merwe's farm, on which

and I trust some others, tliey are still preserved.

- Springbok are still plentiful on outside farms where

they are looked after, but otherwise nothing but an

occasional duiker and a few steenbok remain of the

enormous numbers of the antelope tribe which formerly

existed, and even these are threatened with extermination-

Some years before the war the officers of the garrison

at Potchefstrooni maintained a very sporting pack of
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hounds and preserved these small buck as far as possible

on the adjacent town lands. As usually results where

genuine and experienced sportsmen combine for the pur-

pose, the protection thus afforded gave excellent results

during tlie few seasons while it lasted ; especially as

owing to the poor scent-retaining nature of Potchefstroom

pot clay, the '' smell dogs ", as these fox hounds were nick-

named, seldom had much chance of getting on even terms

with duiker, which were the usual quarry, unless, as rare-

ly happened, they ran up wind; and thus duiker became

fairly numerous quite close to the cantonments. Steen-

bok and hares are, however, frequently pulled down by a

few fast greyhounds, and natives' lurchers account for

many ; but, although a run with *' long dogs " affords

a much more exciting gallop for the mounted followers,

British sporting instincts only permitted it to be

occasionally indulged in, so as to prevent wanton

destruction of the smaller quarry Avhich were none too

numerous.
,

Besides the ordinary hares, the " spring-hare " is

generally distributed, and, rarely issuing from its burrow

except at night, is likely to maintain its continuance.

The jackal, which was always sought by the hunt, was

seldom encountered, though a certain number still breed

amongst the more remote kopjes of the district. Strange

to say. I nearly rode over one, one afternoon, just beyond

the cantonments, a few weeks after tlie hounds had been

disposed of in 11)10. All I have seen in the district

appeared to be the saddle-backed variety. The small

hyena-like 'Mnanhaar" jackal I have not met below the

bushveld district further north, but it may extend

further soutli. Although I have come across burrows

wliicli indicated the existence of the " aard-wark '' at a

recent date, I only saw one specimen captured in the

district, where Miey must now be rare. It seems a pity

that such a curious and interesting animal, which is

probably very harmless, should be so ruthlessly exter
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miiiated by the pot luinter. The hyena, proper, so far as

I know has not been seen recently below the bushveld

further north; nor have I come across a fox, but about

1908 I Avas shown the skin of a good sized lynx that

had been killed a few days previously near the Mooi

River, a few miles above Potchefstroom. This species, as

well as the leopard, liave probably disappeared from the

district by now, though odd ones may possibly still elude

extinction in the wooded hills along the Vaal or a few

similar spots.

Not so long ago, I helped to kill a civet cat whilst driv-

ing one evening between a belt of wattles on the Govern-

ment Experimental Farm and a holding on the Mooibank

iJ^ettlement where a number of poultry was raised. The

proprietor of the latter I noticed to be in pursuit of some

quarry with his terriers, and almost directly afterwards

the hunt crossed the road in front of my cart, being

speedily joined by myself and a small fox terrier T had

with me. The dogs drove the cat through the wattles

into a patch of mealies beyond, and then back again, w^hen

it ran up one of the wattles, from which we dislodged

it with stones, when, falling amongst the pack, it was
quickly dispatched. It was the size of a large domestic

cat, with somewhat similar shaped head, and in colour

blotched with patches of deep russet and dark brown;

but its most conspicuous feature was the long black

and white ringed tail. As I never saw or heard of such

an animal before, either here or in surrounding districts,

where this one came from was quite a mystery (x). T

have seen skins of the handsome spotted '' tiger cat

"

and a commoner brown species killed in the neighbour-

hood several years back, but heard of none recently. I

also some years ago saAV the skin of the small scaly

(x) This animal is probably one of the genets (Genetta)

of which two species most likely occur at Potchef-

stroom.—Ed.
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ant-eater said to lia>'e been got locally, but it was the

only one which came to my notice. The hedgehog is

ajiparently scarce, though quite a colony of them existed

near the town lands of Potchefstroom some years ago.

Otters are probably still numerous along the Mooi River

and the Loop Spruit, wherever extensive reed beds afford

suitable cover. I do not know if more than one species

occur, but those I have seen Avere of a large size. Most

of the damage to poultry on riverside holdings attributed

to otters, is, I fancy, caused by the large brown muishond,

an animal seldom seen but probabh" plentiful in the

reed beds. They are almost the size of a badger with

thick, rather bushy, tails. Though of amphibious habits

and good swimmers, they do not dive like the otter when

pursued, but in a reed bed they are like the proverbial

needle in a haystack, and I have seen a small pack of

otter hounds the best part of two hours getting one out.

The last I helped to hunt and kill was on the river

below the Potchefstroom golf links. When close pressed

b}^ dogs they utter a loud cackling cry, and being stout

and fierce animals at bay, it needs powerful and deter-

mined dogs to dispatch them, as is the case with the

otter.

The local otter is quite as elusive to pursue as his

British relative. One day, with the 4tli Hussars' hounds

on the Loop Spruit when in hot pursuit of a large otter,

Capt. Courage and myself, who were mounted, got close

up as he jumped off the bank and swam to the centre

of a pool under a steep bluff on which were a few scat-

tered bushes growing down to the water's edge. We
quickly turned up and down stream to form ^' stickle ''

at the shallows above and below, but though close

pressed by hounds, and the remainder of our party soon

arrived and probed every possible place of concealment,

we never saw him again. Otter hunting, which necessi-

tates driving an otter to some spot where he can be sur-

rounded by a crowd of keen pursuers and dogs, has been
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coiidemned from a humanitarian point of view, but I

think juiyone who has had experience of the amount of

physical endurance and energy entailed to kill a single

otter, and knowing the remarkable resources, of the

quarry, will concede it much more justifiable than his

ignominious end in the jaws of a trap; besides, the otter

having few natural enemies and being very destructive

to fish, is as warrantable a quarry as any other.

The small skunk or black and white muishond is come

upon now and again; and I have killed it close to

the town, but it is now comparatively scarce, as its

destructive propensities doom it to short shrift where

homesteads abound, this plucky little beast being more

inclined when encountered to show fight than to run

awaA;, probably, like its larger relative in the new world,

relying on its evil smelling discharge for protection. An
amusing incident occurred when, late one evening, as I

was folloAving my waggon, I heard my pointer barking and

a considerable commotion on the veld some distance away.

My kafiir boy reached the scene first, where the dog was
baiting a pair of these muishonds, which, with all their

hair on end, resembled two infuriated cats ; they promptly

set upon the boy, whom I met in precipitate flight, and

afterwards bestowed their attention on me, when, having

no weapon or missile to hand, I was obliged to retreat

ignominiously, leaving them in the fast gathering dark-

ness in full possession of the field.

In the way of lesser vermin, the red meerkats, which

are plentiful on the veld, are frequently seen where loose

sandy f)atches afford them favourable ground for their

burrows, and in such places, where not much molested,

they exist in considerable colonies. Near habitations

their reputation as poultry thieves induces their extermi-

nation.

When I was first in Potchefstroom nearly twenty years

ago, although the brown rat was often seen, the smaller

black rat was still numerous, but I have not seen any
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of the latter for a long time, so presumably the ubiquit-

ous " mus decumanus " is pushing it out as has

occurred in so many countries (x). Besides the

the ordinary house mouse, the large mouse or small rat

is common. It is usually about seyen and three

quarter inches long, of which the tail is about three

inches, having four claAys on the forefoot, and fiye on the

hindfoot. The pretty striped field mouse is often found

on the cultivated lands, but the tiny shrew mouse, though

probably numerous, is seldom seen on the surface of the

soil except when occasionally flooded out on irrigated

land where water is being led. This tiny species, which

I believe is ''Pachyrus (jmcilis'^, is only about three and

a half inches long, of which the tail is nearly one and a

half inches; and the two front incisors usually protrude

perceptibly. I found one drowned, in a bedroom basin,

which, to have got there, must have been disporting itself

under the roof above. I never saw a shrew in a house

before, but I believe the European species occasionally

seeks shelter in garden sheds, and out-buildings during

spells of frost (xx).

Troops of baboons still flourish in the hills along the

Vaal, but this locality is probably their last resort in

the district. Speaking of baboons reminds me that a

monkey, similar to those occurring in the Kustenburg

bush veld, appeared in the wooded portion of a farm at

Mooibank, a few years ago, but upon being pursued by

the whole family, made good its escape and was com-

pletely lost sight of. Whether it could have been a

wanderer from the northern ^' low country," or had es-

(x) It is doubtful whether this is really the ^' Brown
Rat" which occurs at Potchefstroom, the brown
form of black rat {Rattus rattus alexandrinus)

being usually mistaken for it.—Edd.

(xx) Shrews are not uncommon in houses at Grahams-
town. (J. H.).
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caped from confinement, is a moot point. The dassie

still exists in limited nnml)ers along a rocky ridge on the

townlands of Potchefstroom and at a few similar spots,

where rocky crevices afford secure retreats.

I believe a species of mole occurs in some localities, but

I have not seen any specimens.

I have not identified any other species of bat except

the ordinary small short-eared variety, which is

numerous and often seems to insert itself between ex-

tremely narrow spaces that may occur between the iron

sheets on a building, as if the housing problem in the

bat world was a serious one.

Though I have seen quills and traces of the porcupine

about what were probably former haimts, I think it is

rare south of the bush veld further north.

There may be a few other odd survivors or chance

wanderers of species that were once numerous still lurk-

ing about favoured haunts, but at present it is doubtful if

this branch of the fauna of the district can be estimated

at over two dozen species at present.

Lu LIBRARY!
Birds of the Buffalo Basin, Cape Province. I^-^ ^"ib^^ ^^

By the Rev. Robert Godfrey^ M.A. X^f^

Cape White-eye — Zosterops anniiJosa (Sw.) — This

resident species is widely-distributed in the Buffalo

Basin, being specially common in the forest area, and

occurring usually in bands which move restlessly and
noisily onwards like tits, clinging as tits do in different

attitudes to the twigs as they pursue their hunt. These

little birds are specially noisy at dawn and just before

retiring to roost. Mr. Wood says that in the winter
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season a big family of Wliite-eyes pass through his trees

eacli morning with the regularity of clockwork. They

seem always to come from the west and have possibl}' a

set round which the}' make each morning. They general-

ly inspect the leaves and twig-tops of the Kafir-booms

a bit carefully, then pass on to the east. As this species

and the Green White-eye seek their food in the same

situations, they are in winter and spring occasionally

found hunting in company. Both feed on small berries

in the bush, and both haunt the nectar-bearing flowers

of the Kafir-boom. I have likened the call of the present

species to a low teenk teenk.

The nesting-season at Pirie lasts from December to

March, the earliest eggs having been obtained on 14th

December and the latest on March 2nd. The cup-shaped

uest is slung along a slender twig, from which it projects

horizontally; or it may be hung between two or three

twigs and be supported by the twigs passing through the

rim or the sides of the nest. It is a neat and firm but

diaphanous structire, measuring 50-55 millimetres across

the cup internally by 31-11 deep. A nest of the first

pattern, projecting horizontally from its supporting

branch is naturally longer than broad.

The nest is formed of slender pale green lichens and

strands of bright green moss with a few wiry plant-

stems and some vegetable down, held firmly together by

spider's silk and a little wool. The cup proper is made
of the seeding-tops of Galopina with a few lichen strands

and a little wool round the margin ; in the lower layers

of the cup there may be present a quantity of fine wool,

an odd feather or two and some spiders' cocoons, and in

the shallow lining may be present some hairs and tiny

tufts of wool. The diaphanous nature of the nest gives

it a flimsy appearance, but the nest is firm enough for its

purpose.

AX Pirie the usual number of eggs is two, though some-

timete three are laid. These are uniform pale blue 18 mm.
by iks.
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The Green White-eye — Z. vircns Sund. — is a much
rarer species in our neighbourhood than the preceding,

but has its place among our resident nesting species. At

East London it occurs in the shore scrub where it hunts

in company with the last-named species through the

thick bush, displaying its acrobatic powers as it searches

for tiny insects on the twigs. In the neighbourhood of

Pirie it is met with sparingly below, in and above the

forest. On 14 February, 1911, one entered Miss Carry

Ross' room to escape from a storm; Avhen caught it ut-

tered a cry of distress which reminded me of the shriek-

ing made by kestrels when toying with each other in the

air.

At Somerville, where the relative numbers of the two

si)ecies are reversed, the Green White-eye is abundant.

He knows the flower calendar and the fruit calendar to

perfection. In July he accompanies the honeysuckers

at the blossoms of the blue gum; towards the end of

August he appears in the fig-fence at the first sign of

the young figs, and while keeping his eye on the figs till

the latter part of May he has meanwhile been visiting

the apples and levying toll there. But we must give the

little fellow his due ; he is not always at the fruit. Often

enough he works away in bushes and trees which have

no fruit, and in spring and early summer he hops about

perkily on the ground and helps us to get rid of our

insect foes. I have seen one with a grub quite an inch

and a half long; carrying it to a branch he settled down
to deal with it. Holding the grub by one end and using

it as a flail he beat it many times against the branch.

Flying off with it to another perch he there repeated the

process. He then worked the grub half through his bill

and resumed the flailing. He continued the flailing till

the grub was positively dead and quite limp, then strik-

ing an attitude for the final scene he gulped down the

huge morsel with ease.
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The ordinary call is a soDiewliat drawn out and softly

metallic tccng or teengl: which is often uttered and serves

us as a guide to their haunts. Besides this call, there

is a continued cry tyeek tyeek tyeek and also a short

trill. The Green White-eye joins with the Bulbuls and

other species in harassing owls Avliose day-quarters they

may discover.

'At the end of September the bands begin to pair out,

and on October 22 I have seen one gathering material

on the ground.

The nest of the Green White-eye was brought to me at

Pirie on a single occasion onl}^, 20 December, 1912. It

was a neat small translucent cup, measuring internally

50 millimetres across by 32 deep, Avith visible 'pores'

everywhere. In shape and material it resembled that of

the Caj)e White-eye. It was made of slender lichens and

green moss, with an odd leaf and spiders' cocoons in fair

quantity. The lining consisted of Galopina fruiting-stems

with one or two stems of another very slender plant.

The eggs, two in number, were of a uniform pale blue,

decidedly smaller than those of the Cape White-eye,

measuring 17-18 mm. in length b}' 12.5.

The Cape Bristle necked Bulbul — PhyUastrephus ca-

pensis Sw. — occurs as a resident species in our forest

tracts. Messrs. Center and Wood have obtained it in

the coast-bush in February and September. At Pirie

twelve specimens were brought to me by my little hunters,

and a thirteenth was picked up dead by myself in the

church -porch at Pirie on the morning of 4 November,

1913. What the bird was doing there away from its

natural habitat I do not know, nor could I understand

how it had gained access to the church.

Being of a very retiring disposition it seldom shews

itself in the forest, and only once, on 29 June, 1911, did

the species come under my observation there. I hap-

pened to be resting on the hillside above the forest at

a spot from which I could i)eer over a low fringing tree
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on the forest edge into a little gap among the trees.

There a i)air of these bulbuls were warily hunting for

insects among the branches, and as soon as either bird

came too conspicnonslv into sight it Avould suddenly

dart off into shelter.

Between the 2nd of March and October 17th, however,

I have often heard what I took to be the cry of this bird

:

it somewhat resembles the one-note song of the Anvil-

bird, but is much more rapidly uttered and may very

well be represented by the Kafir sound nqu, from which

the Kafir name of the bird, urn nqu, is derived.

The nest, authenticated by the snaring of the bird, has

been brought to me on two occasions, on 14 December,

1909, and on 9 December, 1911. It is cup-shaped and

formed of closely-oppressed layers of dead leaves and

broad grass blades up to nine millimetres in breadth;

externally and on the rim bright green moss forms an

adorning girdle, and some exceedingly fine thread-like

stems, perhaps of asparagus act in part as a binder to

keep the material together. The lining consists of coils

of a wiry plant-stem.

The eggs, two in number, are stone colour, thickly

blotched at the larger end with dark brown, with lighter

blotches and dark lines occurring in the same zone and

more sparingly elsewhere. They measure 25 x 17 mm.
The stomachs of birds examined by me have contained

insects, grubs and seeds.

The Sombre Bulbul — Andropadus iinportinius

(Vieill.) — is one of the noisiest, if not also one of the

commonest, of our bush-birds. It ranges throughout the

forest area and over the mimosa districts and occurs even

in isolated strips of cover in bare country. In our dis-

trict this species is universally distributed.

The Sombre Bulbul is distinctively a fruit-eating bird,

and comes to our orchards mainly for the sake of figs

and apples. When Avorking on such a large fruit as an

apple, the bird simply sits beside the fruit and hews
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away at it with its bill; but when feeding on berries it

flies up to the tree and nips them off with its bill, or may
cling to the fruiting-branch, sometimes in an inverted

position, as it feeds.

The Kafir name inlcioili, and the East London name of

Woolly, are attempts to syllable the cry. which might be

rendered otherwise as cheer-ccp. This cry is the most

monotonous sound in the forest, being heard all the day

long, even during the midday heat and in rain. The cry

is often slurred into a single note Jacli, and the slurred

note may be repeated many times in quick succession.

The call Jcicili forms also the first note in the bird's song,

which is continued in six or eight notes with a final

drawl. The song, however, often ends abruptly without

the terminating drawl.

On 26 July, 1908, when off work through sickness, T

amused myself by noting the procedure of one of these

birds. It began calling about 8 o'clock, called fifteen

times, then rested a minute or two. On resuming it

called eighteen times, then sang. It then called five

times and sang again. The bird was evidently working

itself up to its song by practising often on its call ; and,

when in form, the bird often gave two consecutive render-

ings of its song w^ith only one intervening call.

My records shew that there is no break all the year

round in the period of song, though fewer birds are sing-

ing in the first half of October.

On 11 July, 1911, I watched a party of these birds

excitedly chasing one another rousing quite a different

cry which was probably a pairing-crj— and on 27 August,

1908, I watclied three of these birds calling and singing

and chasing one another in breeding excitement.

At certain times this bulbul makes a clapping noise

A\ iili its Avings in flight as a honeysucker does; this seems

to be associated with the breeding season.

At ririe, a nest with two eggs was brought, without
the bird, on 19 November. 1912. The nest was a compact-
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ly built Clip, measiu'ing- TO mm. across by 40 deep intern-

ally. The outer casing of the nest consisted of green

moss with an odd flake of lichen and one or two small

leaves ; within this was a composite mass of soft fibrous

vegetable material with dry moss, wiry plant stems and

a few twigs, lined with Galopina seeding-sprays. On
the outside and rim of the nest, spiders' silk and a fine

plant thread, apparently Asparagus, bound the material

together. The eggs, 2G.5 x 18 mm., were ellipsoidal in

shape, of a creamy colour with a deep pink flush when

unblown. Two kinds of markings occur on them, sienna-

broAvn spots and scribblings and dull steel-grey spots

and scribblings; the two kinds of markings are most

profuse at the larger end, where they tend to form a band,

and occur less sparingly elsewhere.

A few days later, 6 December, 1912, another nest with

its ov>'ner was brought. This nest contained three eggs,

one typical, but the other two differing so greatly in

shape, in colour, and in measurements as to indicate a

difl'erent origin. All three eggs were fresh, and these

two may belong to a parasitic species.

Two young birds were brought to me on 29 December,

1910.

Cape Bulbul — Pi/oiouotus capensis (L.) — This

species has not come under my own observation further

east than Port Elizabeth, but it has been obtained by
Pym in the neighbourhood of King Williamstown, at

Balasi in 1906, and at Yellowwoods in 1907. These two
specimens, as well as a male obtained at Draaibosch in

October, 1916, and forwarded by H. Wilson, are in the

local museum.
Mr. John Wood recorded in the S.A.O.F. Journal (II.

page 123) finding a nest of this species with four half-

incubated eggs at East London on March 29th.

Black-headed Bulbul — P. layardi. Guru. — Known
locally as the Tiptol and to the natives as i-kweljiila, this

species is one of the rowdiest and best-known birds in
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our district. Tlie song, from which he derives both local

names, goes on without intermission all the year round.

It may be rendered kicect h-iceet Jcicec-ljool-oo, but is sub-

ject to much variation though always retaining a dis-

tinctive feature. ' ^Sircct potatoes' in\x\ be taken as a

very fair rendering Avhen the first note is not repeated.

On 21 Aug-ust, 1010, I heard a Tiptol in a fence at Pirie

singing a low chattering whisi)er of a song, which may
have been an attempt to imitate some other species.

Its call consists of the first note of the song repeated

IcKcet, I'lceet, and is one of the main elements in the up-

roar of small birds that leads us to tlie hiding-places of

owls by day.

Like the rest of his tribe the Tijjtol is an inveterate

fruit-eater. In the wild fruits of the forest and of the

bush-country he can find sufficient for his needs, and he

knows exactly tlie order of the fruits. In May he revels

in the berries of the wild currant, Rhus laevigata; in

June he haunts the gum-tree ; in July he is a conspicuous

attendant of the Red Aloe, feeding first on the nectar

and later on the seeds, and hanging sometimes upside

down as he feeds ; in August he visits the seeds of

Withania soiimifcra; in September he joins the throng

of nectar-loving birds that drain the Kafir boom of its

wealth, and in October he levies tribute from the lofty

spikes of the Cabbage-tree, Cussonia. On 12 June, 1008,

I saw a one-legged Tiptol feeding in a Wild Currant tree

and moving about with almost as much ease as a tit in

si>ite of his handicap. He would settle on the shaky un-

stable mass of berry-bearing twigs, flirt his wings jerkily

till he obtained a proper foothold. Having overcome

the difficulties involved in poising himself he would
pluck in succession a number (f berries, flirting his wings

after each grasj) lo steady himself, or he would slide

right down a branch in somersault fashion, and, hanging

inverlcd yet quite at his ease, would pluck the berries

from a bi-anch below.
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But the Tiptol lias loug ere this found out how much
more daintily he can fare by attending on man, and dur-

ing the fruit-season he gorges himself on apples and figs,

and in the autumn months he occasionally takes toll of

the growing mealies. He varies his fruit-diet with in-

sectSj watching from a perch and sallying out to effect

a capture and returning to the same perch, or another.

By the beginning of October the birds are paired, but

my earliest date for the nest is Xovember 27. Xesting

goes on till the beginning of April. The nest, built in

a tree, is a shallow cup of rough grass blades with some

moss and is thickly lined with Galopina seeding-sprays.

The internal measurements are SO millimetres by 25.

The eggs, two or three in number, measure from 24

to 25.5 mm. by 17. They are cream-coloured with inde-

fined markings of purplish-brown and steely-grey pro-

fusely covering the ground colour and tending to be of

a more blotchy nature in a zone at the larger end.

Red-capped Lark — Calandrella cinered (Gm.) — Es-

sentially a bird of the open country, the Red-capped

Lark abounds on the treeless tracts throughout our area.

It is especially abundant on the flats along the base of^

the mountains, but also frequents suitable spots above

the forest ; it delights in dusty highways where it splashes

about, as if bathing, in the dust. Unlike the Rufous-

naped Lark, it rarely settles on an elevation higher than

a termite-heap, though it occasionally perches on the

top of a mealie-stalk or a Kafir-corn stalk, and once one

of these birds alighted on the roof of a Kafir hut near

which I was standing and ran across the thatch. Where
both larks are present, this species is much more abund-

ant than its relative; it is also exceedingly confiding,

sometimes barely moving out of the way of a horseman,

at other times running smartly along in front of him
refusing to take wing until compelled.

The Red-capped Lark is a winter songster, its period

of song ranging from 26 May to September 24. Generally
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the bird sings on a termite-heap or other small mound,

but he may even be content to sing from the roadway.

But in July and August at least, these larks mount in

the air a good while before sunrise and reproduce on

a small scale the chorus of the skylark. These morning

singers are unseen, but their identity is revealed by their

using the same phrases as are used by the birds when

singing on the ground.

The ordinary call of the bird as it rises from the road-

way may be syllabled as tslieerk ; this single note is

lengthened in flight into a double note tshce-ree.

Nesting begins in the latter half of August, the 2Tth

being the earliest date on which I have seen the bird

carrying. At Somerville a fulh -feathered youngster has

been brought to me on September 18. Nesting continues

till the middle of December. During the breeding season

I liave seen a pair of tliese larks rise fearlessly in front

of my horse, ' billing ' in the air as they did so.

^Ir. Colley Macdonald informs me that a favourite site

for the nest is at the foot of a mealie-stalk in the stubble-

fields. I have neglected to enter in my note-books any

detailed description of the nests I have handled. The

eggs are two or three in number. The solitary egg left

in my collection and taken on 7 November, 1908, measures

21 mm. b}^ 15; the faint creamy-gray ground colour is

covered fairly evenly with undefined spots and blotches

of grayish-bro^n.

Immediately after the nesting-season, even as early as

January 25, these birds congregate on the flats and re-

main in flocks until the following nesting-season. They
feed on seeds.

Black-faced Lark — Pyrrlndauda australis (A. Sm.) —
Dr. Edwin Atherstone recorded this species as occurring

near King Williamstown and Stark also, probably re-

peating this record, makes a similar statement. At pre-

sent, however, no proof is forthcoming of the actual oc-

currence of the bird within the limits of the Buffalo

Basin.
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Rufoiis-iiaped Lark — Mirafra africana, A. Siiiitli —
Over the treeless veld as well as the mimosa tracts of oui-

area, right up to the edge of the forest, this lark is widely-

distributed and renders itself conspicnons by its habit

of delivering its bold call of three or four notes from an

eminence. In treeless areas it sits on a termite-heap or

on a fence-post or even on a house-top; but^ where such

vantage-points as aloe-spikes or mimosa bushes are avail-

able, it prefers to drawl out its call from these, generally

accompanying the call with a quivering of the wings.

The lark utters this call all the year round, but is com

paratively silent during the latter half of June and the

first half of July. It begins at dawn even before the

darkness is dispelled and is still calling after sunset.

The listeners interpret the call according to their mood.

The Kafir herdboy believes the bird is conscious of his

wdles and that it is saying ^ se he flkile (the boys have

arrived, i.e., to torment iis). Those on the prowl for

Kafir-beer hear it jeering at them ^ ndlya etywaleni^

(I'm off to a beer-drink), w^hile a European may almost

fancy the bird to be paying its respects 'How cVyou dof
This drawl might pass for the song of the species, but

some writers assert that at certain times the bird de-

livers a real song in the air. I have long endeavoured

to settle this point, and I believe that a lark w^hich on

21 Xovember, 1912, twice mounted in the air to sing and
which rattled through its phrases and descended, be-

longed to this species. I have no other personal evidence

of this species singing in the air, and I suspect that, if

the true song is delivered in the air only, it must have
a very short annual period.

In addition to the draw^ling note already referred to,

this lark has a plaintive call toeep; and in summer it

makes a characteristic noise with its wings, deliberately

clapping them in flight as it passes from tree to tree.

Nesting begins in October, and a feathered nestling
has been brought in by the Pirie bovs on November 15.
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On 29 December, 1907, one of these birds rose at my feet

as I was riding through mimosa scrub and revealed its

nest with unfeathered young hidden in the grass.

On 7 December, 1911, the boys brought a female with

nest and eggs. The nest was not such as one, with ex-

perience of the European skylark only, would associate

with a lark. It had been placed deep in its setting, and

the broad grass-blades up to seven millimetres across

forming the lower portion of the nest had been turned

up behind and over the nest to form a back or half-dome

to the structure. The receptacle for the eggs was shallow

and lined with very fine vegetable material including a

dense mass of pappus.

My latest date for eggs at Pirie is February 24.

The eggs, three in number, measure from 23 to 23.5

mm. in length by 16 to 18 in breadth. The eggs are

whitish, with a more or less pronounced creamy shade,

in ground colour; they vary greatly in the extent and

in the intensity of their markings. The markings vary

from minute dots to large irregular blotches G nun. long,

and are grayish-brown, dark brown and steely-gray, with

or without a zonal band.

Latakoe Lark — M. chiniana (A. Smith) — This

species is recorded by Mr. Wood as occurring at East

London in summer, but has not, to my knowledge, been

met with in our area by any other naturalist. 1 have

not handled a specimen.

Grey-collared Lark — CcrtJulauda scmitovqudia (A.

Sm.) — The late Mr. F. Pym informed me that lie had
twice observed this lark at King Williamstown. On the

latter occasion, 20 April, 1913, he met with one on the

golf-links. In neither instance did he secure the speci-

men, but from his previous acquaintance with the bird

he was certain of his identificaticm.

Orange-throated Long-claw — Mdcronyx caprnsis (L.)

— This sifecics resembles tlie i»ipits in being a bird of
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the open grasslands. It frequents also the edges of the

mimosa scrub and where suitable conditions exist it

ranges from the shore-links to the mountain-slopes. It

is a much more brightly coloured bird than any of its

pipit relatives, and, when perched on a mimosa bush; the

bright orange chin, separated by a black semi-circular

band from the yellow of the lower parts, shews up to

full advantage.

This long-claw has a very distinctive mewing call me-yi,

which it utters generally in flight as it flies low across

the grass, fluttering along with its white-edged tail at

full spread. In addition, it utters from its perch on a

termite-heap or on a bush a far-reaching whistle, which

is so suggestive of human origin that a wanderer across

the veld may well be excused if he looks round to dis-

cover the person who is calling him.

The prolonged nesting-period, from the middle of

October till the latter part of February, suggests that

the species is double-brooded. The first nest examined

by me was shewn me by a boj^ on 29 October, 1908. Amid
the short grass of the veld the birds had discovered a

patch of longer vegetation, and in the centre of this patch

had scraped out a hole to the soil below; in the cavity

so formed they had built a cup-shaped nest of withered

grass within the shelter of arching gTass overhead. The
nest w^as a comparatively firm structure, with some
rougher and looser grass on the outside to keep it in

position ; it was lined with a thick layer of fine roots and
measured in inner diameter across the cup 89 millimetres

by 57 deep. Neither bird made any display at the nest.

Othtr nests examined have sometimes contained black

horse hair as part of their lining.

On eight different occasions the boys have brought me
the female along with her nest. Whether the male as-

sists in incubating the eggs remains unsettled. As in-

dicated above the birds are undemonstrative at the nest;
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even in the case of a nest containing well-developed

yonng the owner did not call till I had left the nest.

The eggs, three or four in number, are ellipsoids of a

clonded white ground colour, sometimes with a faint

greenish tinge; tliey are thickly blotched all over, but

less so at the narrower end, with various shades of brown

and are frequently profusely spotted with steel-coloured

marks. When fresh they are deeply suffused with pink.

The eggs, like those of pipits, vary considerabh' in the

richness and the extent of the markings; the overlying

marks var}^ from minute specks in some eggs to blotches

3 mm. across in others. The measurements vary from 23-

26 mm. in length by 18 broad.

The Yellow-breasted Pipit — Anthus chloris (Licht)

— ranks as a scarce bird in Eastern Cape Colony. Dur-

ing my stay at Pirie I handled two ; the first was brought

in by a boy on 31 August, 1908, and the second, also by

a boy, on 19 September, 1910. Only one other specimen

to my knowledge has been obtained within our limits,

and this Individual taken by Mr. T. A. Newey at Draai-

bosch in April 1914 is now in the local museum. To the

west of our area I have met with the bird once. On 17

September, 1912, Rev. D. B. Davies was driving me from

Peddie to the Line Drift on the Keiskama, when he

noticed one of these pipits on the veld. He drew up with-

out causing the bird to take fright and shot it. Our

native attendant gave it the name of iguru, Avhich from

its pronunciation is not a genuine Kafir word.

Plain-backed Pipit — A. leucophrys (Vieill.) — In the

Buffalo Basin this is the common pipit in the open tracts

below and above the forest, but, at a few miles' distance

from the lower edge of the forest, it yields in numbers to

the Tawny Pipit. Like its allies it feeds almost ex-

clusively on insects.

Nesting begins in September and continues till Jan-

uary^ the earliest and the latest dates on which eggs have

been found being respectively September 26 and January
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9. The cnp-sliaped nest is built on the ground and is

formed externally of small grass-tufts and other rough

vegetable material within which lies the cup proper, con-

sisting in different nests of such varied substances as

hare's fur, goat's hair, tine flowering grass-stems and fine

roots with some rougher vegetable material.

Out of fifteen nests examined three contained four eggs,

and in those cases where the sitting bird was obtained

it has always been the female.

The ground colour of the egg is clouded white, with

a faint greenish tinge in some cases and in others a de-

cided stone shade; this is profusely mottled over with

spots and blotches (inclining to streaks) of various

shades of brown with underlying steely markings. As
is usual among pipits, the eggs are subject to variation,

and in some the underlying steely markings are missing.

They measure on an average 2-1 mm. by 17.5.
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Eolv to Collect, Preserve and Study Insects in S. Africa.

Part III.

By A. J. T. Jaxse, F.E.S. (Lond.)

Before going on with the study of Lepidopteroiis

insects I think it will be useful if I give information on

the collecting and preserving of insects not belonging to

this order, so as to enable the general collector of entomo-

logical material to give his attention to other orders as

well.

The Coleoptera, or beetles, first attract our attention

not only on account of the many beautiful forms found

in this order and the large number of its representatives

in S. Africa, but also in view of the easy way in which

they can be collected and preserved.

The collecting of beetles differs in several respects from

that of the Lepidoptera, but some practice and the study

of the haunts of these insects will soon enrich the

collection with fine specimens, such as Longicorns and

Buprestidfe.

Several kinds of beetles are attracted by lamplight,

though this method of collecting will never prove to be

as profitable as it is for moths. Still, many rare things

may be obtained in this way, such as Carabidse, Paussids,

Pselaphids, Staphylinids, Longicorns and others. Some
beetles again must be looked for in decaying vegetable

and animal matter and for that reason damp kloofs

abounding in trees will prove most profitable. However,
there are many species that are carnivorous, such as the

Carabidae, and frequent open spaces amongst the grass,

the rocks and on roads, or live in sandy places as do the

quick CicindelidfP. Flowers attract Cetonids, some Longi-
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corns, Clirysomelids and others, while the gummy sap

from Acacias often creates meeting places for Longicorns

and Curculionids. The latter are also found in wild fruit,

on and under bark of trees, and other beetles such as

Buprestids^ Elaterids, etc., may be found on branches

and trunks of trees. Fungi very often harbour a number

of small beetles, not to be found elsewhere, and the sifting

of soil containing much humus will usually repay in

minute forms after the bigger species have been sufficient-

ly dealt with. Eemember that among the smaller things

there is most likelihood of discovering new species; and

many, though unattractive to the naked eye, will delight

the entomologist with an artistic taste on account of

their beautiful pateerns and forms, w^hen a magnifying

glass is used, Xot less interesting are such beetles as

the Paussidne and Pselaphidie which live in ants' nests

and perform there a function which causes ants not only

to tolerate but even to care for them in the same way as

we care for our pet dog or canary. Those who like to

study the specialization of organs which environment

and habits have brought about cannot do better than

examine these often minute forms in their habitats.

With some species the butterfly-net is required, but in

most cases their capture is to be done by hand. To catch

the few water-beetles found in this country a small water

net is necessary although several of the species are

attracted by lights. The turning over of stones, the lift-

ing up of logs of dead wood and the collecting of dead

wood is often profitable, especially the latter method.

Such dead wood is preferably kept in a small room of

stone or brick, without a window and with roof and

door close fitting. In the door a small hole is made, in

front of which a box is fitted with glass bottom. The
lid should slide in such a manner that it can be with-

drawn and inserted without leaving an opening between

the door and the box for the beetles to escape. When the

lid is withdrawn the glass bottom serves as a windo\y
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hi-

aud the insects ou emerging come to the light so that

they can easily be caught and preseryed. The box may
also be arranged as a trap by means of a glass plate

and a piece of thin wood set inside the box at an angle,

in such a manner, that the beetles can get into the box

but only rarely back into the room again. On a smaller

scale any big Ayooden box can be used after openings

haye been closed up with strips of wood, not paper, and

a few round holes may be bored in one of the sides into

which collecting tubes are fitted, or a box as described

above.

Often a bait may be used with advantage, such as a

small piece of bad meat or fish. If this is placed in a

wide mouthed bottle, and the bottle is buried in the soil

up to its mouth it may be that in a day or two several

carrion beetles, attracted by the smell of the meat, go

inside but can not readily get out again. Very often,

however, ants prove a great nuisance by getting in as

well.

Cattle and horse dung often harbour special beetles, such
as the Scaraba^idsD. A ready method of collecting these,

even the smallest species, is to throw the dung into a
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bucket of water; the dimg will sink, but after a little

while the beetles will crawl out and float on the surface

of the water when the}' can be caught easily.

I have said that very little is up to now known about

the life histories of the Lepidoptera; this holds still more

force with the beetles. Few entomologists in South

Africa, if any, have given attention to this branch of

science, yet it is most interesting from many points of

view. The reason is perhaps the difliculty of rearing and

even obtaining the larvae of Coleoptera. However, the

student of Coleoptera should not lose a chance of study-

ing the life history of even the commonest species, and

what is more, of recording the observations in full.

The Killing of Beetles.

This is best done. I think, with the cyanide bottle,

though several workers use other methods such as:

dropping the beetles into alcohol, or steeping a tin filled

with them in hot water for half a minute or so. I do not

like to bring any insect in contact with alcohol, if it can

be avoided, as it often has an effect on the colouration of

the insect. Onh' dull coloured insects, such as black

and brown beetles might be treated thus without bad

results, but red and green are often changed very much
by alcohol. The brightness of the colour often disappears

even by a dry treatment but this is not due to the cyanide.

The hot water method is cumbersome, I think, as it neces-

sitates the carrying of Jiving beetles for some time, dur-

ing which they may injure themselves and each other. It

is true, that some beetles do not die readily in cyanide,

some indeed may live for a day even in a strong bottle,

but most of even those tenacious species will become
somewhat stupified within fifteen minutes and thus harm-
less to others. Though I found that most beetles do not

revive anymore after having been in a strong bottle for

an hour, yet I always left them in the bottle overnight.
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As beetles do not die so easily in cyanide as most other

insects do, and as they often have very powerful jaws, it

is always necessary to place in a beetle bottle a large

number of small pieces of blotting paper^ or paper shav-

ing such as is found in boxes of sweets. This absorbs

any moisture, which beetles often eject when in the bottle,

thus preventing the soiling of other beetles and the paper

separates the insects from each other so that they are

less liable to do damage by their struggles. Great care

must be taken with this paper, as, especially when moist,

it absorbs large quantities of cyanide gas. It is a good

plan to air paper and insects for an hour or so on an

open tray, before any sorting is done.

Fi^.l KdU<i^ bottle Jor
beeltes

Small beetles should be collected in a separate and

smaller bottle, and it is advisable to have this rather

weak, so that certain species will have time to fold

the wings underneath the elytra, which otherwise might

remain spread out and thus prevent proper setting. The

beetle killing bottles have, as a rule, a perforated stopper

into which a short piece of thick glass tubing is inserted

which again is closed with a cork. This enables one to

open the bottle by the smaller cork without the risk of

still living beetles escaping, provided the tube projects

bej'Ond the stopper into tlie bottle.
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Packing.

When beetles have to be transported over a long dis-

tance before entering a collection it is perhaps better to

pack them, instead of pinning them at once, as in the

latter case, there is more risk of breaking the specimens

in transit and also they take np much more room. Later,

they may be relaxed either by placing them in pure water,

or by making use of a relaxing box such as is emploj-ed

for Lepidoptera. Even when pinned at once, the relax-

ing to set the legs, antenna?, etc., may have to be post-

poned when collecting far from home. Yet with

delicately coloured beetles it is as well to set the

specimens while quite fresh in order to preserve natural

colours as much as possible. Some people preserve their

beetles temporarily in alcohol of about T5%, or formalin

of about 3%, but I do not favour this method, as ex-

plained before; also it makes all species more or less

brittle. Nothing is gained by this "wet" preservation,

as all parts used by the coleopterist are well chitinised

and are just as well preserved dry. Only when

anatomical and histological study is intended is the

" wet " method essential.

The easiest, quickest and least bulky packing is clean

sawdust, preferably from pinewood, mixed with

naphthaline in a proportion of 5 parts sawdust to 1 part

naphthaline. On the bottom of a tin box a layer of this

sawdust is spread on which to arrange the beetles next

to each other, without touching; these are kept in their

place by the next layer of sawdust and naphthaline on

which another layer of beetles is placed and so on,

until the tin is full. When the specimens are from dif-

ferent localities, and of different dates, it is necessary to

keep them separate by means of a piece of paper on

which the information is written. A similar paper

should alwaj's be on top of the last la^^er, inside the box,

otherwise the scientific value of the specimens is lost
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when this information is wanting. Some creosote or

carbolic acid sprinkled on the top layer of sawdust will

add still more to the preservation of the contents of the

tin, but in order to prevent the formation of mould it is

a good plan to keep the tin open for some time, and in

moist climates to take special precautions to secure the

quickest drying. I find that for quick drying nothing

answers better than placing the open box filled with

beetles in a still bigger box in which a few ounces of

well dried calcium chloride has been placed. This will

absorb all the moisture inside the two boxes. By heat-

ing the calcium chloride afterwards this moisture will be

driven out again, making it ready for use once more.

If it is found necessary to keep the specimens separate

they may be packed in a small piece of tissue paper with

the ends slightly moistened and turned round by twisting

between finger and thumb. I also find that little rolls

made of paper, with one or a few specimens inside,

tied up with a cross-thread will make neat packets which

allow of ventilation and quick drying; moreover they

can stand handling very Avell, even when the specimens

are quite dry. To partly close up the ends of the rolls

I use thread and needle, pass the needle through the

paper at both ends and then tie its ends crosswise.

Triangular envelopes, such as are used for Lepidoptera.

and cottonwool also, should not be used for beetles, ^^ery

small beetles of say 5 mm. and less, should be glued on to

bristol board. Get some good gum arable and with a fine

brush place a little in a line on the cardboard. Now,
damping another brush, pick up with this your small

eoleoptera, one by one and arrange them next to each

other on the gum. Tlie smallest quantity of gum should

be used, so that only the feet and abdomen on the under-

side c(mie in contact with the gum, as otherwise it will

be more difficult to remove tlie gum before mounting the

specimens.
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AMieii beetles are to be iiioiinted at; once tliev should

be pinned after removal from the killing bottle. Proper

pinning contributes greatly towards the neatness and

scientific value of the collection. Of course, only en-

tomological pins should be used, as ordinary pins are

much too thick and too blunt for the purpose, to say

nothing of the length. Objection is often made to steel

pins for Coleoptera, as they are said to corrode too

easily, this is due I think to the protecting lacquer

being scraped off by the hard chitine of the elytra, the

exposed steel readily rusting in a damp climate, especially

if the bottom of the boxes are covered with peat. In

the Transvaal, however, I have never found these pins to

rust excessively when used for Coleoptera, but near the

coast there is a certain amount of risk. However, nickel

pins are often destroyed along with the specimens they

carry, by verdigris, though Coleoptera are not so easily

ruined thus as Lepidoptera.

The pin should pass perpendicularly through the right

elytron, so that the point will come out between the

second and third pair of legs. This position will give

the securest hold to the pin, without disarranging the

elytra or legs, and if a well marked spot on the elytron is

thus destroyed, it is preserved on the left side. Do not

force the pin through the scutellum, as it will invariably

crack that part and thus ruin the specimen. Kaise the

insect on the pin till only one third of a pin's length

projects beyond the upper part of the elytra; whether

the beetle is big or small, they will then all be at the

same height, and to facilitate this uniformity a little

block of hard wood with a hole in it may be used as a

gauge. If the elytron is too hard to be pierced by a

pin, a little hole can be drilled by a stout setting needle

revolved between the fingers.

Xext, the legs and antennae have to be brought and
kept in the natural position, which should be copied from
the living specimen. The walking position is, perhaps
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the Diost natural^ but most workers prefer to place the
legs on both sides in the same position so as to secure
uniformity, e.g., the fore legs obliquely forward, the mid
legs slightly backwards and the hind legs obliquely back-
wards. The knee part of all legs should be well raised,

Cara fcu.j beell

.n,n
9 F' I. or

f'3 '

otherwise the legs are stretched out too much.

The underpart of the tarsi should be nearly

level with the abdomen. To hold the legs in the required

position, I use a piece of peat or pith of about one inch

thick and fix the beetle on this till the abdomen nearly

touches it. The legs are brought in position with a fine

pair of forceps, and in small specimens with a hooked

needle which one can easily make of a setting needle by

heating in a spirit flame and bending the point over. To
keep the legs in position, cross-pins may be used or,

crm-iiini

simpler still, one pin with a little disc of stiff paper
on it. The antennae are also placed in a position so that
they can be examined easily. In small specimens the
legs can not be fixed thus, but after pinning, the insect is

placed on a card on which some gum has been allowed to
dry. Bring the legs in position as before, and apply a
wetted i)aiiit ))iiisli to the tarsi thus moisteniuij the
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glim uiiderneatli. The gum will qiiickh- dry when not

too much moisture is used, thus holding the leg in place.

After all legs have been treated thus, allow the insect to

dry for about two weeks, then float the card with the

insects on the surface of a little water so that the gum
dissolves without relaxing or even touching the beetle

and the pinned insect can be drawn from the card,

while the legs remain in position. Beetles of about 4 mm.
or less are seldom pinned, as even the finest pins would

injure the insect too much. Such beetles are placed on

gummed cards and held in place with a stiff brush whilst

the legs are arranged. These are wetted again with the

point of another brush, as explained before, and the

beetle when drv is afterwards removed from the card in

^>^s=^

Seconal miou-nf
for small be^iles

the manner as indicated above. The specimen is then

mounted on a second mount consisting of either bristol

board or celluloid. The former mounts usually have a

pointed shape and the abdomen only is attached thereto

by gum, the legs projecting beyond the card; this facili-

tates the examination of legs. If more than one specimen

is mounted, one may be mounted upside down, to allow

easier examination of legs and mouth parts. In some

cases it may be necessary to mount one or two specimens

in flying positions; an ordinary setting board as used

for Lepidoptera will answer the purpose.

For cleaning specimens before mounting, warm Avater

containing ammonia will be found servicable, while a

fine but stiff sable brush can under water remove dirt in

a mechanical manner.

Ilu LI B R AR Yirc,
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The Avell dried specimens are now each supplied with

a locality label and then arranged in the insect box

as explained for Lepidoptera, with this difference, that

the specimens of the same species are usually arranged in

horizontal rows within the columns and not in vertical

rows as is generally done in the former group.

Some collectors poison the beetles with coiTOsive sub-

limate to prevent them from being eaten by other insects,

but I prefer to rely on well fitting boxes and the use of

ample naphthaline, as the sublimate may crystallize on

the outside, thus spoiling the appearance of the beetle;

moreover it tends to corrode the pins.

Adaptations for the Dispersal of Fruits and Seeds.

By E. P. Phillips, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., Division of

Botany, Pretoria.

In 1894 Dr. R. :Marloth, then President of the South

African Philosophical Society, chose as his Presidential

Address a subject entitled '' On the Cleans of the Dis-

tribution of seeds in the South African Flora". The
writer in 1913 gave an illustrated lecture on the same

subject to the Members of the Cape Town Section of the

Mountain Club of Soutli Africa and a resume of the

lecture was published in the ^' ^lountain Club Annual '^

for 1913.

The studying and recording of the various adaptations

for dispersal found in fruits and seeds will never lose

its fascination for naturalists and not withstanding that

the subject has been treated so fully by Dr. Marloth it

may not be out of ])lace to bring it before members of the

Society. Dr. Marloth's account is not generally available

and the present short sketch may serve not only to open
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a new channel of interest to ^lenibers bnt may also jxn'nt

to a profitable line of observation and investigation.

In almost all acconnts on this subject based on tlie

Sonth African flora, certain stereotyped examples are

given and the present paper is not free from this fault.

It will only be whien observers stationed in various

parts of the countrj^ can be induced to accurately record

their observations and either publish these as '' Natural

History Notes " or forward their records to some central

authorit}^, that a scientific and detailed account of the

various adaptations found in the fruits and seeds of our

native plants Avill be written.

All the higher plants, i.e. the plants met with on

montain or veld have one character in common—they

remain throughout their lives on the spot where the

seed germinated. In this respect they are unlike animals

which have the power of free locomotion. As plants are

stationary it becomes imperative that the fruits and seeds

produced by them should be scattered the greatest pos-

sible distance from the parent If this was not done there

would be an un-natural crowding of individuals of the

same species within a very limited area, all requiring

the same conditions of light, moisture and mineral food

and in the fierce competition that would result among the

individuals the species would suffer. It is to prevent this

congestion of individuals, that we find in nature a multi-

tudinous variety of devices for carrying the seeds away
from the parent plant.

It is unfortunate that when plants are in the fruit-

ing and seeding stage they do not attract the same
attention as they do when in flower. They nevertheless

deserve the same or rather more notice and this will

usually be amply repaid by the beautiful contrivances

often met with for dispersal.

Not every seed set by a plant will germinate, many do

not alight on suitable spots for germination and many are

destroyed by animals. If only a very small percentage of
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the seeds formed by a single plant germinates and grows

to maturity the species is in no danger of extinction.

Some plants produce countless thousands of seeds as for

example the heaths and orchids so that in these cases

onl}' a small fraction per cent, need survive to carry on

the life of the species.

In seed dispersal we must distinguish between (1)

occasional or accidental and (2) regular methods of

dispersal. In South x^frica we have examples of the

former during the summer-floods when seeds and fruits

of plants may be carried great distances from their

place of origin. It is by this means that some of the

noxious weeds are spread over the country. The

accidental dispersal of seeds throws light on many
questions of the geographical distribution of plants, such

as the planting of oceanic islands; the presence of stray

plants from one flora in the midst of an alien flora,

etc. Ocean currents often carry seeds and fruits long-

distances. The seeds of Entada scandens, an East

African leguminous plant, have been found on the shores

of Little Namaqualand and also on the beach near Cape

Town. We have records of seeds and fruits found on the

west coast of England which have been carried across

the Atlantic by the Gulf Stream. Many aquatic plants

are distributed by their seeds or fruits adhering in mud
to the feet of birds feeding on the banks of the river

or vlei. Human agency is to-day an important factor in

the accidental dispersal of seeds. We know only too well

the weeds which were imported into South Africa in

bales of forage from Australia and America during the

Boer War. Even small islands far removed from the

mainland are colonised by cosmo})olitan weeds in this

way. From Tristan d'Acunlia for instance the writer

recorded many temj)erate weeds which were not collected

by the riiallenger ILxpedition of ISTtMSTO.

In the regular metliods of seed dispersal four agencies

are employed: 1. Wind. 2. Water. 3. Animals. 4.

Contraction of cofain tissiirs of the fruit.
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1. DiSTRir.UTiox p.Y Wind.

The dispersal of fniits and seeds by the wind is per-

haps the most common means emph^3'ed and two distinct

metliods are found in natnre (a) plants in which the

fruits open allowing the enclosed seeds to escape and

(b) plants in which the fruits with tbeir contained

seeds are carried away by the wind.

Plants in irliich fJtc fiiiifs open to allow the seeds to

escape :

—

(a) The seeds are excessively small and light and are

blown away like fine dust. (PI. III. fig. 12.) This type

of seed is found usually in species of Orchidaeeae^

Ericaceae and CanjoplujUaceae. In plants belonging to

the above Natural Orders, the mature fruit opens by slits

or pores, the ripe seeds lie loose within the fruit and

when the fruit is violently shaken by strong winds the

seeds escape and are blown away long distances. Some
idea of the size of these seeds can be formed when we
find that about 26,000 seeds of Erica coccinea only weigh

one gramme. This estimation was made by Dr. Marloth.

(b) A somewhat similar method is found in i)lants

which have dry fruits. In these plants the fruits open

only sufficiently to allow the seeds to escape if the

fruit is violently shaken. (PL III. fig. 1.) Good examples

are found in many Iridaceae and Liliaceae in which the

seeds are flattened or Avinged and suitably adapted for

wind-dispersal. The common " Stinkblaar " (Datura

strautouiiint) is a plant of this type. The fruits are

spiny; passing animals shake the fruits so that the seeds

are thrown out. A similar type of fruit is also found in

Erytlirina acantliocarm (PI. III. fig. 25.) The common
'^ Khaki Weed'- [Tagetes minata) brings about the same
result by different means. The involucre is in the form

of a tube and the fruits lie loose within the involucre.

Animals brushing past the bushes cause the fruits to

fall out. Each fruit is armed with a few terminal spines
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wliich adhere to the body of the animal and may be

carried ver}' long distances from the parent plant.

(c) A very common adaptation is the development of

wings on the seeds. This greath^ increases the surface

area and allows such seeds to be easily blown about. In

Piims a single membranous wing is developed; in

Tecomaria capensls, Markhamia acutninata, (PI. II. fig.

4.) Wclicitschia nfii-ahiUs^ (PI. II. fig. 14.) Scsanum sp.

(PI. II. figs. 10, 120.1, etc. 2 wings are developed, one on

each side of the seed. In Anaccunpseros numerous small

wings are developed. It is usual for winged seeds to fall

with a spiral motion; thus the time during which they

are suspended in the air is lengthened.

(d) The development of hairs on seeds is perhaps the

most common adaptation found for seed dispersal. In

the Asclepiadaceac [l^tapelia, Asclcpias, etc.) and some

Apocyiiaeeac iHtrophanthus speciosiis) (PI. II. fig. 5.),

lui apical tuft of hairs is formed. In some species of

Apocijuaccae a tuft of hairs is developed at both ends of

the seed while in the Willow i^alix), the cotton-plant

[Gossiiplum) and Erlospenniuii [Liliaceae) (PI. III. fig.

10). The seeds are covered with long hairs.

In the dispersal of fruits we find the same methods

adopted for wind dispersal as is found in seeds. In

fruits which do not open we never find winged seeds.

(a) The fruits of Cassia arachnoides, (PI. II. Itg, 6.)

one of the Leguminosae, are flattened and membranous
and suitably adapted for being blown long distances by

the wind.

(b) The development of wings is found in the fruits of

various species of Leucadendron (Proteaccae) (PI. II.

fig 2.) ; DinforphofJwca iComposifac) (PI. 11. fig. IT.)

which have 2-winged fruits.

Three Avings are developed in the fruits of Tripteris

(Coinpositac) {Vl. II. fig 10.), Begonia (Begoniaccae).

Many species of Comhrctuni (PI. II. fig 12.) have four

wings and other examples may be quoted of fruits with

5-0 wings.
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(c) Hairy fruits are not so common as hairy seeds but

examples are frequently met with. In the Compositae

this is the common adaptation for wind dispersal. At
the apex of the fruit a tuft of hair termed a " pappus " is

usually developed. (PI. II. fig. 8.) In Tarchonanthus

eanipJwratus and Erioceplialus tinihellatus both members

of the Co)iipositac the fruits are woolly. In the

Proteaceae hairy fruits are found in species of Aulax and

Protea.

(d) A few fruits become much inflated when mature

and form suitable objects for being blown along the

ground by strong winds. As the fruit is blown about the

seeds escape through slits in the fruit wall. Such fruits

are found in i^iitJu'rlandia friitescens, many species of

Lesscrtia, Aitonia capcnsis, (PL II. fig. 7.) Melianthiis

major, etc.

In the above examples we see that either the seed or

fruit is adapted in some way for wind distribution but

we also find cases in which other parts of the plant

become modified to serve the same end. For instance in

species of Polygala the 2 side sej>als become enlarged and

serve as wings. In Domheya natalensis the petals are per-

sistent and remain on the plant in the fruiting stage,

while in species of Staticc (PI. II. fig. 3.) and Grielum

the enlarged calyx serves as an apparatus for carrying

away the fruit. The styles may also serve this end as

we find in Anemone capensis and Clematis hrachiata. In

many South African grasses the glumes are feathery and
serve as an apparatus for wind dispersal. The Silver

Tree (Lenea (lendrem argentcum) and L. plumosiim (PI.

II. fig. 13.) exhibit a very fascinating method for dis-

persal by the wind. The old perianth is persistent and
slips up the style but is prevented from falling off by the

swollen stigma, the whole arrangement forming a

perfect parachute arrangement. In a few cases

e.g. Brunsvigia viultiflora (AmarylUdaeeae) the whole of

the fruiting inflorescence, which is sometimes 2 ft. in dia-
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meter is blown about by the wind and scatters the seeds

as it travels along. In CardiospcDiium luilicacahum, the

septa of the fruit remain attached to the seed and form

a large wind. (PL II. fig 1.)

2. Distribution by Water.

South Africa does not possess a very large aquatic

flora and the two best examples of water distributed

fruits are those of Nymphaea stellata (the Blue Water

Lily) and Aponogeton distachyon (Water uintje). In

the former the seeds are hard with a black shiny coat;

inside is a small cavity filled with air which makes

the seeds buoyant. When germination takes place the

seed sinks to the bottom of the pond or vlei and takes

root. In the "water unitje" the seeds are enclosed in

a membranous capsule and when the capsule bursts the

seeds which have an oily coat float on the surface of the

water. The seed eventually escapes from this oily coat,

sinks to the bottom of the pond, and there germinates.

3. Distribution by Animals.

Animals act as the agents for the dispersal of fruits

and seeds in two ways (a) they use the seeds or fruits

as food and any which have survived the passage through

the alimentary canal may subsequently germinate or (b)

they carry the fruits or seeds on some part of their body.

This latter is an accidental process.

Seeds distributed by birds have usually succulent juicy

and coloured fruits and to prevent the bird taking the

fruit before it is fully ripe, the still unripe fruit is

hidden among tlie leaves, has a green colour and is

destitute of scent. On ripening the fruits are exposed,

usually bcome coloured and emit a strong scent. In some
succulent fruits such as our native species of Viscum
(Mistletoe) and Loranthus which live as parasites on
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trees and slirubs, the seed (stone) is not swallowed by

tbe bird. Tlie fleshy portion is sticky and the bird to get

rid of the seeds which adhere to its bill^ wipes them off

on to a branch. In this way the seed is placed in the

most adyantageous si)ot for germination. In many

frnits which ai-e not succulent the seeds are either

coloured or possess an appendage called an " aril '\ This

aril seryes as an organ of attraction to birds.

The unintentional i'V accidental dispersal of seeds is

of common occurrence and about 10% of plants haye con-

triyances of some kind for animal distribution. The

seeds or, as is more usually the case the fruits, are

furnished with hooks, spines or are sticky.

In Geuiu (Rosaceae) the nutlets are each furnished

with a hook Ayhile in Bidens pilosa there are two barbed

bristles with reflexed hooks which form a yery effectiye

apparatus for clinging to passing animals; two spines

are produced at the apex of the fruit of Tagetes miniita

which answer the 5ame purpose (PI. III. fig. 9.) In

Agrimonia (Rosaceae) , Xantiuum spinosum (Bur-weed),

Medicago spp. the fruits are coyered with spines. The

'^Grapple Plant''

—

Harpagophytum procumhens (Peda-

lineae) (PI. III. fig. 11.)—has an effectiye, if cruel, method

for seed distribution. The fruit is coyered Ayith long

woody somewhat elastic spines with recuryed hooks. The

X)lant, which trails along the ground, has the fruits so

placed that an animal treading on them caiTies away
the fruits which cling tenaciously to the foot. In

attempting to get rid of the clinging fruit the animals

stamp it to pieces and thus the seeds escape from the fruit.

Pretrea Zangueharlca ( Pedalineae) (PI. III. fig. 2, 20.)

has a fruit flat on one side and conyex on the other. On
the flat surface are two erect spines and the structure of

the fruit is so formed that the spines lie uppermost. The
spines will penetrate the hoof of an animal treading on

them and in this way the fruits may be carried some dis-

tance before they become detached. The late Prof. Mac^
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Owan wrote concerning the '^ Grapple Plant ' fruit

—

'• the crooked hooks cling fast to the beast's pastern, and

away he goes Avith the diabolical trap sticking to his

foot, limping, limping ever till he has trodden the tough

capsule to pieces and poached the seeds into the ground.

I keep a few of these contrivances at the herbarium to

show benevolent optimists who think this the best of

possible worlds, and to make them reconsider their easy-

going theories ". In Emcx coitropodiuni [Polygonaceae)

the ^-Duiveltjedoorn" (PL III. fig. 13.) the fruits are pro-

vided with three sharp spines; a very effective means

of distribution.

Examples of plants with sticky fruits are found in

Plumbago spp. (Plumhagineae) (PL III. fig. 11.) and in

Boerhaavia (Nyctagineae) in the former case the per-

sistent calyx is covered with glandular hairs while in the

latter it is the fruit itself which is sticky.

4. Contraction op Certain Tissues of the Fruits

OR Seeds.

Several distinct methods may be recognised by which

seeds are scattered by contraction or expansion of the

plant tissue.

(a) Certain cells in the fruit or seed are in a state

of tension and if suddenly released the fruits split and

the seeds are violently ejected. Examples of these explo-

sive fruits are found in Inipaticns, Barosma, Acanthaceae.

In some species of Oxalis it is not the fruit wall but part

of the seed coat which takes an active part in opening the

fruit. The cells of the seed swell considerably when ripe

so much so that the fruit wall is split and a violent

jerk is given to the enclosed seeds which fly through the

rent.

(b) Certain tissues of the fruit become dessicated or

dried up. In si)ecies of Geranium the fruits are one-

seeded and the long style persists. When the seed is
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ripe, the outer tissues of the style (Ivy causing it to curl

up rapidl}' which has the effect of violently ejecting the

seed. In the allied genus Pelargonium the fruit is similar

but the ovary is not split. AVhen the 5 carpels are ripe

they separate suddenly and are thrown some little

distance from the plant.

(c ) This class of fruit really belongs to the first section

enumerated above, but as it is characteristic of many
Lcgitiiiinosac it can conveniently be considered by itself.

In species of Iud if/ofera, Tephrosia^ Crotalaria, etc., the

pod when ripe is in a state of tension and may suddenly

burst, in doing so the two halves undergo a spiral tortion

which is ver}' rapid and results in the seeds being

scattered. (PL III. fig. 8.)

The writer recently came across an interesting case of

seed dispersal which appeared to combine various

methods for securing this end. The plant is Barleria

thiinhergiana (Acanthaceae) PL III., figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and

was found growing at Glen, in the Orange Free State.

In habit the plant is prostrate ; the fruiting inflorescence

is about the size of a small hen's eg^ and of the same

shape. The bracts of the infloreifcence are spiny and it

is quite conceivable that they could be carried away by

adhering to the legs of sheep or cattle. AVlien the in-

florescence breaks up we find that each fruit is enclosed

between two large membranous bracts which would

enable the fruits to be scattered over the veld by the w^ind

away from the place where the inflorescence fell to pieces.

The fruits are hygroscopic and when they absorb water

they suddenly explode expelling the seeds. Measure-

ments made, showed that the seeds were scattered over

a radius of at least 11 ft. Tightly covering the seeds

are a number of long hairs which when wetted uncurl

and stand out and thus attach the seed to the piece of

ground which is Avet and most suited to the germination

of the seed.
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Several such interesting examples will no doubt be

met with in our flora when the subject of seed-dispersal

receives more attention.

In studying the various adaptations met with in

j)lants for the dispersal of seeds we cannot help noticing

other facts which are of considerable interest. For in-

stance in seeds and fruits which develop structures as a

means to wind distribution, bright colours are rarely

met with but they are usualh^ dull green or brown. Also

we often find that the same organ may serve two or more

very different purposes. In species of Polygala the side

sepals are brightly coloured and serve to attract pol-

linating insects, but in the fruit they lose the bright

colour and then serve as wings for wind dispersal. The

same dual purpose is seen in species of Domheya, but

here the petals after serving one function fade and are

eventually utilised by the plant as a means of distribut-

ing its seeds by wind agency. Other cases w^hich may
be cited are Leucadendron argenteiim (Silver tree) where

the perianth, style, and stigma co-operate to form a

mechanism for wind distribution; Clenmtis hrachiata

in which the feathery styles take part.

This short sketch is a very brief and general outline

of some of the methods found in the South African flora

for seed distribution. A detailed account of the

mechanism found in any one plant or allied group of

plants would possibly supply sufficient material for a

separate i)aper, and it is hoped that such accounts will

be forthcoming from Members in the future, and that

the present article will be a stimulus to the further study

of the subject.

My thanks are due to Miss S. I. Gower, of the Division

of Botany, who prepared the accompanying plates.

EXPLAXATIOX OF FIGURES.

Plate II.

1. Cardiospernnon halicacahinn (seed attached to

^icptum).
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2. Lcucandendron sp. (winged fruit).

3. Staticc purpurata (fruit with enlarged and persistent

calyx).

4. .]farkhaiuia (iciinunata (seed Avith two wings).

5. >>t)opha}ithi(s spcciosa (seed with apical tuft of

hairs).

G. Cassia arachnoidcs (flattened pod).

7. Aitonia capensis (inflated fruit).

0. Emex sagittatus (fruit with three wings).

10. Triptcris (flandulosa (fruit with three wings).

11. Sphedautnocarpus lyruriens (mericarp with a wing).

12. Couihretum Zeijhcri (4-winged fruit).

13. Lcucadendron plumosum (fruit at end of style and

persistent perianth above).

11. Welwitschia )nira'bilis (winged seed).

15. t^emonvillea fenestfata (winged fruit).

16. Seciiridaca longipedunculata (mericarp with a wing).

IT. Dimorphotheca spectahilis (winged fruit).

18. Aristida uniplionis (feathery glume).

19. Sesammi sp. (seed with two wings).

20. Same as 19, but side yiew.

21. Ftcrocarpus angolensis (fruit with well developed

wing)

.

22. Geranium iiicanum (showing seed being thrown from

fruit).

23. Pelargonium sp. (fruits splitting from central torus

and twisting spirally).

Plate III.

1. Fruit of Vrginea altissima showing opening of fruit

to allow the seeds to escape.

2. Fruit of Pretrea zangueharica (side view).
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3. Barlcria thunhergiana (fruiting inflorescence).

4. Barleria thiinhergiana (fruit enclosed between two

bracts).

5. Barleria tlmnhergiatia (one half of capsule after

fruit has exploded),

n. Barleria thunherglanna (seed tightly enveloped with

long hairs).

7. Barleria thiinhergiana (seed with hairs erect after

wetting).

8. Indigofera sp. (showing one valve of pod with a

spiral twist).

9. Tagetes minuta (fruit with 2 spines as a pappus).

10. Eriospernuun Bvrcliellii (seed covered with long

woollv hairs).

11. Plutnhago eapensis (calyx with glandular hairs).

12. Eulopliia laxiflora (fruit splitting to allow dust-like

seeds to escape).

13. Emex centropodiuW' (fruit with three spines).

14. HariKigopliijtnm prociinihens (fruit).

15. JAmeiun linifoliiim (fruit).

16. Arctopus echinatiis (spiny involucre).

17. Arctopus echinatiis (fruit).

18. Trinmfetta sp. (fruit with barbed spines).

19. Pupalia lappacea (fruit enclosed in bracts covered

with hooked spines).

20. Pretrea ^angueharica (showing position of fruit with

spines erect).

21. Martynia lutea (fruit with two recurved spines).

22. Cyatliula glohiilifera (fruit enclosed in sharp

pointed bracts).

23. Pycnostachys reticulata (4 nutlets enclosed in calyx

with sharp pointed lobes).

24. Trimnfetta sp. (fruit witli simple spines).

25. Erythrina acanthocarpa (pod covered with spines).

26. Aristida congesta (spiny glumes).
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Bird Life in the D ralen she r</ Mountains.

THE BLACK EAGLE (Aquila verreauxi).

By R. E. Symoxs.

The Black Eagle is the noblest and one of the most

l)owerful birds in the Drakensberg, although consider-

ably^ smaller than the Lammergeyer, It is distinctly a

mountain loving bird, and is fairly common all through

the Drakensberg Mountains both in Natal and Basuto-

land, but its stronghold on the Natal side is undoubtedly

the head of the Little Tugela near Champagne Castle.

The grandeur and beauty of the scenery here is beyond

description, and hardly to be surpassed either in or out

of Natal. Standing on the Little Tugela-Bushman's

Riyer watershed, one has a magniiicent and awe-inspir-

ing yiew of the Drakensberg Mountains, where the

numerous tributaries of the Little Tugela have their

source. Pinnacle after pinnacle, buttress after buttress,

tower hundreds of feet into the air, with here and there

some huge cleft in the mountain, and dark mysterious

looking gorge. Down the face of one of the highest

krantzes in the mountain, what apjjears to be a silver

streak is seen, but in reality it is the main tributary of

the Little Tugela, which rises at the very summit of tlie

Drakensberg almost in Basutoland, and comes tumbling

down into Natal, over a sheer drop of 800 feet. Turning

from the mountains one sees far below the Little Tugela

winding its way through the Little Berg, where there

are more terrific krantzes. It is here that the Black

eagle may be seen almost any day, and where he appears

at his best, a noble bird in a grand and beautiful home.

Who can fail to feel a thrill of admiration, on seeing him
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soaring majestically high above the cliffs and crags of

his nionntain lionie, or swooping at liglitning velocity

after his prey, and again he may be seen seated high up

on some dizzy junnacle, truly a ''monarch of all he

surveys".

The Black Eagle lives chietly on rock-rabbits, hence

the name Dassievanger of the Boers, which are exceed-

ingly plentiful in the mountains. Unfortunately, how-

ever, he is rather fond of taking young goats and lambs,

and while in charge of the Giant's Castle Game Keserve,

natives often complained to me of the depredations of

these birds, and begged me to shoot them. They also

destroy a good deal of game every year, especially oribi

and rhebuck. While at the Little Tugela I once saw
an eagle swoop doAvn three or four times on to a full

grown vaal rhebuck; the animal was feeding on a very

steep hillside just above a krantz, and every time the

huge bird came down on to the unfortunate buck's back,

it Avould bound forward and so was in imminent danger

of going over the krantz. Wliether the bird was really

trying to kill the animal I cannot say, but it certainly

appeared to be in earnest. Black Eagles are also very

partial to baboons, and on one occasion while after a

troop of baboons with my brother, high up on the slopes

of the Drakensberg, an eagle came swooping down from

an immense height and seized a half grown baboon,

which act, raised a tremendous chorus of disaj)proval

from the other members of the troop. When some dis-

tance up in the air, the unfortunate baboon was seen

tumbling down ; whether the eagle had released its victim

purposely, or that the animals struggles had caused it

to do so, I cannot say; the bird made no attempt to

follow it up again but flew off. Again in the Little

Tugela Valley, an eagle was seen to attack a troop of

baboons which were feeding on a ridge, but before the

bird could pick out one of the numerous young ones,

the whole troop had made off at a great pace for the
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nearest tree where the young took cover, while the males

and large females stood in a circle round the tree and

so prevented the eagle from getting at their young. I

have never seen, or heard of, an eagle attacking a full

grown baboon, but they undoubtedly take the young:

whenever they get a favourable opportunity. The ap

pearance of a Black Eagle causes a tremendous outrcy

and conuuotion amongst a troop of baboons, the hoarse

bark of the male mingling with the shrill screams of the

females and thei'r young, as they make for cover. Rab-

bits and hares are also taken by the eagle when oppor-

tunit\' offers, the former being fairly plentiful in the

Drakensberg. I have not heard of partridge or other

birds being taken, but where the smaller mammals are

not so fjlentiful they would probably t^ke to killing birds.

The Black Eagle is a fairly silent bird, and unlike the

Bateleur or Sea Eagle, it is not often heard calling,

although I have occasionally heard its shrill cry, usually

when the bird is flying at an immense height. The cry

is not unlike that of Buteo jakal, only if anything a little

sharper.

The nest of the Black Eagle is genearlly built high up
in some inaccessible krantz, and I have not heard of-

anyone yet being able to take the eggs of this bird on

the Xatal side of the Drakensberg. I once found a nest

in the Little Tugela Valley, situated in a krantz about

400 feet sheer drop ; half way up, a bush or strong shrub

was growing out of a crevice or cleft in the krantz, and
on this bush a pair of eagles had built their huge nest

of sticks, lined with grass. By climbing to the top of

the cliff one could see down into the nest, and with the

aid of field glasses the contents could be seen quite clear-

ly. The first time I examined the nest it contained one

which looked like a white ball of fluff. This pair of

eagles had been doing a good deal of damage to native

herds of goats and sheep, feeding on the slopes of the

Little Berg, so that I made up my mind to destroy them
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together with the voiing one in the nest. I took up a

position at the foot ot the krantz, in full view of the

nest, and waited. It was some time before I could get

a favourable shot; eventually, however, one of the birds

sat on the edge of the nest, and at mv shot fell dead

into the nest alongside the young one. The mate of the

dead bird was seen in the vicinity of the nest on the

following day ; it then disappeared for some time, to re-*

turn in a day or two with a mate, and both birds

were seen at tlie nest, but whether the young one was
still alive I could not tell although the birds certainly

appared to be feeding it.

On June 1st. 1912, I again visited this nest and found

that it contained two eggs, which could be very clearly

seen from the top^with field-glasses; they were white

covered with reddish brown blotches. One of the birds

was shot while sitting on the edge of the nest, this time

from the top, and it fell down to the bottom of the krantz,

where on the following day it was recovered. The re-

maining bird on missing its nmte went off in search of

another and a few days later two birds were seen at the

nest. In 1014 one of a pair of eagles was destroyed

at the Little Tugela and the remaining bird soon re-

turned with another mate; but a few days later, one of

these was killed, whether the old one or not I cannot

say, Avhen also the remaining bird did not take long to

find another mate. In fact, once a pair of Black Eagles

have chosen a nesting site, it seems as if nothing will

drive them away from the spot; as soon as one bird is

killed, another will be found to take its place.

In Basutoland, tliese birds are quite common, and I

know of several i)airs breeding there, one in a krantz

opposite the Mkhotlong I'olice (\imp, not far from the

junction of the Mkhotlong river with the Orange. This

nest is not in sucli an inaccessil)le ki-antz as most of tlie

others I have seen, and Mr. Tetlierbiidge, of Polela, Xatal,

who succeeded in getting down to it witli the aid of a
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rope, found a yoiino; Black Kaiile, wliicli lie took home

with him, as far as I know, it did well in captivity. The

birds returned to this nest again the following year, and

when 1 visited it, in September 11)15, it contained a

young- one, which was afterwards killed by Basutos. The

other pair was breeding in the Sanqebetu Valley about

ten miles from the Xatal-Basutoland border. There were

three nests here, two of them being old, and from sub-

sequent observations it is obvious that the birds keep

changing their quarters; although, as a rule, they will

return to the same nest year after year, after repairing it

thoroughly each season, and even when the young have

been hatched, the parents may often be seen carrying

sticks to their home, evidently keeping it in repair so

that when their precious offspring become older and more

restless they will not fall out. I was once misled by

seeing an eagle carrying sticks to the nest; I made sure

that the eggs had not been laid, but I found out a day or

two later that the nest contained an almost fully fledged

3'oung one. In the Sanqebetu Valley the Basuto herd

boys, by climbing to the top of the cliff, were able ta

get within stone's throw of the eagle's nest and they used

to destroy the young ones nearly every year, as the

old birds took off so many of their lambs. With a good

stout rope, I think that it might have been possible to get

the eggs from this nest, although it would be a very

difficult and hazardous undertaking.

The eggs of the Black Eagle are laid in June or July;

as already mentioned, the nest found in the Little Tugela

contained eggs on the 1st June 1912, and a pair of eggs

in the Millar Collection, in the Durban Museum, were
taken on the IGth July, 1897, in the Swartberg Mountains
Cape Colony. These are described as being " ovate " in

form, the ground colour being pale cream, covered with

blotches and spots of reddish and purplish brown; they

measure 3.1 by 2.37, and 3 by 2.3S inches, respectively.
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The plumage of the adult bird is black, with the lower

part of the back and rump pure white; this white patch

is very plainly disceruable when the bird is flying, unless

of course it is directly overhead. length about 23 feet;

and the average length from tip to tip of the wings when

spread is six feet six inches. A female shot by me in the

Bushman's River Valley measured over seven feet from

tip to tip of the wings, and was 29'' in length. This

bird has been set up and is now in the Xatal Museum,

Maritzburg; it was in immature plumage.

In conclusion I may mention an interesting but prol)-

abiy little known fact in connection with the Black Eagle,

i.e. its habit of playing in the air. Flying to a great

height, the eagle will suddenly close its wings and drop

like a stone for a few feet; then turning over and over

like a tumbler pigeon, will eventually when fairly close

to the ground, open out its wings and swoop gracefully

away to repeat the performance in some other part of

the mountains.

The Trout in SoutJi African Waters.

By Arthur H. Keid.

Very little attention appears to have been given to

the biologies of our South African Rivers and Lakes. It

therefore atfoi-ds me much pleasure to accept Dr. Phillips'

offer of space in our Journal, in the lio])e that a short

i-esume of many years study of non-indigenous flsh life,

may create an interest in the subject and be of service,

if merely as a guide, to those sportsmen naturalists wlio

are members of our Society.

Perhaps I cannot better preface my remarks than by
stating that the couclusi(ms submitted are not mere sur-
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mise, but are founded upon the result of scientific re-

search conducted b}' myself in the life history and habits

of Brown and Rainbow Trout in South African waters.

The chief points covered by the work Iiave been recorded

under the following heads :

—

1. Date of observation.

2. Name of river,

3. Locality of river.

4. Altitude above sea level.

5. Time of observation,

(j. Sky aspect.

7. Cloud aspect.

8. Direction of wind.

9. Power of wind.

10. Barometrical reading.

11. Thermometrical readings in sun, shade and water.

12. Condition and volume of water.

13. Date of last rain.

14. Hours when fish were rising.

15. Flies and insects on and in the water.

10. Number and description of fish killed, kept, and

returned and reason for the return.

17. Description, classification and condition of fish.

18. Weight of fish killed.

19. Contents of stomachs.

20. Altitude of flight of Swallows and Martins.

Life History of the Trout.

The only members of the family Salmon idae that have

been acclimatised in South African waters are the Brown,
Rainbow, and Loch Leven varieties. The first attempt

was made by a Syndicate in the Eastern Province of

Cape Colony, to which the author was a subscriber, in

1881. To Mr. .J. D. Ellis of Kingwilliamstown must be

credited the inception of the idea, and the first shipment
of ova arrived in 1885, but the experiment was a failure.
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Another attempt by Mr. J. C. Parker of Pieterinaritz-

berg, Natal, also failed. In 1884 Mr. Laohlan Maclean

took the matter up again with some friends at Cape

Town, when ova were imported and liatched at Ceres

Eoad. They did well for a time, but through an accident

the bulk of them perished. A few, however, were placed

in the Dwaars Kiver, Mitchell's Pass, a Tributary of

the Breede Riyer, and some in a pond on the Waverley

Mills Estate. Both did well, but those in the pond

eventually perished through the water becoming over-

heated. Sufficient experience had, however, been gained

to prove that the acclimatisation of trout was possible

and another attempt on a larger scale was made in 1890-

91, when the Colonial Secretary (the late Mr. J. W
Saner) induced the Government to assist financially and

otherwise. In 1892 a further shipment of ova was sent

from England, but was not the success it should have been.

Another was sent, which was dealt with in proper

ponds at Jonker's Hoek, Stellenbosch, by the

courtesy of the late Mr. F. G. Watermeyer and was so

completely successful that numerous rivers were stocked

and have been self supporting ever since. To the Eerste

River at Stellenbosch must go the honour of being the

first to be stocked, but of late years quite a lot of eligible

rivers and streams have received attention.

Brown Trout.

The Brown Trout (Snlmo fario) is generally believed

to be non-migratory. Those that are bred and remain

in the smaller streams seldom grow to a great size, and in

England a brook trout of a (juarter pound would be con-

sidered large, tliough in the greater rivers and lakes

they run up to 10 lbs. and more. Much depends upon the

food supply of the wateis tliey ()ccui)y. Tlie Brown Troul

is of a colour varying from olive green to brown with red

and black spots on the sides, back, and occasionally to
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the dorsal fin. Sometimes they have a great i)rei)oii-

derance of black spots with very few red, others assume

a beautiful yellow, almost golden colour, as in the White

River, Mitchell's Pass, Ceres, and others a very dark

brown, almost black. The variations are in correspon-

dence Avith natural peculiarities of their daily surround-

ings and food, the colour of the sand, stones or weeds in

the bottom or sides of the river, the clarity of the water,

exposure to sunshine, etc. The Brown Trout prefers

speedy, clean, broken water and is a past master in

selecting quiet, sheltered spots where he can lie and

watch for his pre}'. During the day the larger fish re-

main in their haunts but at evening and during the

night they roam about in search of food.

When the spawning season arrives the lower jaw of the

old males elongates upwards, as does that of the salmon,

but not to the same degree. From observations and

careful autopsies covering some years before and after

the spawning season, the author believes that when some

females are over carrying their spawn others have none.

The ])rocess of fecundating the eggs is very interesting,

and can be seen from the road bridge in Ceres village

during July. The female makes a depression in the

gravel of the river bed with her tail by a sweeping

movement and ejects the ova into it; afterwards the

male fertilises the mass of ova by emitting and covering

it with the milt.

The operation takes about a week to complete. The

female usually discharges all her ova in a day, but the

male takes about six days to liquify and discharge his

milt. During those days the fish jealously guard their

deposit, the cock fish chasing away any other that may
be approaching his preserve. They then cover the deposit

with gravel by sweeping it with their tails and leave

the rest to Nature and Chance. After a rest in the

gravel as already described, two small black spots develop

in the embrvo. These are the future eves of the fish and
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the eggs are known as eyed ova. Then, after lying witli

the running water continually washing the deposit for

about 6 weeks, the youngsters bore their way through

the shells of the ova and freeing themselves become

alevins, each with the yoke of the egg hanging from its

underpart like a sac or bag. They remain in this state,

in the gravel, from three to six weeks according to the

temperature of the water, obtaining nourishment by ab-

sorbing the contents of the yolk-sac; \iiien that is ex-

hausted they free themselves from the gravel and appear

as minute fish about 1^'' long, seeking food for them-

selves.

• The same process applies to all varieties of trout,

and it has been suggested, that hybridization is taking

place between the Browns and Kainbows naturally.

There is no absolute proof, but specimens have been

killed bearing such peculiar colourings and markings that

the possibility has naturally suggested itself.

Loch Levex Trout.

The Loch Leveu Trout sometimes known as {Salmo

levensis) has generally a more silvery colouration of

the belly than has the Brown, fewer or no red spots, and

the flesh is pinkish rather than yellowish red as in the

Brown Trout. They seem to have disappeared from the

Lowrens River where they were placed or probably they

have been transformed into the Brown variety, for the

Loch Leven trout is merely a variety of the species S.

fario.

Rainbow Trout.

The Rainbow Trout i Salmo Irideiis) of North America
has increased more than any other variety in our waters,

probably due to the fact that water of a high temperature

does not affect them seriously as it does the S. fario.

The upper part of the body is of a blueish or purple hue
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varying from gold to silver below, profusely covered with

black spots which extend over the dorsal and caudal fins

and with a bright red lateral band. The beautiful red

lateral rays increase in brilliancy as the spawning

season approaches and are much affected by the tone of

the surroundings and by excitement. The Rainbow

Trout is far more hardy and more capable of accomod-

ating itself to various surroundings than the Brown.

They seem comfortable in comparatively stagnant water

and love a romp in the swiftest flow. The author has

killed a few in the lower waters of the Eerste River that

were silvery all over, like fresh run spring salmon,

and devoid of spots. These had evidently been to the

sea or estuary and it is well known that many have been

taken by the fisherman's nets in False Bay and offered

for sale at Somerset Strand. They vary very much in

the display of the rainbow rays and are more susceptible

to the influence of colour around them than the Brown
Trout. In deep pools surrounded by black earth, the

author has killed specimens as black as the earth from

head to tail, with a mere vestige of dull silver on their

bellies. They can exist in water of a higher temperature

than the Brown Trout and are therefore more suitable

for certain of our rivers. It is to be hoped that the

migration of trout to the sea and elsewhere will receive

due attention from those who have the leisure to study

their habits. They probably go to the sea with the

first flood, say in April or May, and return to spawn
the following year. The usual spawning season for

Rainbows in Cape waters is in June or July, and of

the Brown in May or June, but in each river they vary

surprisingly and the presence of snow water from the

mountains must influence the congregation of both

varieties at the junction of the tributary streams with

the main rivers. Judging from the number of female

Rainbows that are burdened with ova carried over from

the past season, it seems possible that a continuously hot
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summer without rain induces congestion of the ovary and

of the ova.

It seems to be an established fact, that the farther the

fish liave to travel to their " redds ", the shorter is the

time devoted to the operation of spawning and that in

the sluggish streams considerably more time is required

than in the faster. Unless all the spawners arrive to-

gether, there is always the danger of late arrivals dis-

turbing and Avrecking the deposits of the earlier. In

such a case, too^ there is the probability of the earlier

hatched fry harassing the later and smaller. Nature

for some reason or other ordains that they shall crowd

together in the quietest and shallowest waters w^hile

they are very small. .

The period of incubation depends almost entirely on

the temjjerature of the water and varies greatly. At a

temperature of 40 degrees Fahr. the ova may be hatched

in about 90 to 100 days, but in streams of higher tem-

perature the process is accelerated to 30 or 40 days. The

advantages of artificial incubation are, that the water

temperature can be regulated to overcome tlie natural

irregularities, a more perfect fertilization can be secured,

there is little or no wastage of ova, and judicious selec-

tion of the ova, alevins and fry ensures a hardy stock.

By the selection of ova and milt from liealthy spawners

the breed can be improved. Deformation of the fry under

pressure or abrasion of the ova or alevins by gravel

particles in the ^' redds" is excluded in artificial incuba-

tion. Under natural conditions it is reckoned that only

about 8 per cent, of the ova are fertilized whereas under

artificial incubation ver^^ few are missed. Then again

after natural incubation alevins herd together, packed

against stones in hundreds and are the wholesale vic-

tims of every predatory creature that exists. Perhaps

their worst enemy is the duck, wild or domesticated;

others are wagtails, sandsnip^, kingfishers, eels, crabs

and the larger trout. Those that are left to become
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^'fry" are the prey of herons, cormorants, hamraerkops,

the larger kingfishers, otters, muis honds, large trout,

etc. If suitable spawning beds are not provided in the

upper waters, or if impediments to the migration of

spawning lish are not removed, the fish must spawn on

the most comfortable material they can find in the lower

waters; and if in water near the pools,, the fry are more

or less promptly devoured, especially in rivers running

low when food is scarce, becoming the prey of the larger

and hungry fish.

The fry in our rivers seem to drop down to the deeper

w^aters from their nurseries after the first rains between

March and May of the year following their birth, so, as

the spawning season for Brown Trout is generally from

^la}' to June and for Rainbows from June to July, they

remain in their upstream home from 10 to 12 months.

The author has found Trout in spawn and milt more

or less developed as follows:—

BroAvn Trout in Upper Berg and Wemmer's Hoek,

October and November.

Eainbows in Berg and Dwaars Rivers, October.

Rainbows in Eerste River, October, November and

December.

Rainbows in Lowrens River, April and October.

Rainbows in Hex River, November.

When natural spawning beds do not exist, they can be

easily made by cutting channels from 4 to G feet wide,

parallel with the course of the stream, and covering

their bottom to a depth of 12 to 18 inches with pea-sized

gravel. The stream can then be diverted over these beds

and can by simple sluices at each end be controlled so as

to afford protection to the alevins from floods. Of course

the water in these channels must be allowed to return

to the stream lower down. By opening the sluices before

the spawning season a full flow of water can be turned

over the "redds", and the fish can be'safely left to find

their way to them in due course. Such an arrangement
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enables those interested to examine and repair the

gravel beds in the off season, and to personally snpervise

and protect the alevins from their land and air enemies

by covering the channels with wire netting. In due

course the sluices can be opened and the fry will scatter

in search of food and shelter. As a rule they seem to

prefer rather rapid and shallow water to that which is

sluggish. Their food by selection is molluscs and fly

larvae from under stones, water fleas, and other crus-

taceans. But their struggle for existence is a hard one

in view of the many enemies that await them and of the

fact that our streams, unless they are open to back

waters, or swamps, do not provide sufficient aquatic life,

for winter floods devastate their banks and remove the

vegetation upon which the fly larvae exist. It is very

interesting to watch the fry working their way down-

stream on their first journey. They seem to be all on the
'' qui vive '' and continually plucking or eating some-

thing when they stop to have a rest. They travel in

short stages with their tails first and heads upstream

so that the flow of water carries them down, but directly

they strike slow or stagnant water they bolt off with

their heads downstream until they pull up behind a stone

or some other shelter and have a rest. In some waters

however the passage is a perilous one, as the big fish

wait for them in the main river.

Food Supply.

Backwaters and swamps are the breeding grounds of

just those forms of aquatic life that provide the most
desirable food for trout, and there are many such quite

close to our rivers that could be easily connected thereto

by simple channels. Then again many irrigation fur-

rows could be converted into excellent food waters for

^^'J by judicious widening and weed planting: wire

screening could be arranged to prevent bigger fish from
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passing up the furrows. Au important point to note

Is that the water levels vary very much during the season,

being in the driest months very low, and when the fish

need food there is little for them. Trout need a con-

stant supply of food or they will prey upon the smaller

fish, including tlieir own fry. Now, if the bogs and back-

waters before alluded to were connected by channels

with the rivers, they would yield a supply of vegetation

and aquatic life which would in many cases keep the

river beds supplied all the year round, because it would

be washed out and deposited annually along the banks

and in pools with accompanying soil and sediment. In-

deed, a little attention Avould disclose hundreds of corners

which would hold vegetation with the accompanying living

organisms that are so badly needed, and which, but for

the vegetation, would be washed away by every flood.

Where pools have a soft bottom it has become so by the

deposit of alluvial matter, which proves that in times

of flood that particular spot is more or less free from

scour and should be a suitable centre for the propagation

of aquatic plants to provide food and shelter for the fish;

of course it is necessary to select the proper plants.

Such beds should only be formed where, in the driest

season, there is a sliglit inflow and outgo of water and

preferabh^ in places somewhat exposed to the prevalent

winds, which ruffle the surface. By that action the water

naturally absorbs the necessary amount of oxygen to

keep it fresh and sweet. Such a pool should not be too

much sheltered by trees as a certain amount of sunlight

is necessary for the growth of plants and is beneficial

to the fish. Unless a proper exposure to light and wind
is provided to stagnant pools, there is always the daqger

of trout being attacked by the Salmon Fungus (Sap-

rolegnia) or some similar disease. As stated elsewhere,

I have unfortunately good reason for suspecting the

presence of some such disease in certain waters. It is

believed that the disease is not necessarily epidemic, but
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under certain conditions is likel}^ to appear upon fisji

that have been wounded. Those that migrate to the sea

or to brak estuaries soon free themselves from the malady^

but those that are affected and remain should be de-

stroyed and their stagnant haunts converted into run-

ning water by the removal of all obstacles. In the case

of head waters that are deficient in food, a little pond

here and tliere with channels to connect them to the

stream would yield an enormous amount of fish food,

and if made near a homestead improve the landscape.

Then again water cress planted in the streams and fur-

rows would be of service to man as well as fish, but in

a compound scale to the former. I would impress upon

all interested perscms that by cultivating the growth of

a(iuatic plants in the upper waters the floods would keep

tlie lower portions going to a great extent, and by pro-

viding food for the fry in the upper waters they would

remain there, instead of dropping downstream in search

of food, to be snapped up by enemies and larger fish.

The severe floods of 1917 wrecked the banks of the Hex,

Dwaars and Lowrens Rivers, carrying away all vegeta-

tion, roots and aquatic plants that provided insect and

otlier forms of natural food for the fish ; and the absence

of fly (m the rivers this year is evidence of the need for

inunediate action. The larvae of many insects exist

solely on the jilants and weeds that grow beside rivers,

and as Nature is not replacing those that were washed

away, it is the duty of those interested to expedite that

work. The author lias planted Willow Moss in the

upi)er waters of the Lowrens at Somerset West, and as a

stock is on hand at the Jonker's Hoek Hatchery, it is

hojied some will be distributed and aiTangements made
t(> get it j)lanted where it cannot be washed away by

the winter floods.

The result of many autoi)sies covering many years en-

ables me to record the following as items of the menu ol

the trout, centipedes, flying ants, caterpillars, flies, beetles,
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larvae, water biijis. orassliopjuMs, spiders, crabs, oaddis>

mussel shells, pupae, fr<)«;s, (rout aud otlier fry, chunks

of meat, ojreen weed, grains of barley, seeds, skeleton leaf,

])o}»lar coronae aud twigs, i)oj)lar catkins, husks of acorns

aud feathers: of which the most imi)ortaut are rrahs, pica

and grassliopprrs. Not a bad selection? On 1st. October,

1917, in the Hex River, 1 killed a trout that contained

2 or 3 small fish. On Gth October, 1917, I killed a tr')ut in

the Herg River containing one small fish and on 2nd.

October, 1915, in the Eerste a trout only 10" long, con-

•taining two or three undoubted ti'out fry.

Division of Sexes.

Experience has led me to believe that there is a pre-

ponderance of female fish in our waters and that such is

dangerously on the increase. There can be no doubt, 1

think, that in the early season the lusty vigorous young

male fish fall victims to the rapacity of their seniors and

of angers to a much greater degree than the more modest

and circumspect females. It therefore seems necessarv in

the course of artificial incubation to place a preponder

ance of male fish into our rivers, for otherwise old and

worthless males may take the place of the younger fish in

the spawning beds with a resultant decline in the quality

of the output. On the assumption, that a male fish is only

of service to one female in particular, the necessity of

balancing the numbers of the sexes is paramount. From
3 to years seems to be the limit of age for the useful

breeding of trout, especially of the males, and after that

age they become bottom feeders, cannibals, bullies and all

that is bad. They should be destroyed at all. costs and
by any means.

Selection of Stock Fish.

I have for some time watched the habits of trout in

waters that have been stocked with both Rainbows and
Browns, and have come to the conclusion that it is a
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mistake to have both in the same water. Their habits,

nature and temperament are so divergant that they shonld

not be in contact. The Brown trout should be preferred

for rivers that have their sources in mountains that are

snowclad in winter; such rivers have as a rule speedy

water, on account of the greater fall in their beds, and

the water is naturally cooler on account of the altitude

of the head waters above sea level. In other words, rivers

whose sources are a great distance from the sea are better

suited to Browns than Rainbows. The latter can with-

stand temperatures better than the former and are there-*

fore more suitable for rivers of short length, with little

fall and consequently much sluggish water, though of

course they would thrive in the Brown ti^out water. In-

discriminate stocking must depreciate the whole breed

and it is far better to ascertain the most suitable variety

for any given water and stick to that, doing all that is

possible to improve that particular l)reed and to remove

all chance of contact with others. There can be no

doubt that success or failure depends upon the con-

dition of the water and the presence of plenteous and

suitable food. The matter of food can be easily deter-

mined, both as regards the quantity available and the

quality, by a frequent examination of the contents of the

stomachs of the fish month by month, week by week and

day by day if possible. The favourite food will soon be

discovered, also if it is plentiful at every or any particular

season. If at any time there is a shortage, it can be dealt

Avitli by cultivation, at the right season, of the proper

animal or plant life. Regarding the existence of large

predatory fish, the only remedy is their prompt removal.

The Rainbow becomes cannibalistic much sooner than the

Brown trout, i>robably as 3 years is to 5, and it is not

diflficult to ascertain their existence if they are seen in

the water and not seen to rise. Rainl)ows are so vo-

racious tliat tliey quickly consume all available food in one

section of a river and then move on to another, giving the
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Brown trout small chance of existence. It is noticealbe

in some seasons how trout rise freely for some time and

then suddenly stop altogether for the rest of the season.

This is probably due to the production of some form of

bottom food in large quantities. It can be easily proved

by frequent autopsies and if the habit becomes general

and incessant the only remedy is to increase the stock

of fish and thus, by the exhaustion of the bottom source

of food supply, induce surface feeding.

The temperature of our river waters has a very im-

portant bearing on the fish and plant life. The highest

water temperature ever experienced by the author was

at Ceres, being So" Fahrenheit in still water at the sur-

face and 82" in running water. Xeedless to say no fish

could survive such a temperature and as no dead ones

could be found it is presumed they sought cooler water at

the bottom of deep pools or migrated to the cooler head

waters. On lOth January, 1917. in the weir pool at Ver-

genoeg (Faure). I found the surface water temperature

to be SO' Fahr. and saw six trout from two to three

pounds and twenty ranging from 12" to 9" long on the

move, to and fro. in the pool below the weir. Above the

weir boards about 12 trouts running from 14" to 9" long

were hanging against the upstream side of the boards

with the water passing over them. As I stood in the

water on the weir, on the upstream side of the boards,

many fish passed and re-passed within a few inches of my
legs, without apparently noticing my presence. They all

seemed languid though restless. Two swam into shallow

water so near to me that I could have taken them in

my landing net or kicked them out of the water. Later

on some rubbed against my legs and continued doing so

until I moved, when they swam slowly away. Some had
their backs out of the water, others moved listlessly about

among the reeds on the bank. Many were Brown trout

and they varied very much in colour. Two appeared to

have fungoidal growths on their backs. On the whole the
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fish were in fair condition, but a few were poor and weak.

Flies were offered, but without avail. On walking into

the entrance of the irrigation furrow above the weir,

several good fish brushed over my feet quite leisurely.

All the above occurred at 4.30. p.m. Wind W.S.W.

Barometer reading 32.00 at about 15 feet above sea level.

Thermometer 76° Faflir. in the shade and 97 in the sun

and 80° in the water.

From statistics prepared during many years experience,

the writer has found that the average number of fish

killed or returned per day under various conditions of

temperature is as follows :

—

From 16 to 13 fish per day. Water temperature 58° to

62°.

From 10 to 12 fish per day. Water temperature 58° to

72°.

From 6 to 8 fish per day. Water temperature 60° to

75.

From to 5 fish per day. Water temperature 62° to

80°.

Habits of Trout.

It may be observed that as the season advances the

fish are inclined to migrate from spot to spot. Pools and

quiet runs that afford excellent sport in October will

draw blank in January. Many reasons are advanced for

this movement elsewhere in this treatise. Perhaps one

is that some fish may not have recovered their condition

after spawning as others have in October. There is

little doubt that sometimes trout after a good meal retire

to deep pools or shaded nooks until they have digested

their food. At other times their presence under trees

or bushes is due, I think, to the fall of insects from
these trees when disturbed by the wind. This may also

account for the congregation of fish at times, at the

junction of streams with the main river. Spawned fish

naturally avoid broken water and exertion for a time and
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seek the bottom of deep pools to rest and feed upon

what comes along, but after recuperation occasionally

the most vigorous and best conditioned trout are found in

speedy riotous water even when the temperature of the

water is high. This may arise from the fact that running

water is cooler on the surface than that which is stagnant,

as well as more highly oxygenated and stimulating to

the fish. Perhaps also the habit of lying about in sh'allow

water running over a pebbly bottom in bright sunshine is

nature's antidote to parasitic growths which are known

to develop when the water gets low. Any interference

with the natural conditions of trout water requires the

most careful and expert consideration, for there is an

interdependence between every type of living organism

in water, as on land, and any interference may dis-

organize the whole system. We are now beginning to

hear that fishing is falling off in certain waters, that the

fish are in poor condition here and very small there.

This arises from a lack of knowledge on the part of those

who stocked the waters, and of those who supervise or do

not supervise. The mere addition of a few thousand

alevins or fry per annum to a river, coupled with very oc-

casional or no protection against illegal capture is of no

avail unless the natural resources of the water be de-

veloped to secure the regular feeding and protection of the

stock. Everything must not be left to nature if our rivers

are to be properly and economically developed and main

tained. Experience teaches that every river should be

treated as a whole by a central Conservancy Board or

Association and not divided up into sections, each of

which is subject to the whim, care or neglect of ripariaa

owners.

It is a mere waste of time, energy and money to deal

with one section of a river unless control is secured ove^

the waters below and above the section. It is useless

to remove vermin in one section if they find sanctuary

in the next, and it is not fair that the stock placed in one
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section should be attracted to or destroyed by the neglect

or intent of an adjoining neighbour. It is well known

that those portions of a river where trout spawn are not

favoured by them as a habitat during the rest of the

year, and this is probably one of nature's means of pro-

tecting the new fry from the depredations of the mature

fish. Trout would probably be hatched in one section,

developed in another, to spend their years of maturity in

a third, migrating each year to spawn in the first. There

are few rivers that afford spawning, rearing and feeding

grounds within reasonable distance of each other, and

it is well so, as such rivers provide but a poor

prospect for the small fish. Generally speaking

the spawning beds are situated far up in the

high waters or in tributary streams which afford

suitable gravelly beds and are too small for the sustenance

or comfort of large fish. Up to the present our South

African head waters have the advantage of being un-

polluted, having clean gravel beds, which is most

important, as mud in the gravel prevents the free per-

colation of the water, fouls the outer shell of the eggs

and may produce gases that kill an embryo so dependent

on a plentiful supply of oxygen in it's development. As
remarked elsewhere, the embryo remains in the gravel

from 3 to 6 weeks, according to the temperature and the

condition of the water, so it Avill be readily understood,

how desirable it is to have an unrestricted flow of clean

^ater through clean gravel. A healthy, well developed

trout should shed about 800 eggs to the pound weight-

Careful observation of the " redds '' proves that a very

large proportion of the naturally deposited eggs are

injured by compression or abrasion by the gravel,

especially if it be sharp.

Pollution Mortality.

The matter of the pollution of streams in the vicinity

of towns, villages or factories is fast becoming one of
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supreme importniue. The Eerste River at Stellenbosch is

perliaj)8 the worst example. I have ])icked up 4 or 5

dead trout, each about one i>oiind in wei^lit, in one after-

noon below Stellenboscii, whilst others were rolling about

in a state of semi-asphixiation. In January, the river

below the village is very Ioav, and sometimes evil-

smelling, as on the occasion above mentioned. The

residue of Wineries and Distilleries, together with solid

and liquid domestic refuse that had been cast into the

town furrows, brought about the unusual mortality. This

pollution has, to some extent, been dealt with by the Pro-

vincial authorities, and it is to be hoped will not be per-

mitted to continue. The washing of brandy and wine

casks and the throwing of wine refuse into the river is

dangerous to fish life, especially when the river is low,

for then the filth finds its way into the more or less

sandy pools and is covered by the next flood with sand

and other solids. The result is decomposition accom-

panied by the production of gas. When wading in these

pools in summer, the pressure of one's feet liberates the

gas, Avhicli rises in bubbles and is very oftensive; in the

same way cattle stir up the decajdng filth, Avhich is

carried downstream to injure or kill any young fish or

fish food that it may envelope. The mature fish are not so

susceptible to the evil influence as the fry and when there

is a reasonably copious flow of water in the river they

can migrate and evade the nuisance. The extent of

damage to the fish naturally depends upon the tempera

ture of the water, which at say 40° Fahr. would be com-

paratively harmless, while at 80° it Avould be fatal.

Water Vermin.

The chief enemies of trout are named in the clause re-

lating to spawning, but having watched the havoc

wrought by cormorants in the Eerste River, in the Hex at

Worcester, and in the lake at the Cape Explosive Works
at Somerset West, it seems wise to devote a little space
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to the subject, if only as a caution to those who are

responsible for the supervision of stocked waters. The

cormorant prefers mature fish to the smaller, and I have

seen them chasing large trout under the banks on Mr.

Faure's farm at Faure. My attention was first attracted

by the flashing of fish in the dark water, as they darted

away to avoid capture. I then saw a shadowy body

swimming deep down in the pool against the overhanging

bank. At first I thought it was an otter, so waited

and watched, when a cormorant rose to the surface with

a trout about 8'' long in it's beak. The damage done

to trout by cormorants is inconceivable to any but those

who know. Their appetites are insatiable, their cunning

and activity in pursuit extraordinary, and their per-

sistence equalled only by that of the ant. They are

credited with digesting their own weight of fish per day.

Their faculty for concealment above or below water is

marvellous and the colour of their plumage favours them

in that regard. Though they sometimes visit a water in

numbers, as a rule they fish alone, and as they move about

from place to place by night as well as day, they are

difiicult to locate. The Curator at Jonkers Hoek Hatch-

ery (Mr. Chaplin) has on view the contents of the stomach

of one cormorant that was only a few minutes in his

carp pond before being shot, and it is certainly an object

lesson to those w^ho may have any doubts on the matter,

being a 1 oz. bottle full of carp fry. Cormorants should

be ruthlessly destroyed by all anglers and riparian

owners. I submit that the habits of the cormorant cannot

be defended and that the species should be severely dealt

with without delay ax all events on our inland waters

and rivers. There is ample evidence that they

have increased enormously in late years, that they are

voracious feeders, that they devour enormous quantities

of valuable fish that have been placed in the rivers at

great expense, and that they do not destroy any other
enemy of the fish. These facts can be easily proved by
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autopsies of those that may be killed for the purpose.

In Tasmania a reward of 1/- per head is paid by the

Government or by the Angling Associations and both eggs

and nests are destroyed.

Dr. Francis Ward estimates that a cormorant which

weighs 6 to 8 lbs. consumes at least lo lbs. of fish per

diem and as an experiment he gave a captured cormorant

as many herrings 7" long as he could swallow. He put

away 27 at one sitting!

Some Common Parasitic Worms Occurring in the

Domesticated Animals in South Africa,

By E. M. Robinson.

Two common nematode worms occurring in the

oesophagus of the ox, sheep and goat are Gongylonema

Scntatum- and G. Verrucosum. These are long thread

like filariae threaded under the mucous membrane and

may occur in the pharynx, rumen and reticulum.

Spiroptera Megastoma is a small white nematode

occurring in the stomach tumours of the fundus of the

horse's stomach.

Spiroptera Microstoma closely resembles S. Megastoma,

but is found in thousands in the stomach contents of the

horse and never in the tumours of the stomach wall.

Amphistomum Conicum is a trematode worm founQ in

clusters in the rumen, usually close to the entrance to

the reticulum, in cattle, sheep and goats. It is about the

size of a grain of wheat or a little larger, and is pink in

colour. The intermediate stages in its life history are

probably passed in a fresh . water snail. A conicum is

found in the reticulum as well, but never anywhere else,

though in the buffalo a species is found in the coecum.
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•

Haemonchus Contortus, . This parasite, which is prob-

ably the most important one of stock in South Africa^

occurs in the abomasum of sheep, cattle and goats. The

female is about li inches long, and has a twisted appear-

ance due to the intestine containing blood, winding round

the oviduct Avhich is not coloured, so that the appearance

of a barbers pole is obtained. The male is about an inch

long and is red in colour. The common name for the

worm is ^' The Sheep Wire Worm ".

The small intestine of cattle contains a minute hair

like worm CoojJeria Oncophwa^ which is very difficult to

see in the bowel when opened. The sheep's intestine con-

tains a similar small hair like worm, the Trichostrongyhis

Instahilis, a worm likely to be of much economic im-

portance in the future. The small intestine of the horse

contains a large nematode, Ascaris Megalocepliala, which

worm may reach a lenght of 15 inches in the female. The

colour is yellow and the female is much larger than the

male, as is usual in nematodes. The pig's intestine con-

tains a closely allied worm, Ascari8 Suilla, which is

similar in shape but is whiter in colour, and does not

usually attain a length of more than 8 inches.

The caecum and colon of the horse contain a host of

different species of nematodes, and a tapeworm, Taenia

Perfoliata, which is about ^ to one inch long, leaf like in

shape has no hooks on the head. There is a species of

nematode found in the colon of the horse, Oxyuris

Ciirvula, which is a white w^orm about 2" long in the

female, the only sex easily found, and tapers towards

the tail end. The large intestine of sheep and cattle

often contains a small round worm, Trichocephaliis Tri-

chiuris. This worm has the appearance of a stock whip,

the head and a portion of the body being very thin and
thread Ifke, and the tail end is thick. The small intestine

of the sheep usually cotain-s a nematode, Bunostomum
Trigonoccphalus. This worm is a blood sucker, is

attached to the mucous membrane and has a well
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developed tooth in the month portion. A similar worm
occurs in cattle, B. Pidchotomum, and the two species are

only distinguishable on fine morphological detail.

In the caecum and colon of sheep and cattle, nematode

worms of the Oesophagostome species occur with great

frequency, in fact are rarely absent. The adult worms

are very white in colour, about f long, and twisted at

the tail end usually. The larval form occurs in the in-

testinal wall forming small nodules containing a green

cheesy material, and which later becomes calcareous. The

sheep harbours OesopJiagostum ColumManum, and cattle,

0. Radiatum.

The dog's intestine contains several species of tape

worm and two of round. Of the tapeworms, two are

of great importance, Taenia Echinococus and T.

Marginata. The former is a tiny armed tapeworm, about

Y^ long, and having only four segments. Its intermediate

stage occurs in cattle, sheep and other animals, and pro-

duces large cysts in the liver, lungs, etc., causing the

organs to be useless for food. T. Marginata has its inter-

mediate stage in sheep and goats, and in buck as well,

producing the well known bladder worms, known to

every butcher. These jelly like bladders are attached to

the omentum or mesentery, and may be present in large

numbers. The most common round worm of the dog is

Ascaris Marginata, a white worm about 2'' or more in

length, often present in large numbers and producing fits

and convulsions in puppies.

There are about 75. species of common parasitic w^orms

found in the domesticated animals in South Africa and
the list given only refers to some of the more common
ones.

luj LIBRARY
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GENERAL NOTES.

The Floicering Plants of South Africa.

We note with pleasure the preliminary announcement

of Vol. I. No. 1 of "The Flowering Plants of South

Africa" which will be published in November of this

year.

This work edited by Dr. I. B. Pole Evans, Chief,

Division of Botany, Pretoria, and Director of the

Botanical Survey of the Union of South Africa marks

a new departure in botanical science in this country, in

as much as further interest in the study and cultivation

of our indigenous plants will be stimulated by making

the unique South African flora better known by a series

of coloured illustrations accompanied by descriptions.

While not an official publication of the Division of

Botany, the illustrations and descriptions are the work
of members of the staff, and at present the sole credit for

its production belongs to the Division. The funds

necessary for the appearance of a publication of this

nature were donated by private individuals. We
sincerely hope that the public will sufficiently appreciate

the work by becoming subscribers and so making the

publication of future Volumes possible.

The work will be issued every three months, commenc-
ing on November 1st. 1920, each part containing ten

coloured plates, price los. annual subscription 60s.

(postage 2s.).

Messrs, L. Reeve & Co., Ltd.,

6 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London,

are the publishers, and

The Speciality Press of South Africa, Ltd.,

P.O. Box 3958, Johannesburg.

P.O. Box 388, Cape Town,
are the South African Agents.
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the society indicates, its activities are devoted more

particularly to American labourers; but it nevertheless

embraces subjects of general interest and importance^

as is shown by the pages of its Journal, such as dis-

cussions upon classification, lists and reviews of all

publications upon mammalogy, and even papers upon

exotic mammtals. Membership consists of ordinary

members elected upon recommendation and contributing

an annual subscription of three dollars), honorary mem-
bers and patrons. Additions to the roll are solicited,

and those desirous of joining the society should communi-

cate with the Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Hartley T.

Jackson, Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. The

society started with a membership of over two hundred

and fifty, and when it has become more generally known
is sure to add enormous!}^ to its numbers, so that its

success is assured, as it deserves to be.

The first number of its Journal contains the following

papers, covering fifty one pages and two plates :

—

Bats from Mount Whit}iey, by Glover M. Allen.

Criteria for the recognition of Genera and Species,

by C. Hart Merriam.

This is a discussion upon the intergradation of species

and higher groups and their definition, a subject which

has troubled the minds of systematists since the days of

Linne and still does so more than ever. It invites dis-

cussion, and another point of view is expressed by P. A. T.

Taverner in a later number of the Journal.

The Mammals of South-eastern Washington, by Lee
Raymond Dice.

Preliminary Notes on African Garnivora, by J. A. Allen.

This article is of special importance to African students.

The generic name of Aonyx is found to be applicable to

the Cape Clawless Otter alone, the Asiatic species com-

monly associated witli it being removed to a new genus
Micraonyx. New genera are described in OSBORNICTIS,
allied to Genetta, for 0. piscivora, a new species, and in
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XENOGALE, allied to llcrpcstes^ Iclwumia and Atilax,

for X. microdon, another new species, both discoveries due

to the explorations of the American Museum Congo

Expedition. The generic names of Mungos and Herpestes

are discussed and it is sliown that the Banded Mungoose,

formerly known by the name of Crossarchus fasclatus

(Desmarest) should bear the name of Mungos mungo

(Gmelin), and Herpestes (which was replaced by Mungos

in 1907) is applicable to the thin-tailed mungooses of the

ichneumon group.

A 'New Sulispecies of Beaver from North Dakota.

By Vernon Bailey.

Notes on the Fox Squirrels of South-eastern United

States. By Arthur H. Howell.

These are devoted to shorter articles, included amongst

which we may note " An easy method of cleaning Skulls '^

by A. Brazier Howell, and ^^Why should every specimen

be named ", by C. Hart Merriam.

Recent Literature, containing reviews and lists of papers

upon mammals.

Editorial Comment, containing a brief history of the

foundation of the society.

By-laics and Rules of the American Society of Mamma-
log ists.

The second number of the Journal, published in Feb-

ruary, 1920, contains fifty-nine pages, two plates and five

text-figures. It comprises nine articles, covering the wide

field of operations of the Society, besides the shorter

papers contained in the General Notes, Recent Literature,

Correspondence and Editorial Comment. Of special im-

portance to African students may be mentioned, ^' For a

study of Life Histories'', by Ernest Thompson Seton, in

which the writer advocates schedule methods in order to

avoid overlooking important details, and in the " General

Notes" a contribution on the '^Technical Names of Two
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Colohus Monkeys'', by J. A. Allen. The other articles

are all of a high standard, lack of space alone preventing

our comment thereupon.

The third number of the first volume, published in May,

1920, contains forty-nine pages, four plates and four

text-figures. Besides the contributions on American mam-

mals, of particular interest to us is P. A. Taverner's views

on '' The test of the sultspeeies '', the question raised in

the first number of the Journal by Merriam; " T/ie Fur

Situation '\ by N. Dearborn, showing that the centre of

the fur trade has now shifted to North x\merica, where a

national conference was held in February, 1920, at Mont-

real, on the fur industry and wild life protection in

Canada; and a supplementary note on cleaning skulls

by A. B. Howell.

A. Roberts.

On June 4th. 1920, Mr. J. Forsyth of the Experimental

Farm, Glen, brought me a specimen of what appeared to

be a blind snake, and stated that he was present and

actually saw the animal being voided with the excrement

of the pedigree South Devon Cow D.O.A. 48. The speci-

men was sent to the Museum at Kimberley, where Mr.

J. H. Power kindly identified it and declared it to be

Monopeltis capensis, a legless lizard of the family

Amphistaenidae. Except for the head, which was
damaged, the animal was intact. How it came into the

digestive system of the cow can only be surmised,

especially since the lizard lives underground, and it

seems remarkable that the animal should have

travelled the whole length of the cow's intestines (which

according to Hering are about 150 feet long) without

having been injured more than was actually the case.

R. Bigalke.

Before reading Mr. Barker's note on the tending by
ants of certain Membracids, I observed the following,

which it may be of interest to record :

—
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On the lOtli. December last, whilst on the hills in the

neighbourhood of Orange Grove, I noticed a number of

ants attending to what appeared, on a cursory glance, to

be scattered white scales on the tips of the branches of

a wild fig. On looking closer, the scales turned out to be

markings on the skin of a caterpillar, which closely re-

sembled the bark of the young tips. The ants were of two

species, the common ant of S.A. and a small black one.

B3' watching^ them, I was able to discover a number of

larvae, large and small, all of which were attended by the

ants and apparently took no notice of them.

About the bush were flying one or two butterflies

(Myrina ficedula) and in a spider's web w^as a dead speci-

men. The latter and specimens of the caterpillars were

secured, as the tending of the larvae by ants struck me as

being so out of the common that I wanted to have them

identified.*

C. X. Knox Davie s.

COERESPONDENOE.

Fahre and PartTienogenesis.

Dear Sir,—With all the deference undoubtedly due to

Mr. C. P. Dad ant, it appears to be clear that in his notes

in the American Bee Journal, May 1918, he presumes

rather than shows that Fabre in his " Souvenirs Entomo-

logiques " denies the theory of Parthenogenesis in

relation to the Hymenoptera. His quotations from the

*In the Cambridge Natural History, Insects vol. II.,

there is a reference to this remarkable habit amongst the

caterpillars of Lycaenidae, to which family Myrina

ficedula belongs. (Editor.)
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great French Naturalist refer to the question of the

"facultative determination of the sexes—the fertilization

or non-fertilization of the eggs of the Queen Bee as tli^ey

passed through the Oviduct ''.

This '* facultative determination of the sexes" nnist

apply only in the case of a fertilized Queen, and not

to the '' reproduction by Yirgin Females by means of

eggs."

As a matter of fact Fabre, devotes his third chapter mn

the Halicti, a family of "burrowing" bees, to the

question of Partlienogenesis, and at the conclusion of

same states :

—

" To sum up, judging by the three species that form the

subject of my investigation, the Halicti have two gene-

rations a year, one in the Spring, issuing from the Mother

who has lived through the Winter after being fecundated

in the Autumn, tlie other in the Summer, the fruit of

Parthenogenesis; that is to say, of reproduction by the

power of the Mother alone."

Some doubt seemed to have been in Fabre's mind at one

time as to whether the same conclusions to which he had

come after many years of research amongst the wild bees

and wasps would apply also to the Hive Bee, but this

doubt was afterwards dispelled as is shown by the follow-

ing quotation :

—

"I admit that all the game-hunting and

honey-gathering Hymenoptera possess a seminal recep-

tacle, etc.,

" This organ once accepted the German theory becomes

applicable to all the Bees and all the Wasps."

Yours faithfully,

SiRIUS.

^ote.—The foregoing quotations from J. H. Fabre's

writings are taken from Bramble Bees and Others ",

translated by A. T. de Mattos, F.Z.S.—a collection of all

the essays on " ^Vild Bees ", which are to be found in the
" Souvenirs Entomologiques •'.
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11 North Broadway, White Plains, N.Y.

November 30, 1919.

Dear Sir,—I am very anxious to get Aquatic Hemiptera

in alcohol or other fluid from your region. I have thus

far been extremely unsuccessful. I would very much
appreciate it if you could possibly secure a small lot,

even if if is only half a dozen specimens, and send it to

me by sample post, declared as " Sample Insects, No com-

mercial value." I shall, of course, be glad to reimburse

you for any expense.

I shall be very glad to co-operate with you, if possible,

in any want 3- ou may have from this part of the world.

Faithfully yours,

J. R. De La Torre-Bubno.

Owensmouth, Calif.

February 5th. 1920.

Dear Sir,—If you wish to exchange specimen Lepi-

doptera from your part of the world for California

specimens, I would very much like to exchange with you.

If you are not interested in the exchange of insects, and
know any one in your part who is, I would appreciate

the favour if you will forward this letter to them.

Yours very truly,

Thos J. Dennis.

Referring to Klaas' Cuckoo at Despatch near Port

Elizabeth, Mr. Fred Holland w^rites :

—

They have returned here earlier than usual this season,

and I saw two pairs together on August 9th., which let

me approach within ten yards. Later in the season they

become much shyer. They usually deposit eggs here, in

the Greater Double-collared Sunbirds' nests (Cimiyris

afer. ) , and the greedy young bird keeps its foster parents
exceedingly busy always, squeaking lustily and con-

tinuously for more w^orms. A couple of seasons back,

one fell out of its nest, so we put it into a cage intending
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to try and rear it by hand. To our astonishment how-

ever, the sun-birds found it half an hour later, and fed It

through the wires for a week until it could fly, when we
released it. They continued to feed it on adjacent trees

for a few days longer until it flitted. I might add by the

way that this is the first occasion that I have seen more

than a pair of these cuckoos together.

01) Hilary.

William Tyson.

This pioneer of biological science in South Africa

passed away at Grahamstown on April 14th, 1920, in his

seventy-first year. He belonged to that past generation

of botanists which laid the foundation of our present

knowledge on plant distribution in South Africa. Dur-

ing a period of nearly 45 years in this country, Mr.

Tyson made extensive collections of the native flora. His

material from East Griqualand, Pondoland and Murrays-

burg is specially important, containing many species not

previously known. The collections were distributed to

various public and private institutions, either directly

or through the gentlemen who helped him in the identifi-

cations of his plants, the late Drs. H. Bolus and P.

MacOwan. The most complete set of Tyson's plants is

that in the Cape Government Herbarium^ and there are

good sets also in the Bolus Herbarium, in the Albany

Museum, Grahamstown, and at Kew. In preparing the

specimens, he was scrupulously careful and neat, and, in

the opinion of a competent authority, no collector in

South Africa has exceeded Tyson, and few have equalled

him in this respect.

The last nine years of his life were spent at Pt. Alfred

in enforced seclusion, for physical infirmity entirely pre-
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vented an active life. Nevertheless, with the aid of

numerous juvenile friends he managed to bring together

a very large collection of sea-weeds, the most important

of its kind ever made in South Africa. This was distri.

buted in sets to herbariums in all parts of the world. It

was for the purpose of completing his fine series of sea-

w^eeds, and at the same time helping generally the newly

established Botanical Survey of South Africa, that he

undertook what proved to be his final collecting ti4p:

he reached his destination on the Pondoland Coast, but

illness prevented much collecting and after a few months

he returned to Grahamstown.

Willie Tyson was born at a Wesleyan parsonage in

Jamaica, being son of the late Rev. Wm. Tyson. When
his father was appointed to Sheffield, young Tyson, then

about 11 years old, entered Wesley College, where he did

well, taking various prizes. He afterwards became a

medical student at the Leeds school, but was unable to

complete his studies owing to the onset of an affliction

(arthritis) that crippled him for life. This was a great

blow: it more or less embittered his outlook throughout

life, yet he retained an indomitable energy and great en-

thusiasm for work in science. He came out to South

Africa about 1874 and held various teaching posts at the

South African College, Cape Town, at Dale College, King
William's Town, and at the Grey Institute, Port

Elizabeth. In 1888 he entered the Civil Service of Cape
Colony, at first as clerk in the office of the Superintendent

of Woods and Forests. This gave him the opportunity

of travelling through the colonial forests along with his

chief, Cte de Vasselot de Regne. Ten years later he was
transferred to the Agricultural Department, and became
sub-editor of the Agricultural Journal, which was then

edited by Mr. Jas. Hellier. He retired from the service

in 1904. In 1910 he held a temporary appointment in

the Cape Government Herbarium, and before leaving

Cape Town worked for some time in the herbarium of

Dr. R. Marloth.
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Tyson's interests in Natural History were by no means

limited to the plant world. Of late years, he had taken

up the study of marine shells, being inspired thereto by

the recent monograph on Port Alfred shells by the

American authority, P. Bartsch.

He also collected insects and sundry small animals for

the Albany Museum, and his room at Port Alfred became

the rendez-vous of naturalists, where residents and

visitors brought material of various kinds for his identi-

fication : in this capacity, he usually satisfied his visitors,

for he had a good general knowledge of the local fauna,

and an exceptionally fine memory for scientific names.

Willie Tyson never grew old : he retained to the last a

breezy youthful vivacity and all his mental faculties were

unimpaired.

His name is perpetuated in the genus Tysonia (Bora-

ginaceae) described by Dr. Bolus, and also in the many
specific n-ames of South African plants which were first

discovered by him.

J. H.

Frank Pym.

We much regret to have to record the death of Mr.

Frank Pym, on May 6th, 1920, at the early age of 41.

The deceased gentleman was well known in Grahamstown,

his birthplace, and throughout the Eastern Province, hav-

ing for twenty-one years held the office of Curator at the

Kingwilliamstown Museum after a period of apprentice-

ship as assistant in the Albany Museum, Grahamstown.
In building up the collection of those institutions, Frank
Pym acquired a great first-hand knowledge of the fauna

of the Eastern Province, much of whicli unfortunately is

now lost to us, for he w^ote but little. He was indeed

no arm-chair zoologist, nor a compiler of books, though

the knowledge he had gained was freely given to those

who sought his help, and no colleague ever appealed to

him in vain.
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He was one of the original members of the Ornitholo-

gical Society of South Africa, serving for some years on

the Council of that body, for Ornithology was his special

study. He contributed two papers on ' Birds of the Kaf-

frarian Frontier ' to the Journal of the Society (1909 and

1915), which are noteworthy as the first comprehensive

lists published on that fauna : and his name is commemo-

rated in one of the Kaffrarian birds he knew so well,

Pym's Coucal.

Mr. Pym had a great reputation as a sportsman, and

many of his trophies now adorn the interior of the King-

williamstown Museum. Amongst them is a magnificent

Buffalo that he shot near Grahamstown, a specimen of

melancholy interest inasmuch as the Buffalo is now on

the verge of extinction in the Albany district. In order

to obtain material for his Museum, he made an expedi-

tion into British East Africa in 1910. This was carried

out at his own expense and proved to be a great success,

although it was on this trip that his system became

stricken with the fever from which he suffered at inter-

vals up to the time of his last illness. Another hunting

expedition in the Melsetter district in 1913 was not so

productive for that very reason ; but one of the minor

discoveries of the trip was a trapdoor spider that he

carefully collected for the present writer who afterwards

named it Moggridgea pymi.

His record of active service is a good one. He went
with Methuen's column during the Anglo-Boer war and

was at Magersfontein. When the Great War broke out,

he joined the Kalahari Horse, which crossed the desert

and entered the enemy's country. Afterwards he volun-

teered for service overseas with the Heavy Artillery, and
in due course experienced the vigors of a training camp
in a wet and cold English winter: but the strain proved

too much for him, and discharged with a small pension,

as no longer fit for active service, he returned to South
Africa with health much impaired. This was the be-
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ginning of the end, for he never recovered his health, and

died eventually at Umkomaas of tuberculosis. He worked

at the Museum almost to the last, and, besides, held

various other offices in an honorary capacity, being secre-

tary to the Frontier Trout Acclimatisation Society, and

local secretary to the Association for Advancement of

Science in connection with the Kingwilliamstown meet-

ing of that body.

Frank Pym had many friends in all circles of society

for his unfailing courtesy and bright cheerful disposition

appealed to all who had the privilege to know him. He
was essentially a gentleman, and came of a good stock,

being directly descended from the historic John Pym of

Bedfordshire.

J. H.

Lieut. Claude O. Finch-Davies.

Members of the Society will learn with deep regret of

the death, at Cape Town, on the 3rd August, 1920,

of Lieut. Claude G. Finch-Davies, of the 1st South

African Mounted Kiflemen. The late Mr. Finch-Davies,

as a sergeant in the Cape Mounted Riflemen (subsequent-

ly merged into the S.A.M.R.) was a member of the South

African Ornithological Union from 1907, to the Journal

of which several papers on the birds of Pondoland and

East Griqualand were contributed by him. While

stationed in East Griqualand, he became famous for his

ability as a bird artist, the beautiful illustrations in

Horsbrugh's "Game Birds of South Africa", being by his

hand. In 1914 he was given a commission in the S.A.M.R.,

with that body taking part in the military operations

against the Germans in South West Africa and subse-

quently in quelling the Ovambo rising. These operations

carried him into new fields, of which he took full advan-

tage, several important papers on the birds of this area

soon after appearing from his pen. Latterly he devoted

much time to a study of the birds of prey, which had
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always been his favourite subject and which he intended

to monograph, to that end preparing innumerable

coloured figures from specimens secured by himself or

which he was able to borrow. He was particularly in-

terested in plumage variations due to age or sex of this

group, and had a knowledge of his subject w^hich only

the keenest specialist is able to acquire. He was also a

member of the British Ornithological Union, and as such

contributed several important papers on South African

birds, notably, quite recently, upon the birds of prey and

field observations thereon. It is sincerely to be hoped

that the great labour he expended on his favourite sub-

ject will not be lost and that it will be possible to have

published the completed coloured figures and his notes

upon the species. In the death of Mr. Finch-Davies, S.

Africa loses one of its keenest ornithologists, one who
combined the rare qualities of a field naturalist, bird

artist and student.
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